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Preface

THE IDEA OF WRITING THIS book started on December 13, 2001. On that day, Tung
Chee-hwa announced his bid to run for a second term of five years for the post
of Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. In the
Convention Center Auditorium, packed with business tycoons, selected social
leaders and pro-Beijing elites, his campaign speech was frequently interrupted
by thunderous applauses. Business leaders, pro-Beijing politicians, and film and
sports stars took turns to get on to the stage to sing praises for Tung’s
performance. Weeks later he was declared elected the second Chief Executive of
Hong Kong without contest, after 714 of the 800 Election Committee members,
representing the most influential business and professional groups in the territory,
nominated him for a second term. No other local politicians seriously tried to
challenge Tung for his second term.

In the week following the campaign speech, the Hong Kong Transition
Project released opinion polls that showed only 18% of Hong Kong people liked
to see a second term of Tung, with 61% disapproving. The difference between
the self-trumpeted popularity in the Convention Center Auditorium on December
13, 2001 and the public feelings could not have been more striking. Unpopular
autocrats can rule for long periods of time in dictatorships, and government
propaganda always do not reflect public sentiments, but few non-democracies
allowed free media or free academic research to adequately expose the frailty of
the government’s propaganda as in the case of Hong Kong.

The above episode reflected the huge gap between the state elites and societal
sentiments in Hong Kong, which drove me to think and re-think how far state-
society relations had transformed over the years. My personal impression, through
living and researching in Hong Kong, was that after 1997 the official picture
presented by the government, the rhetoric of the elites, the “Hong Kong” reflected
in the mass media, was further and further away from what people on the street
actually thought and experienced, which posed a root problem of the governance
for the SAR. This, being an impression, is not necessarily scientific. This book
represents a more serious attempt to study systematically the changing state-society
relations in Hong Kong in recent years.

This book is the result of three years of research and writing from 2003 to
2005. It is also a culmination of my personal thinking on various issues related to
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political development in Hong Kong. As a researcher on Hong Kong politics in
the last ten years, I always find numerous interesting political issues and research
questions unexplored. With limited capacities and resources, I can only touch
on some of these issues in this book; other issues are left for fellow scholars to
explore, provide answers, and ask more questions. As most of the text was finished
before Tung Chee-hwa stepped down in March 2005, this book does not effectively
deal with the new politics of the Donald Tsang era. Yet I remain convinced that
most of the issues I raised in this book cannot be solved merely by a change in
personnel, as they point to more fundamental issues of governing philosophy and
institutional reforms.

Many people have a hand in the limited contributions of this book. Over
the years numerous teachers and cohorts have enlightened me in my course of
academic pursuit, and it is impossible for me to thank all of them one by one
here. Researchers and scholars on Hong Kong and political practitioners, through
years of interaction and discussion with me, provide significant stimulations for
my research ideas and thoughts. The following research assistants carried out
different research tasks, without which I would not be able to complete the book:
Chan Kin Kai, Helena Kwong Hoi Yan, Alice Yeung Lai Shan, Yip Ling Yan,
Carmen Yu Ka Man, and Yu To Ming. Thanks are due to the interviewees, many
of them busy political practitioners, whose valuable views and information are vital
to parts of this book. The most old-fashioned disclaimer still applies: for all the
inadequacies, limitations and problems of this book, the responsibility is solely
mine.
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C H A P T E R  O N E

Political Development in Hong Kong

THIS BOOK IS A STUDY on the political development of Hong Kong in the last two
decades, with special emphasis on the development after the sovereignty handover
in 1997. To many Hong Kong people, the performance of the Hong Kong
government went downhill after Hong Kong became a Special Administrative
Region (SAR) of China after 1997. Many local scholars described post-1997 Hong
Kong as being in a state of crisis (Chan and So, 2002; Lau, 2002a); some went as
far as to argue that Hong Kong has gone on the road of political decay (Lo, 2001).
The 500,000-people demonstration on July 1, 2003, directed against the
impending enactment of the National Security Bill, which was also a general
outburst against post-1997 SAR governance ills, all but confirmed that the SAR
government was in a deep legitimacy and governance crisis.

The governance crisis came as a surprise to many Hong Kong people, at least
in the manner in which it was unfolded. Before 1997, most people in or outside
Hong Kong thought the major political problems after 1997 would originate from
intervention from Beijing, and if Beijing left Hong Kong alone Hong Kong should
be fine both politically and economically. The irony was that though Beijing
largely refrained from intervening in Hong Kong’s daily affairs after 1997,1  SAR
governance was fraught with its own problems of leadership, policy and
administration. The inability of pre-1997 Hong Kong studies to predict the post-
1997 crisis implied a deficiency in related academic works in the past, calling for
a resuscitation of the direction of Hong Kong studies.

The SAR governance crisis was multi-faceted, with deep roots in Hong Kong’s
political transition process as well as in its state and social formation. Any attempts
to attribute the crisis to one single cause, or analyze it from a single perspective,
would only make this author one of the proverbial blind men at the elephant.
This book is a modest attempt to fill a void in the study of Hong Kong politics in
the past 20 years. I argue that the post-1997 crisis should be understood from
the perspective of changing state-society relationships since the 1980s, a
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perspective seldom discussed by scholars on Hong Kong politics. In this light, the
post-1997 governance crisis was due to the inability of the political institutions to
cope with the governance needs, in particular in providing a coherent leadership,
a good governing political machine, and also in incorporating and aggregating
social and political interests from society. A big gap appeared between state and
society, with few institutional mechanisms that could bridge it. The
underdevelopment of the political society in Hong Kong disabled interest
aggregation and mitigation between state and society, and also deprived the SAR
of possible political machines for governance. As a result the state was exposed
to various challenges from the civil society after 1997, aggravating confrontation
between the government and the people. While the civil society was relatively good
at defending against encroachment from the state after 1997, it was
organizationally too weak or too diverse to accumulate enough resources to force
progressive social and political reforms from the state. All these brought strained
state-society relations, with the state unable to garner enough social support or
pacify social dissatisfaction to deliver effective governance, which was a key reason
for the post-1997 crisis.

The study of Hong Kong politics

Compared to other Asian tigers such as Taiwan and South Korea, Hong Kong
does not boast a large volume of studies on its early stages of political and social
development, i .e. ,  before the 1980s.  On the one hand, there was
underdevelopment of the academic circle and tertiary education in Hong Kong,
and colonial discouragement of any political discussion in the society. On the
other hand, the very few scholars who wrote on the subject before the 1980s
tended to treat Hong Kong as a place with no politics but only administration.
Studies before the 1980s or later studies on pre-1980s politics focused on
explaining the “lack of politics” phenomenon in Hong Kong (for example, King
(1975), Lau (1984), Rear (1971), Davies (1977), Harris (1978)). The general
picture was that Hong Kong had no meaningful elections, no political parties or
full-time politicians, and relatively few open political conflicts in the territory. To
many scholars, before the 1980s politics in Hong Kong was effectively
“administerized” by the bureaucratic polity (King, 1975; Lau, 1984).

The study of Hong Kong politics enjoyed a boom after the Sino-British
negotiations began in 1982. The negotiations, concluded with the signing of the
Sino-British Joint Declaration in 1984 which returned the sovereignty of Hong
Kong to China in 1997, promptly brought Hong Kong into a more politicized
era. The political development in the tiny colony became an interesting study
topic to the international academic community. The novelty was a relatively free
capitalist haven being incorporated into an autocratic and socialist motherland,
under the auspices of the innovative political formula of “one country, two
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systems”. Many saw the degree of democracy in the post-1997 political structure
as crucial for protecting the freedom, rule of law, autonomy, and economic
viability of Hong Kong, and studies on democratization dominated the study of
Hong Kong politics in the transition period from 1984 to 1997. These “transition
studies” mostly focused on the attitude of the Chinese government towards
democratization, on the democracy movement in Hong Kong, and on the tug of
war between China, Hong Kong, and Britain over the Basic Law and future
political development. (For examples, see Cheng (1989); Chan (1991); Lo (1990);
So (1997a & b)) All in all, the paramount concern of the transition studies was
“What would happen to Hong Kong in and after 1997?”2  The politics in the
transition period was always analyzed with respect to its implications for the Hong
Kong after 1997.

The volumes produced by these studies left several voids. Firstly, the focus
was mostly on governing elites and the sovereign masters, with few studies on other
social actors, grassroots movements, and social changes in Hong Kong. Even the
study of the indigenous democracy movement focused mostly on the movement
leaders and how they negotiated with the sovereign masters. There were few
studies on social movements and on how the civil society had interacted with the
state and shaped policy outputs since the 1980s.3  In short, the change in society
and input from societal forces were largely neglected in the transition studies.

Secondly, the “transition studies” focused too much on the struggle for
democratization and the debate on the future political system, with special
attention to the introduction of elected legislators. Democratization no doubt was
the most important political change and center for discord in Hong Kong, but
the changes in state form and social formation during the political transition in
the 1980s and 1990s, which might be independent of the democratization process,
also have much impact on the political development in Hong Kong, and warrant
much deeper academic attention.

Thirdly, most “transition studies” were interested in predicting what would
happen after 1997. The interest was in the “future” rather than in the “current”
developments. They overlook many social and political changes during the
transition era, let alone analyzing these changes theoretically. This explains why
international attention and interest on Hong Kong politics quickly rescinded after
1997, when there was no ostensible intervention, let alone oppression, from the
Chinese government. The transition studies was more-or-less embedded in some
sort of Cold War perspective, envisaging a Leviathan-like Red China engulfing a
feeble, small, free and capitalist Hong Kong. And when the images after 1997
did not match these doomsday prophecies, the international community, and
maybe the local community as well, has lost the spectacle to understand the
complicated social and political fabric of Hong Kong that has changed so much
since the 1980s.

In retrospect, the inability of Hong Kong society to cope with or even
understand the political and social crisis after 1997 is similar to the deficiency of
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the “transition studies.” During Hong Kong’s political transition, too much
attention (from the academic community, mass media, and the public at large)
was paid to the political front. And on the political front, most only focused on
the constitutional structure, the methods of election of the chief executive and
the Legislative Council, and the relations with the Chinese government.4  There
was relatively little attention to the role of state, society and culture, or the
economy, all of which have undergone rapid changes since the 1980s. Without
notice, our state form, our society, and the state-society relationship have changed
a lot at the same time when the political transition had brought about a lot of
changes in high-level politics. All the discussions in the 1980s and beyond about
the post-1997 political system were made seemingly without regard to these
changes. Even the Basic Law drafters assumed that the social and political situation
in the mid-1980s, when the Basic Law was drafted, could be used as a reference
framework after 1997.5

To this author, a central defect of the political formula in the Basic Law is
that it copied the principles and structural characteristics of the colonial political
structure, without due regard to the changing political and social environment
in Hong Kong in the last few decades. The drafters believed that this had given
political stability to the territory over the years, and believed that it could continue
to do so for post-colonial Hong Kong. Hence they tried to write the features of
the colonial setup into the Basic Law.6  These inherited features include vesting
most powers of policy decision, government leadership and appointment of public
officials in the hands of a non-popularly-elected chief executive. They include
making the Legislative Council (Legco) rather toothless. They involve relying on
civil servants and political appointees to make policies, while dwarfing political
parties and elected politicians in the policy-making process. To this author the
logic is like the Chinese fable of “looking for the sword by marking the boat.”(刻
舟求劍)7  The society, the citizens, the political culture, and even the state have
all changed a lot since the beginning of the transition. Even if the old political
formula might have been effective before the 1980s, it may not be able to cope
with the new situations after the handover.

As Lui (2002) put it, the fear for rapid change after 1997 among Hong Kong
people during the 1980s led to an inclination to “freeze” the status quo of the
early 1980s, and project it beyond 1997. The Basic Law was thus an attempt to
“freeze” the features of the Hong Kong “system” (including the political system,
the economic system and other aspects of the social system) by constitutional
provisions. “Freezing” the system means that Hong Kong missed out on a major
opportunity to renegotiate or restructure the relationship between the state and
the society during the transition (Lui, 2002, pp. 464–5). This sowed the seeds of
the gap and incongruence between state and society after 1997.

* * *
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The above discussion implies that to better understand the post-1997 governing
crisis, we need a re-understanding of the state, the society, and the state-society
relationship in post-1997 Hong Kong. It also, of course, suggests that we need to
reconsider the changes since the 1980s (or earlier) to understand the post-1997
state-society relations. Space and resource does not allow this author to make a
thorough recount of all the changes in the last quarter of a century. This book
will focus on the changes that had major impacts to the state-society relationship
after the handover. It will analyze how the political structure stipulated by the
Basic Law did not work out as planned to provide effective governance, partly as
a result of the political and social changes since the 1980s.

Political development: democracy, capacity and stable governance

If the post-1997 political system is to effectively govern Hong Kong, it must
undergo significant “development” from the archaic colonial system into a more
sophisticated and “developed” political system. Political scientists have debated
for many years the definition of “political development,” or what is a “developed”
or sophisticated political system. In the early stages of development studies, not
a few scholars took political development to mean only democratization and
enhancement of political participation (Deutsch, 1961; Lerner, 1958; Almond and
Coleman, 1960). Later, the focus moved to the performance of political systems,
including capabilities of systems and their ability to deliver political goods such
as security, liberty, welfare and justice (Almond, 1965; Pennock, 1986).
Huntington put forward the famous formulation of political development as
institutionalization (Huntington, 1968). To him, the benchmark of a developed
political system should be its ability to provide stable governance (Huntington,
1968 & 1986). The building of good political institutions and institutionalization
was the key to stable governance.

The debate that started in the 1980s about the future political development
of Hong Kong also centered around these two values: democratization and
stability. Political conservatives opposed rapid democratization on the grounds
that it would hurt stability by bringing about political confrontation, and hurt
prosperity by bringing about a welfare state. The democrats claimed that a
democracy was the best system to reflect public opinion, to implement “Hong
Kong people ruling Hong Kong,” and to prevent abuse of power or intervention
from Beijing. The two sets of values, of course, need not be mutually exclusive.
Democracy or the process of democratization does not always bring instability,
and democracy and stability are perfectly able to co-exist, as testified by the current
situation of many Western democracies. Democratic stability had been seen as
the yardstick for political development, standards to which other less-developed
polities aspired (see Almond and Verba (1989)).
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Political development in Hong Kong during the transition period and after
1997 was thus faced with multiple tasks. Hong Kong needs to change from an
autocratic colonial system to a democratic post-colonial system, to fulfill the
promise of “Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong” and to respond to the
democratic aspirations of the Hong Kong people. It needs to devise a system that
is capable of delivering stable governance, which should mean a conflict resolution
mechanism that can mitigate and resolve social and political conflicts, and allocate
interests and values authoritatively in the territory. It also involves the development
of state and other institutions to provide good government capacity to deliver
the government services to bring stability and prosperity.

Judged by these criteria, the governance of the HKSAR was failing on multiple
counts. Many had pointed to the retrogression of democratic development after
1997 (Sing, 2001 & 2004). Others pointed to similar warning signals in the realms
of rule of law, press freedom and civil liberties (Chan, 2002; Ching, 2001), which
are major indicators of a democratic and free society. The SAR government
entered a severe governing crisis after 1997, with low levels of popularity,
governability and legitimacy. (For accounts of the crisis, see Chan and So (2002),
Lau (2002a), Lo (2001).) Surveys from 2000 to 2004 showed consistently half or
more of the Hong Kong population being dissatisfied with the performance of
the SAR government (see Figure 1.1). Lo (2001, p. 13) pointed to a decreasing
level of institutionalization, involving more personal styles of governance, chaotic
implementation of policies, politicization of the judiciary, and the inability of the
institutions to absorb public opinion. The economic adversity brought by the Asian
Financial Crisis in 1997 and the SARS crisis in 2003 exposed the insufficient
capability and capacity of the SAR leadership to deal with crises (Ma, 2003a &
2004). Administrative mistakes after 1997 included chaos at the opening of the

Figure 1.1  Citizens’ satisfaction level with the SAR government

Source: Public Opinion Program, University of Hong Kong, various years
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Chek Lap Kok Airport, the problematic handling of the avian flu, and numerous
blunders and scandals involving the public healthcare system and public housing,
cast doubts on the governing capacity of the SAR government.

What went wrong? Pro-democracy politicians in Hong Kong blamed it on
the lack of a democratic system. People on the street might attribute the crisis to
the incompetence of Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa. Academic studies, though
concurring that there was a crisis, provided different answers as to its source. Lee
(1999) asserted that the crisis stemmed from institutional incongruity, from the
inability of the executive-led administrative state to drive social and economic
development in times of crisis. Fractured executive leadership, weakened
legislature, and the insufficient policy-making capacity of the civil servants all led
to the inability to deal with the governing crisis. Lo (2001) mostly attributed the
crisis to problems of political communication. Lau (2002b) claimed that Tung’s
governing strategy was at fault, that he failed to engineer a strong governing
coalition and a broad social support base.

This book tries to explain the crisis in governance and the slow growth in
democracy in Hong Kong after 1997 by an analysis of state-society relations in
Hong Kong. A fragmented state elite and fragmented state institutions after 1997
failed to provide effective governance and leadership. The underdevelopment of
political society made it difficult to bridge the gap between state and civil society,
channel public opinion, aggregate interests or mediate conflicts. The gap between
the political society and the civil society also disabled a strong democratic or social
movement to push social and political reforms. I do not intend to say that the
weakness of political society is the only factor that led to the slow development of
democracy or the crisis of governance in Hong Kong. I argue that it is an
important factor that has been overlooked over the years in the study of Hong
Kong politics.

Political society and political development in Hong Kong

There have been different explanations for the underdevelopment of democracy
in Hong Kong. To modernization theorists, the slow democratization of Hong
Kong was an anomaly (Sing, 1996a & 2004). Hong Kong has had a high per capita
income, a sizeable middle class, free flow of information, a free market economy,
and few irresolvable ethnic and religious cleavages. Hong Kong also has had a
sound foundation of rule of law and civil liberties. Yet by 2004, twenty years after
democratic transition started in the 1980s, only half of the legislature was elected
by universal suffrage, and the SAR executive branch is not elected by popular
elections.

The “cultural theorists,” most notably Lau Siu-kai, explained the slow
democratization by the political apathy of the Hong Kong people. Scholars such
as Huntington (1991, 300–301) and Pye (1985, 56–57) had claimed that Confucian
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culture is not favorable to democratic development. In their views, Confucian
culture prefers harmony to conflict and competition, stresses authority rather than
freedom, and does not have traditional concepts of individual rights. Instead of
simply arguing that Confucian culture is inhospitable to democracy, Lau (1984)
painted a more complicated cultural picture for Hong Kong. He claimed that
the political culture of the Hong Kong Chinese was a special mix of traditional
Confucian culture and the nature of Hong Kong as a refugee society. The political
culture of the Hong Kong Chinese was marked by “utilitarian familism,” as the
Hong Kong Chinese put family values over societal values, and relied on kinship
networks and not political participation to solve their livelihood problems (Lau,
1984). The Hong Kong Chinese also had insufficient understanding or a “partial
vision” of democracy, focusing on instrumental values of democratic reform rather
than seeing democratic participation as a right in itself (Kuan and Lau, 1995).
Surveys in the 1980s and 1990s showed that while the Hong Kong Chinese had a
satisfactory level of political knowledge, they usually had low political efficacy and
thus seldom participated in political affairs (Lau and Kuan, 1995).

To the cultural theorists, the Hong Kong Chinese had low political efficacy
and were difficult to mobilize to fuel a formidable democracy movement. Recent
surveys by the same scholars, however, cast doubts on this argument. Surveys that
compared the political attitudes in mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong
showed that influences of modernization and political institutions can very much
strengthen or suppress the impact of traditional orientations on political attitudes
(Kuan and Lau, 2002a). The political attitudes of Hong Kong people were in some
respects more liberal or “modern” than the Taiwan people who are living under
a democratic government. The implication is that the studies on political attitudes
made in Hong Kong in the 1970s and 1980s may fail to capture the changes in
political attitudes in recent years. If Hongkongers’ political attitude was deemed
more modern in some aspects than the Taiwanese’s, then the cultural explanation
was not alone sufficient to explain the slow development of democracy in Hong
Kong.

Hong Kong’s “partial democratization” could also be explained by power
dependence (Kuan, 1991; Lau and Kuan, 2000). Hong Kong’s democratization
process was constrained by the two sovereign masters, China and Britain, with
the Hong Kong people unable to participate in the negotiation over its future.
With a grave imbalance of power and with the local elites divided over the pace
of democratization, Hong Kong had very little bargaining power vis-à-vis the two
sovereign states (Kuan, 1991). The democrats in Hong Kong had no choice but
to settle for a partial democracy as stipulated in the Basic Law.

Some others paid attention to the interplay between elite groups and class
actors. So and Kwitko (1990) saw the democracy movement in Hong Kong as
originating from the rise of a new middle class. There were different explanations
as to why this movement faltered. Firstly, the middle-class movement was weakened
by the wave of emigration in the 80s and early 90s (Sing, 1996a; Cheng, 1989).
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So (1997a) saw the strategy of the “service professionals,” the leaders of the
democracy movement, as flawed because they did not form an effective alliance
with the grassroots, and subsequently had their demands thwarted by an “unholy”
alliance between Hong Kong big businesses and the Chinese government. Lui
(1997b) explained the failure by “middle class personality”: the middle class in
Hong Kong in general feared their bourgeois way of life would be affected, but
they lacked political determination to organize themselves into a strong group
to express their views politically. They wavered, hesitated, and were shy of speaking
up. Cynicism replaced participation, as the middle class could easily find excuses
to rationalize their non-participation. The very few who joined the fray and
became the leaders of the democratic movement were too calculating to confront
the authorities to push for drastic change. So (1999a & b) also argued that the
middle class by nature was moderate and inclined to compromise, thus ready to
settle for a “partial democracy” as laid down in the Basic Law.

Sing (2004) used a bargaining perspective to explain the “tortuous
democratization” of Hong Kong. To him, if the Hong Kong democracy movement
had enough mobilization power, it would be able to force the Chinese state into
more concessions on the pace of democratization. Seeing the Chinese government
as the primary constraint, he pointed to the weakness of the civil society and
political society, marked by the presence of the bourgeoisie as an anti-democratic
element and internal divisions within the opposition, as a major factor for the
failure of the democracy movement. A colonial system that brought good
economic performance and civil liberties, which was relatively free of corruption,
accorded the ancien régime some legitimacy, which served to weaken the public’s
support for democratization (Sing, 2004).

All the above perspectives have at least partial validity, but they failed to
resolve some major puzzles. The cultural explanation failed to address the rising
political awareness and participation in Hong Kong since the 1980s, especially
after the Tiananmen crackdown in 1989. It also failed to explain “participation
explosions” of the Hong Kong people, including the million-strong
demonstrations in support of democracy in China in 1989, the record-breaking
53% voter turnout in the 1998 Legislative Council election and then the 55%
turnout in 2004, protests against Article 23 legislation in December 2002 and July
2003, and waves of social protests after 1997.

Hong Kong’s destiny and survival obviously depend on China, but power
dependence does not necessarily imply low mobilization for the local democracy
movement. Cultural explanations aside, how could we explain the generally low
level of participation in Hong Kong? Was low efficacy due to power dependence,
that grave imbalance of power between Hong Kong and China making Hong
Kong people believe they could not change the wishes of the Chinese leaders?
The low mobilization and inability to form cross-class alliance of Hong Kong
people aggravated the power imbalance with the Central Government. If Hong
Kong can mobilize as strong a movement as the Taiwan democratic movement,
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will the scenario be changed? The inclination for the democrats or middle class
to compromise may be a result of their low level of resources, including the lack
of a highly mobilized mass movement. “Faulty” strategies may be determined by
environmental factors, and should not be seen as the most important reason of
the failure of the democracy movement. The power imbalance between Hong
Kong and China and successive failures in fighting for democracy since the 1980s
certainly lowered the political efficacy of the Hong Kong people, which in turn
had a de-mobilizing effect on the Hong Kong public. The power dependence
and cultural arguments thus bring a series of chicken-and-egg problems.

Other explanations are not without problems. Good economic performance
and corruption-free governance was not the norm throughout postwar colonial
rule. Corruption in both the public and private sectors was rampant in Hong Kong
before the establishment of the Independent Commission Against Corruption
(ICAC) in 1974, and the working class shared few benefits of economic growth
before the 1970s. Sing’s explanation for colonial legitimacy may have held true
only for a very narrow time frame in the 1970s and 1980s, but not for the whole
colonial period. In addition, if good economic performance was the chief reason
for low political participation in Hong Kong (as argued by Sing (1996a, 2004)),
we should have seen more support for democracy immediately after 1997 when
economic recession set in. Instead, the support for the democrats dwindled in
the 2000 Legislative Council election (Ma, 2001) and only rebounded after the
struggle against national security legislation in 2002–03. The economic downturn
after 1997 in fact turned the attention of Hong Kong people towards livelihood
issues and not political issues, which served only to dampen the democracy
movement before 2003.

I suggest that the underdevelopment of political society in Hong Kong was
a crucial factor in the futility of the democracy movement, a factor overlooked
by various scholars. “Political society” is defined as the arena in which the polity
and society organize themselves for political contestation to gain control over
public power and the state apparatus (Stepan, 1988; Shain and Sussman, 1998;
Linz and Stepan, 1996, p. 8). The concept is different from that of civil society.
“Civil society” is the arena in which manifold social movements and civil
organizations constitute themselves, whereby individuals and groups pursue
personal or collective interests and express themselves in autonomous
organizations (Stepan, 1988; Weigle, 2000). Unlike the political society, the civil
society does not seek state power. The political society can be considered part of
both the civil society and the state. It is that part of civil society that seeks to
influence state power directly or affect public policy through institutional channels
of political participation (Weigle, 2000, pp. 49–50). It plays a mediating role
between the civil society and the state, and is responsible for reconciliation of
political interests in civil society (Kuan, 1998; Weigle, 2000).

Political parties and the legislature are the most important components of
the political society in democratizing polities or consolidated democracies.
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Without using the concept of civil society and political society, Almond and Powell
(1977) claimed that political parties played a most important role in interest
aggregation, while interest groups were responsible for interest articulation in
political systems. To the system theorists, both interest aggregation and articulation
are major input functions in a “developed” political system, which have to be
fulfilled to make the system stable. Similarly, Huntington (1986) pointed to the
primacy of parties in political institutionalization, in providing legitimacy and
stability. To Huntington, strong party organization is the only long-run alternative
to a corrupt or mass society in modernizing polities. In this sense political society
plays a critical role in political development, democratization and democratic
consolidation. Similarly, elected legislatures channel public opinion and social
interests into the policy-making process. The legislature, which accommodates
different political parties representing different societal groups, is the arena where
different social interests and cleavages reconcile themselves via party politicking.

There is voluminous literature on the role of civil society in fostering
democratization, in particular on the theme of “civil society against the state.”
Civil society in various forms was seen as instrumental in bringing about the
democratic opening in communist Eastern Europe. The “resurrection of civil
society” was also crucial for pressuring the incumbents of an authoritarian regime
to open up (Arato, 1981; O’Donnell and Schmitter, 1986; Bernhard, 1993; Weigle
and Butterfield, 1992; Geremek, 1996; Diamond, 1996 & 1999). As an autonomous
realm independent of state control, civil society provides the basis for social
movements and political opposition, protecting social life from the encroachment
from an autocratic or even totalitarian state. Civil society plays an important role
in checking and limiting state power. A vibrant civil society also provides resources
and mechanisms to control those elected to power after the onset of democratic
elections, thus serving as an important requisite for democratic consolidation
(Diamond, 1996 & 1999).

On the other hand, there have been fewer studies on the role of political
society in democratization. Stepan (1988) pointed out that the study of
democratization has focused too much on civil society, but not enough on political
society. This led to several problems:
(a) there were few studies on the horizontal relationship between civil society

organizations;
(b) there was relatively little analysis on how to bridge the gap between civil

society and political society;
(c) the “civil society against the state” perspective assumes the unity of state and

neglects the internal contradictions within the state.

Friedheim (1993) claimed that distinguishing civil society from political society
is the first step towards bringing society back into the theory of democratic
transition. The crucial point is that there is no guarantee that civil society will
transform into a mature political society when the regime opens up. To begin
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with, civil society organizations are not set up with a purpose to seek political office,
and they may not be very adept at interest aggregation in that regard. Many of
them will choose to remain in the civil society even after the regime opens up,
and refuse to enter the establishment after democratization. In addition, the basic
philosophy of civil society operation is different from that of political society.
Stepan (1997) claimed that the oppositional role of civil society made it difficult
to construct a political society necessary for consolidation of democracy. Civil
society generally emphasizes immediacy, spontaneity, and detests formal modes
of operation. These values were elevated to the level of ethical standards of
personal and collective behavior, translating to what Polish analysts called “ethical
civil society” (Linz and Stepan, 1996, p. 271). The ideas of ethical civil society
had a distinct flavor of “politics of anti-politics,” repugnant of formal politics as
in common representative democracies (Linz and Stepan, 1996, p. 271; Ost, 1990,
p. 2). By stressing originality, truth and ethics, civil society groups naturally do
not like formalized participation and the inclination to compromise and mediate
interests which are imperative of a mature political society.

The conceptual distinction between civil society and political society brought
the interesting case of Hong Kong into perspective. Hong Kong has had a
relatively autonomous civil society, with the society getting more pluralized after
the economic take-off in the 1970s and the politicization of Hong Kong society
since the Sino-British negotiations in 1982–84. Hong Kong has had a relatively
free media, with good foundations of rule of law and has been one of the freest
economies of the world for some years. Civil liberty in Hong Kong after the 1970s
rivaled that of Western democracies. Compared to most non-democracies, Hong
Kong has had a relatively free and robust civil society.

In contrast, 15 years after the first partial popular election into the legislature,
Hong Kong’s political parties were still at an infant stage. The largest local party
(in terms of membership), the Democratic Alliance for the Betterment of Hong
Kong (DAB), had only about 2,000 members in 2005, less than 0.1% of the
population. The resources and mobilization power of the parties were weak by
international standards. Lau and Kuan (2002) attributed the underdevelopment
of political parties to the political structure in the Basic Law that was designed to
limit the growth of parties. With the SAR government adopting an anti-party
stance and Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa refusing to form a ruling party of his
own, political parties were marginalized in the policy-making process of the SAR.
The business elites were reluctant to enter the popular election game, and there
were few political cleavages to mobilize the amorphous and fragmented society.
As a result, the stunted political party system in Hong Kong only disabled stable
and effective governance (Lau and Kuan, 2002). The Legislative Council was also
weak in power under an “executive-dominant” system that accords most policy-
making power to the executive branch. Constitutional constraints on Legco
further weakened its policy influence, reducing the legislature to a role of
oversight and controlling the government (Ma, 2002a).
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Sing (2004, pp. 148–150) used the divisions between groups in civil society
and political society in Hong Kong to explain the low level of mobilization of
the democracy movement. In his book he largely treated the political society as
part of the civil society or political opposition, and did not really discuss the role
of the legislature and political parties in the role of democratization and political
development.

The plan of this book

This book analyzes political development in Hong Kong in the last 20 years by
discussing the changing state-society relations in Hong Kong. The central thesis
is that the state, political society and civil society all underwent a lot of changes
in the last two decades, leading to incongruities between state institutions and
societal demands. The colonial state underwent numerous processes of changes
since the 1980s, resulting in fragmented state institutions and a non-cohesive state
elite, weakening the governing capacity of the SAR state. The political society,
namely the legislature and the political parties, had phenomenal growth and
change in function since the early 1980s, but further development was arrested
by post-1997 institutional and political changes. As a result, both the legislature
and political parties mostly focused on checking the government instead of
mitigating between the state and the civil society after 1997. Developments in civil
society since the early 1990s led to its increased detachment from the political
society and a lower propensity for horizontal and vertical linkage between civil
society organizations (CSOs). Post-1997 events showed that the civil society in
Hong Kong was relatively successful in self-defense, in fighting off encroachments
from the state, but less effective in coalescing in territory-wide coalitions to push
progressive social and political reforms.

* * *

The main body of this book is divided into three parts: on the state, the political
society, and the civil society of Hong Kong respectively.

Part A discusses the changing nature of the state since the early colonial era.
Chapter Two reviews the nature of the colonial state, analyzing different images
of the nature of the colonial state. Chapter Three discusses the social and political
changes since the 1980s that served to transform the nature of the colonial state.
It analyzes how the Chinese government attempted to engineer the post-colonial
state elite by co-option and a united front strategy. It also discusses how the
administrative state transformed itself with more intervention into society,
marketization of the state services, and other institutional metamorphoses, which
in the end brought new state forms and a new state-society relationship. Chapter
Four is an institutional analysis of the nature of the post-colonial state, showing
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that although the Basic Law gave much power to the chief executive, the CE’s
power and control is by no means complete in the post-colonial state. Elite
fragmentation, the lack of a governing party, the diversity of institutions and built-
in institutional checks all led to fragmented state power, weakening the governing
capacity of the post-colonial state.

Part B discusses the role and functioning of the political society in Hong
Kong. Chapter Five delineates the evolution of the role and functions of the
Legislative Council. It shows how institutional change since the 1990s have affected
the functions of Legco, and how institutional changes after 1997 curtailed its
policy influence and reduced it to an oversight role after 1997. Chapter Six
discusses how party development was constrained by various institutional factors,
and how institutional changes after 1997 inhibited party development. The
gradual detachment of political parties from civil society groups since the 1990s
weakened the mobilization power of the political parties. Weak political parties
and the abhorrence of party politics by the SAR government brought with it a
host of problems to governance, including the inability to bridge the gap between
state and society and absence of political machines to help implement government
policies.

Part C discusses the situation of civil society in Hong Kong in relation to the
state, in particular the evolution of social movements and their relations with the
state. Chapter Seven discusses encroachments on civil society since 1997, including
encroachments on the mass media, on civil liberties, and how state policies have
posed constraints to civil society organizations in various ways. Chapter Eight
discusses the change in the social movement industry in the last 30 years. While
the civil society saw increased detachment from the political society, the counter
united front was used as a flexible organizational form for social movements after
1997. This organizational form, however, was good for self-defense but unfavorable
for forming territory-wide resourceful coalitions to further social reforms.

* * *

As an institutionalist, this author believes that the long-term solution of the
governance problems of Hong Kong lies in fundamental institutional reforms.
The “one country, two systems” formula and the political design envisaged by the
Central Government promises a system of multiple contradictions, creating
legitimacy and governance problems for the SAR. The constitutional promise of
ultimate democracy, and the lack of institutionalized bargaining mechanisms
between the state and major social groups, brought a perennial legitimacy crisis.
Institution-building in the forms of democratizing institutions, strengthening state
capacity, fostering political society, and re-engineering of a state-society contract
is vital to the successful future governance of the HKSAR.
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C H A P T E R  T W O

The Nature of the Colonial State

THERE HAVE BEEN CONTRASTING IMAGES about the nature of the colonial state, the
most well-known being Hong Kong as a minimalist laissez-faire state. Scholars
differed on the extent to which the Hong Kong state was really non-interventionist,
but it was clear that social and political changes since the 1980s had rendered
the “minimalist state” formulation inadequate for understanding the current
Hong Kong state. This chapter will first have a review of the contrasting images
of the colonial state. It will then discuss the changes since the 1980s that had led
to changes to the state and its relations with society in Hong Kong, which was to
have major impacts on the post-colonial state.

Image I: The minimalist state

Hong Kong under British rule was largely considered a laissez-faire system by
outside observers. Milton Friedman (1981) provided perhaps the most well-known
formulation of the role of the Hong Kong state:

We may well ask whether there exists any contemporary examples of
societies that rely primarily on voluntary exchange through the market
to organize their economic activity and in which government is
limited…. Perhaps the best example is Hong Kong.… Hong Kong has
no tariffs or other restraints on international trade.… It has no
government direction of economic activity, no minimum wage laws, no
fixing of prices… Government plays an important (but limited) role….
It enforces law and order, provides a means for formulating the rules
of conduct, adjudicates disputes, facilitates transportation and
communication, and supervises the issuance of currency. (Friedman,
1981, pp. 54–55)
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To many economists, Friedman included, colonial Hong Kong was the last bastion
of free-market ideology, and the prototypical “night-watchman state,” limiting its
role to the main duties mentioned above. The view was echoed by historians and
political economists who wrote on Hong Kong. Endacott (1964, p. 121) claimed
that both Europeans and Chinese settlers in the nineteenth century were content
with the “minimum government” that was concerned only with “security of life
and property and opportunity for commercial enterprise”—a case of “Benthamite
laissez-faire.” Eitel saw Hong Kong as a ‘praiseworthy example of free trade
principles and humane government’ (Eitel, 1895, p. 57). Rabushka (1979, p. 83)
also saw Hong Kong as having the most classical minimal form of government.

Studies on the Newly Industrialized Countries (NICs) also saw the Hong Kong
government during the economic take-off period as committed to a laissez-faire
ideology. Haggard (1990: 115) considered the Hong Kong government as deeply
committed to laissez-faire during the export-led drive in the 1960s and 1970s. To
Haggard, Hong Kong had no manufacturing parastatals, little protection towards
domestic capital, no restrictions on entry, on import of technology, or on
repatriation of profits, and no credit or tax incentives (Haggard and Cheng, 1987).
Deyo (1987) pointed to the lack of intervention in labor relations by the colonial
government. Studies in East Asian NICs always see Hong Kong as an anomalous
case that managed to promote export-led growth by a laissez-faire system, which
contrasted with other “tigers” such as South Korea or Singapore which relied on
state intervention to make a “big push.”

This view of the non-interventionist state can readily find its support in
government statements before the 1980s. John Cowperthwaite, Financial Secretary
in the 1960s, spelled out this market-dominated logic quite clearly,

For I still believe that, in the long run, the aggregate of the decisions
of individual businessmen, exercising individual judgment in a free
economy, even if often mistaken, is likely to do less harm than the
centralized decisions of a government; and certainly the harm is going
to be counteracted faster.… It has to be recognized, and it is recognized
over a large part of our daily life, that the community’s scarce economic
resources can be efficiently allocated only by the price mechanism. (italics mine)
(Hong Kong Hansard 1966, pp. 216, 218)

In the 1970s Financial Secretary Philip Haddon-Cave coined the term “positive
non-interventionism” to describe the government philosophy on economic
management. The term quickly became the standard catch-phrase by which the
government and others described the state-market relationship in Hong Kong.
“Positive non-interventionism involves taking the view that, in the great majority
of circumstances, it is futile and damaging to the growth rate of the economy for
attempts to be made to plan the allocation of resources available to the private
sector.…” (Haddon-Cave, 1980, xii). However, “positive non-interventionism” also
means that the government was not a laissez-faire government in the strictest sense,
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as the government admitted it would intervene “positively” in case of crises
induced by market failure.

To this author as a political scientist, this image of the Hong Kong minimalist
state raises a very important question: what was the political basis of this governing
and economic strategy? If it is obvious that non-intervention is the most
economically efficient strategy, as many economists have claimed, why were the
governors and financial secretaries of Hong Kong the only ones in the world who
saw this wisdom? Haggard and others saw ideological commitment of the colonial
masters to laissez-faire as an important reason for Hong Kong’s special state form
during economic take-off (Haggard, 1990; Haggard and Cheng, 1987; Huang,
1997, p. 101, Lau, 1984). This view is clearly problematic, as British colonial
governments elsewhere in India and Africa were very interventionist or even
predatory, and the Colonial Office engaged actively in planning and promoting
industrialization in other colonies (Chiu, 1996).

Some scholars sought institutional and political explanations for the non-
interventionist state. Lau’s famous formulation of “minimally-integrated socio-
political system” saw the colonial state as one that was autonomous from societal
forces (Lau, 1984). Because of weak horizontal linkage between social groups,
and a non-participatory political culture, the colonial bureaucracy was able to
enjoy relative autonomy from societal demands. Haggard also saw the Hong Kong
state as “highly insulated,” with limited political representation under the colonial
system, and a cohesive decision-making structure (Haggard, 1990). This view was
aptly captured by Harris’s “administrative state” formulation (Harris, 1978). To
Harris, this meant “a state in which administrative organization and operations
are particularly prominent” (Harris, 1978, p. 55). Bureaucrats or civil servants
dominated decision-making, with no party politics, no electoral representation,
no full-time politicians, and no alternative power centers other than the
bureaucracy. Similar ideas were shared by Lau’s concept of “bureaucratic polity”
(Lau, 1984). In this light, non-intervention was due to the ability of the
autonomous bureaucracy to fend off the demands of weak interest groups for
intervention or social welfare. The minimalist state image thus goes hand in hand
with the “weak society, autonomous state” formulation of Hong Kong.

Some others explained non-interventionism by the nature of the colonial
regime and the way Britain conceived the political and economic position of Hong
Kong. Chiu (1994 & 1996) noted the limited financial capacity of the Hong Kong
government. Before 1958, the annual budgets of Hong Kong had to be approved
by London, and the Colonial Office saw financial self-sufficiency as the paramount
goal of colonial rule. The British did not deem it necessary to invest or intervene
in Hong Kong industry, since they had always seen the entrepôt as the raison d’être
of the colony. Since the lease of North Kowloon and New Territories was supposed
to end in 1997, and with the turbulent situation in China, after the Second World
War the British government thought that any investments other than those related
to trade were risky. In the early postwar years, the British government also detested
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protection or subsidy to the industrial sector, for fear that Hong Kong products
would compete with British products (Ngo, 1997). Chan (1998) went further to
argue that a most important motive for Hong Kong’s fiscal conservatism was to
stack up reserves, in the form of Foreign Exchange Fund in the Bank of England,
to support the sterling pound. By the time the sterling crisis took place in 1967,
Hong Kong’s accumulated surplus had totaled 350 million pounds, about one-
third of the reserve of Britain, and 15% of the balance of the Sterling Area (Chan,
1998, p. 14; Goodstadt, 2004, p. 61).

Chiu (1994 & 1996) and Chan (1998) concurred that the economic strategy
of non-intervention was the result of the political configuration of the colonial
regime. Since the early colonial era, the British trading firms (hongs) had been
well represented in the appointed Exco (Executive Council) and Legco. The trade
sector favored a low-tax, no-tariff, low-expense government. A political alliance
between the financial (the banking sector) and the commercial bourgeoisie
worked to defeat demands for subsidies for industries (Chiu, 1994; Choi, 1999).
The Chinese industrialists did not get representation in these two councils until
very late: the first industrialist was appointed as Legco member in 1964; the first
industrialist into Exco only in 1972 (Chiu, 1996). The major banks were also more
inclined to finance trade than manufacturing. Since most of the financial
institutions were in private hands, the colonial government did not have a lot of
leverage to finance industries even if it wanted to (Chiu, 1994). Compared to other
Asian tigers, where government control on credit and investment was crucial for
industrial development, the Hong Kong government played a minimal role in
providing credit to private investors. To these authors, laissez-faire was hence the
result of a state captured by the British merchants.

Ngo (2000) saw both the “bureaucratic autonomy” and “captured state”
theory as too simplistic to explain colonial non-interventionism. He claimed that
those hongs that were well represented in the political structure lobbied hard to
seek rents and demanded control over legislation, policy making and government
finance. In this sense the politically dominant British merchants did not ask the
colonial government to be non-interventionist. Ngo asserted that the government
was in fact torn between giving privileges to the dominant interests (the hongs)
and keeping the underdogs (e.g., Chinese businessmen and industrialists) happy.
The solution was to refuse sectoral intervention. Ngo (1998, 2000) claimed that
since the colonial government did not have a sound basis of legitimacy on which
to adjudicate competing demands from societal interests, it preferred to stay aloof
and refused to use public resources to help individual enterprises or sectors. The
laissez-faire policy was thus in fact a consensus-building strategy that enabled the
colonial government to serve as a neutral arbiter of competing business and
industrial interests. Goodstadt (2004) saw commitment to non-interventionism
as an important legitimacy formula for the non-democratic colonial government
dominated by the business elite, as lack of intervention brought a clearer
demarcation between public interests and private profit, limiting the rent-seeking
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by the dominant business elite. He showed that the British hongs were not always
opposed to interventionism; at times they lobbied hard for more intervention and
subsidies from the colonial government (Goodstadt, 2004, pp. 164–168).

Adopting a world-system perspective, So (1986) used the lack of class struggle
to explain the absence of government intervention in Hong Kong. The Cold War
and the economic embargo on China meant that Hong Kong’s free port was the
only place where China could earn hard currency in the 1950s and 1960s. As a
stable, prosperous and capitalist Hong Kong fit the economic interests of China,
the PRC did not want to take back Hong Kong before the 1980s, and did not try
to instigate leftist movements in Hong Kong to destabilize the colonial rule. The
divisions of the labor unions in Hong Kong between the left (pro-CCP) and the
right (pro-KMT) also made it difficult for a strong labor movement to grow in
Hong Kong (So and Chiu, 1997). Unlike other Asian NICs such as Taiwan and
Korea, Hong Kong did not need to militarize to stop the spread of communism.
The colonial government thus had little need to respond to strong labor demands
or movements, which enabled it to adopt a non-interventionist stand.

Although explanations vary, the above-mentioned scholars all concurred that
the colonial state, at least during the economic take-off period in the 1960s and
1970s, was largely non-interventionist. This of course was the conventional wisdom
of the “Hong Kong story;” hitherto the SAR government and the business sector
still claimed that government non-intervention was the pillar of Hong Kong’s
economic miracle. The corollary was that any departure from the formula would
only bring dire consequences. Any attempts at increasing welfare or taxes were
met with ideological challenges from the business sectors, local neo-liberal
economists, and the pro-liberal media, not to mention the government
bureaucrats themselves. There was, however, another image of the Hong Kong
story.

Image II: The interventionist state

Another group of scholars put forward views in stark contrast to the “minimalist
state” image. To them the colonial state was in fact interventionist or
developmental, to the extent that some said, “Hong Kong and laissez-faire have
only an occasional acquaintance” (Youngson, 1982).

These scholars pointed to various areas in which the government had
intervened in the economy or society in postwar years. Castells, et al. saw the main
forms of interventions in the realms of collective consumption, including
production and reproduction of labor and subsidizing the social wage (Castells,
Goh and Kwok, 1990). These hidden state subsidies helped to keep labor costs
low throughout the 1960s and 1970s. In particular, provision of public housing
close to the factories gave a subsidy of as high as about 70% of the monthly wage
to manufacturing workers. This created a safety net for the lower class,
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instrumental in maintaining social stability in an era of rapid modernization and
urbanization. Intervention in the private housing market took the form of rent
control, which stipulated that rents could rise by no more than 21% in every two
years (Castells, Goh and Kwok, 1990). State policies to provide low-cost housing,
private or public, provided a hidden subsidy to the labor costs in Hong Kong,
which served to keep down production costs during the export-led growth era.

The government also intervened heavily in the price of foodstuffs. In 1955 a
rice control scheme was imposed. Only licensed merchants could import rice,
and the government strictly regulated the stockholders to ensure that there were
ample stocks at all times (Schiffer, 1991; Youngson, 1982). From the 1950s to the
1970s, Hong Kong imported 80% of its foodstuffs, with those from the PRC
making up 43% in 1954–63, and 50% in 1964–80. The prices were administratively
set by negotiations between PRC officials and Hong Kong government
representatives (Schiffer, 1991). As the typical blue-collar household spent about
70% of their household expenditure on food and housing in the 1950s and 1960s,
the subsidies on rent and food substantially reduced their living costs. Some
estimated that in 1961–73, Hong Kong’s cost of living would have risen by 12.5–
15% if there were no PRC imports (Woo, 1977). The government-administered
subsidies thus helped to keep labor costs low, enabling the employers to lower
the real wages correspondingly.

Chiu and Hung (1997) also showed how the colonial government had
intervened in agriculture by monopolizing the wholesaling of vegetable products
in the hands of the Vegetable Marketing Organization since 1946. Beginning in
the 1950s, local vegetable marketing cooperatives were set up under the
Agricultural Department, which used low-interest loans and cheap fertilizers to
lure farmers to join, enabling the government to control the supply of vegetables
in Hong Kong. The government also kept the vegetable and meat imports from
China at a low level by negotiating with Chinese officials, in order to protect the
local produce. Protection of agriculture and distribution of benefits among
farmers lowered food prices and served as a control mechanism of the rural
groups, which was a major factor for rural stability amidst rapid urbanization and
industrialization (Chiu and Hung, 1997 & 1999).

Scholars pointed to other forms of intervention. For example, the
government played an important role in negotiating tariffs and quotas with foreign
economic entities. The Industry Department also discussed quotas with local
textile firms so that benefits could be distributed among different industrial
groups (Castells, Goh and Kwok, 1990, p. 90). The quotas then became a
monopolistic advantage to selected producers who owned the exclusive right to
export through trade deals endorsed and engineered by the government
(Goodstadt, 2004, p. 128). The Hong Kong Tourist Association, Hong Kong Trade
Development Council, and Export Credit Insurance Association all provided much
assistance in promoting trade and Hong Kong products. With the government
providing most of the education and health services during the economic take-
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off, the state played a key role in provision of welfare (Youngson, 1982). Interest
rates were set by the Interest Rate Committee of the Association of Banks,
controlled by government officials and a cartel of banks (Schiffer, 1991). In this
light, fiscal conservatism was in fact a conscious strategy to maintain a strong
reserve and fiscal surplus, which in turn enabled the government to keep interest
rate low and maintain a strong monetary policy to maintain export
competitiveness.

Goodstadt (2004) pointed out that in the 1950s and 1960s London actually
pushed the colonies to embark on development programs, and a Development
Committee was set up in Hong Kong in 1946 to draft development plans. The
colonial government also had a lot of protective interventions in the economy in
the early postwar years. For example, the government protected infant textile
manufacturers when there was an international shortage of raw materials in the
1950s, and made use of the Sterling Area’s exchange control schemes to prevent
the entry of cheap Japanese textiles (Goodstadt, 2004, p. 120). An alliance between
Hong Kong businesses and the colonial administration managed to fight off
London’s demands for more protection and intervention, by fighting for more
autonomy for Hong Kong after the mid-1950s. The same view was shared by Faure
(2003), who showed that the unofficial members in Legco were the major actors
who opposed the early public housing program and other programs that helped
the lower class, with the governor sandwiched between London’s welfare plans
and local opposition.

All the above analysis showed that the Hong Kong state intervened much
more than the “night-watchman” state that Friedman and others have suggested.
Youngson (1982, p. 136) went as far as arguing that Hong Kong was in fact a mixed
economy. Lee and Yue (2001) dismissed non-interventionism, positive or not, as
rhetoric of colonial officials in face of lack of expertise in industrial intervention
and as an expedient legitimacy tool amidst pragmatic adaptation. They claimed
that Hong Kong bureaucrats actually lacked the expertise to formulate clear policy
goals for industrial development, and used the ideological catch-phrases of laissez-
faire and positive non-interventionism to fend off socio-economic demands. To
them, non-interventionism did not originate from some grand design on rational
policy grounds or philosophical commitment. It was but rhetoric for pragmatic
adaptation to changing environments and for non-commitment to charted
courses, which the colonial bureaucrats found politically expedient to profess.

Bringing society back in: towards a corporatist image

The contrasting images of the Hong Kong state discussed above have clear
limitations. First of all, both images are state-centered, and the role of societal
forces was seldom touched upon. The debate was couched in the theoretical
lineage of the “developmental state,” which is more useful in helping us to
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understand the role of the state in pushing economic development than
describing general state-society relations. The common assumption of both images
was that the colonial state was largely autonomous, that the societal forces (other
than the big businesses) were too weak to have any impact on policy formulation
or economic strategies. The bureaucratic polity was treated as a unitary actor with
clear goals and with little outside pressure. To what extent was this true? Was
colonial society really amorphous, atomistic, a “sack of potatoes” of apathetic
Chinese refugees that were only content with making a living, and had no political
or socio-economic demands on the colonial government? To answer this question
we need to take a closer look at the state-society relationship in Hong Kong in
the postwar years. That is, we have to bring society back in.

The images of state-society relations in Hong Kong in past decades have been
much influenced by the seminal works of Lau (1984) and King (1975). Lau’s
famous “minimally-integrated socio-political system” concept postulated that
“boundary consciousness” by both the society and the bureaucratic polity was the
root of colonial stability, with the polity and society sharing a consensus for
political stability and prosperity. Political apathy of the Hong Kong Chinese and
the refugee mentality of an immigrant population implied little political
participation from society. To Lau, the political culture was marked by “utilitarian
familism.” Hong Kong Chinese placed much emphasis on material values
(“utilitarian”), and they would resort to family resource networks to solve their
livelihood problems (“familism”), implying they would rarely ask government for
help in case of trouble. In the postwar years there were also few interest groups
that could play a linkage role between government and society. The only relatively
resourceful groups were the kaifong (neighborhood) associations, and clan and
hometown associations, but these groups did not have much linkage among
themselves to form strong territory-wide groups able to make a strong impact on
government policy.

King (1975) explained colonial stability by his famous “administrative
absorption of politics” formulation. He claimed that the colonial government
maintained its legitimacy by co-opting elite forces, mostly represented by the
wealthy Chinese businessmen, into the government. Colonial honors (e.g., Justice
of the Peace and honorary badges), appointment to advisory committees, and
appointment of business leaders to the Executive Council, Legislative Council and
Urban Council were all major channels of administrative absorption. The channels
were later extended to the grassroots level after the 1967 riots, by the City District
Officer Scheme in the 1970s. In doing so, the colonial government
“administerized” politics and constructed a “synarchy” between Chinese business
elites and colonial bureaucrats. Through the influence of these leaders in Chinese
society, the colonial government managed to pacify potential Chinese opposition
to colonial rule.

Both Lau and King proceeded from the perspective of a developmentalist;
their central concern was to explain stability in Hong Kong amidst rapid
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modernization and urbanization. Empirically speaking, both formulations over-
stated the stability of Hong Kong in the 1950s and 1960s. They did not try to
explain large-scale unrests in postwar Hong Kong such as the 1956 and 1967 riots;
these anomalies were ignored in their discussions. They also failed to account
for other social movements, and neglected informal politics in this period. Sinn
(2003) showed that the Tung Wah Hospitals actually played a very important role
in the early colonial era in bridging the gap between the Chinese community
and the colonial state, and in reflecting and protecting the interests of the Chinese
on various issues. Faure (2003) showed the role of informal politics and role of
the Urban Council in addressing the interests of the under-privileged in the early
postwar years. Lam (2000 & 2004) showed that from the 1950s to 1970s there
were in fact quite a few social and political movements that demanded government
policy changes. Events such as the Tramway Workers’ labor dispute in 1952, the
Campaign for Rent Control in 1951–53, and the 1964 Campaign against
Telephone Rate Increases, were all public campaigns of considerable scale,
intensity and publicity. Many of these led to changes in government policy. To
Lam, it was wrong to simply treat the Chinese society as apathetic and as having
low political participation. Chau (2002) also showed that in the 1950s and 1960s,
there were sizeable leftist movements aiming at improving labor conditions. Many
of these, he claimed, were brutally suppressed by the colonial regime.

Chiu and Hung’s (1999) study on the history and development of Heung
Yee Kuk showed that the colonial government had intervened repeatedly in its
postwar power struggles. The government’s primary goal was to support the Tsuen
Wan faction in the Kuk which supported the government’s plan to develop New
Territories. The government used a combination of distribution of material
benefits, regulation of agriculture, and legal power to help the pro-government
Tsuen Wan faction to come to power in the 1950s and 1960s. When the anti-
government faction resisted, the government just declared the Kuk illegal, and
ordered its re-constitution by passing the Heung Yee Kuk Ordinance in 1957. The
new Kuk put the pro-government faction into leadership, which was instrumental
in helping the government to secure land for the development of New Towns in
the 1960s onwards.

All the above research casts doubts on the conventional wisdom purported
by Lau, King and others. Hong Kong might be more stable than most Third World
mass societies, but the postwar colonial regime did face challenges from society.
The mutual non-intervention (or “boundary consciousness” in Lau’s formulation)
between polity and society was over-stated. As Ngo (1999a) pointed out, the
argument by Lau and King was circular in that it took the lack of social unrest as
proof of little participation, and then used low participation to explain colonial
stability. Ngo’s edited volume showed that there were in fact quite a few societal
collective actions in the postwar years, challenging government policy (e.g., Heung
Yee Kuk and the industrialists) and even threatening colonial rule (e.g., the leftist
groups) (Ngo, 1999b). The colonial government actually had its institutional reach
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deep into both urban and rural sectors. It maintained effective governance by
manipulating cleavages in society and playing “divide and rule” (Ngo, 1999b),
not because of an absence of challenges from society or a widespread consent
for colonial rule.

In this light, state and society in Hong Kong had never been exclusive of
each other. Rather, they actively constituted each other. Economically, the Hong
Kong state was not totally laissez-faire but had selectively intervened in different
areas. It was a conscious choice by the colonial government to refrain from
intervention in selected industrial sectors. The low-intervention strategy was the
product of a particular political configuration and of a peculiar state-society
relationship at a particular time. The colonial regime was not “boundary
conscious” in the sense that it would not intervene into society. The colonial
government would enter into coalition with different social groups from time to
time, for the sake of policy interests or to maintain the stability and authority of
colonial rule (Ngo, 1999a). When groups challenged its interests or even colonial
rule, it would employ a mixture of carrot (in the case of Heung Yee Kuk) and
stick (in the case of leftist uprisings) to put the house in order.

The above discussion also implies that one should not take a “value
consensus” between state and society of Hong Kong for granted. As Lui (1997a)
pointed out, many of the immigrants to Hong Kong experienced downward
mobility after they came to Hong Kong, and many found it hard to make a living
in Hong Kong in the 1950s and 1960s. Hong Kong was not regarded as a “place
of opportunity” until after the early 1970s, when the benefits of economic growth
began to trickle down to the working class, partly because of various social welfare
programs by the colonial government. It was thus even doubtful that many Hong
Kong people really saw the colonial government as legitimate because it provided
them with “a better living.” The societal consensus on “stability and prosperity”
might have briefly formed the basis of support for the government in the 1970s,
but it would be at least dangerous to extend this argument to explain colonial
governance before or after this era. As societal values change, value consensus
between the ruling elites and the ruled will not be forever tenable, but has to be
constantly re-engineered and reconstructed. Different eras, with different social
formations and political situations, need different legitimacy formulas and
different contracts between society and polity to maintain political stability and
authoritative governance.

Scott (1989) saw the history of colonial Hong Kong as being constituted by
a series of crises of legitimacy. To him Hong Kong experienced four legitimacy
crises: (1) the onset of the colony; (2) the challenge of the British merchants in
the 1890s; (3) the 1966–67 riots; (4) the crisis of political transition after the
signing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration in 1984. Scott claimed that each time
the colonial state solved the legitimacy crisis by incorporating crucial elites into
the establishment to build a new consensus. The formula for colonial legitimacy
was thus one of increasingly inclusive corporatism. I doubt that colonial Hong
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Kong was really in a state of perennial legitimacy crisis,1  but Scott’s view did point
to a very important research frontier. To understand colonial governance, stability
and legitimacy, we have to go back to how the colonial state had dealt with
significant groups in society, and with society in general.

Sociologists Wong and Lui (2000) pointed out that Lau’s “minimally-
integrated socio-political system” analysis lacked a structural analysis of the
relationship between state and society, and thus also failed to provide a structural
explanation for the value consensus under the colonial state. The problem was,
of course, that we did not have a lot of research on this front. The void was more
serious and striking if we consider that most of the research cited above focused
on polity and society from the 1950s to the 1970s. Images I and II mostly used
the export-oriented stage of Hong Kong as the reference period. Lau and King’s
work mostly described the situation in 1960s and 1970s, and Ngo’s edited volume
dealt with colonial history before the 1980s. Very few studies addressed how
political, economic and social changes after 1980s had affected the colonial state
form and state-society relationships. As discussed in Chapter One, the “transition
studies” on Hong Kong since the 1980s have been dominated by studies on the
political transition, by researches on democratization and the relationships
between China, Hong Kong and Britain. The lack of political-sociological studies
on how changes after the 1980s had reconstituted the colonial state disables us
from having an accurate understanding and assessment of the nature and
governance of the post-colonial state.

Political transition and the changing nature of the state

Social and political changes since the 1970s brought about changes in the colonial
state. After the 1966 Star Ferry Riots and the leftist riots in 1967, the colonial
government realized that they had to improve the living conditions of the lower
class to maintain stable colonial rule. As a result of post-riot reforms, more labor
benefits, more social welfare, and public housing plans were introduced to provide
a safety net  (Cheung, 2001; Scott, 1989). The last 25 years of colonial rule saw a
relatively rapid expansion of social services. The rise in collective consumption
meant that the colonial state was gradually more involved in society and people’s
lives.

Lee (1998) pointed to several changes in the 1980s that fundamentally altered
the state-society relationship. On the economic front, the rise of other
industrializing economies in Asia and rising labor costs in Hong Kong meant that
Hong Kong lost its competitive advantage in export-oriented manufacturing
industries. With the open-door policy of China, Hong Kong’s industrialists began
to move their factories north of the border to take advantage of the cheap labor
force in the mainland. Hong Kong underwent economic restructuring and shifted
to rely on service industries and re-emerged as a major entrepôt for the now
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outward-looking China. The switch to service industry also meant that Hong Kong
had to invest more on reproduction of labor, including on education, medical
services and other social services. This enhanced the need for social investment,
mandating more involvement of the state in both economy and society.

On the political front, the most significant change was of course the political
transition in preparation for the sovereignty changeover in 1997. First of all, the
signing of the Joint Declaration triggered a decade-long process of
democratization and politicization of society. During the Sino-British negotiations
over Hong Kong’s future in 1982–84, political groups were formed to put forward
their proposals for future governance. With the introduction of elections to district
boards and then the Legislative Council in the 1980s and 1990s, the political
landscape, political culture and level of public participation all underwent seismic
changes. Political groups and later political parties began to actively participate
in elections, and electoral and party politics has fundamentally changed the
function and functioning of Legco in the 1990s, giving rise to a new, albeit weak,
political society.

Secondly, the imminent departure of the British created a new crisis of
authority for the colonial government. Hong Kong’s uniqueness was that there
were a long 13 years between the signing of the Joint Declaration and the actual
handover. This created grave political and social uncertainty in the transition
period. The old masters were going but they were not gone yet. The new masters
would come in but for the time being they were only pondering up in the north.
Old and new elites scrambled for benefits and jockeyed for position, and loyalty
to the outgoing colonial master became a depreciating asset. The government
was caught on the horns of a dilemma. They needed to democratize or prepare
local elites for “Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong,” yet they did not want
these upstarts to rise so fast as to challenge the last days of colonial rule. The
attitude of China to democratic reforms in Hong Kong of course posed a major
constraint, but Britain’s determination to uphold authoritative governance until
1997 also prevented full-fledged development of democracy and public
participation in the 1990s.

Both Lee (1998) and Cheung (1992) saw the Public Sector Reform (PSR)
which started in 1989 as a new legitimation formula devised by the colonial state
under these constraints. In the lineage of the wave of New Public Management
(NPM) in the West, the chief goal of the PSR was to roll back the state. The
standard practices included marketization, using private management methods
in the public sector, “do more with less,” and management by performance, etc.
Cheung (1992) thought that the true political agenda behind the PSR was not
efficiency, as proclaimed by the government, since the Hong Kong government
was not under financial stress in the late 1980s.2  The true motive was, by
emphasizing managerialism, to shift the public attention from the government’s
political responsiveness to its managerial efficiency. He claimed that the colonial
government needed a new source of legitimacy, and the efficient provision of good
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social services was an alternative to genuine democratization. While agreeing the
basis for the legitimacy crisis, Lee (1998) reckoned that the financial constraints
on the Hong Kong government were real. The constraints in the Basic Law had
mandated a low-tax policy, and the government tried to use PSR as a low-cost way
to provide quality services to legitimize the government. PSR was thus necessary
to legitimize political authority and maintain an economic low-tax policy for Hong
Kong (Lee, 1998, p. 637).

The simultaneous changes mentioned above dictated a fundamental change
to the state-society relationship in Hong Kong. Cheung (1998 & 2000) argued
that the search for legitimacy in the transitional era drove the colonial state to
be more interventionist. Since Hong Kong could not adopt a rapid pace of
democratization because of opposition from China, full democracy was not a
possible legitimacy formula. The lack of a popular political mandate pressured
the government to deliver more and better services to enhance legitimacy. By the
1990s, with the rise of electoral and party politics, and the wide range of social
services provided by the government, Financial Secretary Hamish MacLeod
claimed that the doctrine of “positive non-interventionism” had outlived its
usefulness (MacLeod, 1992). Later in his 1995 budget speech, MacLeod coined
the phrase “consensus capitalism” to describe the government philosophy. This
had several major elements: private enterprise and small government, low tax,
provision of social, physical and regulatory infrastructure to support the market,
and support for the disadvantaged and vulnerable groups in society (Huque,
1999). This was a fundamentally different view of state-society relationship from
the previous rhetoric. Social services to help the weak were deemed necessary
and seen as supportive of economic growth. The government saw itself as having
a clear role to regulate, although low tax and small government were still
paramount principles. This implied that by the 1990s, the Hong Kong government
has openly accepted that it had a considerable role in managing society and the
economy, and it had started to actively engage itself with the Hong Kong society.
“Boundary consciousness” no longer applied in the later stages of colonial rule.

State and society since the 1980s

In an endeavor to fill the missing link in the current state of political studies in
Hong Kong, this book will discuss the state-society relations in the HKSAR. While
the focus is on the situation in post-handover days, the discussion invariably traces
back to development in the 1980s and 1990s. As discussed in the previous section,
the social, economic and political changes since the 1980s have led to a
fundamental change of state-society relations in Hong Kong. The old categories
such as non-interventionist state, minimally-integrated socio-political system, etc.,
are no longer sufficient to capture the new state form and new state-society
relations since the 1980s.
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Hong Kong’s changing state-society relations can be analyzed from both a
state-centered and a society-centered perspective. From the state-centered
perspective, in search of a new legitimacy formula, both the outgoing colonial
regime and the newly founded SAR needed to find a new basis of legitimacy.
Paying only lip service to demands for democratization, both governments had
to find new sources of social and political support for the not-fully-democratic
regime. Maintaining stability and prosperity, and providing good social services
to push up the standards of living, were clearly possible components of a
legitimacy formula. For the same reason, the British and the Chinese governments
co-opted new elites into the establishment (Scott, 1989; Wong W.K., 1997). This
kind of corporatist solution naturally suggests a new state-society relationship, as
selected groups were given special status in the establishment as a coalition partner
of the ruling elites.

The changes since the 1980s also created changes within the state institutions.
The increasingly regulatory and interventionist state of Hong Kong created a
myriad of new regulatory institutions and policy commissions under the out-going
colonial state. The wave of PSR also created many quasi-governmental organs
responsible for providing social services, which were not directly within the
governmental machinery. On the one hand, these new regulatory and servicing
organizations led to a diffusion of responsibility in policy and administration. It
also led to a more complicated web of decision-making structures affiliated to,
but not really within or directly under, the government bureaucracy. Under the
executive-dominant system before and after 1997, members of these regulatory
organs were appointed by the governor or the chief executive. As the web of
appointments was widely extended after the 1980s, it could be a means by which
the state actively awarded its corporatist partners, built up political patronage,
and engineered a ruling class of its own. On the other hand, the expansion of
government services also meant that the state had more means to intervene into
society, compared to the pre-1980s days. With significant increases in spending
on education, social welfare, medical services and other services, the Hong Kong
government since the 1980s substantially increased its policy and resource tools
to influence and intervene into society. Public decisions in many respects touched
on the everyday life of citizens. The state and society were no longer “minimally
integrated” or “boundary conscious.”

On the society side, the political transition and the development of
representative government led to the rise of civil society and political society. The
Hong Kong Chinese might not have participated in politics on a massive scale
before the 1980s, but more and more did begin to participate after the Sino-British
negotiations. The birth of an indigenous democracy movement and subsequent
introduction of partial elections into the legislature meant that societal groups
began to get their interests represented in the establishment in a bottom-up
manner. The politicization effect of the transition, coupled with the growth of
plural interest groups as a natural result of economic development, brought civil
society into action to fight for more representation (Sing, 1996b).
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Gradual and partial democratization also brought a political society into
being. The Sino-British negotiations spurred political groups into action, to put
forward their proposals for Hong Kong’s future and participate in the district
board and municipal council elections in the 1980s. The introduction of direct
election into Legco in 1991 prompted the formation of political parties. Legco
also began to play a limited though significant role in representing societal interest
in the 1990s, and to have some influence on the policy-making process. As Kuan
(1998) pointed out, “the emergence of a political society has ended the seclusion
of the polity from the society.” All in all, the old formulations that assumed state
and society in Hong Kong were largely autonomous from each other were no
longer sufficient to understand post-1980s changes. Even if the early colonial state
was relatively autonomous from the society, state and society began to mutually
penetrate and actively constitute each other since the 1980s.
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E

Passages to the Post-Colonial State

THE POLITICAL TRANSITION THAT STARTED in 1984 led to a fundamental change in the
political landscape of Hong Kong. On the one hand, the Chinese government
tried to build its corps of post-1997 ruling elites by a united front strategy. On
the other hand, gradual democratization enabled elected representatives and
grassroots political groups to challenge for public power via competitive elections.
In between, the business elites, used to being dominant in the pre-1985 regime,
tried very hard to maintain their position in the post-1997 system by entering into
a conservative partnership with the Chinese government.

On top of the political changes, socioeconomic changes since the mid-1980s
drove the previously less interventionist state to play an increasingly regulatory
role. This brought a new myriad of governmental or quasi-governmental organs
as appendages to the administrative state. Public sector reform after 1989 created
another group of quasi-governmental organs which were at arm’s length to the
state. These new bodies, though under the supervision of the government, created
alternative loci of decision-making, rendering a fragmentation of authority and
diffusion of accountability in the post-colonial system. This chapter shows how
competing forces during the last years of colonial rule shaped the post-colonial
state. The outgrowth of the administrative state in the last years of colonial rule
brought more diversified and fragmented state institutions. In contrast, the united
front as directed by the Chinese government, and the more interventionist and
regulatory state, would serve to increase the state capacity that allowed a stronger
state to penetrate more into society. Events after 1997 show that the forces of
fragmentation were greater than those of integration and cohesion, partly due
to the failure of the Chinese government to engineer a cohesive pro-China elite
for the post-colonial state in the SAR.
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The making of the pro-PRC elite

The Communist Party elite

The major political actor that was in a commanding position to engineer the post-
colonial state was of course the Chinese government. The post-1997 constitutional
structure was defined by the Basic Law, the drafting of which the British
government had no right to participate in. In 1985, the Chinese government
appointed the 59-member Basic Law Drafting Committee (BLDC), with 36 of its
members from the mainland. The BLDC was entrusted with the task of writing
the post-1997 constitution of Hong Kong, which would eventually be enacted by
the National People’s Congress in April 1990. With the rules of the game firmly
in the hands of the Chinese government, the Chinese government in fact had
full authority to define who runs Hong Kong after 1997.

One major promise of “one country, two systems” is that the Central
Government will not send its officials to run Hong Kong directly, and the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) will not lead political organizations in Hong Kong after
1997 (Chu, 1995; Ting, 2000). The post-colonial elite must be groomed within
Hong Kong to fulfill the promise of “Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong.”

The CCP had a long history in Hong Kong before the triumph of the
Communist Revolution in the mainland. Hong Kong has been an important base
for CCP activities since the early 1920s (see Chan Lau, 1999). After the CCP took
power in mainland China, it began to build an elaborate structure of political
control in Hong Kong (Burns, 1990). In 1947, the CCP Central Committee
decided to set up a Hong Kong Work Committee to handle the party organizations
in Hong Kong. In 1955, it was restructured to become the Hong Kong and Macau
Work Committee (HKMWC) to oversee party work in both Hong Kong and
Macau. Although headquartered in Guangzhou, the committee dispatched a
workgroup to Hong Kong, which was based inside the headquarters of the New
China News Agency (NCNA) (Burns, 1990, pp. 749–750). Before the Cultural
Revolution, the HKMWC was under the supervision of the Hong Kong and Macau
Leading Group of the Foreign Affairs Office under the State Council. In 1978,
the State Council set up the Hong Kong and Macau Office (HKMAO), which
from then on was officially responsible for China’s policy over Hong Kong and
Macau (Xu, 1993, p. 67).

The HKMWC commanded and controlled a network of “leftist” organizations
in Hong Kong. These included commercial organizations (department stores,
banks, tourist agencies, etc.), educational and cultural organizations (schools,
newspapers, publishers and bookstores, the NCNA as a news agency, etc.), and
the mass organizations (labor unions, local residential organizations, youth and
women’s organizations, etc.) (See Lo, 1997, pp. 105–115.) The HKMWC
controlled these in traditional communist nomenklatura fashion through the NCNA
organs. For example, the NCNA Propaganda Department appointed the general
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managers of a holding company that controlled the Joint Publishers, China Books
and the Commercial Press in Hong Kong (Burns, 1990, p. 759).

The 1967 riots, however, dealt a severe blow to the image and organizational
strength of the CCP branch in Hong Kong. In the eight-month confrontation
with the Hong Kong government, the leftists waged large-scale demonstrations,
initiated general strikes, and later set bombs on the streets in an attempt to
paralyze and overthrow the colonial government (see Cheung, 2001; Chau, 2002;
Scott, 1989; Cooper, 1970; Waldron, 1976). The movement was suppressed by the
colonial government. The 1967 riots led to a severe weakening of leftist
organizations in Hong Kong. Firstly, deportations and imprisonments of cadres
who participated in the riots hurt the backbone of the leftist organizations.
Secondly, the leftists became utterly unpopular among the Hong Kong public
because of their violent actions in 1967. After the riots they were also under close
surveillance of the colonial government and shunned by mainstream society
(Cheung, 2001). The unpopular image of the leftists, coupled with the over-radical
and over-ideological NCNA leadership, meant that the Hong Kong CCP
organizations were unable to broaden their bases to recruit new members and
sympathizers throughout the 1970s.1

Although shunned out of public power and mainstream society, the number
of CCP members in Hong Kong was still considerable. According to the memoirs
of Xu Jiatun, NCNA Director and party secretary for HKMWC from 1983 to 1990,
the total CCP membership in Hong Kong was 6,000 by 1983 (Xu, 1993, p. 69).
Note this was the figure after a long period of time when the local leftist
organizations were relatively inactive and unpopular. Yan (2000) claimed that after
1983, over 83,000 Chinese communist cadres with changed names and false
identities entered Hong Kong to groom a fifth column. He claimed that most of
these came through one-way entry permits to Hong Kong under the family
reunion category of Hong Kong’s immigration policy. According to Yan, all these
cadres in Hong Kong had to report in some form to the NCNA. If this was true,
the CCP after 1983 should have built up a formidable corps of party cadres that
were capable of controlling and penetrating many sectors of society in Hong Kong.

Even if CCP members were in abundance in Hong Kong, it was difficult for
this communist party elite to form the crux of the post-colonial governing elite
in Hong Kong. There were several reasons for that. As aforesaid, the Hong Kong
leftists were totally out of the colonial establishment before the 1980s, and they
had almost no knowledge of the operation of the Hong Kong government. As
HKMWC party secretary Xu Jiatun revealed, more than 70% of the CCP members
in Hong Kong by 1983 had been recruited before the Cultural Revolution (Xu,
1993, p. 69). By the 1980s, most of them were aged, blue-collar workers with a
low educational level. These party members hence were incapable of taking up
major government tasks after 1997. Even if Yan’s reports and figures were true,
many of these mainland cadres who came after 1983 could have little knowledge
or experience of the operation of the Hong Kong government. With new identities
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it would also be relatively difficult for them to reach the upper power echelons
in the colonial system in a span of less than 15 years. They could work in various
social and commercial organizations and help the CCP keep an eye on everything,
but it was unrealistic for the post-1997 government to rely on these CCP cadres,
locally recruited or imported from the mainland, to take up major government
posts after 1997.

In addition, Yan (2000) pointed out that political control on these mainland
cadres was rather lax. Since different mainland department and organization had
their respective “import quota” to Hong Kong, at later stages the scheme had
become a lucrative source of corruption and rent-seeking for these mainland
departments. In this light these imported cadres could not have formed a well-
disciplined, centrally directed “underground party” to secure control of Hong
Kong in a totalitarian manner. Moreover, it was never the plan of supreme leader
Deng Xiaoping to use the CCP members in Hong Kong to run the SAR. In Deng
Xiaoping’s own words, “[the people who rule Hong Kong] must include leftists,
but the fewer the better. There should also be some rightists, but more moderates
should be picked. This will make everybody happier” (Deng, 1997). In this light,
the CCP never had plans to make HKMWC take over the SAR government and
appoint its major officials in a nomenklatura manner as they did in the mainland.

The corporatist game and the united front

If it was both unfeasible and not within the CCP’s plans to use Hong Kong’s CCP
apparat to run Hong Kong after 1997, the Chinese government had to look
elsewhere. The business sector became a convenient coalition partner. To begin
with, the businessmen had been well represented within the colonial system before
the 1980s. The Chinese Communists also believed that the capitalists should be
given special weight in the political system after 1997 if Hong Kong was to remain
a free and thriving capitalist economy. Since the onset of the democracy
movement in Hong Kong in the mid-80s, the business sector was also a chief ally
of the Chinese government in fending off the demands for progressive
democratization from the local democrats, and was thus given heavy
representation in various political institutions.

As discussed in Chapter Two, the hongs made up the most influential group
in Hong Kong before the 1980s, well represented in the Executive Council and
the Legislative Council. Chinese businessmen took up only a handful of places
in these councils, and Chinese industrialists only began to get into the power
center in the 1970s. Professional leaders from sectors such as medical doctors,
lawyers, accountants, engineers, etc., would be appointed into the councils from
time to time to provide professional expertise relevant to policy-making. The logic
of the whole system was one of “administrative absorption” as King (1975) put it:
local business and professional elites were co-opted into the colonial state by a
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system of appointment, to build a “synarchy” between the colonial bureaucrats
and Chinese elites. In doing so, the colonial government pacified the strongest
social forces in society and achieved elite integration, which was instrumental in
pacifying political opposition and maintaining stability in the non-democratic
colonial regime.

This system faced major challenges after the Joint Declaration in 1984. The
declaration clearly states that “the chief executive of the Special Administrative
Region shall be selected by election or through consultation held locally” and
“the legislature of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall be
constituted by elections” (Annex I Section 1). Decolonization was to be
accompanied by some sort of democratization. At the beginning, the British might
have thought that “elections” in the Joint Declaration meant genuine elections
by universal suffrage in the Western sense, and that the British government could
run things in the colony up until the handover in 1997. In 1984, the Hong Kong
government published the Green Paper on the Future Development of the Representative
Government in Hong Kong, which suggested it should “develop progressively a system
of government the authority for which is firmly rooted in Hong Kong, which is
able to represent authoritatively the views of the people of Hong Kong, and which
is more directly accountable to the people of Hong Kong” (Hong Kong
Government, 1984a). In 1984, the British government planned to institute at least
a partially democratic system in Hong Kong before 1997. However, they also
deemed it necessary to incorporate the major business and professional groups
into the establishment, for the sake of a stable transition and maintaining the
confidence of the bourgeoisie. As a result, in the same green paper they suggested
the introduction of functional constituencies (FCs) as a method of election in
Legco. The White Paper on the Future Development of the Representative Government in
Hong Kong, published in November 1984, stated that “full weight should be given
to representation of the economic and professional sectors of Hong Kong society
which are essential to future confidence and prosperity” (Hong Kong
Government, 1984b, p. 4). The white paper then suggested the introduction of
12 Legco seats elected by FCs in 1985, representing business and industrial groups,
labor unions, and professionals including medical doctors, lawyers, professional
teachers and engineers.

The FC system could be considered a “corporatist” structure that
institutionalized representation of business, industrial and professional groups
from the less formal system of appointment to a formal method of election in
Legco. Here I follow Schmitter’s well-known definition, seeing it as a system of
interest representation where constituent units are organized into a limited
number of singular, compulsory, noncompetitive, hierarchically ordered and
functionally differentiated categories, recognized or licensed by the state and
granted a representational monopoly in their categories (Schmitter, 1974, p. 93).
The FC system is corporatist because the participation is not totally free even
within the designated sectors. The government decided which societal groups
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would be represented, and only selected groups from selected sectors have the
privilege. For example, since 1985 two Legco seats were elected from the Industrial
Constituency, but not all industrial corporations can vote, only members of the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries and of the Chinese Manufacturers
Association of Hong Kong are eligible. Similarly, in 1985 only social service
organizations that were members of the Hong Kong Council of Social Service
are eligible to vote for the Social Services seat. In according these organizations
monopoly status in determining voter eligibility, the government actually built a
corporatist structure that incorporated the representatives of these government-
recognized groups into the Legislative Council. These groups, by dint of their
special representation rights, were given special privileges in the Hong Kong
political system.

Moreover, although the constituencies were defined largely by occupational
sectors, employees in different sectors were seldom given the vote. Since the
inception of the FC system, only the professionals’ sectors, such as the lawyers,
medical doctors, schoolteachers, engineers, etc., have individual voting. Legislators
that represent these professional sectors are elected by the registered professionals
on a one-person-one-vote basis. In other constituencies, which mostly represent
various business sectors, only corporations or organizations can vote, and not the
sectoral employees. By 2000, of the 30 FC seats elected in the Legco election,
only nine were elected by individuals, with the rest all elected by corporations
and organizations.

From 1985 to 1991, with the number of FC seats increasing from 12 to 21,
this corporatist structure was gradually expanded to include more sectors and
more professional groups (see Table 3.1). This, however, was not enough to
guarantee the loyalty of these groups to the outgoing colonial master. Lau (1999,
pp. 52–3) pointed to several major trends of elite reintegration during the political
transition, one of which was the pro-British elites, most notably the business elites,
gradually deserting the British and inclining towards China. This was due to two
major factors: China’s united front strategy and the Sino-British row over political
reform in the 1990s.

As aforementioned, the PRC’s united front work in Hong Kong was stagnant
in the 1960s and 1970s, due to the impact of the 1967 riots and the over-
ideological leadership of the NCNA. In 1983, Xu Jiatun was appointed to head
the NCNA in Hong Kong and hence also the HKMWC. His major mission was to
prepare Hong Kong for the political transition to 1997, and one of his chief tasks
was to rebuild the united front in Hong Kong. Not long after he arrived in Hong
Kong, Xu saw his most important task as maintaining investors’ confidence, in a
bid to maintain the free-wheeling capitalism of Hong Kong during its repatriation
into the socialist motherland. In a meeting with central leaders shortly after he
took charge of Hong Kong affairs, he identified his main tasks in Hong Kong at
that stage as: (a) delay flight of British capital; (b) settle the local Chinese capital;
(c) attract foreign capital; (d) strengthen Chinese capital (Xu, 1993, p. 59). Xu’s
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1985

Commercial (2)
Education
Engineering,
architectural,
surveying and
planning
Finance
Industrial (2)
Labor (2)
Legal
Medical
Social services

1988

All constituencies
in 1985

Plus:
Health
Accountancy

1991

All constituencies
in 1988 except
Engineering,
architectural,
surveying and
planning

Plus:
Construction
and real estate
Engineering
Architectural,
surveying and
planning
Tourism
Finance and
financial
services
Urban Council
Regional
Council
Rural

1995

All constituencies
 in 1991*

Plus: “New 9
constituencies”
Fisheries,
agricultural,
mining, energy
and
construction
Textiles and
garment
production
Import and
export
Wholesale and
retail
Hotel and
catering
Transport and
communications
Finance,
insurance, real
estate and
business services
Public, social
and individual
services

1998

All constituencies
in 1991** except
(a) Fisheries,
agricultural,
mining, energy
and
construction;
(b) Production;
(c) Hotel and
catering
(d) Transport
and commun-
ications;
(e) Finance,
insurance, real
estate and
business
services;
(f) Public, social
and individual
services

Plus:
Sports,
performing arts,
culture and
publication
Information
technology
Agriculture and
fisheries
Insurance
Transport

Table 3.1  The change of functional constituency seats, 1985–2000

2000

All constituencies
in 1998 except
Urban Council
and Regional
Council

Plus:
Catering
District
Councils

12 14 21 29 28 28

* Four constituencies, Social services; Finance and financial services; Construction and real estate; Health
were renamed as Social welfare; Financial services; Real estate and construction; Health services
respectively in 1995.

** Rural constituency was renamed as Heung Yee Kuk in 1998.
Number in parentheses denote the number of seats elected.
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first major target group of united front work was hence the big capitalists in Hong
Kong (Xu, 1993, p. 132). Under Xu Jiatun’s leadership (1983–89), the NCNA
was focused on broadening its contact with different sectors, including people
with different political beliefs and backgrounds, and building up social and
personal networks (Wong, W.K.,1997). The united-front job was made easier with
the rise to prominence of indigenous Chinese capitalists in the 1970s and 1980s.
Tycoons such as Li Ka-shing and Y.K. Pao, who earned their wealth through
manufacturing, shipping and real estate, began to take the place of the old British
hongs as the leaders of the Hong Kong economy in the 1970s and 1980s (see Fang,
1997; Goodstadt, 2004, pp. 159–179). These Chinese capitalists naturally became
the target of the united front.

The composition of the Basic Law Drafting Committee (BLDC) and the Basic
Law Consultation Committee (BLCC), both appointed in 1985, showed the nature
of the united front at this stage. Of the 23 Hong Kong members in the BLDC,
big capitalists such as Y.K. Pao, Li Ka-shing and Henry Fok formed the biggest
group and only one member (Tam Yiu-chung) could claim to represent the labor
sector. Leaders from various social sectors were also included. Religious leaders,
professional leaders (including prominent pro-democracy figures such as Martin
Lee and Szeto Wah), the vice-chancellors of the two universities at the time, and
a representative of rural interests (Lau Wong-fat) were all in the BLDC. The
Chinese government was sure that they could control the majority in the BLDC,
since mainland members took up 36 out of 59 seats, and pro-PRC figures such as
Fei Yimin, Tam Yiu-chung and Liu Yiu-chu were also appointed. Yet the inclusion
of people such as Martin Lee and Szeto Wah, who became leaders of the domestic
democracy movement in the 1980s and beyond, showed that the Chinese
government was at least willing to listen to opinions from the pro-democracy camp
at this stage.2

The BLCC was an even more carefully crafted organization that involved
representatives of various sectors of Hong Kong. This 180-member committee of
Hong Kong citizens included nine different major sectors (see Table 3.2). Most
of the sectoral representatives were from organizations that were identified by
the BLDC as “representative organizations” in the sectors, thus the practice of
BLCC had a distinct corporatist flavor along the lines of FCs. Although there were
only a handful of pro-democracy activists, democrats such as Lee Wing-tat and
Frederick Fung Kin-kee were also appointed BLCC members.

The decolonization process was accompanied by the birth of a domestic
democracy movement, with the rise of home-grown groups who demanded a share
of power. The pro-democracy groups, under the auspices of the Joint Committee
for the Promotion of Democratic Government (JCPDG), an umbrella organization
of 95 groups (Sing, 1996b), pushed for direct election for the post-1997 chief
executive, and a Legco with more elected elements (So, 1997a & 1999a; Kuan,
1991). Obviously not preferring a fully democratic system immediately after 1997,
the Chinese government found the politically conservative business sector in Hong
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Kong a convenient ally in balancing the democrats’ demands. During the Basic
Law drafting period from 1985 to 1990, the business sector and pro-Beijing
politicians and groups were the main domestic conservative political forces, both
within the BLDC and in Hong Kong society. The resultant Basic Law guaranteed
business representation in Legco by allocating half of the seats to FCs from 1997
to 2007. For the Chinese leaders, the FC was an ideal method of election that
can serve both as a buffer to full direct election and as a shelter for business
interests. The chief executive is also to be elected by an election committee, the
composition of which is weighted in favor of major business and professional
groups (see below).

Most of the co-option and united front work in the 1980s was informal, as
other than the BLDC and the BLCC the Chinese government did not have any
formal institutions in Hong Kong to build up a pro-China core. Britain had
refused to incorporate pro-China elements into key administrative posts (Lau,
1999, p. 56). Two events changed the attitude of China towards its united front
strategy in the 1990s: the Tiananmen crackdown and the Patten reforms. While
before 1989 China still saw the democrats as a target of the united front and would
give them token representation in the BLDC and BLCC, the Beijing democracy
movement in spring 1989 made it impossible for the democrats to get the blessing
of the CCP. Many of the leading democrats were key members of the Alliance in

Table 3.2  The sectoral breakdown of the BLCC

Sector Sub-sectors No. of members

Industry and Commerce Industry, commerce, tourism, shipping, land 38
transportation, aviation

Finance and real estate Banking, securities, real estate, insurance, 18
construction

Legal Sector Lawyers, barristers, judges, 10

Professionals Engineers, architects, surveyors, town 9
planners, accountants

Communication media TV, radio, journalists, magazines 12

Grassroots Labor, civil servants, political groups, students, 78
community groups, management, medical,
academics, science and technology, arts and
culture, education, sports, city management,
social service, agriculture,

Religion Leaders of six different religions 6

Foreign nationals 3

BLDC members 5

Others Overseas Chinese 1

Source: Cheung et al. (1991, pp. 63–73).
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Support of Patriotic Democratic Movements of China (ASPDMC), a grand
coalition of more than 100 groups formed on May 21, 1989 which actively
supported the Beijing movement by offering monetary and material help to the
Beijing students, and helped to smuggle dissidents out of China after the
crackdown. Martin Lee and Szeto Wah, both leaders of the ASPDMC at the time,
were deemed “subversives” after 1989 and were driven out of the BLDC. Since
then most of the leading democrats were seen as hostile to the CCP and shunned
out of the co-option mechanisms.

The Tiananmen crackdown also increased the stakes of British cooperation
with the Chinese government over the issue of democratic development in Hong
Kong. Before 1989, the Chinese government argued that since the Basic Law was
still in draft, the British government should not “jump the gun” and push
progressive democratization in Hong Kong. Reluctant to antagonize China over
the issue of democracy in Hong Kong, the British government had been
cooperative in delaying democratic development in Hong Kong before 1989. The
Tiananmen crackdown tarnished the international image of China, as a result of
which the Conservative government in Britain took a lot of heat from the British
press and the opposition parties for handing six million people to a communist
country that rolled tanks over innocent citizens. Martin Lee and other leaders of
the democrats traveled all over the world, accusing the British of kowtowing to
China over the issue of democratization in Hong Kong. The increasing stakes of
cooperation with China drove the British government to change its policy to one
of confrontation with China over the issue of democratic development in Hong
Kong before 1997 (Ma, 1997). Chris Patten arrived as the last governor, and
promptly introduced his political reform package to challenge China.

The resultant fallout between China and Britain over the 1995 electoral
arrangements of Hong Kong led the Chinese government to believe that they
could not count on British cooperation to groom the post-1997 elites. It also drove
the Chinese government to set up the “second stove,” to build their own official
institutions for co-option. The concept of the “second stove” began as a bargaining
chip of the Chinese government during the negotiations over the Patten proposal,
as they claimed that if Patten pressed ahead with his reform package without
Chinese consent, the Chinese government could undo everything after 1997 and
“set up another stove” (另起爐灶). In order to do this they needed official
institutions to announce China’s version of post-1997 blueprints and give
recognition to elites who joined China’s side. They also needed to step up united-
front work in Hong Kong to fight against Patten, the British government, and
the Hong Kong democrats. What followed was a flurry of appointments starting
from 1992 to give official status to the Chinese co-optees, and the setup of more
and more pro-PRC “satellite organizations” in the community to formalize the
united front (See also Chapter Seven.)

The building blocks of this united front in 1992–97 included the following
appointments:
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(1) the appointment of the first batch of 44 “Hong Kong Affairs Advisers” (HKAA,
港事顧問) in March 1992, followed by the second batch (49 advisors) in April
1993, the third batch (49 advisors) in May 1994 and the fourth batch (45
advisors) in April 1995. Since the HKAA did not have official meetings and
agendas, the appointment was more honorific than functional (Goodstadt,
2000, p. 729). It did serve to give recognition to 189 pro-China local leaders
who came from different sectors.

(2) The Preliminary Working Committee (PWC, 預委會) was set up in July 1993,
which was the major channel through which the Chinese government
announced their blueprints for post-1997 Hong Kong during their struggle
with Britain over the Patten proposal. According to the Basic Law, a
Preparatory Committee (PC) should “prescribe the specific method for
forming the first government and the first Legislative Council” of the SAR,
but the difficult fact was that the Basic Law states unambiguously that this
PC should be formed in 1996. China solved the problem by appointing a
Preliminary Working Committee for the Preparatory Committee. The idea
of organizing a working committee for a preparatory committee was object of
some ridicule at the time, but from 1992 to 1995 the PWC played a major
role in announcing China’s blueprints, including the setup of a Provisional
Legco and change of electoral rules after 1997.

(3) The HKAA idea was extended to the district level in March 1994 when the
first batch of 204 District Advisors (DA, 區事顧問) was appointed. The second
batch of 213 advisors was appointed in January 1995, followed by a third batch
of 133 advisors in July 1995. Most of the appointees were conservative, or at
least moderate, district-level leaders, including district board members and
kaifong leaders. Leaders of pro-PRC community groups were well represented.
The extended united front at the district level was instrumental in enlisting
grassroots support for pro-PRC candidates in the 1994 district board election
and the 1995 Legco election.

(4) The Preparatory Committee (PC) was promptly formed in January 1996,
which included all the PWC members. Members from Hong Kong were in
the majority (94 out of 148 members). Unlike the HKAA or the PWC, which
included a wider range of sectors, 50 of the 94 Hong Kong PC members were
big businessmen, who collectively controlled 21 listed companies and 36%
of stock market capitalization in Hong Kong (So, 1997a, p. 73). The PC
announced several decisions and documents related to the establishment of
the SAR government, most important of which was the appointment of the
Selection Committee.

(5) The Selection Committee (SC), formed according to the Basic Law, was
responsible for the election of the Provisional Legco and the chief executive.
The 400 members of the Selection Committee, all of whom were from Hong
Kong, consisted of four sectors each of 100 members: (a) Industry, Commerce
and Financial Sectors; (b) Professionals; (c) Labor, Grassroots, Religious and
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other sectors; and (d) Political Sector. Categories (a) and (b) made sure that
the business and professional elites were adequately represented in the SC.
Categories (c) and (d) were overwhelmingly represented by pro-China groups
and politicians.3  Although the democrats confirmed their popularity in the
minds of the Hong Kong citizens by scoring a resounding victory in the 1995
Legco elections, they were almost totally excluded from the SC.4

(6) Since the Chinese government refused to recognize the Legco elected in 1995
under the Patten formula, it used the Selection Committee to elect a
Provisional Legislative Council (PLC) in its place. In order to maximize
continuity, the Chinese government made sure that most of the original
Legco members who ran for the PLC were elected.5  Twenty-six pro-democracy
legislators boycotted the election and refused to run for the PLC, with their
places mostly taken by pro-PRC politicians.

These six bodies formed the building blocks of the pro-PRC local elites,
cultivated by years of united-front activity by the Chinese government. It would
be too tedious to analyze the membership of each of these institutions here, but
several points are noteworthy. Firstly, the democrats were largely shut out of all
these bodies, with the exception of the moderate Association for Democracy and
People’s Livelihood (ADPL). Secondly, as time went on, the previously pro-British
elite got more representation, as figures such as S.Y. Chung and Rita Fan were
co-opted. People who had previously served or were serving in the colonial Exco
and Legco were also co-opted. This was both a united-front effort to win over
Britain’s traditional allies, and a pragmatic strategy to minimize the shock of
transition by relying more on pre-1997 colonial elites. Thirdly, businessmen and
professionals still largely dominated, while traditional pro-PRC figures were given
ample representation. The labor sector remained under-represented in most of
these bodies (see Table 3.3). Fourthly, the fact that the PWC and PC had Hong
Kong members in the majority showed that, by the 1990s, the Chinese government

Table 3.3  Background of appointees in various PRC united front bodies

Total HK Business and Previous Exco/ NPC /CPPCC
membership  professionals  Legco membership  membership

HKAA 185 133 41 37

DA 667 368 13 1

PWC 37 25 16 14

PC 94 66 29 39

SC 400 291 60 102

PL 60 37 41 10

Note: Categories overlap.  Source: Goodstadt (2000, p. 737).
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had built up a corps of pro-China elites in Hong Kong. They were confident that
they could control this group of elites, and thus did not have to rely on mainland
members to ensure majorities in the committees.

It was not surprising that there was a lot of overlapping membership in these
bodies (see Table 3.4). Conservative but influential tycoons like Henry Fok and
Li Ka-shing were usually on the lists. Long-term pro-PRC loyalists such as NPC
and CPPCC delegates in Hong Kong, and leaders of traditional leftist
organizations, were always rewarded. The method of selection of these bodies
mandated some sort of in-breeding: the work of the PWC was carried over to the
PC, and the PC prepared the list for the SC; the SC in turn elected the PLC.
Totting up the number of positions held by common appointees in a list of nine
PRC-appointed institutions at that time (BLDC, BLCC, PWC, PC, SC, HKAA, NPC,
CPPCC, PLC), four appointees held seven positions in these nine bodies, 19 held
six positions, and another 30 held five positions (see Table 3.5). As Lu Ping,
Director of the Hong Kong and Macau Office had once commented, “it’s all the
same group of people.” (lailai ququ labanren)(來來去去那班人). Nevertheless, it
showed that by 1997 China had built up a stable core of supporters in the major
business and professional strata in Hong Kong.

Infighting of the pro-PRC elites

It would be wrong to assume that since the Chinese government had built a stable
core of supporters, this new elite could become a cohesive ruling bloc for post-
1997 Hong Kong. Wong (1997) pointed to at least three major differences among
these pro-PRC elites: the difference between the capitalists and the grassroots;
the difference between traditional pro-PRC loyalists and critics; and the difference

Table 3.4  Overlapping memberships in China co-optation mechanisms

Institution    PWC     PC    SC    PL

BLCC (180)     12     36     63    14

BLDC(23)     11     14     12     4

DA (667)      0      3     57     8

HKAA (185)     32     72    150    32

PWC (37)     37     37     33    14

PC (94)     37     94     82    24

SC (400)     33     82    400    51

PL (60)     14     24     51    60

Note: Figures in parentheses are the total HK membership in each body.
Source: Goodstadt (2000, p. 730).
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between loyalists and critics. The nature of the united front determines that it
will bring together elites and social leaders of very different social and ideological
origins, and their differences are not easy to reconcile. The conflict within the
pro-PRC elites was mostly one of ideological and class origins, and also between
traditional leftists and the new co-optees.

As aforesaid, the traditional leftists in Hong Kong recruited before the 1990s
were relatively aged and with low education levels, and were largely shunned out
of the colonial establishment at least before the 1990s. Many of them worked in
CCP-directed mass organizations, the most powerful of which was the Hong Kong
Federation of Trade Unions (HKFTU).6  This relative inexperience of the leftists
in government operation was part of the reason why the Chinese government
decided not to count on them to rule the post-1997 Hong Kong. Instead Beijing
decided that they needed the cooperation and experience of the formerly pro-
Britain figures, including people like S.Y. Chung, T.L. Yang, Rita Fan, or members
of the pro-business Liberal Party, all of whom ascended quickly in the PRC-
appointed institutions in the last years of colonial rule. These figures, however,
were largely pro-business and pro-Britain in the past. To the loyalists who had
followed the CCP through thick and thin since the Cultural Revolution days, these
figures were opportunists who could not be “patriotic,” but switched their loyalty
ever so easily shortly before the sovereignty handover in their thirst for power.
The special position given to big capitalists in the corporatist game also means
that they were going to play a more important role in post-1997 policy-making,
and the grassroots-oriented leftist organizations, including the HKFTU, naturally
played a secondary role. This created a rift between the traditional leftists and

Table 3.5  The multiple memberships of pro-PRC figures

No. of positions Names

7 Maria Tam, Tam Yiu-chung, Lau Wong-fat, Wong Yee-hung

6 Wong Ying-wai, Ng Hong-man, Tsang Hin-chi, Woo Wai-yung, Cheng Yiu-
tong, Kan Fook-yee, Vincent Lo, Tsang Yok-shing, Lau Hon-chuen, Ng
Ching-fai, Xu Simin, Chan Wing-kee, Wong Po-yan, Lo Tak-shing, David
Li, Henry Fok, David Chu, Ngai Shiu-kit, Siu Yau-po

5 Li Lin-sang, Arthur Li, Poon Chung-kwong, Law Shuk-ching, Tsui Chin-
tong, Allen Lee, Yuen Mu, James Tien, Leung Chun-ying, Ng Kar-wai, Woo
Fat-kwong, Tang Cheung-chin, Tsui See-hung, Tso Wang-wai, Liu Ching-
leung, Tse Chi-wai, Kwong Kwong-kit, Li Ka-shing, Lee Cheuk-tim, Rita
Fan, Li Ka-cheung, Paul Cheng M.F., Nellie Fong, Cha Chai-man,
Frederick Fung, Li Kai-ming, Peter Woo, Yeung Yiu-chung, Woo King-
cheong, Peggy Lam

Source: Author’s own calculation.
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the new pro-capitalist recruits. As Cheng Yiu-tong, president of the HKFTU, had
commented, “It is not necessary to distinguish between the new patriots and the
old patriots, but it is necessary to tell the fake from the genuine ones” (愛國不分
先後，但分真假) (Wong, W.K., 1997, p. 123; Hung, 1997, p. 93).

Even within the formal organizations the pro-PRC camp was not without
conflicts, as it was commonly believed that there was a rift between the HKMAO
and the NCNA, renamed as the Central Government Liaison Office (CGLO) after
1997. After 1989, as the CCP central was unhappy about the sympathetic attitude
of Hong Kong NCNA towards the Beijing movement in spring 1989, it re-
centralized decision-making over Hong Kong affairs to the HKMAO under the
State Council (Wong, W.K., 1997, p. 118). However, since the NCNA had local
presence and had built up its own influence network in Hong Kong through years
of united-front work, it remained an influential actor in China’s policy over Hong
Kong. In the election for the first CE in 1996, it was commonly believed that while
the HKMAO supported Tung Chee-hwa’s candidacy, the NCNA had supported
senior judge Simon Li to run against Tung. After 1997, NCNA or the CGLO still
fought with HKMAO over the mastery of Hong Kong affairs.

An event that best showed the conflict within the pro-PRC elites was the
election of the Hong Kong delegates for the 10th National People’s Congress
(NPC) in 2002. Before 1997, Hong Kong’s representatives to the NPC were
included within the Guangdong delegation, with the “election” overseen by the
NCNA (or more accurately, by the HKMWC). After 1997, as a symbol of its return
to Chinese sovereignty, Hong Kong would have its own delegation to the NPC. A
special set of rules were set for the election of the Hong Kong delegates, as China’s
people’s congress system was not applicable to Hong Kong (Pepper, 1999, p. 321).
A total of 36 NPC delegates were elected by a 424-member Electoral Conference
in 1997, formed by the 400 Selection Committee members (who elected the PLC
and the CE) plus those NPC and CPPCC members who were not in the SC.

In the 1997 election, the Chinese government had almost total control of
the Electoral Conference, since it appointed all the members. The Democratic
Party (DP) tried to field three candidates (Anthony Cheung, Albert Ho and James
To) to run as NPC delegates, in a bid to test China’s attitude towards DP and to
present their own platforms on national affairs. Before the election, PRC officials
made it very clear that they did not welcome the participation of the DP candidates
as they were seen as “anti-China.”7  As a result, even though candidates only
needed five nominators from the Electoral Conference to qualify for
candidateship, the three DP candidates could not get the required number of
nominators to be eligible in the 1997 election (see Pepper, 1999).

For the election of delegates to the 10th NPC in 2002, the Electoral
Conference was enlarged to include 953 members. It included all the members
of the Electoral Conference for the 9th NPC election, all members of the Election
Committee that elected the CE in 2002, and all the CPPCC members in Hong
Kong. The enlargement of the electorate meant that the interests represented
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in the Electoral Conference were much wider. Unlike the 1997 Electoral
Conference which was totally appointed, the 800 members of the Election
Committee in 2002 were at least mostly elected from different sectors, albeit with
a very limited franchise.

The DP again fielded candidates in the NPC delegate election in 2002.
Although the number of required nominations was increased to ten, the DP had
no difficulty in getting the required nominations to stand for the election.8  The
challenge of the DP candidates unintentionally exposed the differences within
the pro-China camp. In order to screen out the DP candidates lest they should
create “troubles” or actually get elected “accidentally,” the Presidium of the
Electoral Conference introduced a “pre-election.” All Electoral Conference
members were to cast their votes to select 54 candidates from the 78 eligible
candidates in the pre-election. The 54 winners would go to the final round to
compete for the 36 NPC delegate seats.9  The DP candidates were easily knocked
out in the pre-election. A few younger candidates from the professional sectors,
such as Lam Shun-chiu (doctor), Ma Ho-fai (lawyer), Ho Chung-tai (engineer
and Legco member), Wong Yuk-shan (university vice president), who did not
belong to the traditional leftist camp, were supported by a very high proportion
of the electors and entered the final round.

It was a different story in the final round, as most of these non-traditional-
leftist professional candidates got far fewer votes than in the pre-election and were
defeated. In contrast, a few NPC incumbents, who barely made it to the final
round, got 200 to 300 votes more than they did in the pre-election and were
elected. The big difference between the results of the pre-election and the final
round, with the same group of voters, raised some eyebrows. It was believed that
CGLO controlled about 400 votes in the Electoral Conference, and had tried to
manipulate the election in nomenklatura fashion by offering a standard name list
to pro-China members in the Electoral Conference in both the pre-election and
the final round (Ming Pao, December 9, 2002, p. B12). During the pre-election,
the priority was to knock out the DP candidates, thus some votes were allocated
to the moderate professionals so that they could get their noses in front of the
democrats. In the final round, most of these moderate professionals were omitted
from the list prepared by CGLO and thus were defeated (Hong Kong Daily News,
December 4, 2002, p. A4).

After the election, James Tien, chairman of the pro-business Liberal Party
(LP), began a barrage of criticisms of the electoral process, claiming that the
CGLO had instructed pro-China figures in the Electoral Conference to vote
against the Liberal Party, so that the traditional leftists and NPC incumbents could
get elected (Ta Kung Pao, December 5, 2002, p. A12). The LP fielded three
candidates and two were elected, with incumbent NPC delegate Allen Lee elected
by a narrow margin. Tien’s criticisms led to retorts from other pro-China elites,
denying that there was such a name list and criticized Tien of putting the blame
on others after losing the election. CGLO Director Gao Siren also stated that there
was no standard name list (Hong Kong Economic Journal, December 6, 2002, p. 7).
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The NPC election episode may be only the tip of an iceberg of the infightings
between various groupings of the pro-China elite. Nonetheless, it confirmed Chu’s
(1995) observation that the pro-China elites fought each other for the patronage
of the Chinese government, and could not form a cohesive ruling bloc. The
united-front efforts of the Chinese government thus only managed to form an
“unholy alliance” of local conservatives, traditional leftists and business leaders
as a counterweight to the democrats, and locked the democrats out of the power
circles. After all, Mao’s original idea of the united front was a struggle tactic against
a strong enemy; it was never meant to be a coalition for delivering governance.
The nature of the united front in Hong Kong dictated that its members were
too diverse to form a cohesive core of elites of similar political vision capable of
providing effective governance. Unlike in China, where the CCP with an all-
powerful party-state institution could deliver the necessary governance functions
and control all governmental personnel by the nomenklatura system, the pro-China
elite in Hong Kong did not have such an overarching coordinating body. The
change in state institutions in the last days of colonial rule also made the state
institutions less able to centralize state control in various policy areas.

The outgrowth of the administrative state

Expanding administrative state

As discussed in Chapter Two, Hong Kong has long been regarded as a minimalist
state with a small government. In reality, the postwar years saw a steady growth
of government size, with the number of civil servants rising rapidly from 1950s
to 1980s (see Table 3.6). The share of government expenditure as a percentage
of GDP increased from about 7% in the 1950s to close to 20% in the 1980s (Sung,
1986, pp. 124–125). Various factors contributed to this enhanced state role in
social services. Needs for economic development drove the government to
improve social services for the reproduction of labor (Castells et al., 1990; Schiffer,
1991). After the 1966–67 riots, the colonial government saw the need to improve
living conditions of the lower class to maintain social stability and forestall
challenges to colonial rule (Scott, 1989; Cheung, 2001). By the 1970s and 1980s,
economic performance and improved living standards had become the basis of
government legitimacy, and economic restructuring and transition to a service-
led economy also made it imperative for the government to steadily increase its
investments in education, public housing, medical services and other major social
services (Lee, 1998 & 1999; Cheung, 2000). In order to compete with other rising
industrializing economies in the region, from the 1980s onwards the Hong Kong
government also began to take a more active role in developing infrastructure
and institutions that regulate and promote sectoral growth.
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The size and capacity of the Hong Kong state thus has gradually increased
over time, bringing with it more government intervention into society and
economy. Appendix 1 shows a collection of public bodies, formed outside the
civil service establishment from 1980s onwards, which provide government
services, regulate the economy, and supervise operations of the government.
These quangos (quasi-autonomous non-government organizations) can be divided
into five types:10

(1) Policy commissions that shoulder policy-making responsibilities or give policy
advice to the government. These usually cover important policy areas (e.g., the
Education Commission) and are more influential than average advisory
committees.
(2) Bodies that help economic, sectoral or infrastructural development, including
corporations that are set up for infrastructural management (e.g., Airport
Authority) and bodies that promote selected sectors (e.g., Hong Kong Tourism
Board).
(3) Bodies that regulate and supervise economic and social activities, including
the Securities and Futures Commission which supervises the stock market, and
the Broadcasting Authority which oversees the operation of broadcasting
companies.
(4) Bodies related to reflection of public opinion, public control on government
and protection of civil rights, including the Equal Opportunities Commission and
the Office of the Ombudsman.
(5) Agencies that carry out executive and/or administrative functions defined
by the government. For example, the Mandatory Provident Funds Schemes
Authority was established in 1998 to oversee the implementation of the Mandatory
Provident Fund, and the Hospital Authority was set up in 1990 to administer all
public hospitals.

Several forces led to the proliferation of these quangos in the 1980s and after.
The first major impetus was that of economic development and restructuring of

Table 3.6  The increasing size of the Hong Kong state

Year  Public expenditure as a Size of civil servant
% of GDP  establishment

1952 9.3 22,900

1962 14.3 48,277

1972 12.8 88,121

1982 19.1 150,869

1985 16 172,641

Source: Sung, Y.W., 1986. “Fiscal and Economic Policies in Hong Kong,” Hong Kong In
Transition, Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, pp. 120–141.
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the Hong Kong economy. The stock market collapse of 1973 and the economic
restructuring towards an international financial center since the 1970s drove the
government to more intervention in and regulation of the financial market
(Cheung, 2000, pp. 298–299). The government also played a more important role
in infrastructural development after the 1970s, providing economic and financial
services and promoting Hong Kong’s competitiveness. This led to the setting up
of public corporations, statutory bodies, and non-governmental bodies to provide
services ranging from export credit insurance, trade promotion, industrial
productivity, consumer protection, and infrastructure management (Cheung,
2000, p. 299). This trend accelerated after 1997, when in face of the economic
downturn the SAR government felt a stronger need to be more developmentalist
in promoting certain sectors. The setup of the Science and Technology Park
Corporation and the Logistics Development Council are cases in point.

Secondly, the gradual democratization that started in the mid-1980s put
pressure on the government to provide more and better services, to be more open
and accountable, and to institute various bodies to reflect public opinion, enhance
public control on government, and implement rights of citizens. The trend
coincided with Chris Patten’s attempts to bring about a more open and
accountable government during his term (1992–97). The introduction of elected
members and the rise of party politics in Legco invariably led to more government
action on various social fronts, which led to more institutions to put these into
practice. For example, the formation of the Office of the Ombudsman was the
result of many years of pressure from social groups, to provide a channel of
complaint against government misdeeds. The establishment of the Equal
Opportunities Commission resulted from a private member’s bill proposed by a
pro-democracy legislator in 1995, an indirect result of the enhanced policy role
of Legco in the 1990s (see Chapter Four).

Continuous expansion in social and welfare services meant the government
had extra needs in devising new policy initiatives. As a practice to absorb opinion
from the public and professionals, and to bring better policy innovation, policy
commissions independent of the bureaucracy were set up to focus on making
new policy initiatives. This was in line with the traditional “administrative
absorption” and “consultative democracy” formula, when interest group
representatives and professionals were absorbed into policy commissions to give
professional advice, thus defusing possible opposition from influential groups.
This resulted in a dispersion of policy-making power among different institutions.
For example, while the Housing, Planning and Lands Bureau has been responsible
for housing policy, the Housing Authority has been responsible for managing the
Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) and all the public housing in Hong Kong. The
Housing Society has similar tasks, though to a lesser scale. Both played a very
important role before 1997 in generating revenue from selling HOS and Housing
Society flats to finance public housing management and keeping rent for public
housing low. The Urban Renewal Authority (or the Land Development
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Corporation before 2001) is responsible for urban development projects, and plays
an important role in controlling urban land supply and the speed of urban
redevelopment. So although theoretically the Housing Bureau controlled housing
policy, the supply of various types of public housing and land for housing
development was in the hands of other public bodies which the bureau could
not totally control.

Similarly, the Education Commission was set up in 1984 to review the
education system and suggest reform proposals. The Education and Manpower
Bureau of course was responsible for education policy, with the former Education
Department sharing some of the rule-making functions.11  There are other
independent commissions or committees, directly accountable to the governor
or CE, that are responsible for directing civic education, youth policy, and
language education. Curriculum development proposals, on the other hand, are
the responsibility of the Curriculum Development Council.

The above discussion shows that the rule-making authority of various policy
areas in Hong Kong has been dispersed among various organs. Chapter Four
provides examples which show that the post-1997 SAR government sometimes
failed to make the government-owned corporations and government-appointed
statutory bodies obey government initiatives. They formed alternative foci of power
which in turn served to constrain government’s actions before and after 1997.

Public sector reform

The proliferation of quasi-state organs was spurred on by the public sector reform
that began in 1989. Following international trends of “rolling back the state” in
the 1970s and 1980s and the Thatcherite marketization reforms in Britain, in 1989
the Finance Branch released the Public Sector Reform policy document outlining
principles, directions and measures of financial management reforms. This started
waves of reforms in government and public institutions towards better efficiency,
better resource management, delegation of power, value for money, consumer
orientation, and reduction in government size by more marketization and more
usage of private sector management methods (see Lee and Cheung (1995), and
Cheung and Lee (2001)).

One of the major directions of the PSR was to provide different types of
agency choices for delivering government services, depending on the type of
services, the degree of government control, and the pricing strategy of services
(see Table 3.7). The idea was to provide more flexibility in management, to allow
public institutions to adopt private-sector management methods and, most
importantly, to lessen the financial burden on the state. For example, government
departments could be changed to trading funds which would be required to cover
their own costs by devising commercial methods to draw in revenue. Government
services or operations were contracted out to non-governmental providers. Public
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corporations such as the Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC), Kowloon-
Canton Railway Corporation (KCRC) and Airport Authority handled major tasks
in infrastructural management. These corporations have incentive schemes and
a profit-oriented mentality comparable to private corporations.

Scholars differed on the motives of the colonial government in pushing the
PSR. Cheung (1996, p. 41) saw the proclaimed goal of managerial efficiency as
rhetoric; the true intention of the government was to scale down the role and
scope of the government and divert the public’s attention from the government
institutions proper to other quasi-governmental organizations. Lee (1998) argued
that the fiscal crisis was real, although she concurred that the PSR was a tactic to
solve the legitimacy crisis of an outgoing colonial government that could not use
democratic governance as a legitimacy formula. The result was an emphasis on
“managerial accountability” (see also Lee (1995, 2001)) instead of the traditional
bureaucratic accountability under the civil service, or political accountability as
in a democratic government. The grand-scale marketization exercises under PSR
were supposed to enhance productivity and economy and provide better services
and to be accountable to the Hong Kong citizens as consumers. This would in
turn provide legitimacy to both the outgoing government and the post-1997 SAR
government.

The institutional metamorphosis brought by the PSR led to a change in state
capacity, as the new organs enjoyed relatively higher autonomy than traditional

Table 3.7  Typology of agency choices under public sector reform

Type of service Degree of Pricing strategy Mode of agency
government control

Core services Direct control Free Traditional
department

Core services Direct control Partial or full Trading fund
cost recovery department

Core services Arm’s length control Free or partial Non-departmental
cost recovery public body

Core services Arm’s length control Full cost recovery Public corporation

Support services Direct control Full cost recovery Trading fund
department

Support services Arm’s length control Full cost recovery Public corporation
Commercial services Direct control Partial or full Trading fund

cost recovery department

Commercial services Arm’s length control Partial or full Public corporation
cost recovery

Source: Finance Branch, Hong Kong Government, Public Sector Reform (Hong Kong: Hong Kong
Government Printer, 1989).
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government departments. First of all, the PSR led to higher autonomy of the
professionals or administrators, which did not always bode well for state capacity.
Cheung (1994) pointed out that when the government first suggested in the late
1980s to set up the Hospital Authority (HA), a new non-profit corporation to
manage the public hospitals, it was met with opposition of the hospital employees
who were then civil servants. These civil servants generally feared that their fringe
benefits and job security would be affected after corporatization. After long
negotiations with the government the employees agreed to the reform, as they
discovered that as medical professionals they would enjoy better professional
autonomy from the government officials after the HA was set up, as medical
doctors would be in control under the new statutory-body model. This professional
autonomy, however, sometimes can mean a weakened state capacity that hurt the
government’s ability to control healthcare resources and tackle crises. Chapter
Four shows that in the battle against Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
in 2003, the fragmentation of resources and decision-making power of the
Hospital Authority disabled the government from responding swiftly to the
epidemic.

Moreover, hiving off of government functions and operations led to problems
of bureaucratic and political accountability, with responsibility and accountability
dispersed in different institutions.12  In a study of the airport fiasco,13  Lee (2000)
found that by entrusting the government-owned Airport Authority (AA)
corporation and other service delivery agents to handle the opening of the airport,
the government had lost control over these organs. The board directors of the
various bodies were usually part-timers with insufficient time, information and
resources to monitor the performance of the agents. As a result of the diffused
authority in the private-public partnership arrangement, it was difficult to ascertain
the ultimate political responsibility when trouble arose (Lee, 2000, p. 69).
“Accountability by results” under PSR thus failed to guarantee efficiency and
created problems of state authority and monitoring of services.

The road to fragmentation

The last years of colonial rule saw competing political and social processes at work,
disabling the formation of a cohesive state elite. The Chinese government tried
to groom a post-colonial elite, but because they could not really lay their hands
on pre-1997 political institutions in Hong Kong, few of these elites had the
opportunity to enter high levels of the colonial establishment. The united front
was also too diverse to be converted to a cohesive team of future governing elite.
The aborted democratization meant that competitive elections would not be the
major venue for power, hence the limited elections could only have a very limited
recruitment function for the post-colonial elite. The outgoing colonial master did
not want to relinquish its authority so easily and early, and needed to keep its
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supporters loyal until the last days before 1997 to maintain effective governance.
There were multiple sources of authority in the last years of colonial rule,
competing for loyalties and influences. As a result of these factors, politicians and
social elites found multiple possible venues to power in the last years of colonial
rule, none of which was certain to be successful. With the fallout between the
Chinese government, the democrats, and the British government, the united front
could only include a limited spectrum of elites, not capable of representing a wide
range of social and political interests in Hong Kong. The result was the absence
of a strong and unified elite that had high popularity or wide social support, which
was capable of delivering effective governance after 1997.

Institutionally, the lean, centralized, autocratic administrative state before the
1980s has become more complex, diversified and decentralized, with government
functions and powers distributed over a wide range of bodies. These diversified
quangos formed alternative foci of power which the post-1997 government could
not totally control. All The contradicting logics of state formation led to a
fragmented state after 1997, which we shall discuss in the next chapter.
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C H A P T E R  F O U R

The Post-Colonial State

DEVELOPMENTS IN HONG KONG AFTER 1997 showed that an autocratic state is not
necessarily strong, as the institutional logic of executive dominance enshrined
in the Basic Law has outlived its usefulness in the post-colonial era. While the
Basic Law stipulates an executive-dominant system which puts most of the policy-
making powers in the hands of the chief executive (CE) and the executive branch,
there are a lot of internal and external constraints to this power. The lack of a
governing party, low cohesion within the governing elite, and fragmented state
institutional powers result in weakened state capacity and fragmentation of
political power, with the post-colonial state unable to make or implement policies
effectively.

This chapter analyzes this fragmentation of the post-colonial state from an
institutional perspective. Incongruities within the executive branch, rooted in the
Basic Law’s institutional design and logic, and the absence of an over-arching
political machine for governance (read: political party), laid the seeds for conflicts
within the executive branch and hampered coherent decision-making and
effective policy implementation. The lack of a governing party also means that
the CE’s wide range of appointment powers cannot be used effectively to engineer
a cohesive ruling coalition. The institutional setup in the Basic Law has a certain
corporatist flavor, but the web of appointments in various institutions serves to
provide honorific positions to reward political loyalists and exclude or marginalize
political rivals (i.e., the democrats), rather than sharing real executive power
among corporatist partners. Failing to establish institutionalized channels for
bargaining between the state and selected interest groups, this partial corporatist
regime failed to build a strong government-business coalition to provide the
support base for SAR governance. As a result, particularistic bargaining between
interest groups and the government still dominated policy-making after 1997.

As discussed in Chapter Three, the Public Sector Reform and the
establishment of quasi-governmental bodies since the 1980s created alternative
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loci of power in the administrative state, which weakens the state capacity of the
post-colonial state. Years of democratization and opening up of government also
led to more institutional checks and balances on state power, built within the
autocratic framework of the post-colonial state. Post-1997 events showed that as
a result of these institutional factors, the authority of the post-colonial state was
much fragmented, contributing to the governance problems of the SAR.

The post-colonial institutional framework

The logic of executive dominance

To the Chinese leaders, the undemocratic bureaucratic polity of colonial Hong
Kong has been doing a fine job in the postwar years, in terms of maintaining
political stability and providing effective and efficient governance. One central
spirit of the political design in the Basic Law is thus to retain key features of this
system (Xiao, 1990, pp. 138–140), while making accommodations for necessary
changes promised in the Sino-British Joint Declaration (namely, the introduction
of an elected legislature). One of the pillars of the old system is its “executive-
dominant” or “executive-led” nature (Xiao, 2001, pp. 2–3). “Executive-dominant,”
however, is neither a widely used or well-defined term in political science, nor a
constitutional principle clearly written down in the Basic Law. Simply put, the
principle entails vesting most of the decision-making power in the colonial
governor and the executive branch. The legislature, the members of which were
either government officials or unofficials appointed by the governor for most parts
of colonial history, had relatively little decision-making power. Lau (2000) and
Li (2001) had summarized the basic features of this “executive-dominant” system
in the post-1997 setup:
(1) The SAR chief executive and the bureau secretaries appointed by the CE have

most of the policy-making power. Most government policies do not need the
approval of the legislature unless they entail changing of laws or extra
financial appropriations.

(2) The chief executive has a superior constitutional status to other branches of
the government. The CE is elected by an Election Committee of 800 people
and thus has authority independent from the legislature.

(3) The executive holds the initiative to legislate. Government bills have a priority
to get onto the Legco agenda (Article 72(2) of the Basic Law). All bills passed
by Legco need the signature of the CE to become effective laws.

(4) The CE has a wide range of appointment powers, including the power to
appoint judges, major government officials, members and chairs of policy
commissions, boards of public corporations, advisory committees, the
appointed district council members, and many other public office holders.
In most cases, approval of the legislature and/or the courts is not needed.1
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(5) If the CE considers a bill passed by Legco “not compatible with the overall
interests” of Hong Kong, he can return it to Legco for reconsideration. The
CE can dissolve Legco if he does not want to sign a bill passed the second
time by Legco, or if Legco refuses to pass the annual budget or any important
bills (Article 50 of the Basic Law).

* * *

The governor of Hong Kong was given dictatorial powers by the Letters
Patent, the colonial constitutional document (Miners, 1986, p. 74). By the
stipulations of the Basic Law, the SAR CE inherited most of these powers. The
operational logic of the SAR executive branch also somewhat follows that of the
colonial system. In the colonial era, the Executive Council, the cabinet appointed
by the governor, was de jure only an advisory body to the governor. According to
the Royal Instructions, the governor could choose to ignore the majority
opposition of Exco and press ahead with his own decisions; he only needed to
report the reason to the British Foreign Office (Miners, 1998, p. 75). Similarly,
Article 56 of the Basic Law states that the CE can overrule a majority opinion of
Exco, in the case of which he only needs to “put the specific reasons on record.”
This means that if he chooses to do so, the CE can practically rule as a dictator
and ignore the opinions of all others in the executive branch. The CE is the chief
if not the sole decision-maker, directly answerable to the Central Government.

A comparison with powers of presidents around the world showed that the
SAR CE is constitutionally more powerful than most presidents in the world (Ma,
2002a, p. 353). Nevertheless, scholars pointed to a lot of built-in constraints on
the CE’s power. Wong K.Y. (1997) thought that CE Tung Chee-hwa had seven
constraints to his power: (1) the Chinese government; (2) Hong Kong society;
(3) the Selection Committee; (4) the Preparatory Committee; (5) Legco; (6) the
civil service; (7) the dearth of public resources, as constrained by the balanced-
budget and low-tax provisions in the Basic Law. It is fair to say that most if not all
of the above constraints existed for the colonial governors at one time or another.
The colonial government was never totally autonomous from the British
government in terms of policy-making. Chapter Two has shown that the colonial
state was never totally autonomous from Hong Kong society, and financial
stringency had always constrained colonial policy-making. Legco has posed a major
constraint to the executive branch after popularly elected members were
introduced after 1991, but the post-1997 Legco was usually deemed
constitutionally less powerful than the pre-1997 one.2  In other words, Wong’s
analysis did not capture the major processes of change that led to a changing
nature of the state power in the post-colonial state. There exists something deep
in the institutional logic of the post-1997 system that prevents the SAR CE from
exercising dictatorial powers.
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Chu (1995) pointed out that the post-1997 constitutional design of Hong
Kong instituted several inherent constraints to the power of the SAR CE. These
included:
(1) Policy-making power is dispersed among different organs (e.g., advisory

committees), with the institutions that are representative of the public (such
as Legco) having only limited power;

(2) The diverse backgrounds of the ruling coalition make elite integration
difficult;

(3) Different elites compete for trust and patronage from the Central
Government to climb up the power ladder, making cooperation between
them difficult; and

(4) There is no governing party or sufficient conflict resolution mechanisms.

Chu claimed that this fragmentation of authority led to an inherent reliance
of the SAR CE on the Central Government, creating room for the Central
Government to intervene. While Chu may have over-stated the policy-making
powers of various consultative mechanisms — the ultimate decision-making power
de facto and de jure stays with the executive branch — he did point to the lack of
an overarching governing authority. The absence of a governing party, the lack
of a cohesive elite, and dispersed rule-making powers all contributed to a
fragmented state after 1997.

The crucial question is one of authority and legitimacy. Colonial governance
is usually based on coercion. The role of coercion in Hong Kong was smaller than
in most colonies, as consent of the refugees who came from the mainland meant
a less pressing need to justify colonialism or suppress opposition to colonialism
by force. Yet this could not stop the legitimacy of the colonial regime from being
challenged several times in Hong Kong’s history (Scott, 1989). After the 1966–
67 riots, keys to colonial legitimacy included improved social welfare and
government performance and better consultation of public opinion. Entering the
1980s, the development of representative institutions, and later better and more
government services under PSR have become major legitimacy formulas. The post-
colonial state needs its own legitimacy formula, but rapid and progressive
democratization after 1997 as a legitimacy formula was never part of the plan of
the Chinese leaders or of CE Tung Chee-hwa. With the promise of “Hong Kong
people ruling Hong Kong” and the decade-long debate on democratization, the
undemocratic nature of the CE election, and the CE owning dictatorial power,
created a legitimacy problem for the SAR executive. There are two possible
formulas for legitimacy and authority for the post-colonial state: charismatic
leadership or good government performance.

Yet the method of election of the SAR CE pre-determines a charismatic or
populist leader will not be chosen. The very limited franchise (400 for the
Selection Committee (SC) in 1997 and 800 for the Election Committee (EC) in
2002) means that CE candidates do not need comprehensive policy platforms or
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personal charisma to win public support. With many SC and EC members
controlled or indirectly influenced by the Central Government (see Holliday, Ma
and Yep, 2002, p. 459), support from Beijing was the most important determinant
for success in the CE election. It is very unlikely for this quasi-appointment system
to bear a charismatic or populist leader; or put it in another way, a politician who
has too much charisma or adopts populist methods is unlikely to be picked by
the Central government to be the SAR CE. As Ghai (1997, p. 261) pointed out,
one of the objectives of the Chinese government in the political design of the
Basic Law was to ensure that no individual or political party will emerge as political
leader(s) with the mandate of the people. It naturally follows that the Chinese
government will not prefer a highly populist and charismatic political figure, lest
he or she should rely on personal popularity to confront the Central.
If charismatic leadership was out of the question, it became imperative for the
post-colonial state to deliver good performance to salvage its legitimacy. The
original assumption was that the inherited institutional structure should be able
to continue to deliver effective governance. Post-1997 events showed that this was
not true, as the constitutional design brought ambiguities and conflicts even within
the executive branch.

Ambiguities within the executive branch

A major assumption of the design for the post-1997 system was that the senior
civil servants could still be relied upon for policy-making after 1997. A governing
party was thus seen as unnecessary and/or undesirable since it conflicts with the
basic logic of apolitical bureaucratic governance. In this light, a chief executive
with little prior political connections can serve, just like the tenured civil service,
as the neutral arbiter of conflicting social interests. This arrangement resembles
the system under colonial rule, when the governor was usually an outsider who
only came to Hong Kong for several years, who had no vested interests in Hong
Kong, and who largely relied on local bureaucrats to make and implement
policies, with guidance from the British Foreign Office on general directions of
governance.

However, the former civil servants quickly fell out of favor under the reign
of Tung Chee-hwa after 1997.3  Partly this was due to an inherent mistrust in the
pro-China circles of senior civil servants who had served and risen to prominence
under Chris Patten. Partly it was due to the inadequate political training for the
civil servants, who found it increasingly difficult to command public support and
liaise between conflicting interests in society. However, the ambiguity created by
the constitutional setup in the Basic Law also laid seeds of conflict between the
civil servants and other political elites. In search of a stronger and more cohesive
team of officials, Tung sought to overhaul the old system of policy-making by
bureaucrats and replaced it by the “Principal Officials Accountability System
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(POAS)” in 2002. The result, at least in the first few years of implementation,
was still less than satisfactory.

The Basic Law does not clearly define the interface between civil servants
and political appointees in the executive branch. Firstly, it does not stipulate that
bureau secretaries or major officials have to be civil servants, although by July
1997 all the secretaries were so employed. This ambiguity allows the CE to use
political appointees to replace civil servants as major officials should the CE deem
this desirable. Secondly, the Basic Law does not specify the relationship between
bureau secretaries and the Executive Council. Article 55 of the Basic Law stipulates
that the members of Exco should come from principal officials, Legco members
and “public figures.” Exco is not strictly a decision-making ministerial cabinet.
The drafters of the Basic Law envisaged Exco to be a loose group of appointees
from different sectors, incorporating social elites and providing linkage with
Legco, more or less like the “administrative absorption” system before 1997. The
key is: the decision of the Exco composition lies with the CE. The CE can make
Exco a decision-making cabinet of departmental ministers, with a couple of token
representatives from Legco and the public; or the CE can include a minimal
number of government officials and make it an advisory body mainly composed
of non-governmental appointees.

This ambiguity in institutional design creates possibility for conflicts in roles
and functions within the executive branch after 1997. One of the most important
legacies of Patten’s governorship was that he pushed senior civil servants to the
front stage to face the public, Legco and the media, giving them vital “political”
experience before the handover (Lau, 1999, pp. 54–55).4  Since most of the
bureau secretaries kept their positions through the handover,5  the original plan
of the SAR government by 1997 was that the bureau secretaries would still handle
most of the policy making and “political” tasks as civil servants. The 1997–2002
Exco was a collection of advisers coming from a wide variety of backgrounds,
including previously pro-British figures (S.Y. Chung and T.L. Yang), pro-China
figures (C.Y. Leung), representatives from big businesses (Lee Yip-kwong and
Raymond Chien), members from two pro-government parties (Henry Tang and
Tam Yiu-chung), and a trade unionist (Tam Yiu-chung) (Lau, 1999, p. 64) (see
Table 4.1). Its composition was a careful balance of different interest groupings,
but did not form a cohesive cabinet with members of similar political convictions
capable of directing government policy.

Tung initially assigned three Exco members to be “in charge” of selected
policy areas: Leung Chun-ying for housing policy; Antony Leung Kam-chung for
education, and Tam Yiu-chung for elderly policy. By 1997 Tung claimed these
three policy areas would be his major emphases in his first term. However, the
arrangement was quickly met with resistance from the senior civil servants, who
claimed that this would only create confusion and hurt the morale of the civil
servants. The three Exco members also found it difficult to take a leading policy
role, as they did not have research assistance or executive portfolios in the
respective policy areas, and had to rely on the civil service to give them the relevant
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policy information. It was also the civil servants’ prerogative, not theirs, to face
Legco to explain government policy (Lo, 2001, pp. 133–134). Consequently, the
policy role of these three Exco members gradually faded out, especially after 1998,
when the Asian financial crisis, the budget deficit and growing governance
problems completely changed Tung’s original plans in these three policy areas.

Table 4.1  Background of Exco members, 1997–2002

Name Post Background and other posts

Tung Chee-hwa Chief Executive Businessman/shipping

Anson Chan Chief Secretary (97–00) Civil servant

Donald Tsang Financial Secretary (97–00)
Chief Secretary (01–02) Civil servant

Elsie Leung Secretary for Justice Lawyer

Antony Leung Member (97–01), Banker, HKAA, SC
Financial Secretary (01–02)

Leung Chun-ying Member (97–99), Surveyor, BLCC, HKAA, PC, PWC,
Convener (99–02) NPPCC

S.Y. Chung Convener (97–99) Industrialist
Exco member (72–88)
Legco member (65–91)
PC, PWC, HKAA, SC

Yang Ti-liang Member Former Chief Justice, BLCC

Nellie Fong Member Accountant, Legco member (88–91),
HKAA, PWC, PC

Rosanna Wong Member Social worker, Legco member (88–95)

Raymond Chien Member Industrialist, SC

Chung Shui-ming Member Banker, EC, HKAA

Tam Yiu-chung Member Labor unionist (HKFTU), HKAA, PC,
PWC, BLDC, DAB Vice Chairman

Henry Tang Member Industrialist, HKAA, SC, LP member,
Legco member (91–98)

Li Yip-kwong Member Real estate, stock exchange

Key:
HKAA: Hong Kong Affairs Adviser
SC: Selection Committee member
PC: Preparatory Committee member
PWC: Preliminary Working Committee member
EC: Election Committee member
DAB: Democratic Alliance for the Betterment of Hong Kong
LP: Liberal Party
HKFTU: Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions
NPPCC: National People’s Political Consultative Committee member
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Since 1997, it was a common perception that there were conflicts between
the senior civil servants and the CE and Exco members. Not all of these conflicts
were due to institutional factors; many of them had to do with personal ideologies
and backgrounds. Unlike former British governors who usually had long careers
in the public service, Tung as a businessman did not share a lot of the bureaucratic
ethos and norms with the civil servants. The same case holds true for some of his
Exco members from the business sector. It was often reported that Tung and Chief
Secretary Anson Chan did not see eye to eye on many issues. In dealing with
political issues, Tung as CE often toed a politically conservative line to placate
Beijing, while Chan usually adopted a more liberal stand and stressed procedural
due process.6  (See Lo, 2001, pp. 126–131; Lau, 2002b, pp. 12–14.) The distrust
and attack from the pro-China circles also added much to the anguish of the
senior civil servants. In mid-2000, when Tung was suffering from yet another
political crisis due to the Robert Chung scandal,7  the leftist press and pro-China
figures like led scathing attacks on Anson Chan, implying that she was the “black
hand” behind a conspiracy to undermine Tung’s governance. To some local
leftists, Anson Chan and other senior civil servants who occupied top positions
under Chris Patten were not to be trusted. The mutual suspicion between the
senior civil servants and pro-China politicians was just another source of
disharmony within the SAR ruling elite.

In January 2001, Anson Chan announced her retirement from the post of
chief secretary, more than a year ahead of the scheduled retirement time in mid-
2002.8  It was commonly believed that the early retirement was triggered by clashes
between Chan and Tung over the issue of Falun Gong. Falun Gong, a spiritual
organization with massive followers in China and all over the world, was banned
as an evil cult in China in 1999, after it staged a protest of thousands of its
practitioners at the CCP headquarters of Zhongnanhai. The Falun Gong Hong
Kong chapter, however, was and is a legally registered society in Hong Kong. After
1999, pro-Beijing circles in Hong Kong put pressure on the SAR government to
follow the mainland’s example to outlaw Falun Gong as an “evil cult” in Hong
Kong. In January 2001, Falun Gong practitioners held a public function and
exhibition at the City Hall, in which they severely criticized the Chinese
government and President Jiang Zemin for persecuting mainland Falun Gong
practitioners. The event led to criticisms from officials from the Central
Government Liaison Office. Some local pro-Beijing politicians criticized the SAR
government for renting a government-run venue to an “evil cult” (Hong Kong
Economic Times, February 1, 2001, p. A24). It was reported that Anson Chan and
Tung differed on the decision to rent the City Hall to the Falun Gong. While
Tung thought it was politically incorrect to do so, Chan insisted that a legally
registered society should be allowed to use public venues. It was reported that
the event was the last straw that triggered a clash between Chan and Tung, leading
to Chan’s early resignation (Ming Pao, January 15, 2001, p. A4; Hong Kong Economic
Times, January 31, 2001, p. A27).
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These conflicts between senior civil servants and Tung and other pro-Beijing
elites showed the difficulty of the post-1997 state in accommodating both the
traditional administrative elite and the pro-China political elite. While the latter
expected to assume power after 1997, they found it difficult to penetrate the
bureaucratic polity, and in failing to do so they were unhappy to see the former
colonial bureaucrats still dominating SAR decision-making. Tung himself as an
outsider to the bureaucratic polity did not share the same visions and ethos with
the senior civil servants inherited from the colonial era. This incongruity between
bureaucratic and political elites was one source of governing problems of the SAR
government.

The principal officials accountability system

Unable to achieve good cooperation with the former colonial civil servants, Tung
decided he should reform the system to allow him to use political appointees to
serve as major officials. In 2002, after Tung secured his second CE term, the
government proposed the Principal Officials Accountability System as a new
system of appointment of major officials.9  Under this new system, all principal
officials (including the chief secretary, the financial secretary, the secretary of
justice, and 11 bureau secretaries) are no longer employed on civil service terms
but on five-year contracts, ending at the same time as the CE’s term. The contracts
can also be terminated with short notice from either side. After the reform, the
major officials were political appointees that could come from either inside or
outside the civil service. These officials were then made “accountable” for their
own policies, which means unlike civil servants who enjoy life tenure, they can
be dismissed if they are involved in serious policy failures or major scandals. The
administrative officers in the bureaus, who remain civil servants, are then headed
by permanent secretaries who are also civil servants. All the principal officials (14
of them) were made members of Exco. The chairmen of the two major pro-
government parties in Legco, the Liberal Party and the Democratic Alliance for
the Betterment of Hong Kong, who were also Legco members, were appointed
into Exco in July 2002. Under the Exco collective responsibility rule, the two were
obliged to support government policies in Legco, and they were also expected
to enlist the support of their party members. With the two parties combining for
18 votes in the 2000–04 Legco (22 after the 2004 election), their inclusion as
coalition partners guaranteed a pro-government voting bloc in Legco.

The manifest goal of the reform was to make the principal officials more
“accountable” to the public. In proposing the reform, the Constitutional Affairs
Bureau (CAB) policy paper pointed out that after 1997, there were increasing
public demands that incompetent senior officials should be dismissed in case of
policy failures, and the POAS was meant to be a response to that demand (CAB,
2002, paragraphs 4–5). The document also pointed out that lobbying Legco
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members and facing the public and the media had become major tasks for bureau
secretaries, tasks which did not fit well with the traditional role and responsibilities
of civil servants (CAB, 2002, paragraph 6). The politically appointed secretaries
under the new system were supposed to be more sensitive to public opinion and
be more active in lobbying for Legco and public opinion support for their policies.
By assigning the “political tasks” to the political appointees, the permanent
secretaries and other assistant secretaries as civil servants will maintain “political
neutrality” and be free of political accountability in case of policy failures.

It is not the central concern of this book to discuss how this system fared in
terms of improving the accountability of the SAR government. As far as executive
institutions are concerned, the most important effect of POAS was that it removed
the ambiguity in the design of the executive institutions and changed the SAR
Exco to a more cabinet-like decision-making body made up of the CE’s appointed
ministers. Under POAS the CE is free to appoint secretaries that have similar
convictions with him/her, without being constrained by the civil service
framework.10  Moreover, since the secretaries serve the same five-year term as the
CE, a new CE on assuming office can replace all the secretaries with his or her
own choices. Vice Premier Qian Qichen, commenting on the POAS in June 2002,
put it in a straightforward manner, “Tung is not alone anymore” (Hong Kong Daily
News, 2002, p. A2). This shows that in the views of both Beijing and SAR
government, the governing crisis in the first five years of the SAR government
was at least partly attributable to the lack of a cohesive governing team for Tung,
and the POAS should at least partly solve this problem. The restructuring of Exco
will make it a cabinet-like decision-making body, while at the same time
minimizing conflict between Exco and the bureaus.

In this light, the POAS was intended to increase CE’s control on the whole
executive branch as well as his grip on Legco, reduce the constraints of the civil
service on the CE and minimize intra-executive incongruities. It was a step away
from the system inherited from the colonial years, towards more of a typical
autocracy with the chief executive directing all the executive personnel and
decisions. However, events in 2002 and 2003 showed that the POAS had not
fulfilled its original missions in terms of crafting a more cohesive team of ruling
elites and officials.

Although the POAS allowed Tung to pick his own team, he never had a team.
With no party of his own and no prior political background, he did not have a
group of followers that shared similar beliefs with him, who had a lot of policy
and executive experience, and who had worked together for some time as a team.
Amidst abysmal popularity for both Tung and the SAR government in 2002,11

many outside talents from the business and professional sectors did not want to
join the government as POAS officials in 2002. As a result, the team that Tung
assembled in July 2002 had quite diverse backgrounds, but only five were new
appointments from outside the government (see Table 4.2). Of the 14 POAS
officials, six were lifelong civil servants, and three others had held to secretary
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posts before 2002. When Secretary for Security Regina Ip and Financial Secretary
Antony Leung stepped down in the midst of the political crisis after the July 1
demonstration in July 2003, their posts were filled with former civil servants.
Without a governing party, the chief executive did not have a steady and regular
supply of assistants and team members other than the civil service.

Table 4.2  Backgrounds of POAS officials appointed, July 2002

Name Secretary post Background and former posts

Donald Tsang Chief Secretary Civil servant

Antony Leung Financial Secretary Banker, FS since 2001

Elsie Leung Secretary for Justice Lawyer, SJ since 1997

Dominic Wong Secretary for Civil Service Civil servant

Stephen Lam Constitutional Affairs Civil servant

Arthur Li Education and Manpower University Vice-Chancellor,
surgeon

Sara Liao Environment, Transport and Works Business

E.K. Yeoh Health, Welfare and Food Medical doctor,
secretary since 1999

Patrick Ho Home Affairs Medical doctor

Michael Suen Housing, Planning and Lands Civil servant

Regina Ip Security Civil servant

Henry Tang Commerce, Industry and Technology Business

Stephen Ip Economic Development and Labor Civil servant

Frederick Ma Financial Services and the Treasury Business

Nor was it obvious from post-2002 events that these outsiders were necessarily
more adept at their political tasks than the civil servants. With most of the new
POAS officials coming from the private sector, the new appointees proved no more
sensitive to public opinion, were sometimes less careful in their public speeches,
and paid less attention to government ethos or bureaucratic tradition. Most of
them did not have a lot of political training or government experience, at least if
compared with the electoral politicians they faced in Legco, or the civil servants
they replaced and now commanded. If anything, the new POAS appointees made
the Hong Kong people more appreciative of the performance of the former civil
servants.

Several events in 2002 and 2003 showed the inadequate political training of
the new officials. The first major debacle under the POAS was the “penny stock”
fiasco. In July 2002, the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing (HKE), a public
corporation overseeing the operation of the securities and derivatives market of
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Hong Kong, claimed that poorly performing listed companies were hurting the
market quality of the Hong Kong stock market. The HKE then proposed to set a
50 cent market price threshold, below which companies would have to consolidate
their shares or inject new capital to boost their prices (SCMP, July 18, 2002, p.
B1). Should the firms fail to take action, HKE would consider de-listing them from
the stock exchange. The proposal immediately led to panicked selling of the
“penny stocks.” With about 380 out of a total of 790 shares in the Hong Kong
stock market trading below 50 cents, the proposal led to panicked selling of the
“penny stocks,” leading to a market crash that resulted in a loss of US$1.3 billion
in market value in a few days. In the subsequent panel meeting on the incident,
Legco members bombarded Frederick Ma, Secretary for Financial Services and
the Treasury who previously served in the private sector, for approving the release
of the consultation document. After prolonged questioning by legislators Ma
admitted he did not read the summary of the policy document. He said, “It was
my first month in office. I was too busy having dinner with people in the business.
You come to my office and you can see that the documents in my office were
stacked up to the ceiling. I could not have read them all” (Ming Pao, August 1,
2002, p. A1). This comment, of course, was not very well received among the
legislators, the media, and the public at large.

Similar gaffes were made by other secretaries who did not have a civil service
background. On October 5, 2002, Secretary of Education and Manpower Arthur
Li, former Vice-Chancellor of Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK),
announced in a closed-door media briefing that CUHK and Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology (HKUST) would be merged to create a “world-class
university” by as early as 2005. It turned out that the two universities had no
agreement on the merger, the government had no policy document or research
on the issue, and the staff and students of the two universities had not been
consulted on the issue. While the briefing might have been a tactic by Li to push
the two universities to start early discussions on a potential merger, the event
created the impression that government officials tried to bully universities into
submission, without clear policy rationale and due regard to public opinion or
university autonomy.12

One of the biggest scandals of the POAS era was the “Lexus-gate.” In March
2003, media revealed that Financial Secretary Antony Leung had purchased a
Lexus car before he announced the new budget for financial year 2003–04, in
which he proposed a sizeable tax-hike for such luxury cars. By the early purchase,
Leung managed to evade about HK$180,000 (USD $23,000) in tax. It was later
revealed that when Exco members learned of the budget proposals in the Exco
meeting, secretaries who had purchased cars beforehand did declare their
interests, but Leung himself had not taken the opportunity to do so (Hong Kong
Economic Journal, March 19, 2002, p. 7). The incident was a severe scandal for both
Leung and the SAR government, with Tung accepting Leung’s apology but not
resignation in March.13
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All these three incidents might not have happened to civil-servant secretaries,
who would generally be more careful when speaking in public, and civil servants
will always know when to declare conflict of interests. The SAR government did
not have effective mechanisms of political recruitment other than the civil service,
and the CE did not have another pool of talent which he could tap. Confidence
in new institutions is difficult to earn but easy to lose. While these incidents may
not mean that the POAS appointees are necessarily less capable or more
corruptible than the former civil servants, they certainly dealt a severe blow to
the credibility of the new system and new officials, which aggravated the
governance crisis after 2002.

Events in 2002 and 2003 also showed that Tung’s appointees did not work as
a team. Firstly, with the exception of the former civil servants, they had never had
co-working experience. It was natural that they did not have common values on
many policy issues. Secondly, it was believed that several members of the new Exco
had personal ambitions of running for the third SAR CE in 2007, thus they would
see their fellow secretaries as potential political rivals. In the “Lexus-gate” scandal,
it was reported that some Exco members leaked Exco meeting records to the
media,14  creating the impression that Leung knowingly avoided declaring his
interest, in a bid to further damage Leung’s image and undermine his chances
of running for CE in 2007 (Apple Daily, March 20, 2003, p. A6). The new team of
ministers thus did not have an esprit de corps as in common government cabinets.
In elected governments, cabinet ministers may have personal rivalries or will jockey
for positions, but they more or less sink or swim together with the popularity of
the ruling party and/or of the chief executive, since their short- and long-term
political future depends on the results of the next election. In the Hong Kong
system, as Chu (1995) has argued, these elites compete for backing and patronage
from the Central Government to further their political careers, and will not care
as much for the popularity of the whole government or other colleagues.

In several major political crises in 2002–03, individual bureau secretaries were
left to face all the policy responsibility and consequences, without due help from
other bureaus, departments or officials. In the struggle over Article 23 legislation,
which brought the largest political crisis to the SAR government after 1997,
Secretary for Security Regina Ip was left alone to sell the National Security Bill to
Legco and the public (see also Chapter Eight). In the debate over harbor
reclamation in September 2003 (see below), Secretary for Housing, Planning and
Lands Michael Suen was left to bear the blunt of most of the public criticism,
with Secretary for Environment, Transport and Works Sarah Liao largely
remaining silent during the debate. Throughout the SARS crisis in spring 2003,
civil servants in the Department of Health shouldered most of the work, while
other departments seldom got involved (see Ma, 2003a & 2004). The Housing
Department could have considered freeing vacant public housing (including the
unsold Home Ownership Scheme flats) for quarantine purposes. The Immigration
Department could have contemplated adopting measures that ensured the
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travelers would be SARS-free. Environment officials could have suggested means
to improve environmental hygiene, and the Home Affairs Bureau could have
mobilized residential associations to help in cleaning their blocks and offering
mutual help, and the like. Yet throughout the SARS crisis, in a crisis that
threatened the survival of Hong Kong, it seemed that the Secretary for Health,
Welfare and Food Yeoh Eng-kiang and the Head of Department of Health
Margaret Chan were the only officials responsible for tackling the epidemic.

Under POAS, it seems that the principal officials had over-emphasized the
individual responsibility or accountability component of the system, and neglected
or failed to achieve any sense of collective responsibility. The POAS did not solve
the problem of incongruity within the executive branch; if anything it created
new ones. It led to new struggles among the various ministers aspiring to become
the next CE, something less likely to happen when career civil servants were
appointed as bureau secretaries. Experiences after 2002 showed that this political
appointment system per se did not pose an effective political recruitment
mechanism that could groom a political elite for the post-colonial state.

The corporatist regime

The government-business coalition

As discussed in Chapter Three, the post-1997 institutional framework had a certain
corporatist flavor. The business sector, well represented in the colonial system,
was seen as the most important interest bloc that could serve as a coalition partner
of the post-1997 bureaucratic polity. The Chinese leaders saw the support or even
dominance of the business sector as vital for maintaining the free-wheeling
capitalism of Hong Kong. The big businesses, as political conservatives, had also
been major collaborators with the Chinese government since the 1980s in
countervailing demands for a more progressively democratic system, earning them
extensive representation in the major co-optational institutions.

The business sector is guaranteed Legco representation by the functional
constituency system. The Basic Law stipulates that from 1997 to 2007 half of Legco
would be elected by FCs that represent the most influential business and
professional groups in the territory. The definition of FCs after 1997 has about
14 of the 30 seats allocated to various business and industrial sectors, with
professional sectors taking up nine and other social and labor groups taking up
seven (see Table 3.1). The voting-by-group arrangement in the Basic Law also gives
veto power to the groups represented in the FCs. Annex II of the Basic Law
stipulates that all amendments, motions and bills proposed by individual legislators
have to be passed by more than half of the members of the two segments of the
legislature. The first of these two groups is composed of the 30 members elected
by the FCs, while the second includes the 30 elected by the Election Committee
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and through direct election (see also Chapter Five). This means 15 members from
the FCs can veto any private proposals in the legislature.

In addition, the Election Committee that elects the chief executive and, until
2004, a portion of Legco members also has one fourth of the members assigned
to business sectors (see Table 4.5). It should also be noted a lot of the EC members
who were selected from other sectors were businessmen by profession, including
the NPC and CPPCC delegates (77 EC members out of 800),15  those sectors
representing the district council members, the rural interests, and even in sectors
such as sports. The system more or less guaranteed that the CE candidate has to
be acceptable to the business sector at large, although Beijing’s preference
remained paramount.

Two separate studies showed that the business and professional sectors were
well-represented in the co-optional bodies appointed by the Chinese government
in 1992–97 (Goodstadt, 2000; Cheung and Wong, 2004). Goodstadt (2000)
showed that business and professionals made up a large percentage of the Hong
Kong Advisors, District Advisors, Preliminary Working Committee, Preparatory
Committee and Selection Committee members (see Table 3.3). Similarly, Cheung
and Wong (2004) showed that elites from the trade, business and industry sectors
made up some 43% of the members of the Chinese co-optional bodies, while the
labor sector made up only 3.4% of the membership. Major professional sectors
made up another 28.6% (including education, social services, medical,
accounting, engineering, legal and architectural professions) (Table 4.3). As
shown in Chapter Three, the interlocking membership of these bodies meant that
the core of a business-professional elite was built up during the transition years
(see Table 3.4).

A similar phenomenon could be witnessed in the advisory committees. During
the colonial era these were a major means of administrative absorption (King,
1975), whereby social elites and potential opposition were appointed into the
policy-related advisory committees to incorporate their views and partly defuse
their opposition against the government. As far as policy-making is concerned,
advisory committees could tap expert advice, provide a forum for discussion for
the policy community, shoulder part of the policy responsibility, and seek
cooperation of voluntary agencies and other stakeholders (Miners, 1998, pp. 106–
107). They also allowed the government to distance itself from sensitive issues,
allow officials to bypass other public organizations, and function as political
window-dressing (Hood, 1981, pp. 120–121). While before the 1970s about 100
advisory committees were already in place, the 1970s and beyond saw a
proliferation. It was first due to the colonial government’s efforts to improve
communication with society after the 1966–67 riots and to promote “consultative
democracy” (Scott, 1989, p. 109). After the 1970s, the increased pluralization of
societal interests, the gradual opening of the government during decolonization
and democratization, and the growing size and reach of the administrative state
all led to the continual growth of advisory committees and other statutory bodies.
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A review by the Legislative Council in 1997 identified more than 300 advisory
committees, including statutory advisory boards and committees (65), non-
statutory boards and committees (116), non-advisory statutory bodies (73),
statutory charitable bodies (4), and statutory bodies dealing with appeals (45)
(Home Affairs Panel, 1997).

Cheung and Wong (2004) studied the composition of the major advisory
committees before and after 1997, and found that there was a clear preference
for people from the trade, business, finance and industry sectors, constituting
persistently 23–28% of the total membership since the 1970s, while the labor
sector was grossly under-represented, never exceeding 2% over the years. The
appointments by the SAR government were even more skewed towards these
business sectors, with 34.7% of the appointees in 2000 from these sectors (Cheung
and Wong, 2004, p. 882). Professionals from various sectors consistently occupied
about 40% of the membership in the advisory committees. In 2002 a political
group studied the composition of the 103 major advisory committees and statutory
bodies, and found that there were 33 persons who served on seven or more
advisory committees.16  Most of these 33 persons came from the business and
financial sector (Power for Democracy, 2003). Similarly, Manuel (2004) showed
that the appointees in advisory committees showed a strong bias to lawyers and
company directors. Few of the appointees had a political party background, and
those who did were usually Liberal Party members.

It was not surprising to find that most of the business and professional elite
in these advisory committees had their seats in the united front organizations
appointed by Beijing, and in the Selection Committee and Election Committee
that chose the CE as well. Government information showed that about half of
the 800 members of the EC in 2000–05 were members or chairmen of advisory
committees (Hong Kong Government, 2003a). Of the 33 persons who served on
seven or more committees or boards, 17 were also EC members (Power for
Democracy, 2003). This means that by dint of his appointment powers, the CE
can award a lot of advisory committee positions to EC members who in turn could
use their votes in the EC to repay the CE.

At the district level, the appointed district councilors made a handy resource
for the government to award political loyalists and business and professional elites.
In the 1999–2003 district councils, 390 of the 529 were popularly elected, 102
were appointed by the CE, and 27 represented rural committees in the New
Territories. About 40% (41 members) of the 102 appointed members in the 1999–
2003 district councils were businessmen (see Table 4.4). Businessmen took up a
similar percentage of the appointed members in the 2003–07 district councils,
as 46 of the 102 appointed members (45%) declared their occupation as
“businessmen.” Members of conservative political parties such as the Hong Kong
Progressive Alliance, the Democratic Alliance for the Betterment of Hong Kong
and the Liberal Party were each awarded 10–12 appointed seats among the 102,
while none of the pro-democracy parties would be represented.
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The wide range of appointment powers of the CE thus allowed the SAR
government to ensure the influence of selected business and professional sectors
on various government bodies and in policy areas. It ensured that the general
inclination of the committee members would fall into line with the political
ideology and policy direction of the government. It could be used to award
political loyalists with honorific or remunerative positions to keep them happy.17

The appointment system also served to marginalize democrats in the policy-
making communities, who would enjoy no more than token representation in
these appointed bodies.

The non-cohesive coalition

Yet this corporatist regime did not create a strong government-business coalition
capable of running the SAR government. In theory, as the members of all these
bodies were de jure appointed by the chief executive, it allowed the formation of
a large new ruling class centered around the CE. However, the lack of an
overarching organization (read: political party) in control of the whole
appointment and elite formation process means that there is little coherence in
this new stratum. The business sector itself was pluralistic, with no single overriding
political organization to represent its diverse interests and to derive a coherent
policy package. The degree of unity was even lower for the professional elites, as
there were few common interests among different professional groups. All the
appointees served in a personal capacity on these committees and bodies, and
not really as representatives of interest groups or organizations.18  They might
share a similar class orientation or political outlook, but they did not have similar
missions for Hong Kong’s future, did not agree on a policy platform, and did
not really work as a team or a “class of itself.”

Table 4.4  Occupational backgrounds of appointed district councilors, 1999–2007

DC term 1999–2003 2004–2007

Number Percentage Number Percentage

Merchants/company directors 41 41.82% 42 41.18%

Professionals 21 21.43% 25 24.51%

Full-time councilors 4 4.08% 7 6.82%

Company executives 13 13.27% 7 6.82%

School principals 13 13.27% 16 15.69%

Union/ party activists 2 2.04% 0 0%

Others 4 4.08% 5 4.90%

Total 98 100% 102 100%
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Lau saw elite fragmentation as the major problem that contributed to the
ungovernability of the post-colonial state (Lau, 1999, p. 47). Although the business
and professional groups were well represented, the sheer number of advisory
bodies suggested that they were not equally significant in the making of public
policies, and some of them were rather inactive. The wide diversity of the
composition of the SC and EC (see Tables 4.5 and 4.6) also made it difficult for
any blocs to emerge within the constituents to barter interest exchanges with the
CE. The election was de facto an appointment from Beijing, with the electoral
process unable to play the role of interest representation and aggregation of a
normal competitive election. The CE election process cannot even represent and
reflect the interests of the major business, professional and social groupings that
compose the EC. For example, in Tung’s re-election campaign in 2002, after
securing the open support of the Beijing leaders, Tung did not even bother to
issue a policy platform. When challenged on this, Tung answered that his 3,800-
word campaign speech on December 13 was his platform. The speech, however,
contained only vague promises and very general directions. There was almost no
serious discussion of social policies in the re-election “campaign.” Similarly, in
the 2005 CE by-election, Donald Tsang only issued a very simple platform which
was much vaguer and much less detailed than that of also-ran DP Chairman Lee
Wing-tat. The latter, however, did not even get 100 EC members to nominate him
to be a valid candidate, and Tsang was elected uncontested.

The electoral rules for the SAR CE also precluded the possibility of a
governing party. When the Preparatory Committee devised the rules for the first
CE election in 1996, it was ruled that members of any political party or political
group had to give up their membership to be eligible as CE candidates
(Preparatory Committee, 1997). In the second CE election in 2002, it was written
into the Chief Executive Election Ordinance that members of political parties
can run for CE; but if elected the successful candidate has to leave his or her
party. A governing party that has populist support from the masses or a broad-

Table 4.5  Sectoral breakdown of the Selection Committee, 1996

Sectors Number of Percentage
representatives

Industrial, commercial and financial sectors 100 25%

The professions 100 25%

Labour, grassroots, religious and other sectors 100 25%

The political sector: Hong Kong deputies to the National
People’s Congress, and representatives of Hong Kong
members of the National Committee of the Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference 100 25%
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Table 4.6  Sectoral breakdown of the Election Committee, 2000–05

Sectors Number of representatives Percentage

Commercial and financial sectors 200 25%
   Of which: Industrial 1 12 1.5%

Industrial 2 12 1.5%
Commercial 1 12 1.5%
Commercial 2 12 1.5%
Tourism 12 1.5%
Catering 11 1.4%
Hotels 11 1.4%
Finance 12 1.5%
Insurance 12 1.5%
Hong Kong Employers’ Association 11 1.4%
Association of Chinese Enterprises 11 1.4%
Real estate and construction 12 1.5%
Textile and clothing 12 1.5%
Financial services 12 1.5%
Import and export 12 1.5%
Transport 12 1.5%
Wholesale and retail 12 1.5%

The professions 200   25%

of which: Accounting 20 2.5%
Engineering 20 2.5%
Architectural, surveying and planning 20 2.5%
Chinese herbalists 20 2.5%
Medical 20 2.5%
Education 20 2.5%
Legal 20 2.5%
Health services 20 2.5%
Higher education 20 2.5%
Information technology 20 2.5%

Labour, social services and religious 200    25%

of which: Fisheries and agricultural 40 5%
Labour 40 5%
Religious 40 5%
Social services 40 5%
Sports, performing arts, culture and 40 5%
publication

The political sector 200    25%

of which: Hong Kong’s NPC deputies to 35 4.4%
Hong Kong’s NPPCC members 41 5.1%
Legislative Council members 59 7.4%
District Board members 42 5.2%
Rural 21 2.6%

Total number of registered Election Committee members in 2000 was 794 instead of 800
since:
1. Rita Fan, Philip Wong, Yeung Yiu-chung and Ng Ching-fai are both Legco members and

Hong Kong NPC deputies.
2. Legco member Cheung Wing-sum resigned on December 30, 1999, and his seat in the

Election Committee was not taken.
3. One of the Hong Kong deputies to the NPC, Jiang Enzhu, was not a Hong Kong citizen,

thus not eligible to be an EC member.
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based support from different social sectors, which would be beneficial for
government legitimacy and bridging the state-society gap, can be used as political
resource to counter control from the Central Government. Beijing is not ready
to accept this.

In the early colonial era, the British hongs that dominated political power
were a relatively closely knit group, which made it easy for the colonial state to
co-opt and consult. With economic development and restructuring since the
1980s, the business sector in Hong Kong became much more pluralized. Although
the various sectors were well represented in the establishment after 1997, there
were few institutionalized bargaining mechanisms between the state and various
business interests, and no overarching political force that could represent business
interests. As a result, the post-1997 setup guaranteed that the government was in
general inclined towards business interests, but there were no authoritative
mechanisms to mediate between different vested interests groups. Particularistic
bargaining between selected groups and the government dominated, and
consequently quite some business groups were unhappy after 1997, complaining
that the government was favoring certain enterprises, sectors and families, despite
the general public perception that the government’s policy was pro-business.

Lau (2002b) suggested that to solve the SAR governance crisis, the
government needed to form a broad-based governing coalition which enjoyed
support from different sectors in society. One would be tempted to ask: What
would be the policy package that could earn the SAR government widespread
social support from different sectors and classes? What would be the social and
political base of this governing coalition? Although the business sector was seen
as a coalition partner, the SAR government could not even engineer a policy
package that made most business groups happy. The government-business
coalition itself did not really have consensus on a lot of policy issues, except on
very vague concepts like stability, prosperity, political conservatism, political loyalty
to Beijing, and maybe low taxes and abhorrence of welfarism.19  Given the under-
representation of grassroots and pro-democracy elements in the regime, it was
unlikely that the SAR state could bear policies that looked after the interests of
the lower class. The general strategy of co-option of the SAR government pre-
determined that the corporatist regime would be business-dominated, and
exclusionary with regard to the democrats, the political opposition and grassroots
representatives. It would be difficult to build a broad-based coalition capable of
earning support from different social sectors and classes. Formed out of the needs
of a united front, the coalition proved not consolidated and institutionalized
enough to provide effective governance after 1997.

From the very beginning, CE Tung Chee-hwa was a compromise candidate,
deemed acceptable by both the Chinese government and business elites in Hong
Kong for his political conservatism and absence of vested interests (Lau, 1999, p.
60). As a political outsider he did not have strong support from local political
circles, and maybe it was precisely this lack of local political and popular support
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that made him the ideal CE in the eyes of the Chinese leaders. The abhorrence
of a ruling party means that the SAR government is not going to have a political
machine to make use of the CE’s formidable executive and appointment powers
to help the CE carry out policies and engineer social and community support,
or aggregate interests from the business sector and other possible coalition
partners.

Weakened state capacity

As discussed in Chapter Three, the last years of colonial rule saw a proliferation
of quasi-governmental organizations that share rule-making power and service
provision functions of the government. While in principle the chairmen, members
and boards of directors of these bodies are all appointed by the CE under the
executive-dominant system, the large number of bodies and diffused authority
relations means that the CE or the SAR government cannot actually exercise
complete control on these bodies. Events after 1997 showed that these
organizations sometimes stand in the way of a swift response to crises, leading to
governance problems. The boards of these bodies sometimes gave a cold shoulder
to government policy initiatives, weakening the state capacity of the post-colonial
state.

There were plenty of events that could show that the post-1997 government
did not have full control on these quasi-government institutions. In this section I
will just discuss two examples. The first was the role of the Hospital Authority
(HA) during the outbreak of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome epidemic
in spring 2003. The HA was formed in 1990 following the suggestion of the 1985
Scott Report, which suggested, inter alia, that all public-funded hospitals previously
under the Government Hospital Service Department should be put under a
statutory body to achieve better integration of hospital services and more efficient
resource management. The HA would be a non-profit corporation funded by the
government that can raise revenue by charging patients for services. The basic
rationale was to free the management of hospitals from the rigid Civil Service
Regulations, and to promote efficiency in delivering health services by freeing
service delivery agents from bureaucratic control of the government, a central
tenet of the PSR (Hay, 1992, pp. 51–54).

As discussed in Chapter Three, one major reason why the hospital employees,
who were civil servants, agreed to the institutional reform was that they believed
they could enjoy enhanced autonomy and power in running the hospitals after
the reform (Cheung, 1994). Department officials who were transferred to the HA
also found themselves freed from policy branch/bureau control under the
statutory body model, with a chairman having political clout to fight for more
resources for the hospitals. In the HA era, top executives of the HA were mostly
medical doctors, with individual hospitals also headed by doctors. The
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government-appointed HA board found it difficult to supervise the actions of the
HA for want of information and expertise (Gauld, 1998). This enhanced
autonomy, however, led to more haphazard healthcare planning. Yuen (1992)
pointed out that in the HA era there was no statutory body responsible for
overseeing healthcare policy, as the HA was seen as a service delivery agent and
not a policy-maker. The result was “ad-hoc policy-making” by the Health and
Welfare Bureau,20  with the government relying on a variety of advisory committees,
commissions or consultants for policy advice (Gauld, 1998, p. 928).

The SARS crisis in spring 2003 exposed the problems with the professional
autonomy accorded to HA. From March to May 2003, about 1,700 Hong Kong
citizens contracted the deadly virus, with 299 eventually losing their lives. The
response of the HA and the SAR government in tackling the crisis has been
criticized as too slow (see Ma, 2003a & 2004). A major reason for the ineffective
response was the HA’s autonomy and its internal institutional arrangements.
Resource allocation within and among hospitals was within the prerogatives of
the HA, and the Health, Welfare and Food Bureau or the Department of Health
could do little to intervene. Diversified institutions within the HA partly disabled
the SAR government from commanding resources to tackle the crisis in 2003.

In 1999, the HA divided its 42 public hospitals into seven clusters based on
geographical proximity. In the spirit of marketization reforms under PSR, each
cluster would compete with the others for resources, based on performance
measurement standards set by HA, and the hospitals within a cluster will also
compete among themselves. This “internal market model,” prevalent in many
public service organizations in Hong Kong and elsewhere, was meant to promote
competition and hence efficiency in delivering services. However, during the SARS
crisis, the competing clusters blunted the HA’s response. Unlike Singapore or
Canada which centralized all SARS patients in isolated hospitals, initially Hong
Kong’s SARS patients were admitted to nearby hospitals that still provided
treatment to other non-SARS patients. It was reported that at the beginning of
the outbreak, the HA had tried to make one hospital a SARS-only hospital, but
no cluster would make their leading hospital the designated SARS hospital,
claiming that they had a responsibility to treat other patients in their respective
geographical areas (Sing Tao Daily News, April 27, 2003, p. 1; Ming Pao, May 9,
2003, p. A12). To balance the interests of the clusters, the HA decided to spread
the patients evenly among the major hospitals in different geographical areas,
which of course increased the chance of spreading the highly contagious virus
to the community. Some of these hospitals were also under-equipped to fight the
virus. Weeks after the initial outbreak, when it was apparent that the virus was
spreading fast to the community, the government decided all SARS patients should
go to the Princess Margaret Hospital (PMH). The original plan was to stop all
non-SARS services in the PMH to create 912 acute SARS beds, but the hospital
became overloaded after they had taken 400 patients, and inadequate protective
cover had led to infection of many medical staff (Hong Kong Government, 2003b,
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p. 54). The government then decided to move the SARS patients to other
hospitals, only to meet a similar problem to other less-equipped hospitals.

Since the onset of the SARS crisis, there had been complaints from frontline
medical staff that they did not get enough protective gear when treating patients.
Hospital administrators, fearing that there would be insufficient supply of
protective materials, had been too thrifty in handing out the masks, gowns and
gloves. There were reports that some clusters that had fewer SARS patients (and
thus more stock of protective gear) feared that they might need the protective
materials in the near future, and chose to withhold the materials when hospitals
in other clusters were crying for help (Next Magazine, May 22, 2003, pp. 42–50).

The HA reform had led to a dispersal of policy-making and administrative
power over healthcare among different institutions. The Health, Welfare and Food
Bureau (HWFB) was responsible for policy matters, while the Department of
Health (DH) was the executive arm to implement HWFB decisions. Although DH
was responsible for surveillance and control of diseases, preventive health
programs, public health education, etc., the management of all public hospitals
was the prerogative of the HA. The post-SARS investigation reports by a
government-appointed expert committee and by the HA itself concurred that
there was a lack of clear command structure during the crisis. While the HA would
liaise with the HWFB and the DH during the crisis, the meetings did not
necessarily include all the key stakeholders all the time (Hospital Authority, 2003,
p. 147). In addition, while the HWFB was accountable for policy-making, many
statutory powers on infection control, including powers to decide on disinfection,
quarantining and isolation, were vested in the Director of Health.21  The
organizational ambiguity of the healthcare institutions disabled the SAR from
making a swift response to the crisis.

During the crisis, the Queen Mary Hospital and the Queen Elizabeth
Hospital, the two best-equipped hospitals in Hong Kong, were relatively under-
burdened, but hospitals in more populated areas were over-burdened (Ming Pao,
May 8, 2003, p. A12). However, the government could not effectively transfer
medical resources to the hospitals in need, or transfer patients to the two largest
hospitals, as the power of resource reallocation or patient treatment lay with the
HA. The HA actually did not have a mechanism to deploy staff and other resources
from one cluster to another when any cluster was under stress (Hospital Authority,
2003, p. 131). This was in stark contrast to the situation in Singapore, where all
SARS patients were put in the Tan Tock Seng Hospital, which dealt exclusively
with contagious diseases. This specialist hospital with 3,000 medical staff managed
to quarantine all the infected patients in Singapore, preventing a further spread
to the community. The flexible, competitive, diversified institutions under PSR
in Hong Kong thus served to diversify resources and power, weakening state
capacity in tackling policy problems.

Another case showed that government-owned corporations can openly defy
government’s policy initiatives. In August 2002, when Secretary for Environment,
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Transport and Works Sarah Liao came to office under the POAS, she pledged to
make public transport companies reduce their fees, to give respite to the general
public who was suffering from reduced incomes during the economic downturn.
Liao saw it as one of her three immediate policy tasks after she took office (Ming
Pao, August 13, 2002, p. A1). Most of the public and private transport companies
in Hong Kong have been enjoying monopoly positions and huge profits even
during the economic downturn. With Hong Kong having undergone deflation
for years after the Asian financial crisis, there was heavy public opinion pressure
on the public transport companies to cut their prices.

However, shortly after Liao made her statement in August 2002, the major
public transport companies made it clear that they had “no room for price cuts”
(The Sun, August 2, 2002, p. A8). Legally speaking, the SAR government did not
have the power to order the private or public transport corporations to cut their
prices. Even for the government-owned public transport corporations, such as the
Kowloon-Canton Railway Corporation (KCRC) (then 100% government-owned)
and the Mass Transit Railway Corporation (majority shares government-owned),
in principle the business and executive decisions should be made by their
respective boards of directors, and the government could not order them to cut
their prices. The board members were not civil servants, but usually business and
professional elites appointed by the government, who saw professional
management of these companies as their prime responsibility. In response to the
government’s demand, the KCRC asserted that they had many future investments
that needed liquidity, and thus could not cut their fares (Oriental Daily, August
13, 2002, p. A24). MTRC Chairman Jack So claimed that as a listed company, the
MTRC had to be responsible to shareholders and thus had to guarantee profits
(Wen Wei Po, August 2, 2002, p. A4). In the end, most of the public transport
companies pushed temporary discount schemes22  as token gestures of response
to the government’s calls, but refused to cut their fares.

The above two cases showed that under the wave of corporatization,
appendages of the administrative state, under the leadership of government-
appointed chairs or boards, are preoccupied with their own resource concerns,
and do not always put government policy goals at their highest priority.
Diversification of government functions and authority in various policy areas led
to weakened state capacity, as the SAR government found itself constrained from
within and from without in terms of making and implementing policy after 1997.

Checks and balances within the state

Some of the state or quasi-state institutions imposed checks and balances on state
power after 1997. Some of these institutions are within the governmental structure,
and some are statutory bodies the members of which are appointed by the CE.
Active participation from the civil society sometimes made some of these
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institutions allies of activist groups that pushed for public policy changes. The
following list of institutions and incidents is by no means exhaustive, but it does
show that the post-1997 state is facing numerous constraints on its power, some
of them built-in within its own institutions.

Courts

It should not be surprising that in a place with long traditions of rule of law and
judicial independence, the courts should be a constraint to state power. Post-1997
events showed that Hong Kong’s courts became an increasingly useful weapon
by which social activists could influence government policies and put checks on
its power. I will discuss three representative cases in which the judiciary played
an important role in affecting government policy.

In July 2003, environmental group Society for Protection of the Harbour
(SPH) won a court case against the government. The High Court ruled that the
plans to reclaim land north of Wan Chai did not meet the “necessary conditions”
requirement stipulated under the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance.23  The
court ruled that much of the reclamation for commercial use in Wan Chai was
excessive, and that the government had failed to prove that there was no option
other than reclamation (Ming Pao, July 9, 2003, p. A8). The ruling immediately
cast doubts on all on-going government reclamation projects, including the
Central Phase III reclamation project which was crucial for building a
transportation corridor from Central to Wan Chai to ease the traffic congestion
of the central business district. The ruling started a very emotional campaign by
SPH and other environmentalists to stop the Central reclamation plan, in the
name of “protecting our harbor.”

After futile negotiations between government officials and environmental
groups on the Central Phase III project, in September 2003 the SPH appealed
for a court injunction against the continuation of the project. After repeated court
hearings and appeals, the Court of Final Appeal ruled that the Phase III
reclamation plan could be continued. However, the legal battles and the “protect
our harbor campaign” forced the government to rethink its policy. In September
2004, Secretary for Housing, Planning and Lands Michael Suen announced that
there would be no more harbor reclamation after the three on-going projects
were finished.24

Another conflict was between pressure groups representing public housing
residents and the Housing Authority. In June 1997, in its last few days of session,
the colonial legislature passed the Housing (Amendment) Bill (1996) which
stipulated that the median rent-to-income ratio (MRIR) of public housing rents
should not exceed 10%, and public housing rents could only increase once in
every three years.25  The original intention of the bill, passed at a time of very
good economic growth, was to prevent the government from drastically raising
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public housing rents to pay for rising maintenance costs. However, many of the
lower-class people who lived in public housing suffered job losses and pay cuts in
the post-1997 economic downturn, but the Housing Authority never reduced
public housing rents after 1998. As a result, rents took up a higher and higher
proportion of income of the public housing tenants, pushing the MRIR to over
10%. Pressure groups that represented public housing residents, and political
parties and councilors who wooed public housing voters, called for rent reduction
in public housing estates.

In 2003, the public housing residents sought to plead their case through legal
means by suing the Housing Authority for violating the Housing (Amendment)
Ordinance. In July 2003, the High Court ruled that by not reviewing public
housing rents since 1998, the Housing Authority had violated the law. The High
Court then ordered the Housing Authority to review its rent level. The verdict
quickly brought a formidable campaign from public housing residents, related
interest groups, and political parties and councilors, demanding that the Housing
Authority reduce rents and return the “extra rent” collected since 1998 to the
tenants. This created an immediate crisis for the authority, as rent reduction would
bring immense financial difficulties. According to the ruling, the authority should
reduce its rents by about 30%, cutting its income by about $4.5 billion per year.
If the authority returned the “extra rent” since 1998, it would mean another $4.5
billion. In ten years the income of the Housing Authority would be reduced by
$50 billion, which might lead to the bankruptcy of the corporation (Hong Kong
Economic Times, August 13, 2003, p. A21). The government won its case in the
Court of Final Appeal in November 2005, but the pressure for rent reduction
continued.

The most dramatic and significant case of court action by activist groups after
1997 was the Link case in 2004–05. For years, the rent for public housing in Hong
Kong has not been able to cover the maintenance costs, and the Housing
Authority filled the gap mostly by selling Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats.
However, the government put a stop to this, fearing that the HOS flats would
depress the private market after the plummeting of the property market after
1997, so the HOS ceased to be a stable source of income for Housing Authority.
In 2002, the authority decided to sell off the shopping malls and car parks in
public housing estates by putting the assets in a real estate investment trust (REIT)
and list the trust on the stock market. In November 2004, the Housing Authority
announced the listing of Link Reit, a company that contained mostly car parks
and shopping malls in 180 public housing estates, with an estimated assets value
of HK$32 billion. The government announced that all Hong Kong citizens could
apply for the shares of the Link, and 510,000 people applied and were awarded
rights, expecting a rapid appreciation of the shares after listing.
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Two days after the application forms for the Link Reit were handed out to
the public, two public housing tenants, with the help of public housing activists
and pro-democracy legislators, applied for judicial review in the High Court. They
challenged that as the Housing Ordinance ruled that the Housing Authority was
responsible for provision of housing and related shopping and commercial
amenities, the sale of the retail amenities and car parks was illegal as the authority
could no longer guarantee provision of these facilities after sale. The Court of
Appeal ruled the plaintiff failed on December 16, but the plaintiffs could still
appeal to the Court of Final Appeal. As the Link was scheduled to go on to the
market on December 20, with the legal status of the Link still in the balance, the
government feared that legal uncertainties could lead to a crash of stock prices
after the public listing, and withdrew the launching of the Link on December
19, 2004.

In July 2005, the Court of Final Appeal ruled that the sale of Link did not
violate the Housing Ordinance, thus the judicial review only served to delay the
listing for about a year. However, it was reported that the Link fiasco was the last
straw for Tung, as the Beijing leaders saw the debacle as proof that he was unable
to effectively govern Hong Kong, and asked for his resignation (Hong Kong
Economic Journal, March 4, 2005, p. 16; Ming Pao, March 23, 2005, p. A12).
Concerning the role of the courts, the episode further encouraged social activists
to use the tool of judicial review to challenge government policies. Table 4.7 shows
the number of judicial review cases since 1997, and Appendix 2 shows the cases
in 2004–05 in which activists or other people sought to challenge or reverse
government decisions or policies by judicial review. Failing to effect policy changes
through the legislature, more activists saw the legal channel as an effective means
to constrain or change government action after 1997.

Table 4.7  Number of judicial review cases, 1999–2005

Year Total no. of No. of right of
judicial review cases  abode judicial review cases

2005 (Jan–June) 59 2

2004 150 4

2003 131 6

2002 204 102

2001 3848 3732

2000 2752 N/A

1999 147 N/A

Note: The total number of cases included manyjudicial review cases involving right of abode
appeals in 2000 and 2001.

Source: Press and Public Relations Section, the Judiciary.
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Ombudsman

The setup of the Office of the Ombudsman partly resulted from years of demands
from social activist groups during the colonial era. Established as the
Commissioner of Administrative Complaints, it was renamed the Office of the
Ombudsman in 1994. The ombudsman can conduct investigation into complaints
against all government departments and major public organizations for alleged
maladministration such as inefficiency, unreasonable or improper actions or
procedures, abuse of power, negligence and disparity of treatment.26  In 2001, the
ombudsman was “de-linked” from the administration, as the Office of the
Ombudsman was made a corporation whose employees were no longer civil
servants.

The focus of the ombudsman was mostly on administrative mistakes, but it
sometimes made high-profile criticisms against government policies and practices.
The first Commissioner of Administrative Complaints and Ombudsman Andrew
So, who headed the office from 1994 to 1999, adopted an aggressive attitude
towards both the Patten and Tung administrations. So was also active in
investigating crises or government fiascos, such as the chaos at the opening of
the Chek Lap Kok Airport (Lo, 2001, p. 92). Although his successor Alice Tai
was less active in expanding the jurisdictions of the ombudsman and conducting
independent inquiries, the ombudsman was still aggressive in criticizing
government misdeeds. For example, in May 2002 the ombudsman openly
criticized the Education Department for misleading parents. After the court had
ruled that the previous method of allocation of secondary places was
discriminatory (see below), the department openly stated that students and
parents had slim chances of winning their appeals against previous allocation of
places. It turned out that many parents succeeded in their appeals, and their
children were allocated to schools higher on their priority list after appeal (Oriental
Daily, May 18, 2002, p. A28). Similarly, in February 2003 the ombudsman criticized
the Social Welfare Department of doing a poor job in supervising the fundraising
activities of charities, and in monitoring how raised funds were used in these
charities (Ming Pao, February 28, 2003, p. A8). Following the ombudsman’s advice,
the Social Welfare Department improved the monitoring system for the charities,
setting up a code of good management for the charity organizations.

Figures showed that more and more citizens learned to use the ombudsman
channel for administrative complaints after 1997 (see Table 4.8). Most of these
complaints were focused on administrative mistakes and procedural irregularities
(see Table 4.9). They could not be seen as fundamental challenges to government
institutions and policies, but the ombudsman did provide an important means
of addressing of grievances, and has become a source of potential embarrassment
for the government and check on the power and actions of state institutions.
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Equal Opportunities Commission

The establishment of the Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) originated
from the debate around the Equal Opportunity Bill in 1995. Anna Wu, appointed
legislator from 1992 to 1995, spent most of her term drafting a private member’s
bill on anti-discrimination. The resultant Equal Opportunity Bill, which was a
comprehensive legislation to stamp out all practices deemed discriminatory on
gender, race, age, religious belief, political belief, family status, etc., was tabled
in Legco in 1995. The bill created a dilemma for the Hong Kong government.
On the one hand, the bill was met with a lot of opposition from the pro-business
legislators in Legco, who saw the legislation as posing too many constraints on
businesses in Hong Kong in terms of freedom of employment, and they envisaged
that the anti-discrimination measures implied by the bill would increase operation

Table 4.9  Nature of complaints received by ombudsman, 1997–2003

Nature of concluded complaints

Error, wrong advice/decision 23.9%
Disparity in treatment , unfairness, selective enforcement 7.3%
*Others 20.0%
Negligence, omission 10.9%
Lack of response to complaints 6.4%
Ineffective control 5.2%
Staff attutide (rudeness, unhelpfulness) 5.6%
Abuse of power 4.4%
Faulty procedures 4.1%
Failure to follow procedures, delay 12.2%

Total 100.0%

* Others include lack of consultation, general criticism, opinion, etc.
Source: Annual report of the Office of Ombudsman, Hong Kong, 2002–2003

Table 4.8  Total number of complaints and enquiries received by ombudsman, 1997–2003

Year Total complaints received Total enquiries received

1997–98          3073          7579

1998–99          4125         10192

1999–2000          3101          9323

2000–01          3709         11821

2001–02          3736         12900

2002–03          4382         14298

Source: Annual report of the Office of the Ombudsman, various years.
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costs. On the other hand, politically the government could not oppose the
principle of anti-discrimination or equal opportunity. It would tarnish Hong
Kong’s image. It would also violate fundamental principles of the Bill of Rights
Ordinance, enacted in 1991, which stipulated that all Hong Kong laws should
obey major human rights provisions as enshrined in the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights. Moreover, as Hong Kong would submit its own report
on its human rights situation to the United Nations Human Rights Committee
after 1997, the absence of any domestic anti-discrimination legislation was destined
to bring criticisms from the UN.27

The pragmatic solution of the government in 1995 was to suggest their own
versions of anti-discriminatory legislations, laws that were less powerful and with
a smaller scope, and more acceptable by the business sector. The government
then proposed a couple of anti-discriminatory bills to pre-empt Anna Wu’s Equal
Opportunity Bill, and the pro-business members in Legco gladly voted against
Wu’s bill and for the government’s versions. This resulted in the enactment of
the Sex Discrimination Ordinance (SDO), Disability Discrimination Ordinance
(DDO) and the Family Status Discriminatory Ordinance (FSDO) in 1995. The
Equal Opportunities Commission was set up as a statutory body in 1996 to
implement the above ordinances.

The major tasks of EOC include education and promotion of anti-
discrimination ideas, and issuance of codes of practice and guidelines on
promotion of equal opportunities to government bodies and the private sector.
Most importantly, it undertakes to investigate any complaints from the public
related to discrimination lodged under the SDO, DDO or FSDO. The EOC will
seek conciliation between the parties in dispute, failing which it may take the case
to court for settlement.28  It thus became a major channel through which feminist
groups and activist groups that work for the under-privileged can lodge complaints
and correct societal discriminatory practices through legal and EOC actions.

Under the leadership of Anna Wu, chairperson from 1999 to 2003, the EOC
took high-profile actions against discriminatory practices, even if it meant taking
the government to court. In 2000, a case was won against various Disciplinary
Forces when three men were refused employment on the grounds that their family
members had had mental illness. The court ruled that this constituted
discrimination under DDO, and ordered a total of close to three million dollars
of damages to the three plaintiffs. A more high-profile case involved the Education
Department. Since 1978, the Education Department had separated boys and girls
into two queues when they allocated secondary school places. The department
had a gender scaling policy, giving boys a slight advantage as they believed that
girls in general mature earlier and thus will get better results in school entrance
examinations. The EOC claimed that the scaling policy constituted gender
discrimination and took the Education Department to court. The High Court
ruled in June 2001 that the government’s practice violated the SDO, driving the
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Education Department to change its policy and combine the two queues. From
then on, secondary school places were allocated independently of gender, which
in general allowed more girls to attend better schools.

The above events showed that a statutory body appointed by the government
can at times turn itself into an ally of social activist groups, bringing about
government policy changes that are not necessarily welcomed by the government.
Similar bodies include the Consumer Council, the Town Planning Board, the
Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data, not to mention mechanisms
set up to handle complaints such as the Independent Police Complaints Council
(IPCC). In principle the CE appoints the chair and all members of these statutory
bodies, but organizational, operational and legal autonomy of these bodies more
or less protected them from total government control. Without a governing party,
it is also impossible for the CE to exercise control on every appointed member,
to make sure that these bodies will not challenge the government in exercising
their powers.

The high-profile challenge by EOC on government bodies was not welcomed
in some corners of the government. By 2002, as Wu’s first contract term was due
to end in June 2002, there were speculations that the government would appoint
a less aggressive chair to bring the EOC into line (Ming Pao, July 28, 2003, p. A6).
This led to a petition of various social activists and human rights groups, urging
CE Tung to re-appoint Wu as EOC chair. In 2002, Wu’s contract was extended
for one year. In July 2003, Wu was replaced by retired judge Michael Wong.

Two months after he came to office, Wong dismissed the newly appointed
Director of Operations Division Yu Chung-yin, before Yu started work, on grounds
that he had made inappropriate remarks to the press before he came to office.
Yu was a human rights lawyer who had rich experience with anti-racial-
discrimination legislation in Northern Ireland. He was also a long-time social
activist in Hong Kong who was on good terms with a lot of social movement
leaders in Hong Kong. He was appointed in May 2003 by the EOC under Anna
Wu, who saw pushing anti-racial-discrimination legislation as the next major task
of the EOC. Wong’s appointment and the subsequent dismissal of Yu were seen
as moves by the government to rein in the EOC, so that it would less likely be an
ally of social activist groups and challenge government policies (Sing Tao Daily
News, October 31, 2003, p. A4). However, Yu’s dismissal led to an outcry from
the public, and in particular from social activist groups. The case was made more
complicated with other alleged personal scandals of Wong that hurt his
credibility.29  It ultimately led to a campaign of 28 social activist groups demanding
Wong’s resignation for his abuse of procedure in dismissing Yu (Hong Kong
Economic Journal, November 5, 2003, p. A26). Under immense pressure, Wong
resigned from EOC chair in November 2003. Subsequent successors of the EOC
were less high-profile than Anna Wu, but the Michael Wong case showed the limits
of government’s appointment power in controlling its appointed bodies.
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Audit Commission

The Audit Commission’s major function is to audit all government departments
and publicly funded organizations, with a view to minimize wastage, improve
efficiency and achieve cost-effectiveness. Organizationally the Audit Commission
is independent of all departments, with the director of audit directly accountable
to the chief executive as stipulated by Article 58 of the Basic Law. The Audit
Commission has wide powers to access government records, and can require
government officials to give information and explanations for audit purposes.
Every year the Audit Commission will submit three reports to Legco on how
government departments fare in terms of value for money and efficiency. Since
the 1990s the commission has been very critical of wastages and inefficiencies in
various departments.

Appendix 3 shows a selected list of government departments or public bodies
that had been criticized by the Audit Commission in the five-year period 1998 to
2003. The reports by the Audit Commission usually have several effects. Stories
on wastage are generally good fodder for the mass media that specialize on
muckraking, and thus every year the director of audit’s reports are read with great
interest by the media. The media will often do follow-up stories on cases exposed
by the reports, further arousing public attention. In an era of public finance
difficulty and budget deficits, the uncovering of wastage and inefficiency aroused
strong public outcry. For example, in 1999 the Audit Commission revealed that
frontline staff of the Water Supply Department and the Regional and the Urban
Service Department habitually shirked during work, causing huge losses in public
expenditure, and the report criticized their superiors for ineffective supervision.
Report No. 37 in 2001 revealed that government departments had hoarded so
much stationery that it will take more than 100 years to use up the inventory (Ta
Kung Pao, November 22, 2001, p. A1). Both led to outcries from the public and
criticisms from Legco. Moreover, the audit reports will be passed to the Public
Accounts Committee (PAC) of Legco, and the PAC will usually invite government
officials to explain the wastage and discuss plans for improving efficiency, creating
a potential source of embarrassment for government officials. The suggestions
by the director of audit posed great pressures for the respective departments to
improve their internal operations, monitoring of work, or even allocation
principles.

A weak and fragmented autocratic state

The institutional features of the colonial administrative state were only adapted
to a state with limited responsibilities facing a weak society. The low-capacity state
had fewer problems in managing colonial society and economy before the 1980s,
when the state did not intervene a lot into society and economy. The post-colonial
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state began to find its state institutions and capacity wanting when it tried to play
a more interventionist role in both regulating the economy and provision of social
services after 1997. After rapid politicization of society since the 1980s, the state
also needed to actively engage with the society to engineer a new state-society
relationship. The old formula of mutual non-interventionism, or “boundary
consciousness,” could not satisfy the demands of an increasingly pluralistic,
politicized and vibrant society. It was difficult if not impossible for the bureaucratic
polity to remain secluded from society and monopolize all the power.

There could be two possible approaches to building this state-society
relationship: bottom-up or top-down. A “bottom-up” solution would entail building
more representative institutions by which the interests and demands of the society,
now more pluralized and active after years of economic development and
democratization, can be communicated upwards and be translated into public
policy. A “top-down” solution would be to engineer strong state institutions and
political machines to impose the elite’s wills on society, and/or to transform the
society if necessary. Neither the central nor the SAR government were willing to
take the “bottom-up” approach by genuine democratization and/or a more
inclusive type of corporatism by incorporating a wider range of interest groups
into the decision-making process. There was also no government-led political
machine that could mobilize community support or penetrate society to
implement a “top-down” approach. A weak political society meant that the post-
colonial state had to confront the civil society heads-on when conflicts arose,
without many mitigation mechanisms in between. On the other side the civil
society was intent on controlling the government and protecting itself from state
encroachment by all possible means. This led to strained state-society relations
after 1997, with constant state-society confrontation which further weakened the
capacity, governability and legitimacy of the state.
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P A R T  B

Political Society and Political Development
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PART B OF THIS BOOK discusses the development of the political
society in Hong Kong, with emphasis on the changes and
development after 1997. Stepan (1988, p. 4) defined political
society in a democratizing setting as “the arena in which the polity
arranges itself for political contestation to gain control over
public power and the state apparatus.” Weigle saw the political
society as both a part of civil society and a part of the state. It
includes that part of civil society that attempts to influence state
power through political organizations (e.g., voters’ associations,
political parties), those institutions in which political
organizations vie for positions in state power or directly influence
state power, and/or rules that structure the competition for state
power (Weigle, 2000, pp. 49–50). The political society, it can be
said, is the intersection of the state and the civil society.

Authoritarian states generally do not tolerate the existence
of an independent political society to contest state power. The
tolerance of legal political opposition to contest state power is a
major benchmark of a democracy in Dahl’s (1971) classic
definition. In mature liberal democracies, the political society
structures and channels political participation from the civil
society, and is an important arena mediating between the society
and the polity (Kuan, 1998, p. 1423). It is the arena for
reconciliation of political interests in civil society and the transfer
of state power among independent contestants (Weigle, 2000, p.
51). The major components of political society include the
legislature, elected councils and decision-making bodies at
various levels, and political parties. Scholars in comparative
politics put particular emphasis on the role of political parties
in developing and developed political systems. Huntington
(1968) saw the development of political institutions to channel
and structure political participation as the key to maintaining
stability and order in developing polities, and to him political
parties play a most important role in political institutionalization.
For structural-functional theorists, political parties play the role
of interest aggregation in a political system, a function vital for
system maintenance through equilibrating the system with its
environment (Almond and Powell, 1978). While interest groups
in a plural society (part of civic society) play the role of interest
articulation, political parties and other institutions in the political
society structure, aggregate and reconcile these diverse demands
and interests, and transform them into state policies.

The growth of a mature political society thus is crucial for
political development, especially in a democratizing society. It
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mediates conflicts in society and between state and society, which
is vital to consensus building in a democratizing setting. It also
helps effective public policy-making by channeling societal
interests into the political process, which means public policies
can better reflect social demands, a key to stable governance. It
follows that the development of strong and effective political
society is an important component in a developed political
system.

The political society of Hong Kong was weak or under-
developed before the advent of partial democratization in the
mid-80s. Other than the CCP and KMT-sponsored organizations,
there were no organized parties in Hong Kong before the 1980s.
Both the legislature and political parties enjoyed considerable
growth in the period 1991 to 1997, due to the opening up of the
regime after the introduction of popular elections. However,
institutional and political changes after 1997 had led to a general
degeneration of the political society in Hong Kong. This under-
development of the political society in the end led to less effective
governance and a lag in political development after 1997.

Chapters Five and Six discuss the role and development of
two major components of the political society in Hong Kong: the
legislature and the political parties, before and after 1997,
respectively. They analyze how the legislature and political parties
structured and channeled public participation, and how they
mediated between civil society and the state in Hong Kong in
different periods of Hong Kong’s political development. They
discuss how institutional changes related to these two
components of the political society after 1997 had led to
weakened policy and political influence of these two institutions.
Institutional and political changes also made them less able to
reflect and channel public opinion and social interests, and to
structure political cleavages in Hong Kong. As a result, both of
them were too weak to bridge the gap between state and civil
society after 1997, leading to an ever-widening state-society gap
for post-colonial Hong Kong.
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C H A P T E R  F I V E

The Legislature

THIS CHAPTER REVIEWS THE EVOLUTION of the functions of Hong Kong’s legislature
since the early colonial era, in terms of channeling public opinion, cleavage
formation, policy influence, control and oversight, and interest representation.
The Legislative Council was an arena of selective co-option before the advent of
elections. The inclusion of popularly elected members brought institutional
changes and enhanced the interest representation function and policy influence
of Legco. The years 1995–97 marked the zenith of Legco’s influence in terms of
oversight, policy influence and cleavage formation, playing a certain interest
aggregation role in a growing political society. However, institutional and political
changes after 1997 severely weakened its policy influence and interest
representation function, reducing it to an oversight role. The weakened role of
Legco disabled it from maturing into a political society that could bridge the gap
between the state and society after 1997.

Legco in the consensual politics era

Before the advent of elections

The early colonial regime saw Legco dominated by colonial bureaucrats and the
British merchants in Hong Kong. Starting from 1850, when the governor began
to appoint “unofficial members” into Legco, the unofficial seats were monopolized
by the representatives of the hongs (Scott, 1989, p. 57). At the turn of the twentieth
century, the government began to appoint Chinese businessmen as unofficials
to incorporate Chinese business interests. Before 1966, official members (meaning
government officials) made up the majority in Legco (see Table 5.1).

King (1975) saw the appointment of major Chinese business leaders into
Legco as part of a system of “administrative absorption of politics” that helped to
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form a “synarchy” of colonial bureaucrats, British merchants and Chinese elites.
In this light, the appointment system could be conceived as some form of
corporatism, whereby British trade and financial interests (most notably the hongs
and the Hongkong Bank) and other business bodies, such as the Chinese
Chamber of Commerce, were more or less guaranteed representation in Legco.
With a few exceptions, prior to 1964 over 90% of the appointed unofficials were
from “established” rich families in Hong Kong, joined by some industrialists after
the mid-1960s (King, 1975, p. 426). Legco was an arena in which the colonial
and local business elite settled their differences behind closed doors, to prevent
any potential interest conflicts to come out into the open. Before the advent of
Legco elections, all meetings other than the Wednesday plenary meeting were
closed to the public. Consensus on new policies was sought behind closed doors
between Exco, civil servants, ad hoc groups in Legco, and various advisory
committees, before bills were tabled. Most of the government proposals were then
rubber-stamped, with Legco always finishing the “scrutiny” of a government bill
in one sitting, passing all three readings in a matter of hours (Miners, 1994). For
the very few bills against which some members raised objections, the differences
between the government and the affected business interests could be ironed out
in the committee stage by amendments to the bills.

The role of the Urban Council (UC), the only public body with elected
elements before 1982, warrants some discussion. The predecessor of the Urban

Table 5.1  Composition of Legislative Council, 1843–2003

Year Official Unofficial Elected Total
/appointed

EC FC Directly
elected

1843 4 0 0 0 0 4

1850 4 2 0 0 0 6

1896 8 6 0 0 0 14

1966 13 13 0 0 0 26

1983 29 29 0 0 0 58

1984 29 32 0 0 0 61

1985 11 22 12 12 0 57

1988 11 22 12 14 0 59

1991 3 17 0 21 18 59

1995 0 0 10 30 20 60

1998 0 0 10 30 20 60

2000 0 0 6 30 24 60

2004 0 0 0 30 30 30
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Council, the Sanitary Board, was set up in 1883 to tackle public hygiene problems
in Hong Kong. The (British) business sector opposed to the Sanitary Board
proposal, fearing that extra tax would be levied to finance it. To pacify opposition,
two of the ten members of the Board were elected from ratepayers whose names
appeared on the jurors’ roll. After the Sanitary Board was reformed and renamed
as the Urban Council in 1935, about one third of the members were elected (see
Table 5.2), though the franchise remained very limited until 1981. Only people
who reached a certain education level, salary or property tax payers, and/or
members of professional associations, could qualify as voters (Miners, 1986, p.
168). It was estimated that in 1979 only about 440,000, or one tenth of the
population, were eligible as voters, but only 35,000 did register and just 6,195
bothered to vote in the 1981 election.

Table 5.2  Composition of the Urban Council, 1946–1983

Year Official Appointed Elected Total

1946 5 6 0 11

1952 5 6 2 13

1953 5 6 4 15

1956 6 8 8 22

1965 6 10 10 26

1973 0 12 12 24

1983 0 15 15 30

Source: Norman Miners, The Government and Politics of Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Oxford
University Press, 1986), p. 167.

The small number of voters in Urban Council elections means that not much
public campaigning was needed, and the UC elections before the 1980s were by
no means large-scale organized political participation or representation of group
interests. The UC thus could hardly be conceived as a political society that could
represent societal interests. However, the urban councilors did have a public
opinion function in the 1960s and 1970s, as elected councilors such as Elsie Elliot
(later named Elsie Tu) were seen as ombudsmen for the people. The ward offices
of the urban councilors provided an important channel for people on the street
to complain against the government and other social ills. In 1973–82, the Urban
Councilor ward offices received on average 10,000 cases a year, about three times
as many as the Office of Unofficial Members of Executive and Legislative Councils
(UMELCO) (Miners, 1986, pp. 177–178). The sheer volume of complaints
showed that a certain portion of the grassroots did try to participate politically,
even with the most limited channels.

Before 1985, Legco, together with other administrative absorption
mechanisms,1  served to mediate between the colonial state and the Chinese
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society. They could be taken as some primitive form of political society, although
only the uppermost layer of the Hong Kong society was represented, with the
grassroots not represented in the political establishment. Most scholars agreed
though that there were no effective mechanisms to absorb or represent the
demands and interests of large parts of the Chinese society at that time. It was
taken for granted that the immigrant Chinese society was politically apathetic,
non-participative, atomistic, and was too weakly organized to put pressure on the
colonial regime.

This system of “administerization of politics” remained more or less intact
until the 1980s, although the circle of co-option was getting larger and larger with
the pluralization of societal interests. The 1970s saw an expansion of the advisory
committee system in the aftermath of the 1966–67 riots. Miners calculated that
by 1976, there were 142 advisory committees established under ordinances, with
other less formal ones (Miners, 1986, p. 93). With Legco still 100% appointed,
the expansion of the advisory committees did little to change the power structure
of the colonial regime. It was only after the Sino-British Joint Declaration of 1984
made the return of Hong Kong to China inevitable that the British began to
introduce elections to Legco.

Introduction of corporatist representation

The political reform introduced to Legco by the 1984 white paper was a very
limited one. In 1985, 24 (26 in 1988) elected members were introduced into the
57-member Legco, with 12 (14 in 1988) elected by functional constituencies and
12 by an Electoral College formed by district board (DB) and UC/RC members.2

The FC system sought to guarantee the representation of business and
professional interests in Legco, previously solicited by the appointment system,
by a method of election. The 1984 white paper said plainly, “full weight should
be given to representation of the economic and professional sectors of Hong Kong
society which are essential to future confidence and prosperity” (Hong Kong
Government, 1984b, para. 12). The FC seats were tailor-made for designated
business and professional associations (see Table 5.3), as in most FCs only
members of designated associations, and not all those working in the related
sectors or occupations, were eligible to vote. The FCs thus did not represent all
the diverse interests within the many business and professional sectors in Hong
Kong, having a distinct corporatist, elitist and concentrated flavor (Leung, J.,
1990).

The Electoral College elections, with ten seats returned by DB members and
two by UC and Regional Council (RC) members, were under heavy influence of
the government. Appointed members took up one-third of the seats in the DBs
in 1985 to 1991, and almost half of the seats in UC and RC.3  In the 1980s, leaders
of kaifong neighborhood associations, who were on good terms with the colonial
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government before the 1990s, usually took up some of the elected seats in these
local elected councils. As a result, pro-government members were always in the
majority in the DBs, and hence dominated the Electoral College elections. In
1985, six of the 12 Legco members returned by the Electoral Colleges were
appointed DB members (Scott, 1989, p. 277, footnote 25).

The partly elected Legco from 1985 to 1991 thus was still very much under
government control. The government controlled the 22 votes from the appointed
unofficials and the ten official members, giving the government a clear majority
over the elected members (32 to 24). The designated business associations in the
FCs usually had close connections with the government, and would side with it
on issues related to business interests or political reform. While the FCs included
groups that were previously not represented in Legco, the government could
ensure that most of the members elected from FCs and the Electoral College were
pro-government (Scott, 1989, p. 279). From 1985 to 1991, only one government
bill was withdrawn for reconsideration.4  In almost all cases, the government did
not have to worry about getting enough votes to pass their bills and proposals.

In 1985–91, there was a small contingent of liberal legislators who would
challenge the government from time to time, including most notably Martin Lee
and Szeto Wah, and to a lesser extent Conrad Lam, Desmond Lee and Hui Yin-
fat. This liberal opposition rarely exceeded six or seven members (Miners, 1994,
p. 231). In major controversial events such as the debate over the building of

Table 5.3  Business and professional associations represented by
functional constituencies, 1985

Constituency Associations represented

Commerce (2 seats) Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce
Chinese General Chamber of Commerce

Industry (2 seats) Federation of Hong Kong Industries Chinese Manufacturers’
Association of Hong Kong

Finance Hong Kong Association of Banks

Accountants Hong Kong Society of Accountants

Legal Hong Kong Law Society and Hong Kong Bar Association

Medical Hong Kong Medical Association

Social services Hong Kong Council of Social Service

Engineering and Hong Kong Institute of Engineers, Hong Kong Institute of
related professions Architects, Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors and Hong Kong

Institute of Planners

Education No designated association, all registered teachers

Labor (2) No designated association, all registered trade unions

Source: Hong Kong Government (1984).
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the Daya Bay nuclear power plant in 1986 and the Public Order (Amendment)
Ordinance in 1987, they aroused a lot of public opinion pressure on the
government (see Scott, 1989, pp. 309–316). The government had no difficulty in
winning the vote decision in these incidents, but this period was the beginning
of the end of consensual politics in Legco. This small opposition, however, could
not claim they represented significant interests in society as they were not born
by popular elections. Both Martin Lee and Szeto Wah were leaders of the Joint
Conference for the Promotion of Democratic Government (JCPDG), the umbrella
organization that coordinated the pro-democracy forces in 1986 to 1990, and
served as spokespersons of pro-democracy groups in Legco debates related to
political reform during that period. While the JCPDG could be considered as some
embryonic form of political society in Hong Kong, its impact on legislative politics
at this stage was minimal, and there was no formal communication mechanism
between the Legco liberals and the pro-democracy civil groups. Many of these
civil groups also did not have coherent demands or platforms, ready to be
reflected by the pro-democracy members in Legco. In this light, the pro-
democracy legislators at this stage were no more than mavericks who would
sporadically challenge the government’s decisions and raise issues of public
concern, but did not form a sizeable political bloc that bridged the gap between
state and society. State power was largely unchallenged until the introduction of
popular elections in 1991.

Legco from 1991–97

The introduction of directly elected seats into Legco in 1991 promptly led
to the rise of party politics in Legco. In the 1991 Legco election, the United
Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK), the largest pro-democracy party, won 12 of
the 18 directly elected seats. Together with other pro-democracy groups the
democrats made up about one-third of the 60-member Legco in 1991–95 and
became a sizeable opposition. The challenge of the democrats effectively brought
public opinion into the policy process, increased the transparency and
responsiveness of Legco as a political institution, and brought a seismic change
to the political ecology of Hong Kong. The introduction of popular elections
drove Legco in 1991–97 to play a much more important role in defining political
cleavages, influencing government policy, and overseeing government
administration. Legco in this period was beginning to play the role of a political
society to mediate between state and society, when social and political interests
represented by the various parties began to have more influence on public policy
decisions.
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Institutional changes

The rise of electoral and party politics brought an end to the consensual politics
era, and severed the institutional control of the government on Legco. As a
sizeable opposition in Legco after 1991, the democrats pushed institutional
reforms to enhance Legco’s institutional influence by making it more independent
from the executive, improving the transparency of the proceedings, and instituting
more checking mechanisms on the government. These institutional reforms in
the end enabled Legco to play a more pro-active role in many aspects in the 1990s.

Their first major goal was to rid Legco from the stranglehold of the
government. Before 1991, the governor served as Legco president, with power
to control the agenda and operation of Legco. Before 1991, the democrats,
including Martin Lee, had demanded that the government let Legco members
elect their own president to enhance Legco’s independence. After the 1991
election, a deputy president was appointed (John Swaine), who would supposedly
serve as an impartial and non-partisan chairman. (Louie, 1992). The governor
still was the president de jure, but would no longer preside over the Legco meeting,
which made Legco more independent of the government. After 1995, when there
were no more appointed members in Legco, the president was elected by Legco
members.

Before 1991, the In-House Meeting, an informal meeting of all unofficial
members chaired by the senior member of Exco, was a major mechanism for the
senior Exco and Legco members to engineer consensus in the chamber before
the Wednesday plenary meeting.5  After the 1991 election, the freshly elected
democrats demanded the In-House Meeting be made public, and the convener
of the meeting be elected among the members. The government and the pro-
government members found it difficult to refuse these two demands, as the
government was preaching the development of open and representative
government. In October 1991, Exco Senior Member Allen Lee resigned his
position as In-House Meeting convener, citing a possible conflict of roles. From
then on, the In-House Meeting (renamed House Committee later) was no longer
a closed-door meeting to engineer consensus, but a committee with its convener
elected by members that discusses openly the agenda, committee assignments and
other businesses related to the proceedings of the council.

The democrats also proposed to amend the Legco Standing Orders to set
up a committee system that resembled that of the United States Congress, which
would give Legco more teeth in controlling the government. Before 1991, 16
OMELCO (Office of the Members of Executive and Legislative Councils) panels,
which included both Exco and Legco members, were responsible for discussing
and monitoring government policy in different policy areas. Bills were
“scrutinized” by ad hoc groups of Legco. Neither the OMELCO panels nor the ad
hoc groups had any legal status, and the presence and leadership of Exco members
in these groups made sure that government views were thoroughly communicated
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to the Legco members, and consensus could be sought before policies or bills
were made public (Lau, S.L., 1995a, p. 193). After the 1991 elections, the
democrats proposed setting up standing committees corresponding to the
government branches, which would have power of both bill scrutiny and enquiry
of government policies (Lau S.L., 1995a, p. 195; Miners, 1994, p. 235). The pro-
government members, who were in the majority in 1991, did not want to see a
rapid expansion of Legco’s power to control the government, and proposed to
separate the bill scrutiny functions from the policy enquiry function. The reform
formula passed in January 1992, the so-called “Arculli formula,” had the ad hoc
bill committees responsible for scrutiny of bills after the adjournment of the
second reading, and the policy panels formalized. The In-House Meeting (House
Committee) decides if a bill committee is needed for a particular bill, and the
number of panels in Legco. The bill committees, panels and the House
Committee all meet in public, with power to summon officials and request
government information (Miners, 1994, p. 235).

The formalization of the committees and panels greatly enhanced Legco’s
power of control on the government after 1991. Cheek-Milby (1995) saw the
proliferation of committees and their increasingly assertive role as the most
important change in Legco after 1991. With the de-linking of Exco and Legco in
1992 (see below), Exco members could no longer serve as Legco members and
chair the panels and bill committees. As it turned out, these committees became
major mechanisms of legislative influence after 1997, when the policy influence
of Legco had been greatly diminished because of constitutional constraints under
the Basic Law.

Cleavage formation

A major impact of the 1991 elections was to bring social and political cleavages
into the open, manifesting in the legislative politics in the years that followed.
The 1991 election was a battle between the democrats and the conservative
elements in Hong Kong (Ma, 2002b, pp. 116–117). With the memories of the
Tiananmen crackdown still fresh in people’s minds, candidates’ attitudes towards
the Tiananmen crackdown and their track records in the domestic democracy
movement were major determinants of voters’ choices in the 1991 election
(Leung, 1993). Since the pro-Beijing camp did not participate actively in the
elections,6  the major challengers to the democrats in 1991 were the non-leftist
conservatives, including pro-business conservatives, traditional kaifong leaders,
rural conservatives, and some professionals.

Similarly, the major rival of the democrats in the 1991–95 Legco was not the
pro-Beijing bloc, but an alliance of conservatives including pro-business politicians,
government appointees (who more often than not represented business interests)
and other conservatives. The traditional leftists had little representation in the
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1991–95 Legco, although most conservatives wanted to maintain good relations
with China.7  The democrats’ challenge triggered the formation of the Cooperative
Resource Center (CRC) was formed by appointed members and some FC
members and led by Exco members Allen Lee, Selina Chow and Stephen Cheong.
The CRC became a pro-government and pro-business bloc which, at least until
late 1992, helped to defend government policy and fend off the challenge from
the democrats in Legco. This set the tone for the partisan struggle in Legco from
1991 to 1995. On one side of the political divide, there were the democrats who
pushed for progressive democratic reforms, emphasized human rights and
autonomy from China, and were generally in favor of more social-democratic
welfare reforms for the interests of the grassroots. On the other side was the
conservative pro-business bloc, which was generally cautious about rapid
democratization, adamant in maintaining good relationships with the Chinese
government, and abhorred welfarism. Choy and Lau (1996) showed that in most
of the voting decisions in Legco in 1991–92, the CRC voted with the official
members. Legco in 1991–92 resembled a two-party legislature, with the politically
and economically conservative pro-government bloc controlling a majority of
about 35 votes, and the politically and socially more progressive democrats
occupying some 20 seats in Legco.

The arrival of Chris Patten reshaped the cleavage pattern in Legco. Firstly,
the Sino-British fallout, a result of the debate over the Patten reform proposal,
made the pro-business and conservative members in Legco hesitant to side with
the colonial government in the last years before the handover. Secondly, Patten
ruled that members could not serve simultaneously on Exco and Legco. The CRC
members who were serving on Exco chose to serve on Legco only, freeing
themselves from the obligation of supporting the government thereafter. As the
appointed seats would be abolished in 1995, the appointed Legco members who
wanted to continue their political career beyond 1995 would think twice before
supporting controversial government policies. As a result, the CRC no longer
became a loyal partner of the Patten government after 1992, as the appointed
members were not guaranteed to support the government (Choy and Lau, 1996).

What evolved was a more complicated cleavage pattern in Legco from 1993
to 1997. The government could not guarantee majority support in Legco. As the
colonial government under Chris Patten had suddenly become pro-democracy
and pro-open-government, the democrats became allies of the government on
issues of democratization and civil rights. On class issues the government
remained pro-business and would enjoy the support of pro-business members
when the democrats and other pro-grassroots members pushed for more
grassroots benefits. On other social policy issues the picture was more
complicated, as various parties and independents could join hands and put
pressure on the government. The situation became increasingly difficult for the
government after the 1995 election. The democrats held about half of the Legco
seats in 1995–97, and the election also returned more pro-grassroots members
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into Legco. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the relative strength of the parties in the
1991–95 and 1995–97 Legco respectively.

If we analyze the voting patterns from 1995 to 1997, we can more or less
ascertain the dominant cleavages in Legco in this period. On issues of
constitutional development and human rights, the pro-democracy parties
(including the Democratic Party (DP), the Association for Democracy and
People’s Livelihood (ADPL), the Frontier) usually adopted a more progressive
position, with the pro-business Liberal Party (LP), the pro-Beijing Democratic
Alliance for the Betterment of Hong Kong (DAB), and other conservatives on
the other side. On issues of housing and medical services, the DAB actually shared
the pro-grassroots position with the ADPL and DP, with the LP and other business

Table 5.4  The distribution of seats among parties in Legco, 1991–95

Party/group Number of Legco members

1991–92 1992–93 1993–94 1994–95

United Democrats of Hong Kong/ 14 13 13 15
Democratic Party

Cooperative Resource Centre, Liberal Party 16 15 15 15

Official Members 4 4 4 4

Other pro-democracy groups 6 6 6 3

Democratic Alliance for the Betterment 0 1 1 1
of Hong Kong

Other pro-PRC groups 3 3 3 3

Source: Author’s own calculation and classification.

Table 5.5  The distribution of seats among parties in Legco, 1995–97

Party/group Number of Legco members

Democratic Party 19

Liberal Party 10

Democratic Alliance for the Betterment of Hong Kong 6

Association for Democracy and People’s Livelihood 4

The Frontier 4

Hong Kong Progressive Alliance 2

Other democrats 3

Other pro-Beijing members 7

Independents/moderates 5

Total 60

Source: Author’s own calculation and classification.
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conservatives adopting a more conservative and pro-government position. When
it came to fee-hikes in public transport and government services, social welfare
and labor issues, the voting pattern was mixed. The DAB and LP sometimes sided
with the democrats, while the pro-democracy camp sometimes did not vote as a
unified bloc. The DP generally adopted a less pro-grassroots stand than the ADPL
and other pro-democracy labor unionists such as Lee Cheuk-yan and Leung Yiu-
chung.8

On the whole, as Li (1996, 2000) and Ma (2002b) concurred, in 1995–97
political parties in Hong Kong can be largely positioned along two axes: pro-China
versus pro-democracy/pro-Hong Kong and pro-grassroots versus pro-business.
Figure 5.1 gives a graphical presentation of the cleavage pattern in Legco in 1995–
97. Research on voters’ choices in the 1995 election confirmed that party
identification has become an important factor of voter choice (Louie, 1996),
showing that party politics in and outside Legco had somewhat consolidated the
social and political cleavages in Hong Kong by 1995.

Key:
DP: Democratic Pary
TP: The Frontier
CTU: Confederation of Trade Unions
ADPL: Association for Democracy and People’s Livelihood
LP: Liberal Party
DAB: Democratic Alliance for the Betterment of Hong Kong

Figure 5.1
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Policy influence

The introduction of popularly elected members and party politics in 1991, and
the loss of the pro-government majority after 1992, enhanced Legco’s policy
influence from 1992 to 1997. To some scholars, Legco in 1992–97 had changed
from a “minimal legislature” to a “marginal legislature” (Cheek-Milby, 1995) or
from a “policy-questioning legislature” to a “policy-influencing legislature” (Choy
and Lau, 1996). Most of the policy-making power still lay with the governor and
his bureaucracy. However, Legco had institutional mechanisms through which it
could influence policy, the two most effective of which were budgetary power and
private members’ bills.

A special institutional characteristic of the colonial legislature was that its
power of the purse rivaled or even surpassed that of legislatures in liberal
democracies.9  The annual budget needed the approval of the legislature, and
legislators could move amendments to reduce expenditure in items in the
Appropriation Bill.10  New taxes or fee increases were treated as amendments to
the Revenue Bill, which would be voted item by item by Legco. Extra
appropriations exceeding $10 million during the year need the approval of the
Finance Committee which was composed of all unofficial members. In 1991–97,
the budgetary power of Legco enabled the political parties and electoral
politicians to exact policy concessions from the government.

The government first tasted the true power of the purse of a partly elected
Legco during the 1992 budget debate. The 1990 and 1991 budget both saw
considerable increase in indirect taxes, partly because of the need to finance
infrastructural projects including the new airport. Both budgets met strong
protests from pressure groups, but were nonetheless passed by overwhelming
Legco majorities for want of representatives of grassroots interests in Legco. In
the 1992 budget debate, the first one after the introduction of directly elected
members, the UDHK, claiming that they had to fulfill their campaign promises,
demanded the government raise the personal allowance for salary tax from
$41,000 to $64,000,11  failing which they would vote against the budget. Backing
up their Legco action by street-level mobilization, the UDHK stirred up
considerable public opinion pressure on the government. In a bid to woo middle-
class support, the CRC entered into a strategic alliance with the UDHK. Both
groups pressured the government to raise the personal allowance for salary tax,
and opposed the government’s proposal to increase rates (property tax) from
5.5% to 6%.12  In the end the government was forced to withdraw the proposed
rate increases, and the budget was passed with CRC support, though most
popularly elected members voted against the budget (Chow, 1995a; Choy and Lau,
1996, pp. 245–246). The Financial Secretary also promised to increase personal
allowance for salary tax in the future.

The political struggle over the 1992–93 budget changed the budgetary politics
thereafter. After 1992, the financial secretary would systematically consult the
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opinions of major parties and groupings in Legco, who would present their “wish
lists” about the budget to him. The wish lists usually included a variety of social
welfare and community-improvement spending items that represented
constituents’ interests. Starting from 1994, before the announcement of the
budget the financial secretary would write to the major parties, listing the party
demands that the government had answered. For example, in 1995 the DP
received a 19-page list, detailing the DP demands that had been agreed to by the
government (Chow, 1995a, p. 142). The introduction of popular elections and
the budgetary power of Legco had enabled Legco members to turn social
demands into government policies.

Another major weapon of the Legco members to influence government policy
was the private member’s bill. Modeled on the operation rules of the British
Parliament, the colonial Legco allowed non-government members to propose
their own bills which, if passed, would become part of the laws of Hong Kong.
The only constraint to this power before 1997 was that the bills raised could not
entail government expenditure (Chow, 1995b, pp. 165–166). Unlike many
institutional mechanisms in Legco which can only exert opinion pressure on the
government (see below), the private members’ bills could actually turn members’
proposals into public policies.

Although the private members’ bills was a powerful policy tool, no Legco
members had ever raised one before 1985. Even after the introduction of elected
members, it took some time for them to learn to use the weapon. The only private
member’s bill raised before 1991 was by Martin Lee on electoral arrangements,
which was easily defeated in Legco. The first significant members’ bill after 1991
was the Immigration (Amendment) Bill (1993), proposed by Michael Ho of the
UDHK, which would in effect have empowered Legco to veto the government’s
labor-importation scheme. The bill was defeated because of opposition of pro-
business members. But Legco members gradually learned to draft their own bills
to put their pet policies onto the policy agenda, and the number of members’
bills increased by leaps and bounds. Members successfully tabled 12 bills in 1991–
95, with other seven bills withdrawn or rejected by the governor (as Legco
president) on grounds that they would increase government expenditure (Chow,
1995b). In 1995–97, the private members’ bills became a very common weapon
of pushing policy initiatives. A total of 53 members’ bills were tabled in 1995–97,
and 26 of them were passed.13  The 53 members’ bills made up 23.2% of all the
bills tabled in Legco (228) in 1995–97. The 49.1% passage rate of the private
members’ bills was stunning if compared with the about 10% passage rate in the
British House of Commons (Chow, 1995b; Ma, 2002a).

The large number of private member’s bills did put considerable policy
pressure on the government. It disrupted the government’s legislative agenda,
and challenged the executive’s dominance on policy initiation and making. Some
of the private members’ bills had led to quite fundamental changes in government
policies, with lingering effects after 1997. For example, the anti-discrimination
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bills proposed by Anna Wu in 1995, though defeated in Legco, had driven the
government to propose their own versions of anti-discrimination laws, culminating
in the enactment of three anti-discrimination ordinances and the establishment
of the Equal Opportunities Commission. The Protection of the Harbour Bill
passed in 1997 put the brakes on the government’s reclamation plans. The
Housing (Amendment) Bill (1996) put limits on the change of public housing
rents, which led to the challenge by public housing tenants after 1997. (For more
detailed discussions of these three incidents, see Chapter Four.) The various bills
on labor rights and welfare, passed in the last days of the colonial Legco in June
1997, gave workers collective bargaining rights and vital legal protection when
organizing labor unions. It was deemed so much against current government
policy that the SAR government, under heavy lobbying by the business sector,
immediately proposed a bill in July 1997, which was passed by the Provisional
Legco, to abrogate these labor laws passed less than a month before.

There were other mechanisms that Legco could use to influence government
policy. The bill amendment power of Legco was always a major policy-influencing
tool. Legco members scrutinize the bills in detail in the bill committees,
questioning policy intents and picking on loopholes in the legislation. Although
the bill committees have no power to vote on the bills, opinion pressure in the
committee will sometimes force the government to propose their own
amendments at the committee stage. Table 5.6 shows the number of government
and members’ amendments and their voting results from 1991 to 1997. It shows
that with the passage of time, the Legco members were better able to force
concessions out of the government, as shown by the large number of government
amendments in 1994–95 and 1996–97. The figures also reflected more detailed
scrutiny of the bills, as well as more political bargaining between Legco members
and the government over bill contents.

Table 5.6  Number and results of bill amendments, 1991-7

Year 91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97

Total government amendments 24 66 76 198 47 147

Government amendment passed 24 66 76 193 44 142

Total member amendments 44 46 45 84 17 121

Member amendments passed 44 43 25 24 14 84

Total number of bills 79 84 104 120 112 116

Amendments per bill 0.86 1.33 1.16 2.35 0.57 2.31

Note: Dates of the bills and amendments were classified by the date of second reading
debate and third reading voting in Legco.

Source: Author’s own calculation based on Hansard records of Legco proceedings, 1991–97.
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Both the motion debates and the subject panels relied on agitating public
opinion to bring pressure on the government. Motion debates, which have no
legal binding power on the government, served to stir up public opinion pressure,
allow Legco members to express their views and show their differences with their
political rivals (Lau, S.L., 1995b). Shortly after direct election was introduced in
1991, the media paid a lot of attention to the motion debates, and the issues
debated in Legco aroused much public discussion and concern. Attention
gradually waned as more influential channels attracted more media coverage. The
legal power of the subject panels was also limited, as its decisions had no binding
power on the government, and government policies or bills did not have to pass
through the panels. The panels, however, provided a channel for policy debate
between government officials and legislators. Unlike in bill committees, discussion
items in the panels are not necessarily put to vote in Legco, and thus the opinion
pressure of the panel members on government officials was less effective. The
panel meeting was more or less a consultative mechanism by which government
officials could get a taste of the possible responses of Legco members to their
proposals, and Legco members could also push government officials to initiate
new policies.

Financial control and legislative oversight

The financial control power of Legco manifests in many forms: the vote on annual
budget, Finance Committee’s control on appropriations, the power to control
government fees, and the role of the Public Accounts Committee in controlling
government wastage.

The Finance Committee plays a most important role in financial control.
Before 1994, the committee consisted of all unofficial members, the chief
secretary, the financial secretary, and one other official member nominated by
the governor. After 1994, the Standing Orders of Legco were amended to exclude
the three official members from the committee (Miners, 1998, p. 134 & 142a).
Under the Finance Committee there was the Public Works Subcommittee, which
would look into public works projects before they were submitted to the Finance
Committee, and the Establishment Committee, which would scrutinize the
creation of new positions of directorate grade. All public expenditure exceeding
$10 million and not included in the annual budget had to be approved by the
Finance Committee. Usually if the government knew a vote-down was in order,
they would withdraw the proposal before a vote was taken, and then revise and
resubmit. Before the introduction of popular elections, it was rare for the
government to withdraw their appropriation proposals: one item was withdrawn
in 1986–87, one in 1988–89, four in 1989–90, and one in 1990–91 (Miners, 1998,
p. 135; Chow, 1995c, p. 128). Table 5.7 shows outcomes of submitted Finance
Committee papers from 1992 to 2004. It shows that on the whole the passing rate
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of government proposals (without modification) has been higher than 90%.
Although there was a pro-government majority in Legco after 1997, the approval
rate did not improve markedly, as the members who came from the business sector
were sometimes quite stringent in controlling government expenditure. As a
result, the prowess of financial control remained one of the major areas of
influence of Legco after 1997.

Many government fee-hike items and means of raising new revenue in the
form of amendments to the Revenue Bill or amendments to subsidiary legislations,
need Legco approval. As each item of fee increase will be voted separately, it is
tantamount to giving Legco the power of line-item veto, a power not commonly
enjoyed by Western legislatures. This did not create a lot of problems for the
government before 1992, when the government controlled a majority in Legco.
However, after 1995, and especially after 1997 when the economy was not good,
this became an immense power of control on the government’s ability to raise
revenue. In 1995–96, an alliance of the Democratic Party and the Liberal Party
succeeded in blocking many government fee-hikes by vetoing amendments to the
related subsidiary legislations (Choy and Lau, 1996).

This financial control power of Legco sometimes could alter the course of
policy of the government. For example, following the “user pays” principle under
Public Sector Reform, the white paper Pollution in Hong Kong: A Time to Act in
1989 introduced “polluters pay” as one guiding principle of the environmental
policy in Hong Kong. With this in mind, the Sewage Services Department was
transformed into the Sewage Services Trading Fund in March 1994. The original
idea was that the trading fund would cover its costs by drawing revenue from
sewage charges, charged in proportion to the amount of water expended by users.
However, the increase of sewage charges entailed amendments to subsidiary
legislations, and the government proposals to do this were repeatedly turned down
by Legco in 1995–96. The democrats opposed it because it would raise charges
for all residential users. The pro-business bloc also did not want to see increases
in operation costs of industries that consumed a lot of water (e.g., textiles and
catering). Legco’s opposition to rising sewage charges in the end reversed the
“polluters pay” policy. In 1996–97, the Sewage Services Trading Fund recorded
an operating deficit of $3.6 million. In 1997 the government decided to close
the fund and turned it back into a traditional government department (Cheung
A.B.L., 2001, pp. 215–7). Instead of making polluters pay, taxpayers in Hong Kong
were thus still made to pay for a large portion of the sewage disposal costs.

Chapter Four has discussed the role of the Audit Commission and the Legco
Public Accounts Committee in controlling government wastage. The government
first felt the prowess of the PAC after introduction of direct election in the
hearings involving the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
(HKUST). In 1991, the director of audit’s report revealed that the construction
of HKUST had exceeded its original budget by $1.5 billion. The PAC, now with
popularly elected members, conducted intensive and extensive hearings into the
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matter. Public opinion pressure finally forced Chief Secretary David Ford and
former Senior Exco Member S.Y. Chung to appear in the PAC hearings in Legco
to give evidence. The final report of the PAC suggested mechanisms by which
the government could avoid similar problems in the future.

Part of the Legco oversight power originated from the Legislative Council
(Power and Privileges) Ordinance, passed in 1985 shortly after the introduction
of elected members, which granted special investigation powers to Legco. The
ordinance empowered Legco to summon government officials to give evidence,
in which case the people summoned had the same rights, privileges and legal
obligations as witnesses in court. That is, the witnesses could not refuse to give
evidence unless given exemption by the governor or chief executive, and the
witnesses are liable to prosecution in case of perjury. Special investigations of
government scandals and fiascos, which implied extensive hearings involving
senior government officials, could always pose great pressure for the government.
In 1995–97, Legco conducted extensive hearings on the dismissal of a senior
executive of the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) and the
“forced retirement” of the director of immigration. Both hearings were highly
publicized and created a lot of pressure for the government. In the case for
Director of Immigration Leung Ming-yin, the government was forced to disclose
to the Legco committee a confidential report about why Leung was forced to
retire.

Other milder forms of oversight functions and institutions existed, including
the questions session and the Redress Information System (RIS) (formerly the
UMELCO or OMELCO). The two institutions have seen different trends in recent
years. Since the 1980s, the number of questions asked on Wednesdays kept rising
(see Table 5.8), while there was a general decline in the total number of
complaints received by the RIS (see Table 5.9). The questions sessions usually
play a more important role of oversight in Commonwealth legislatures (Blondel,
1973). The popularly elected members were generally more adept in using the
questions to ask for information, make policy suggestions, press for government
action, and criticize government decisions or failures (Miners, 1998, p. 149). After
1997, they learned to use the questions in combination with other institutional
means (e.g., panel meetings, see below) to enhance their policy influence. In
contrast, while before the introduction of popular elections, UMELCO/
OMELCO14  was an important channel for public grievances, complaints and
petitions, the total number of complaints received by the RIS declined after the
introduction of elections in 1991 (see Table 5.9). The rise of other complaint
channels, especially ward offices of Legco and DB members, made the OMELCO
a less important complaint channel. Nonetheless, with elected members playing
a much more important role in reflecting public opinion and checking
government power, the oversight functions on Legco were greatly enhanced after
1991.
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Table 5.8  Number of questions on Wednesday sessions, 1966–2003

Year Oral replies Written replies Total

66/67 – – 6

67/68 – – 45

68/69 – – 102

69/70 – – 85

70/71 – – 135

71/72 – – 166

72/73 – – 171

73/74 – – 176

74/75 – – 118

75/76 – – 181

76/77 – – 284

77/78 – – 290

78/79 – – 163

79/80 – – 137

80/81 – – 131

81/82 – – 157

82/83 – – 194

83/84 – – 180

84/85 – – 179

85/86 – – 296

86/87 – – 206

87/88 – – 245

88/89 – – 272

89/90 – – 269

90/91 – – 226

91/92 – – 479

92/93 – – 612

93/94 – – 594

94/95 – – 667

95/96 – – 573

96/97 – – 618

97/98 138 391 529

98/99 206 585 791

99/00 154 449 603

00/01 159 451 610

01/02 153 436 589

02/03 160 455 615

03/04 155 457 612
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Institutional constraints and responses after 1997

The above discussions showed that in 1991–97, Legco was becoming a significant
political society in terms of aggregating interests, defining social and political
cleavages, and channeling public opinion to effect changes in government
policies. Institutional changes after 1997, however, weakened the policy influence
of Legco. The electoral rule changes led to a more fragmented Legco, and helped
to return a pro-government majority to Legco after 1997. As a result of this pro-
government majority, Legco did not make maximum use of their institutional
powers after 1997. This induced Legco members, in particular the pro-democracy
minority opposition, to focus more on oversight and control functions of the
legislature.

Policy influence

The policy influence of the SAR Legco was greatly curtailed by two constraints in
the Basic Law. Under Article 74 of the Basic Law, bills proposed by Legco members
cannot involve public expenditure, political structure or operation of the
government. Private members’ bills that are related to government policy need
the written approval of the chief executive before they can be tabled in Legco.
One can easily imagine that most legislation, if at all meaningful, would involve
public expenditure, and/or have to do with government operation, political
structure or government policy. With private members’ bills related to government
policy needing the written consent of the CE, members’ bills that are not in line
with current government policy have no chance of getting tabled. This guarantees
that the members’ bills tabled will be relatively insignificant, or at least not against
government policy, which means that the members’ bills can no longer be an
effective tool for legislators to raise alternative policies in Legco after 1997.

After 1997, all members’ bills proposed by Legco members first go to the
Legco president who rules if they can be tabled or if they need the CE’s approval.
Rita Fan, the president since 1997, will first ask for the opinion of the
administration on the bill, and then ask the member(s) who proposed the bill
for responses to the government’s views, and then makes the ruling after seeking
advice from the Legco legal adviser. From 1997 to 2004, Legco members proposed
a total of 29 members’ bills. The president only allowed ten of them to be tabled.
Nine were ruled out of order on grounds of involving public expenditure and/
or operation of government, and four needed the consent of the CE because they
involved government policy. For the other six, the members who initiated the bill
decided not to pursue after the administration claimed that the bill involved
public policy or public expenditure, thus the bills were effectively killed when
the 1998–2000 sessions ended although the president had never made a ruling.
Of the four bills that needed the CE’s approval, two got approval and were tabled
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and passed. In the end, a total of 12 members’ bills were tabled and all were
passed, which was only 2.6% of the total of 456 bills tabled in Legco from 1998
to 2004, a far cry from the 23.2% figure in 1995–97. It is also noteworthy that 11
of the 12 members’ bills that were passed were “private bills” that only governed
the operation of private corporations and organizations and did not involve
government policy.15  Only the Smoking (Public Health) (Amendment) Bill could
be said to have a substantive public policy effect. This shows that overall speaking,
the private members’ bills did not have much policy impact after 1997.

The power of Legco to amend legislation also diminished after 1997. The
first hurdle of members’ amendments is the president: she will first rule if an
amendment entails public expenditure or is relevant to the main purpose of the
bill. Compared to her predecessors before the handover, Rita Fan has been more
stringent in her definition of what entails public expenses or what is considered
a relevant amendment to the bill. In this regard, her rulings have been more
unfavorable to the Legco members, weakening Legco’s amending powers. The
bigger hurdle, however, is the “voting-by-group” arrangement instituted by the
Basic Law. Article 74 and Annex II of the Basic Law stipulate that while all
government bills and proposals need only a simple majority to pass Legco, all
amendments, motions, and bills proposed by individual legislators have to be
approved simultaneously by more than half of the members of two groups of
legislators. The first group is composed of the 30 members elected by functional
constituencies, while the second is the 30 members returned by the Election
Committee and direct election. This rule ensures that the FC representatives have
a veto power in Legco, and that the opposition of only 15 legislators is sufficient
to veto any non-government proposals. It is possible that a majority of the Legco
members agree to a certain amendment or proposal, but the amendment is vetoed
because of opposition of as few as one fourth of the Legco members.

Table 5.10 compares the success rates of government bills, members’ bills,
government’s bills amendments and Legco members’ amendments in four
different periods: 1991–95, 1995–97, 1998–2000, and 2000–04. The comparison
shows that an overwhelming majority of government bills were passed by Legco
in all periods, but the rates of success of members’ amendments differed greatly
over time. In 1995–97, the members’ amendments had a stunning success rate
of 71% (98 out of 138)! The success rate of 61% in 1991–95 should still be
considered a very high one. Members’ amendments had very low success rates
(10–15%) after 1997. The major reason, of course, was that the “voting-by-group”
rule applied to the members’ amendments after 1997, greatly increasing the
difficulty of passing members’ amendments. Moreover, the presence of a pro-
government majority in Legco means that members’ amendments that were
against the government’s will were unlikely to pass. The difficulty in passing
amendments after 1997 also discouraged members from raising amendments,
reducing the overall number of amendments after 1997, especially in the 2000–
04 Legco.
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The “voting by group” rule also weakened the motion debates as a policy-
influencing tool. To begin with, motion debates are not binding on the
government; they only create some sort of public opinion pressure. In 1998–2004,
Legco had 287 motion debates, and 198 motions were passed. Of all the 99
motions negatived, there were 50 motions, or about half, that in fact received
majority support in Legco, but were vetoed because of the voting-by-group rule.
The difficulty of passing controversial motions after 1997 changed the attitude
of legislators towards motion debates. Sometimes members were tempted to make
a motion less controversial to give it a better chance to pass, making the debate
a general discussion of a certain policy issue. The increased difficulty in passing
substantial and controversial motions in turn made the media less likely cover
Legco motion debates as major political events, reducing the public opinion
impact.

Fragmentation of Legco

Other than the constraints imposed by the Basic Law, the declining policy
influence of the post-1997 Legco can be partly attributed to changes in post-1997
electoral rules, bringing with it a pro-government majority and a more fragmented
Legco. Since the 1995–97 Legco was elected according to the Patten formula,
which was seen by the Chinese government as violating the Basic Law, the Chinese
government disbanded it on July 1, 1997. The Selection Committee that elected

Table 5.10  Success rates of government’s and members’ amendments

1991–95 1995–97 1998–2000 2000–04

Government bills proposed 374 183 173 135

Government bills passed 367 170 159 131

Passage rate of government bills 98.1% 92.9% 91.9% 97.0%

Government amendments 359 194 331 213

Government amendment passed 354 186 328 211

Government amendment success rate 98.6% 95.9% 99.1% 99.1%

Members’ amendments proposed 219 138 102 46

Members’ amendments passed 136 98 15 5

Members’ amendment success rate 62.1% 71.0% 14.7% 10.9%

Government amendments per bill 0.93 1.06 1.91 1.58

Members’ amendments per bill 0.57 0.71 0.59 0.31

Total bills tabled 387 228 174 148

Source: Author’s own calculation based on Hansard records, Legco annual reports and the
Legco website.
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the CE then elected a 60-member Provisional Legislative Council in its place,
which promptly enacted changes to electoral laws in October 1997. The “nine
new constituencies” added in 1995, by which Patten had extended the franchise
to include all 2.7 million of working population, were redefined and the seats
allocated to various business sectors (see Table 3.1). The Election Committee,
which was composed of district board members in 1995, was redefined to include
400 members weighted in favor of the major business and professional groups
(see Chapter Three and Four for analysis of EC composition). More importantly,
the voting method by which the 400 members elected their ten (six in 2000)
representatives was changed. In 1995, the ten Legco members were elected by
the single transferable vote (STV) method.16  The effect of STV was close to
proportional representation, and the major parties won a share in the EC seats
in rough proportion to their share of seats in the 18 district boards. In 1997/98,
the system was changed to one of “block vote,” which enabled each voter in the
EC to vote for ten candidates without indicating their preferences. The ten
candidates with the most votes would be elected. Under this system a power bloc
that controlled half of the seats in the Election Committee could monopolize all
the Election Committee seats. (For the difference in effects of the two voting
methods, see Ma and Choy, 2003a, pp. 66–67.)

Another change after 1997 was that for the directly elected seats, proportional
representation (PR) was used as the electoral formula, instead of the single-
member constituency first-past-the-post system in 1995. For the Chinese
authorities, the first-past-the-post system adopted by Patten was tailor-made for
the more popular democrats, who would win a great majority of directly elected
seats (Ma and Choy, 1999a, pp. 183–184; Ma and Choy, 2003a, pp. 23–30).
Proportional representation would guarantee that the less popular pro-PRC
candidates be represented through their minority vote share.

The effects of these institutional changes were manifold. First, while the
democrats could win five out of the nine seats in the new nine constituencies in
1995 because of the dramatic widening of the franchise, they had little success

Table 5.11  Voting results of members’ motion debates, 1998–2004

Year 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03 03/04

Raised 69 54 53 49 54 59

Passed 43 37 35 41 37 45

Negatived 25 17 18 8 17 14

Negatived by voting by group 8 9 13 4 7 9

Withdrawn 1 0 0 0 0 0

Note: Motions on adjournment are not included.
Source: Author’s own calculation based on Hansard records.
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in the redefined functional constituencies after 1997. The redefined FCs mostly
represent business sectors and social sectors that were distinctly pro-Beijing (e.g.,
agriculture and fisheries), and most of them adopted corporate voting which
means a small electorate. For the Election Committee, pro-government candidates
managed to sweep all the seats in both 1998 and 2000, partly through exchange
of support between different pro-government parties. These changes brought a
pro-government majority in Legco after 1997. Secondly, both the FC and EC
elections are inimical to the development of party politics, and brought many
independents to Legco (Kuan, 1999). About one fourth of Legco’s members in
the 1998–2000 and 2000–04 Legco were independents, making it more difficult
to engineer a majority in Legco to put forward alternative policies to put pressure
on the government or effect policy changes. Thirdly, the use of PR meant that
the directly elected seats were further dispersed among different parties. Tables
5.12 and 5.13 show the distribution of seats in the 1998–2000 and 2000–04 Legco.
The largest party in Legco in both periods, the Democratic Party, did not hold
more than 20% of the seats. It is very difficult for the initiatives of any one party
to get support from a simple majority of legislators, let alone passed by both
groups of legislators, under the voting-by-group arrangement.

With a fragmented legislature under the voting-by-group rule, the different
camps of legislators tended to mutually veto one another’s bills, motions and
amendments, making it difficult for Legco to formulate alternative proposals to
challenge the government (Ma, 2001). The pro-democracy opposition saw their
policy influence drastically reduced, at least if compared to 1995–97, as they
became a minority opposition in a weakened legislature under the executive-
dominant system. The weak policy influence of the post-1997 Legco was partly a

Table 5.12  Distribution of Legco seats among parties in different groupings, 1998–2000

Party/group Number of members from

Direct Election Functional Total
election committee constituencies

Democratic Party 9 0 4 13

Democratic Alliance for the 5 2 3 10
  Betterment of Hong Kong

Liberal Party 0 1 9 10

The Frontier 4 0 0 4

Hong Kong Progressive Alliance 0 3 3 6

Other democrats 1 0 2 3

Other conservatives 0 3 4 7

Independents 1 1 5 7

Total 20 10 30 60
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result of the fragmented legislature, especially with pro-government members in
a majority.

Legislative viscosity, committee work, and financial control

Elsewhere I have discussed milder forms of policy influence by Legco after 1997
(Ma, 2002a). Although Legco was largely unable to propose alternative policies
after 1997, there were other institutional means that allowed members to exert
mild policy pressures on the government. After 1997, with private members’ bills
and other forms of policy influence less effective, the pro-democracy opposition
turned more attention to these methods.

With the bill initiation and amendment power of Legco much restricted after
1997, Legco played a more important role in bill deliberation. Blondel (1970,
1973) suggested the concept of “viscosity” to qualify legislative influence, as he
pointed out that even in liberal democracies, government bills got their way most
of the time, and amendments against government wishes were not usually carried.
Apart from the American congressional system, it was uncommon for legislatures
to play a dominant role in policy initiation by members’ bills. The corollary was
that though Legco failed to propose alternative policy after 1997, it was not totally
toothless. There is a qualitative difference between legislatures that pass
government bills in one sitting (like the Hong Kong Legco before 1985), and
those that spend months in bill committees trying to wrestle amendments out of
government officials. To measure other forms of milder legislative influence, I
devised five “viscosity indicators” for the Hong Kong Legco: (a) the number of

Table 5.13  Distribution of seats in Legco, 2000–04

Party/group Functional Directly Election Total
constituencies elected committee

Democratic Party 3 9 0 12

Democratic Alliance for the 3 6 1 10
   Betterment of Hong Kong

Liberal Party 8 0 0 8

The Frontier 0 5 0 5

Association for Democracy and 0 1 0 1
   People’s Livelihood

Hong Kong Progressive Alliance 1 1 2 4

Independents 13 2 2 17

Other pro-PRC groups 2 0 1 3

Total 30 24 6 60
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bill committees formed (absolute number and per bill); (b) time spent on bill
deliberation (per bill); (c) the number of government amendments (absolute
number and per bill); (d) the number of members’ amendments (absolute
number and per bill); and (e) the number of members’ amendments passed.
Table 5.14 compares these indicators from 1991 to 2004.

Table 5.14  Comparison of viscosity indicators, 1991–2004 (i)

Year No. of bill Average No. of No. of Members’ Total
committees time government members’ amendment bills

spent per amendments amendments passed tabled
bill (days)

91–92 N/A * 72.1 24 44 44 79

92–93 23 89.4 66 46 43 84

93–94 49 116.1 76 45 25 104

94–95 47 111.5 193 84 24 120

95–96 38 83.2 47 17 14 112

96–97 55 114.4 147 121 84 116

98–99 42 177 104 53 5 123

99–00 45 91.8 227 49 10 51

00–01 44 267.3 33 11 2 57

01–02 23 262.7 61 12 2 31

02–03 31 236.2 52 11 1 41

03–04 11 111.9 67 12 0 19

*  In 1991–92, there were no bill committees. Bills would be scrutinized by ad hoc committees.

Table 5.15  Comparison of viscosity indicators, 1991–2004 (ii)

Period Proportion of bills scrutinized Average days Government
by bill committees  spent on bills  amendments per bill

91–95 38.6% 99.9 0.93

95–97 40.8% 99.1 1.06

98–00 50.0% 152.0 1.91

00–04 73.6% 237.7 1.58

Figures in Tables 5.14 and 5.15 show that Legco after 1997 spent a lot more
time in bill deliberation, in particular by using bill committees, as forming bill
committees to scrutinize bills became the norm in the 2000–04 Legco (73.6% of
all bills). The post-1997 Legco was also in general more successful in wringing
amendments out of government officials through lengthy deliberation in the bill
committees. The constraint of the voting-by-group made the Legco members raise
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fewer amendments, but drove them to spend more time on persuading
government officials to put in amendments of their own. Government
amendments, of course, are much easier to pass since they only need a simple
majority in Legco.

Sometimes the effects of the scrutiny by bill committees went beyond
exposing loopholes in legislation or forcing government amendments. The best
example would be the role of the bill committee in the debate over National
Security (Legislative Provisions) Bill. In February 2003, the government proposed
the bill to Legco, which forbids treason, subversion, and other national security
offences, as required by Article 23 of the Basic Law. Backed by a pro-government
majority, the government was very confident that the bill could be pushed through
Legco despite vehement opposition from legal professionals, the pro-democracy
opposition, human rights activists, the religious community, and other social
groups, who feared that the proposals in the bill would infringe human rights
and freedom of speech in Hong Kong. In more than 180 hours of bill committee
meetings, over a span of four months, the pro-democracy legislators tried to
expose the loopholes of the bill, showing that the bill could threaten various
freedoms that Hong Kong had long enjoyed. The lengthy debates and repeated
questionings led to occasional outbursts and impromptu remarks from
government officials and pro-government legislators, which added fuel to the
already agitated opposition movement. The government was eventually forced to
put in three revised versions of the bill, and 51 amendments to be tabled at the
Legco Committee stage, further showing that the original bill was indeed
problematic. The bill committee process enabled the pro-democracy opposition
to convince the public that the government was trying to push through a
problematic bill at the expense of the civil liberties of the Hong Kong people.
The public outburst was capped by the half million citizens who marched on July
1, 2003, which fundamentally changed the course of political development in
Hong Kong, and in the end forced the government to withdraw the National
Security (Legislative Provisions) Bill. See Chapter Eight and Ma (2005b).

Strom (1990) pointed out that committee work is usually a more effective
means for opposition parties to exert influence on governments. Although the
minority opposition would usually lose the vote in plenary meetings or even in
committee decisions, the ampler time and less restrictive rules for discussion in
the committees enable opposition parties to draw public attention to government
mistakes, policy loopholes and under-discussed policy issues. This is one reason
why bill committees of Legco have been effective in forcing concessions, in the
form of bill amendments, from government officials.

The subject panel is another committee form that allows legislators to put
pressure on government officials. The 18 Legco panels which roughly correspond
to the policy bureaus of the SAR government in 1997–2002 are supposed to
deliberate on issues in the respective policy areas. In 1996, the Legco House
Committee passed a resolution that demanded that the government put all policy
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changes that entail appropriation or change of legislation to the corresponding
panel(s) for discussion. Since then it has become common practice for bureaus
to table new policy proposals in the panels before they are tabled in Exco. The
panels thus provide a method for government officials to get a feel for the
response of the legislators to proposed policies. The panels also give members a
venue to question face-to-face the officials in charge of the respective policies and
push for policy changes. After 1997, Legco members became more adept in
picking up issues of public concern and placed them on the panel agenda. In
the panel discussions they would demand responses from officials, and sometimes
passed motions to demand that the government provide information, take certain
action or express the members’ attitude on a certain issue (Ma, 2002a, p. 359).
The motions in the panels have no binding power on the government, but still
pose mild forms of opinion pressure.

A more effective means of policy influence was the power of the purse, as
this power was little affected by the constraints of the Basic Law. As shown in Table
5.7, government financial proposals got FC support most of the time after 1997,
though public opinion pressure sometimes swayed pro-government members or
parties against government appropriation proposals (Ma, 2002a, pp. 364–365).

If the SAR Legco has not been very successful in stopping the government
from spending money, it certainly has been effective in stopping the raising of
revenue. After the economic recession set in, nearly all new tax proposals or fee-
hikes of government services were likely to meet with harsh scrutiny. The
government managed to increase corporate profits tax by 1% in the 2003 budget,
after securing the consent of the major business groups. However, the proposal
to levy an $18 land departure tax in the 2003 budget was aborted when various
parties opposed further taxing the ailing economy after the ravages of SARS.
Government fee-hikes met similar fate as some of them entailed amendment of
subsidiary legislations and needed the consent of Legco. From 1999 to 2004, the
government had put in hundreds of fee-hike items that had mixed results in
Legco. During the economic downturn, major parties had set a vague rule that
they would only support fee-hikes that would not affect the livelihood of ordinary
citizens. That left government officials spending a lot of time trying to convince
the members their own proposed fee-hike item(s) would not affect the people
on the street.

With the SAR government running a sizeable budget deficit after 1998,
Legco’s power of the purse made it difficult for the government to raise extra
tax revenue. With Article 107 and 108 of the Basic Law mandating a balanced
budget and a low tax rate respectively, the power of the purse added to the
constraints on government finance. The clamps on raising of government revenue
was a major factor that drove the government to push for drastic downsizing of
the civil service, for civil service pay cuts and more privatization of government
services, as they found it politically very difficult to raise a lot of revenue under
the constitutional and political constraints.
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Cleavage formation and interest representation

The change of the political climate and the fading of the China factor in local
politics transformed the dominant cleavage in Legco from one of “pro-Beijing
versus pro-democracy” to one of “pro-government versus anti-government” (Ma
and Choy, 1999b; Ma, 2002b). With Tung’s administration getting full backing
from Beijing, both the pro-Beijing political figures and the pro-business politicians
stood firmly behind the SAR government after 1997 to demonstrate their loyalty
to the Central Government. On the other side of the political divide, with the
Tung administration being politically conservative and adopting a somewhat
unfriendly if not hostile attitude towards the democrats, the democrats adopted
a mostly critical position against the SAR government. The less-than-satisfactory
performance of the SAR government also drove the democrats, many of them
directly elected, to be more critical. Exactly because they knew that DAB members
and other pro-Beijing politicians had to support and defend the SAR government,
the democrats were keener to take on an anti-government position to contrast
with their political rivals, to cash in on the SAR government’s low popularity.

Within Legco, the government could usually count on the support of the
major pro-Beijing parties, the DAB and the Hong Kong Progressive Alliance
(HKPA), about a dozen pro-business or pro-Beijing independents, and the pro-
business Liberal Party. This would give them a total of 32–35 votes in 1998–2004,
as opposed to about 20 votes from the democrats. Occasionally the DAB or the
LP disagreed with the government on a certain bill or policy, but more often than
not they voted with the government.

When political loyalty to Beijing became the key factor in determining the
positions of Legco members after 1997, other social cleavages took a back seat.
The economic downturn brought more welfare and labor policy issues to the
forefront. Out of political loyalty, DAB had little choice but to support government
policies that disfavored the lower class or union interests. They supported the
cutting of Comprehensive Social Security Allowance (CSSA) in 1998 and 2003–
04, supported public sector privatization and civil service reforms, and voted for
the Public Officers Pay Adjustment Bill in 2002 that cut civil service salaries by
1.58% to 4.42%.17  As the SAR government was inclined towards business interests,
it became difficult for DAB to maintain the pro-grassroots position it had held
before 1997. On the other hand, the increasing salience of the livelihood issues
led to the rise of a social democratic political field (Ma, 2002b), which brought
internal divisions within the pro-democracy camp. The ADPL and the labor
unionists (including Lee Cheuk-yan and Leung Yiu-chung) were more inclined
towards grassroots interests, compared to the more catch-all Democratic Party.
This created a rift within the pro-democracy camp after 1997. However, on the
whole the pro/anti-government cleavage still dominated, especially after 2002,
when discussions on Article 23 legislation and subsequently political reform issues
put issues of political ideology high on the agenda.
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The dominance of this pro/anti-government political cleavage, and the
drastically weakened policy influence of Legco, meant that Legco failed to channel
diverse social interests to affect government policy after 1997. As a minority
opposition, the democrats were more intent on controlling the administration
than turning their election platforms into public policies. Their main goals were
to expose government weaknesses and to dent the popularity of the pro-
government parties. For the pro-government bloc, despite having a majority, they
could seldom use their vote to exact concessions, as government officials were
always confident that the members would give in after lobbying. The result was
that the policy influence function of Legco was greatly diminished, meaning that
the plethora of social interests that had been channeled through Legco to affect
government policies in 1995–97 were not effectively represented after 1997.

Oversight

The diminished policy influence of Legco drove members, especially those in the
pro-democracy opposition, to focus more on the function of oversight. Rockman
(1985) defined “oversight” as: (a) checking dishonesty and waste; (b) guarding
against harsh and callous administration; (c) evaluating implementation; (d)
ensuring administrative compliance with statutory intent. Various means of
controlling the government, some of them related to the policy functions of
Legco, have been discussed in previous sections and chapters. The power of the
purse, the PAC, the Redress Information System, and the questions sessions on
Wednesdays, are all means that legislators frequently used to control the
government.

After 1997, the legislators became more adept in using and mixing various
means to put pressure on the government, to criticize government misdeeds and
expose administrative and policy problems. Members often followed up their
questions in the Wednesday plenary session by putting the issues of concern into
panel agendas. While the Wednesday questions gave ample time for officials to
prepare for the answer, and there was a strict time limit (15 minutes per question),
the panels had no such limits, and allowed legislators to question and confront
officials, which could usually put more pressure on officials and squeeze more
information from them.

After 1997, it was common for members to pick up incidents that had policy
implications or alleged administrative wrong-doings, and forced explanations from
officials in the panels. In so doing, the panels have been quite successful in
arousing public attention and forcing the government to disclose information,
sometimes embarrassing the government. For example, the Security Panel picked
up the case of Su Zhiyi18  in January 2001 and forced the government to conduct
an investigation which confirmed that mainland security police had come to Hong
Kong, although the Security Bureau denied that these officials had carried out
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public security assignments in Hong Kong. Hearings of the Security Panel in May
2001 on how police handled public protests during the World Fortune Forum
pushed the administration to admit that they had a “black list” of people that
they would deny entry to Hong Kong (HKEJ, May 23, 2001, p. 6). Similarly, in
response to the public criticisms against granting the Grand Bauhinia Medal19

to Yeung Kwong, former president of the Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions
who allegedly was the chief instigator of the 1967 leftist riots, the Home Affairs
Panel forced the government to reveal their decision-making process in granting
these medals.

The above cases showed that while the panels do not have the institutional
power to veto or stop government policy, they have been relatively successful in
forcing the government to become more transparent and responsive in its
operations. In the 2000–04 Legco, it became common practice for legislators to
call emergency or ad hoc panel meetings in response to breaking events or
reported scandals, and to summon officials to give explanations. As panel meetings
are open to the public, with some of the more salient ones televised live on
television, extensive and timely hearings on administrative or policy mistakes is a
definite source of pressure or potential embarrassment for government officials.

The investigation power of Legco was not put to full use after 1997 because
of a pro-government majority. After 1997, Legco set up three investigation
committees: one on the confusion over the opening of the new airport, one
concerning the scandal of short pilings in public housing estates, and the third
on the government’s handling of the SARS epidemic. The opposition had in fact
pushed for setting up of investigation committees more than three times. For
example, in October 2000 Martin Lee of the DP moved to set up a committee to
investigate the Robert Chung scandal, in which the chief executive allegedly had
interfered with academic freedom (see Chapter Seven), but the proposal was
defeated by a vote of 20 to 32 in the House Committee. The three events that
Legco had investigated were all serious government failures or scandals which
had aroused great public outcry. In all these events, pro-government parties/
legislators knew that they could pay a hefty political price for opposing a Legco
investigation on these issues.20

The report of the Airport Investigation Committee, released in January 1999,
criticized Chief Secretary Anson Chan and senior executives in the Airport
Authority, which forced Anson Chan to apologize publicly for the fiasco in the
Legco meeting on February 3, 1999. The government also did not renew the
contracts of several senior executives of the Airport Authority, whose roles in the
fiasco were criticized by the Legco report. The first report on the short-piling
scandal, released in January 2003, made a series of 13 suggestions concerning
how to better supervise public housing construction.21  The second report, released
in May 2004, severely criticized the former Director of Housing Tony Miller for
being uncooperative in giving information to the committee. The report also
criticized the loopholes of the contracting-out system in public housing
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construction.22  These reports did not have binding power on the government,
thus again it was a form of opinion pressure more than anything else. The lengthy
investigation process and the embarrassment of the government officials involved
posed a much greater influence on the administration than the actual reports.

Before the advent of elections, OMELCO was an important channel of
addressing citizens’ grievances. The interesting observation from the RIS figures
in Table 5.9 was that the number of cases handled by RIS was higher in 1991–95,
when there were appointed seats, than after 1995, when Legco was fully elected.
In 1991–95, the RIS received on average 2,266 cases per year, while the average
was only 1,102 per year in 1995–97, 1,362 in 1998–2000, and 1,018 in 2000–03. It
seems that the function of addressing grievances was underplayed after Legco
was fully-elected in 1995, as Legco took on more important policy and public
opinion functions. Complaints against the government constantly made up about
20% or more of the RIS cases. Moreover, cases could be referred to the panels,
which would allow members to press government officials to look into the policy
matter involved. In 1998–2000, 68 issues were referred from the RIS to the Legco
panels, while 104 cases were discussed in the panels in 2000–04.23

Public opinion and popular mandate

The above discussions showed that a lot of the political influence of the SAR Legco
depends on public opinion support and not constitutional power. Constitutionally
the SAR CE is more powerful than most chief executives of the world (Ma, 2002a,
pp. 351–352). The pro-democracy opposition, reduced to minority status in an
executive-dominant system, turned their attention to oversight and control. The
key is not the constitutional power conferred to the legislators but the public
opinion pressure that they can mobilize.

With the chief executive and the executive branch not popularly elected, the
SAR government faces an inherent legitimacy problem. As the most representative
political institution in the territory, the majority view of Legco commands a certain
authority that the non-elected government cannot ignore. The challenge of the
fully elected Legco and media criticisms can aggravate the legitimacy problem
of the government. This in fact brings more political influence to Legco than is
constitutionally allowed, in terms of legislative oversight and exerting milder forms
of policy pressure in panels, bill committees and other channels.

A case in point will be the no-confidence motions of Legco. Constitutionally,
Legco does not have censure power against the chief executive or any individual
officials.24  However, members can move no-confidence motions in the form of
motion debates, although they have no binding power on the government. After
1997 there had been several no-confidence motions moved against government
officials:
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(1) against Secretary of Justice Elsie Leung on March 10, 2000;
(2) against Housing Authority Chair Rosanna Wong and Director of Housing

Tony Miller on June 26, 2000;
(3) against Andrew Lo, aide to the CE on November 8, 2000; and
(4) against Financial Secretary Antony Leung on May 7, 2003.

All these motions were no more than gestures by electoral politicians that
the SAR government could have dismissed with a shrug. Yet because of legitimacy
reasons the government still did not want to lose the vote, and would lobby hard
against the motions. The government fought tooth and nail against the motion
against Elsie Leung, and managed to defeat the motion only because the LP
agreed to abstain at the eleventh hour. The no-confidence motion against Rosanna
Wong and Tony Miller, who were held accountable for the short-piling scandal,
capped a formidable public opinion campaign against the government’s failures
in supervising the building of public housing. Amidst immense pressure Rosanna
Wong resigned her post as chair of the Housing Authority, but it could not stop
the motion from being passed days later. Tony Miller as a civil servant did not
resign after the passage of the motion.

The political pressure in these two episodes, however, largely originated from
the force of public opinion outside Legco. In the two motions against Leung and
Wong, the public outrage against government misdeeds was so great that it forced
pro-government parties DAB and LP to at least hesitate in deciding whether or
not to support the government. While both DAB and LP did not want to sever
their relationship with the SAR government, they also knew that they would pay
a certain political price if they supported the government. In contrast, the other
motions against Lo and Antony Leung failed to arouse enough public uproar and
the pro-government members could vote against the motion without fearing much
political repercussions. Without the media making a lot of splash, the motions
cause little embarrassment to the government and thus had little political impact.

Legco has become an arena in which the government and the pro-democracy
opposition fought for popular mandate for their political beliefs or policies. In a
bid to boost the legitimacy for its policies, after 1997 the SAR government has
twice moved resolutions in Legco on controversial issues, knowing that they would
get the support of the pro-government majority in the chamber, to give their policy
a “popular” mandate. The first in July 1999 declared support for the government’s
decision to invite the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress
(NPCSC) to interpret the Basic Law concerning the right of abode issue. While
the legal professionals and pro-democracy legislators criticized the move as
breaching the rule of law, violating the “one country, two systems” principle, and
also hurting the final adjudication power of Hong Kong, the resolution supported
the government’s claim that the decision had public opinion support. The second
resolution was in December 2000, when the government was under immense
pressure from civil groups and pro-democracy legislators to amend the Public
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Order Ordinance after several student activists were prosecuted of “illegal
assembly” under the ordinance. The SAR government moved a Legco resolution
to declare support to the Public Order Ordinance. Both resolutions were carried
in favor of the government. For the non-elected SAR government, the popular
mandate conferred by majority support of the partially democratic Legco could
still instill confidence and legitimation. The legitimation factor also partly explains
why the government cared so much about the criticisms from the Legco minority
opposition in the committee meetings and the plenary session. With most of their
members popularly elected, the pro-democracy opposition could better mobilize
public opinion support and claim a popular mandate than the non-elected SAR
government and their functionally elected pro-government colleagues. Their
criticisms in Legco meetings thus carried more weight than those by the minority
parties in ordinary elected legislatures.25

In a similar vein, the government cared very much about the “majority
opinion” expressed in Legco hearings. From 1998 to 2004, on controversial issues
such as the reinterpretation of Basic Law, the Public Order Ordinance, the
appointment system in the district councils, and the national security legislation,
pro-Beijing community groups were mobilized to give their opinions in the Legco
hearings held to solicit public opinion on these issues. The result was that the
majority of opinion expressed in these hearings turned out to be in favor of the
government’s position, and government officials could then claim with confidence
that they had public opinion support. This of course did little to win over the
true support of the civil society on controversial policies. In contrast, the civil
groups increasingly saw these “consultation exercises” as manipulated, and the
government as having little sincerity in listening to public opinion, creating a even
bigger gap between the state and society.

Burned bridges

The Legislative Council was a mechanism of selective co-option before the advent
of popular elections in 1991. Leaders of the business and professional elites were
co-opted through the appointment system, constituting a primitive form of interest
representation from a weak civil society. The introduction of corporatist
representation through FCs in 1985–91 did little to change the function of Legco.
The period 1991–97 saw a nascent political society in the making, with political
parties and legislators playing an increasingly important role in policy influence,
controlling the government, cleavage formation and interest representation. Social
interests were better channeled through electoral politicians, which began to show
their limited impact on government policies, with interest aggregation undertaken
between various parties within Legco.

The growth of this nascent political society was arrested after 1997, largely
due to the change in constitutional powers and electoral rules for Legco. On the
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one hand, the constraints of the Basic Law drastically weakened Legco’s ability
to propose and pass alternative policies. On the other hand, the electoral rule
changes brought a pro-government Legco majority and led to a more fragmented
Legco. These institutional changes induced new patterns of behavior for the
legislators. Unable to represent their constituents’ interests to effect changes in
government policy, the pro-democracy opposition turned their attention to
controlling the government (especially financially), criticizing controversial
policies, and mobilizing public opinion against government misdeeds. Policy
research on alternative policies became less important, since policies unfavored
by the government stood next to no chance of getting passed or even considered.
Criticisms against the government and between political rivals became more
vitriolic, as the dominant cleavage was defined by the attitude to Beijing and the
SAR government. Unlike social and economic policy issues which had a wide range
of possibilities, the democrats and the pro-Beijing groups usually had little middle
ground for compromise on political issues concerning the Central Government
or the political system. Ideologies and confrontation were the main determinant
of positions, and the interest aggregation function of Legco was greatly weakened.

The role of the pro-democracy opposition, in this light, was mostly about
negative control. With their chief political rival the DAB adopting a pro-
government position, and the SAR government unfriendly if not hostile to them,
the democrats figured they should play the role of an opposition party. There
was a major difference from opposition parties in the West, however. No matter
how abysmal the popularity of the SAR government was, the more popular pro-
democracy opposition had no chance of getting elected as the government in
the next election. The discussion of public policies in Legco thus was relegated
to secondary importance after 1997, as the opposition mostly saw itself in an
oversight role. Their major goal was to expose the weakness of the government
and the pro-government groups to enhance their fortunes at the polls. They did
not even have to convince the voters that they would be capable of ruling Hong
Kong by their policy platforms, or could rule better than the incumbents, since
without major constitutional changes they would never be in government. As a
result, after 1997 the role of Legco as a political society that channeled and
compromised diverse social interests was much weakened; the pro-democracy
opposition acted like part of the civil society that enjoyed some more institutional
power to supervise and oversee the government.

The paradox is: this vocal opposition, which usually includes about two-thirds
of the popularly elected legislators, command more public opinion support and
legitimacy than the non-elected government and the pro-government majority.
This created an inherent legitimacy problem for the government, which turned
Legco partly into an arena for the struggle for popular mandate and legitimacy.
The government did win most of the vote decisions in Legco, did usually enjoy
majority support in the expressed opinions in Legco hearings, but these did not
mean they really had majority support in society. With the dwarfing of the
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legislature in the policy-making process, and with the SAR government content
with using majority Legco support as a legitimacy tool, the post-colonial state lost
one of the most important institutions which could have bridged the gap between
state and society.
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C H A P T E R  S I X

Political Parties

THE DWARFING OF THE HONG KONG legislature after 1997 went hand in hand with
the retrogression of development of political parties. While political parties had
acquired a more important role in the Hong Kong polity in 1991–97, their
continual development was thwarted by a wide variety of factors after 1997. By
2004, political parties in Hong Kong made up a negligible proportion of the
population1  and had weak resources and mobilization power. Public opinion polls
showed that political parties as a political institution suffered from low public
legitimacy after 1997.

Modern democracy is unthinkable without parties (Schattschneider, 1942).
Political parties have various functions in any political system, democratic or
authoritarian, which are vital to the stable and effective governance of all polities.
For the electorate, parties simplify choices, provide education and socialization
to citizens, generate symbols of identification and loyalty, and mobilize people
to participate in politics and public affairs. As organizations, political parties help
to recruit political leaders, train political elites, and aggregate political interests.
Parties are also usually indispensable in forming governments, as they create
legislative majorities, provide the personnel that implement policies and enhance
stability and solidarity. If they are out of power, political parties help to organize
dissent and opposition, posing an important mechanism of checking and
balancing those in power (Dalton and Wattenberg, 2000a, pp. 5–10).

In this light, the underdevelopment of political parties in Hong Kong could
have several effects. Weak political parties fail to channel and absorb political
participation from society, and thus are unable to bridge the gap between state
and society. Meager party resources mean that parties in Hong Kong cannot be
significant socialization and mobilization agents, and they are also less than
effective in training and recruiting political elites. The lack of a governing party
also means that the SAR government has no political machine to engineer social
support, implement policy and provide stability and solidarity for the SAR
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leadership (see Chapter Four). Political parties in Hong Kong are more or less
left with the function of checking the government as opposition parties, as none
of them will ever serve as the governing party under the institutional arrangement
after 1997.

The underdevelopment of the political parties was due to a wide variety of
reasons. To begin with, the Chinese leaders never envisaged Hong Kong led by a
strong ruling party with deep roots in society and working in an environment
with vibrant and competitive party politics. The various institutional arrangements
in Hong Kong did not favor the development of political parties, and the
continual institutional flux around and after 1997 did not help. The detachment
of civil society from the political parties, and the parameters of the electoral system
all thwarted the development of political parties after 1997.

The following sections will recap the party formation in Hong Kong since
the 1980s. It will then analyze the various institutional and societal factors that
lead to weak party institutionalization in Hong Kong.

Party formation in Hong Kong before 1997

Political parties in Hong Kong were formed as a response to the gradual
democratization since the 1980s in general, and to the introduction of direct
election to Legco in 1991 in particular. Before the 1980s, the most powerful and
resourceful political groups in Hong Kong were those related to the KMT and
the CCP. Although both parties had sizeable followers in Hong Kong (at least
until the 1960s), other than occasional outbreaks of violence as in the 1956 and
1967 riots, they seldom mobilized their masses to participate in Hong Kong
politics. Other local political groups included the Reform Club and the Civic
Association, which pushed for democratic reforms and participated in the Urban
Council elections before the 1980s (Li, 2000, pp. 135–141). Both groups, however,
had neither a clear party-like organization nor much mobilization power in society,
and largely failed to enter the political establishment (namely, Exco and Legco).
As discussed in Chapter Five, with the British businessmen and colonial
bureaucrats dominating the political scene, political society was almost non-
existent in Hong Kong before the 1980s.

The student movements and the pressure groups in the 1970s were commonly
regarded as a nascent political movement that laid the foundation of the
“democracy movement” in Hong Kong. Entering the 1970s, a new generation of
young social elites, who grew up in Hong Kong and were better educated, felt
the injustices of colonial society and initiated social actions to push for social
reforms. This coincided with the emphasis on “consultative democracy” by the
colonial government, in the immediate aftermath of the 1966–67 riots, which
allowed these social movements to exert more public opinion pressure on the
government. The movements at this stage mostly focused on urban issues,
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including housing, industrial relations and education. The usual strategy was to
use social action to catch media attention and arouse public concern, so as to
put public opinion pressure on the government (Lui, 1999; Lui and Chiu, 2000).
The movements of the 1970s seldom touched on the colonial political structure
or issues of democratization, but they did bring a more vibrant civil society which
served as the foundation of later-stage social and political movements. Quite a
few of the movement leaders of the 1970s continued to participate in the political
and social movements of the 1980s and beyond.

The Sino-British negotiations over Hong Kong future politicized the local
elite, prompting the formation of political groups in the early 1980s to put forward
proposals on the future political design. The British initiative to develop
representative government, spearheaded by district board elections since 1982,
also drove the social activists to form political groups to run for office, in a bid
to increase their political influence. The more influential of these groups included
the Meeting Point (MP) (founded 1983), the Hong Kong Affairs Society (1984),
the Progressive Hong Kong Society (1984), the Hong Kong Forum (1984), and
the Association for Democracy and People’s Livelihood (1986). These political
groups were embryonic political parties. They had very limited resources, generally
had small memberships, did not have elaborate party organizations and did not
occupy many power positions in the establishment.2  They also had very vague
political programs, with members agreeing to only general themes of welfare
improvement, democratic advancement and political participation. They
nonetheless represented a movement of political participation from below in a
period of liberalization, decolonization and democratization, the harbingers of
the party movement in the 1990s.

Successive social and political movements in the late 1980s brought the pro-
democracy groups and activist groups closer together. In 1986, the Chernobyl
disaster in the Soviet Union led to a massive movement in Hong Kong against
the building of the Daya Bay nuclear plant in Shenzhen, 50 km from the Hong
Kong city center. More than 100 civil groups formed the Joint Conference for
the Shelving of the Daya Bay Nuclear Plant in May 1986, which organized petitions
that collected more than one million signatures to oppose the building of the
plant.3  In 1987, social groups from different sectors formed a coalition to oppose
the amendment of the Public Order Ordinance, which made publishing “false
news” an offence. Many political groups, labor unions, and religious groups saw
the proposed amendment as constricting the freedom of speech and freedom of
the press (see Scott, 1989, pp. 312–316). Both movements failed to achieve their
proclaimed goals, but served to bring together the activist groups in grand
alliances, paving the way for future cooperation.

A more important cooperative platform for the pro-democracy activists was
the Joint Committee for the Promotion of Democratic Government (JCPDG),
formed in 1986. For many of the social activist groups who joined the democracy
movement in the 1980s, a democratic political system after 1997 was the natural
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sequel of the social reforms of the 1970s. By bringing together groups that were
committed to the democratic cause under one banner, the JCPDG fought for the
introduction of direct election to Legco in 1988 and a more democratic political
formula in the Basic Law (Sing, 1996b & 2003). The JCPDG waged collective
actions to fight for democracy for three to four years, bringing together 95 groups
from different sectors (including social, religious, labor, educational and housing
concerned groups), and enjoyed good support from civil society (Sing, 1996b &
2004). The fight for the introduction of direct election to Legco in 1988 fell
through, as did the fight for a democratically elected chief executive after 1997,
but the JCPDG provided invaluable experience in cooperation for the democrats.

In the late 1980s, the three major pro-democracy groups at the time, the
Meeting Point, the Hong Kong Affairs Society, and the Association for Democracy
and People’s Livelihood, were discussing a merger into a single pro-democracy
party, in preparation for the upcoming Legco direct elections in 1991. With their
ideological differences the three groups had failed to reach an agreement,4  until
the Beijing democracy movement and the subsequent crackdown in 1989 drove
them together. Many of the democrats were at the forefront of supporters of the
Beijing movement and were key members of the Alliance in Support of Patriotic
Democratic Movements of China (ASPDMC).5  During the 1989 movement, the
ASPDMC played a major role in sending monetary and material support to the
mainland students, and helped smuggle dissidents out of China after 1989. The
democrats felt the need to strengthen themselves by uniting different pro-
democracy groups, lest oppression from Beijing should come after 1997. Spurred
on by increasing demands for democracy in Hong Kong in the aftermath of the
Beijing events, the democrats endeavored to form one united party to rally their
troops to prepare for the 1991 Legco election. In April 1990, members of MP,
ADPL, HKAS and other democrats formed the United Democrats of Hong Kong
(UDHK), which promptly won a landslide victory in the 1991 Legco direct
election.6  Twelve of the 14 UDHK candidates who ran in the direct election won,
with other democrats (including MP and ADPL candidates) taking four more
seats, out of a total of 18 seats contested by popular elections.

Compared to the democrats, the conservatives were ill prepared for the 1991
elections. During the debate on political reform in the 1980s, local leftists, business
conservatives and conservative local leaders (including neighborhood or kaifong
leaders and rural conservatives) formed a holy alliance against the democrats,
but they never had a formal organization that united their forces. Ideological
differences among them notwithstanding, many conservatives at this stage were
unclear if the Chinese government would endorse the development of party
politics in Hong Kong (Li, 2000, pp. 158–167). The local leftists did not actively
participate in the district-level elections in the 1980s, for fear that full-fledged
participation by pro-Beijing forces would cast doubts on “one country, two systems”
and “Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong” (Li, 2000, p. 167). The local business
conservatives were divided, with the elite in Legco well protected by the
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appointment and functional constituency systems, and had not tried to take the
direct-election route to power by 1991. The big businesses in Hong Kong were
also loath to make high-profile endorsements to political parties at that time. Many
conservatives also perceived that the Hong Kong people in general had
reservations about party politics and the party label.7

Consequently, the Liberal Democratic Foundation (LDF), formed in
November 1990 by a group of business conservatives and conservative kaifong
leaders, was the only conservative political group that participated in the 1991
election in party-like fashion, but all four LDF candidates lost in the 1991 election.
Only three candidates (Gary Cheng, Chan Yuen-han and Hau Sui-pui) in 1991
were considered genuine pro-Beijing candidates, with the official endorsement
from the pro-Beijing groups in Hong Kong. The major rivals of the democrats in
1991 were a loose alliance of LDF, kaifong conservatives, rural conservatives, pro-
Beijing candidates and young professional conservatives (Ma, 2002b). With the
million-people march of 1989 still fresh in their minds, the Hong Kong people
overwhelmingly supported the democrats in the 1991 Legco election.
Organizationally this loose alliance of conservatives was also no match for the
democrats in 1991.

The landslide victory of the democrats, who took about 20 of the 57 Legco
seats in the 1991–95 Legco, spurred the conservatives to action. They formed the
Cooperative Resource Center (CRC) as a quasi-party bloc in 1991 (see Chapter
Five). To counter the rising influence of the democrats in the local political scene,
the pro-Beijing camp decided that they needed to actively participate in the direct
election game, prompting the formation of the Democratic Alliance for the
Betterment of Hong Kong. Backed mostly by unionists of the Hong Kong
Federation of Trade Unions and pro-Beijing community organizations, the DAB
quickly became the chief rival of the democrats in the electoral arena.

The years 1992–97 saw a mushrooming of political parties/groups in Hong
Kong. There were several reasons for this rapid growth. Firstly, the landslide
victory of the democrats in 1991 not only showed the importance of party
identification and mobilization during elections, but also that voters were not that
afraid of political parties after all. Secondly, developments after 1991 made fence-
sitting and taking a middle course politically not possible and desirable, as the
Sino-British row over the Patten reform proposal polarized the local political
scene. In the 1991 election, many conservatives stood as “independents” although
they had organizational support from conservative and pro-Beijing community
groups. However, Beijing’s harsh criticisms of Patten and his reform proposals
were delivered in such nationalistic terms that support for Patten’s proposals was
deemed pro-British or unpatriotic.8  For many of the conservatives, fence-sitting
or disguising as independents was no longer feasible, driving them to join
conservative political parties or groups after 1992. The stepping up of the co-
option efforts by the Chinese government during the Sino-British row (see
Chapter Four) also formed a loose united front of conservatives against the
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democrats, forcing many conservatives or moderates to make their political stand
clear. Thirdly, the appointed seats in Legco would be abolished in 1995. The
institution of a fully elected Legco drove a lot of appointed members to
contemplate joining parties to help them run in future elections to continue their
political career (Choy and Lau, 1996).

As a result, 1992–97 was a period of formation, growth, and strengthening
of political parties in Hong Kong. In 1994, the CRC transformed itself into the
Liberal Party, which since then has been seen as the chief pro-business party in
Hong Kong. In the same year, the Meeting Point and the UDHK merged to form
the Democratic Party, representing a further consolidation of the pro-democracy
forces. In 1996, a group of pro-KMT politicians formed the 123 Democratic
Alliance. In the same year, a group of pro-Beijing business elites formed the Hong
Kong Progressive Alliance, which quickly merged with (or rather absorbed) the
LDF one year later. A group of prominent pro-democracy independents
(including Lau Chin-shek, Emily Lau and Lee Cheuk-yan) formed the Frontier
in 1996, which became a pro-democracy group more progressive than the DP.
In 1997, pro-democracy environmentalist Christine Loh formed the Citizens’ Party
(CP). These parties, together with the more established DP, LP and DAB, brought
a budding political party market to Hong Kong before 1997.

The flourishing of the parties or political groups before 1997 was mostly due
to the opening up of the regime to public contestation of power, through the
limited and partial elections to the legislature. The historical context of party
formation in Hong Kong pre-determined that attitudes to democratization and
to the Beijing government would define the dominant political cleavage between
parties (Lau and Kuan, 2000). Social and economic interests took a back seat,
especially with the limited policy influence of Legco in the executive-dominant
system before and after 1997. Nevertheless, the early 1990s did see a growing
political society, with political groups of different origins and ideologies trying
to fill various gaps in the political spectrum, and the parties in Legco beginning
to exert more political influence and effecting government policy changes. Yet
in terms of membership, organization, resource and mobilization power, many
of the parties at this stage did not go much beyond the level of the nascent
political groups of the 1980s. The growth of political parties and political society,
similar to the fate of the legislature, was arrested after 1997.

Institutional obstacles to party development after 1997

Anti-party stance

While political parties enjoyed considerable growth in Hong Kong in 1991–97,
they failed to achieve healthy institutionalization after 1997. About 15 years after
the inaugural Legco direct election, parties in Hong Kong remained weak in terms
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of resources and mobilization power. Political parties played only a minor role
in structuring political power in the HKSAR. The three major parties in Legco,
DP, DAB and LP, made up about half of the seats, with the remainder dispersed
among smaller parties/groups and independents. The parties could not lay their
hands on any executive/government posts, as the CE and his major officials were
not chosen by popular elections, and the CE never appointed members of major
parties as major officials9  and the CE even shied away from party members when
he appointed the chairpersons for major advisory committees or policy
commissions. Although the POAS introduced the chairmen of the LP and the
DAB into Exco, making them “coalition partners” of the SAR government, the
two parties never shared real executive power. The CE shied away from party
members when he appointed the chairpersons for major advisory committees or
policy commissions. In short, parties played a minimal role in state formation in
Hong Kong before and after 1997.

At the societal and organizational level, the parties were still weak in resource
and mobilizational power. The DAB boasted the best mobilizational machine, with
the support of pro-Beijing community organizations, labor unions, and China-
funded enterprises in Hong Kong. The DP had its district-level network of activists,
but over the years it saw a gradual detachment from the civil society, leading to a
decline in its mobilization power and grassroots support (see below). With its major
battlefronts in the FC elections, the LP remained very much a parliamentary or
elite party with shallow roots in society, lacking grassroots and community-level
networks. Other small parties found even less political space to grow into major
political actors. The ADPL focused heavily on constituency services in selected
strongholds, but their party organizations covered no more than a few districts.10

The HKPA has held several Legco seats via FC and EC elections from 1995 to 2004,
but it has never established a meaningful party organizations in society and was
absorbed by the DAB in 2005. The Citizens’ Party and the 123 Democratic Alliance
were passing fads which were active for no more than two years, and largely
disappeared from the political scene after 1997. (The 123 Democratic Alliance was
dissolved in 2001 for lack of funds.)

The weakness of the political parties had a lot to do with the anti-party stance
of the Chinese government. Scholars concurred that China did not want to see
vibrant party politics in Hong Kong, much less a strong ruling party (Lau and
Kuan, 2000 & 2002; Ghai, 1997; Ma and Choy, 2003a; Chu, 1995). For Beijing, a
ruling party with mass support and deep roots in society could be difficult to
control, and might nurture populist leaders who can confront the central
government by their ability to mobilize public support in Hong Kong. In the
1980s, Chinese officials in charge of Hong Kong affairs (e.g., Lu Ping) more than
once expressed reservations on developing party politics in Hong Kong. When
the Basic Law was being drafted, Beijing envisaged a non-partisan CE brokering
interests between major business and societal interests, with the civil servants still
making most of the policy decisions. The text of the Basic Law did not contain
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the term “political parties,” although it does not explicitly rule out the possibility
of parties playing a part in the SAR government.

As discussed in Chapter Four, the method of election for the CE (i.e., the
Election Committee method) was not conducive to a ruling party, much less after
it was ruled in the Chief Executive Election Ordinance that the CE could not be
a member of any party.11  Lau and Kuan (2002) saw Tung’s refusal to form his
own party as a chief reason for the “stunted” party system in Hong Kong, but it
was difficult to conceive that Tung would thwart Beijing’s grand policy and form
his own party for governing. As discussed in Chapter Four, unlike Singapore’s
omnipotent People’s Action Party that can help propagate and implement policy
and engineer mass support, the SAR government did not have any unified political
machine to cultivate societal support for government. With the system not allowing
a ruling party, the chief incentive for forming and joining political parties is gone.
People with political ambition may refrain from joining political parties and even
elections, since most power positions are by appointment, and joining political
parties will in effect jeopardize their chances of getting appointed into policy
commissions or other executive positions. Business and other large interest groups
had little incentive to make political donations to political parties, since all political
parties were minority parties in a weak legislature and had little chance of sharing
executive power. The meager resources of the parties in Hong Kong are rooted
in the relative powerlessness of the parties and the legislature. Other institutional
changes after 1997 compounded the problems of party development.

Legco electoral system

The post-1997 electoral systems for Legco hindered party development in Hong
Kong. After 1997, half of the seats in Legco were elected by functional
constituencies (FCs).12  The FCs as a method of election hurt party development
in several ways. Firstly, the franchises for most FCs were so narrow, with the
exception of a few professional sectors, that no party help was needed for
mobilization of voters. (See Table 6.1 for number of electors in FCs in the 2004
Legco election.) The support from the respective professional organizations or
chambers of commerce was more important for candidates in FC elections than
mass mobilization. Sometimes party allegiance can be a liability for FC candidates,
especially if the party platform runs counter to sectoral interests. The experience
of the LP since 1994 was a case in point. With most of its members coming from
FCs, the LP allowed its Legco members to vote against the party line if the latter
contradicted the interests of the member’s constituent sectors. This of course
adversely affected party discipline and the party identification factor. As a result,
since 1998 about half of the FC members in Legco were independents (Ma and
Choy, 2003a, pp. 55–56).
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Table 6.1  Number of electors for FCs in the 2004 election

Name No. of registered electors

1. Heung Yee Kuk * 149

2. Agriculture and Fisheries 162

3. Insurance 161

4. Transport 182

5. Education * 77,696

6. Legal * 5,073

7. Accountancy * 17,500

8. Medical * 9,356

9. Health Services * 35,442

10. Engineering * 7,252

11. Architectural, Surveying and Planning * 5,116

12. Labour 519

13. Social Welfare * 10,405

14. Real Estate and Construction 757

15. Tourism 964

16. Commercial (First) 1,077

17. Commercial (Second) 1,835

18. Industrial (First) 804

19. Industrial (Second) 499

20. Finance 154

21. Financial Services ** 644

22. Sports, Performing Arts, Culture and Publication 1,631

23. Import and Export 1,385

24. Textiles and Garment 3,894

25. Wholesale and Retail 4,063

26. Information Technology ** 4,571

27. Catering 7,786

28. District Council * 462

TOTAL 199,539

Key: Those with * have individual voting.  Those with ** partly use individual voting and partly
corporate voting. The rest use corporate voting.

Secondly, the FCs, together with the voting-by-group arrangement which
effectively allows the FC members to veto any non-governmental proposals, offers
a very good protection to the business sector. The political design under the Basic
Law guarantees ample representation of business interests, without them resorting
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to the popular route. The Election Committee’s composition guarantees business
influence on chief executive selection, the FCs guarantee Legco representation
for business interests, and the voting-by-group rule gives them the veto power over
members’ proposals. The protection is so good that the business groups in Hong
Kong had little incentive to form, donate to, sponsor or even lobby political
parties. The LP’s reluctance to participate in the direct election game partly
reflected this mentality. Their slow start made them lag behind DP and DAB in
terms of skills, resources, talent, and know-how in campaigning in popular
elections. This in turn made them adamant in defending the FCs as a major
election method for Legco, fearing that they would be wiped out if all the seats
were popularly elected (Ma and Choy, 2003a, p. 55). This created a vicious circle
for political conservatism for the pro-business politicians in Hong Kong.

Thirdly, by nature the FCs cater for and protect mostly narrow sectoral
interests. With most of the FC electorates defined by membership of designated
associations within the respective business and professional sectors, the interests
of the FC constituents were relatively homogeneous if compared to those of the
constituents of popular elections. It was relatively easy for FC-elected members
to take good care of their own sectoral interests to get re-elected. The logic of
the FC system made FC members unwilling to compromise with other Legco
members when the interests of their own sector were at stake. This weakened party
discipline and also made interest aggregation in Legco more difficult.

The Election Committee as a method of election has a similar anti-party
effect. With its 800 members drawn from a very narrow franchise of about
200,000 electors,13  and almost no venues by which these electors can hold
the EC members they elect accountable,14  the EC method promotes behind-
the-scenes, personal politics liable to corruption and manipulation (Kuan,
1999, p. 293). Exchange of support between power blocs in the EC can
determine which ten or six Legco members can be elected, without any other
part of the population or the 200,000 electors playing a part. When the LP,
DAB and HKPA strove to seize more seats in the 400- or 800-member EC in
1998 and 2000 respectively, they did not need to appeal to the population
at large. Party platforms were seldom involved in the EC campaigns, and
party labels were usually hidden in the candidates’ campaign materials in
the sectoral elections for the EC. Personal connections within the sectors
and lobbying with related sectors largely determined success, with the
respective business and professional associations playing a key role.15

It should be noted that the electoral rules for FC and EC in 1995 had a less
detrimental effect on party development. The electoral rules for the FCs and EC
under Patten’s political reform proposal gave political parties more room to
participate, mitigating the anti-party effects of these methods of election. The 1995
Legco election had the EC formed by all district board members, with the ten
EC seats elected by the DB members by a single-transferable-vote method (STV).
Since political party members took up a lot of seats in the district boards, and
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the STV method had an effect similar to proportional representation, allowing
parties to carve up the ten seats in a way roughly proportionate to their share of
seats in the district boards.16  The Patten reform also enlarged the franchise of
the new nine constituencies to all of the 2.7 million of working population in
Hong Kong. This turned the election of the nine FC seats into de facto direct
elections, although their constituencies were geographically as large as the whole
Hong Kong, divided along occupational lines. Party mobilization and
identification became vital for this kind of election. The pro-democracy
candidates, who had a stronger party identification effect, and some LP candidates
who had better territory-wide name recognition, were the big winners in the 1995
new FCs (Ma and Choy 2003b, p. 53). An alliance of DP and pro-democracy
unions managed to get four candidates elected in the nine new functional
constituencies, while the LP had three elected. Although about half of the FC
seats in 1995 were still elected by corporate voting, party candidates won 19 of
the 30 FC seats in the 1995 election.

Effect of the proportional representation system

The change of the electoral formula for the direct election part of Legco from
the single-member constituency system (SM) in 1995 to proportional
representation in 1998 surprisingly adversely affected party development in Hong
Kong. Scholars believed that the PR system better strengthens party discipline
and organization (see Hermans, 1970, p. 55; Epstein, 1980, pp. 225–6;
Czudnowski, 1975). In close-listed PR, the rank order of candidates on a party
list would determine their chances of getting elected, giving the party central or
party leaders that control candidate nomination more power vis-à-vis individual
candidates. Larger constituencies under PR also mean that individual candidates
would be more dependent on the party central for campaign resources, since
centralized campaigning enjoys the economy of scale in larger districts, and the
party label is a vital part of the campaign under PR (Farrell, 1996; Kreuzer, 2000).
Experiences in Hong Kong since 1998, however, showed that PR in Hong Kong
did not have a similar effect on party development.

For the DP, the switch to PR indirectly contributed to a rise in factionalism.
From 1998 to 2000, the “Young Turks” faction of the DP fought the
“mainstreamers” for dominance (see Ma, 2002c). Ideological differences within
the party, power ambitions of members, and personal rivalries all played some
part in the struggle, but the jockeying for higher positions on the party list under
the PR system was a major factor The change from SM to PR in 1998 first pitted
DP incumbents against one another, fighting over who should enjoy a higher rank
on the party list.(Ma, 2001 & 2002c). In the 2000 Legco election, DP candidates
from different factions struggled over party nomination and the decision to split
party lists, and fought each other for larger responsibility zones (Ma, 2002c; Choy,
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2002; Ma and Choy, 2003a). The DAB had similar, although of a smaller
magnitude, disputes over ranking, but more abundant financial resources from
the party central managed to silence the rank and file over nomination (Choy,
2002). Factionalism in the DP led to vitriolic criticisms among party members,
internal dissipation of party energy, hurt party cohesion and also led to the
quitting of many Young Turks after 2001, considerably weakening the DP.

On the whole, there were no signs that parties in Hong Kong were
strengthened after the adoption of PR in 1998. There were several reasons why
the close-listed PR in Hong Kong did not bring about better party consolidation
and centralization. Most importantly, there were no complimentary institutional
changes in the electoral system that came with the switch to PR. First of all, PR
in Hong Kong allows independents to run as individual lists, and allows political
parties to field more than one list in the same constituency. In a system whose
logic is to award parliamentary seats proportionately to party lists, the Hong Kong
system did not give political parties any legal advantage or recognition. Secondly,
the PR parameters in Hong Kong did not favor large parties. PR in Hong Kong
uses the Largest Remainder Formula and the Hare Quota, parameters that make
it easier for smaller parties to win the last seat. These parameters actually
encouraged more independents to run, as winning just 5–7% of the votes would
stand them a chance of winning the last seat. Large parties were induced to split
their lists in order to increase their chance of winning the last seat, a system effect
similar to those created by the single-non-transferable-vote system (SNTV) (see
Ma and Choy, 2003 a & b). In the 2000 and 2004 elections, both the DP and the
DAB had tried to run more than one list in selected constituencies in order to
maximize their seats, with mixed results. With splitting into another list always
an option, sometimes an option commensurate with the party’s interests, the party
center’s control on individual candidates was weakened under the Hong Kong
PR system, instead of increasing party centralization under PR as commonly
assumed.

Other institutional environments did not help. As the Legco election in Hong
Kong was partial, the party that won the most seats under the PR system would
not form the government, which took away a major incentive of voting for the
large parties under PR. The partial nature of the election dictated that the voters
would not pay as much attention to party platforms as in Western democracies,
since party platforms would not become government policies no matter how many
seats the largest parties won. This drove voters to focus more on candidate
personalities and constituency services than party labels, making campaigns in
Hong Kong more personalistic than those in European PR systems (Ma and Choy,
2003 a & b).

Under the auspices of the Election Affairs Commission, Hong Kong has had
a strange rule of “equal time” for broadcast election forums since the mid-1990s.
All the lists that run in the same constituency have to be given identical lengths
of broadcast time in broadcast election forums and broadcast election news. And
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unlike Western countries who only apply similar rules to major parties or major
candidates, the “equal time” rule in Hong Kong applies to all candidates
indiscriminately. That is, an independent who gets several hundred votes in a
constituency will have the same speech time in a forum as the candidates of the
large parties such as the DP and the DAB, who may each get 30–40% of the votes
in the constituency. The experiences of post-1997 elections showed that, with an
average of about seven candidate lists in each constituency,17  it was difficult to
have meaningful policy or political debate among major parties in election forums,
which weakened the function of party labels in election campaigns. The rule also
encouraged frivolous candidates to join the contest for their own publicity
purposes, to take advantage of the precious but free broadcast air time, which
will only trivialize policy discussions during electoral campaigns.

With Hong Kong’s small geographical size, dense population and high level
of mass media consumption, it was relatively easy for candidates to campaign in
constituencies that have a population of over a million. It made the campaign
less capital-intensive and the candidates became less dependent on the party
center for campaign resources than was the case in most Western countries that
used PR. Consequently PR in Hong Kong brought about quite personalized styles
of campaign, with parties strategizing by splitting of lists, vote division and strategic
voting, resembling elections under SNTV (Ma and Choy, 2003 a & b).

Abolition of municipal councils

The abolition of the municipal councils in 1999 was another post-1997 institutional
change that had profound effects on party development in Hong Kong. By 1995,
the Urban Council (UC) and the Regional Council (RC) were fully elected and
financially autonomous bodies that were responsible for managing cultural and
recreational affairs as well as overseeing food and environmental hygiene.
Members of both councils received a relatively decent salary that allowed them
to serve as full-time politicians. Before the abolition of the UC/RC, the DP had
24 UC/RC members, while DAB had 15, representing the cream of the parties’
next generation of political leaders. But in 1998, the SAR government decided
to recentralize power over food hygiene and cultural and recreational affairs, and
in 1999 abolished the two municipal councils. This produced restlessness among
DP local leaders, as fewer of them would be able to serve as full-time politicians
to wait for their turn to succeed the current party leaders (Ma and Leung, 2001).
This affected the DP’s leadership training and succession plans, which partly
contributed to the challenge by the Young Turks for power, and subsequently the
factional struggle within the DP in 1998–2000 (Ma, 2002c).18

The abolition of the municipal councils also meant that party politicians were
reduced to two venues for limited power: Legco and the district councils. Since
their inception in 1982, the district boards (renamed district councils in 1999)
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had been district-level advisory bodies with very limited resources. The DBs had
no real decision-making power, with limited budgets for environmental
improvement works and recreational activities at the district level. In the 1980s, they
served as a breeding ground for local politicians, who climbed the political ladder
by running for DBs, the municipal councils, and then finally Legco, during which
they gradually enlarged their constituencies and extended their services and name
recognition to a larger number of constituents. The three levels of councils became
staggered training grounds for electoral politicians. The abolition of UC/RC in 1999
took away the middle rung of this political ladder, and created a big gap in upward
mobility for electoral politicians. The problem was aggravated by the change of the
Legco electoral system to PR, which greatly increased the size of the Legco
constituency. By 2004 on average the size of a Legco constituency was 80 times the
size of a district council constituency, making it very difficult for an average district
councilor to gain name recognition in the whole Legco constituency, which severely
hurt their chance in winning in the Legco election.19

Moreover, the nature of district council elections and affairs was very different
from that of Legco. By 1999, each DC constituency had about 17,000 inhabitants,
geographically covering only several housing blocks in a densely populated urban
area. District council meetings largely discussed district-level issues such as
sanitation, transportation, or housing maintenance, and seldom discussed
territory-wide political or policy issues. District councilors spent most of their time
in constituency services, providing solutions to daily problems of people’s
livelihood. Knowledge and research on territory-wide policy issues were seldom
required or useful for a successful district councilor; toil and time were more
important. Since the district council affairs were very localized, party labels and
party platforms played only a limited role in elections. Local networks,
constituency services, patronage and clientelism played a more significant role.
This, however, was not conducive to training politicians of good caliber who could
command territory-wide popularity, with good public standing and image, and
sufficient policy knowledge for higher levels of decision-making.

Entering the 21st century, most major parties in Hong Kong faced succession
problems. By 2004, the leaders of the major parties, such as Yeung Sum, Lee Wing-
tat and Albert Ho for the DP, James Tien and Selina Chow for the LP, and Jasper
Tsang and Tam Yiu-chung for the DAB, had all been in Legco since the early 1990s
or even earlier. There were few new faces in the party leaderships. Both the DP
and the DAB had tried to promote the next generation of district councilors as
candidates in the 2004 Legco election, but most of these young councilors were
defeated. In the Kowloon East constituency, barrister Alan Leong and famous
radio talk show host Albert Cheng proved they could attract a lot of support
without long-term constituency service, and DP District Councilor Wu Chi-wai
turned out the loser in the 2004 election. This reflected the difficulty for parties
in Hong Kong in providing enough upward mobility for younger aspirants, as
the windows of opportunity were very narrow. The lack of a steady supply of young
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talent or changeover of personnel in parties severely weakened their recruitment,
which in turn made it even more difficult to attract political participation through
parties.

Detachment of civil society from political society

Lau and Kuan (2000) attributed the weakness of the Hong Kong political parties
to their “foundation moment.” To them, political parties in Hong Kong were
products of the uncertainty during the transition that started in the 1980s, which
made the issue of democratization and the attitude to the Chinese government
the predominant dividing issue or cleavage between the political parties. As a
result, socio-economic issues became less relevant in Hong Kong’s party formation,
disabling the parties’ abilities to establish deep roots in society by mobilizing social
and economic cleavages. As a result political parties depend on “cognitive
mobilization” (Kuan and Lau, 2002b) to mobilize their supporters.

Although this “foundation moment” argument served very well to explain
the nature and origins of political parties in Hong Kong, it would be a too
simplistic explanation for the lack of social roots of political parties in Hong Kong.
First of all, it has been shown that the democracy movement in the 1980s, as a
continuation of the social movement since the 1970s, enjoyed considerable
support from the civil society. Secondly, not a few parties in nascent democracies
relied mostly on political, nationalist or ideological symbols and slogans to
mobilize support, without much reference to social and economic problems, but
they could still mobilize social support and establish links with society. The
foundation moment argument thus was insufficient to explain the lack of deep
social roots of parties in Hong Kong. There were both institutional and ideological
reasons for the political parties’ shallow roots in society.

The pro-democracy parties in Hong Kong have seen a gradual detachment
from the civil society since the 1990s. As discussed above, many of the pro-
democracy leaders started their political careers as grassroots movement leaders
and enjoyed relatively good support from grassroots and civil groups in the 1980s.
In the 1990s, when these leading social movement leaders (e.g., Szeto Wah and
Lau Chin-shek) entered Legco through direct election, it took away a group of
top social movement leaders from civil society. It also created a gap between the
civil society and the elected councilors. As Lui (1994) pointed out, there was an
inherent conflict between the roles of pressure groups and of electoral politicians.
The pressure groups or civil society groups stressed spontaneity, mobilization, and
were generally anti-establishment. Political parties and electoral politicians were
in general more inclined towards compromise, wanted organized participation,
and largely saw grassroots organizations as vehicles of electoral mobilization.

The political inclinations of the younger generation of activists also began
to change. Choy et al. (1998) pointed out that student movements in Hong Kong
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after the 1989 Tiananmen crackdown tended to focus on particularistic issues and
not the general political scene. Affected by civil society theories of movement,
this new generation of student activists saw the preservation of an autonomous
public sphere outside the political establishment as vital and central to the
democratic development and social movements in Hong Kong. They also had
an inherent distrust of party politicians, seeing them as part of the establishment
and not of the civil society. The new student activists were generally repugnant
to the “boring” and formalistic participation in the formal political channels (i.
e., parties, elections, or elected councils). This younger generation of activists
became the backbone of many small social movement groups and NGOs in the
civil society in the 1990s, most notably in environmental groups, cultural groups,
feminist groups, and gay and lesbian groups. They focused more on post-
materialist values and had much sympathy for the underprivileged, and preferred
to distance themselves from the formal political institutions, including the political
parties and the legislative councilors. To them, political parties were electoral
machines intent on seizing political power, and could act against the true interests
of the publics in the civil society. They also believed that electoral politicians could
and would sacrifice interests of the underprivileged communities in their quest
for the populist vote. The young activists were also unhappy that the older
generation of leaders, many of whom had become elected councilors, had
dominated the agendas of social and democracy movements since the 1990s. They
preferred a more pluralistic interpretation of social movement and a more
diversified movement agenda.20

What evolved were two different logics of democracy movement and social
movement. The new generation of civil groups stressed spontaneity, equality in
participation, and empowerment of the concerned publics. The mainstream
democrats, now party politicians, saw their main task as a political and ideological
struggle against an omnipotent Chinese party-state and the SAR government as
its proxy, with most of their energy and resources spent on parliamentary work,
electioneering, and party administration. The new civil groups, in contrast,
preferred more ad hoc forms of participation and coordination, abhorred
bureaucratization and formalism, and were more single-issue-oriented and anti-
establishment. They saw themselves as part of the civil society, which was
responsible for enlarging an autonomous public space and to monitor those in
power (including the democrats elected into Legco). They were wary of
cooperating too closely with the political parties, fearing that they would be
absorbed by the political parties and became part of their electoral machines,
losing the autonomy of the civil society. Moreover, as the political system was only
partly democratic, and the parties were unable to effect real policy changes in
Legco, the civil groups thought it was not worthwhile to concentrate all the
resources of the social movements on the electoral and parliamentary arenas.

A similar gap, though maybe not of ideological origins, appeared at the
district level. The democrats enjoyed considerable support from residential
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associations, including mutual-aid committees (MACs) in public housing estates,
when they started their political careers in the local elections in the 1980s.21  When
party competition between the democrats and the conservatives became more
intense, the democrats wanted to build up their own support networks in the
localities, instead of relying on the voluntary support from the residential
associations. This naturally created conflicts with the associations, who were not
always willing to serve as part of the electoral machines of the parties (Lui, 1994).
When party competition at the district level became increasingly intense in the
1990s, the richer resources of the pro-Beijing DAB enabled it to entice more
support from residential associations by building their local patron-client networks.
While many democrats started their election careers in public housing estates in
the 1980s, after the 1990s the conservatives began to get the upper hand there.

This widening gap between civil groups and political parties gradually led to
a “hollowing out” of the democracy movement in the 1990s. Mobilization from
civil society in support of the pro-democracy parties weakened in the 1990s (Sing,
1996b, 2003). This partially contributed to the low mobilization power of the pro-
democracy parties after the onset of direct elections to Legco since 1991. It was
also part of the reason for the decline in support for some pro-democracy
candidates in Legco elections, most notably for the DP in the 2000 election (Ma,
2001) and beyond.

One would argue that the pro-democracy parties had little luck in fighting
for the interests of the civil society groups because they were in the opposition.
This implied that the coalition partners of the government under POAS, namely
the DAB and the LP, should play a better role in bridging the gap between the
government and societal groups. It was also well documented that the pro-Beijing
DAB was much stronger in terms of mobilization power if compared with the pro-
democracy parties (Ma, 2001). However, more detailed analysis showed that while
the DAB had close relations with both pro-Beijing mass organizations and local
residential associations, it did not play a strong role in channeling the demands
of these groups to the government.

Horizontally, the DAB was linked with other pro-Beijing mass organizations
including the Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions (HKFTU), the New
Territories Association of Societies (NTAS), the Kowloon Federation of
Associations (KFA), the Hong Kong Island Federation of Associations (HKIF),
the Federation of Hong Kong Guangdong Community Organizations (FHKGCO),
and the like. These federations are usually alliances of smaller mass organizations,
all under the guidance and control of the Hong Kong Work Committee (HKWC)
of the CCP in Hong Kong (see Table 6.2). Quite a few of the DAB members or
leaders were also members and leaders of these pro-Beijing mass organizations.
During election time, these groups formed a coherent mobilization network. The
HKWC would mobilize voter registration, coordinate candidates in the pro-Beijing
camp, formulate campaign strategies, and supervise the campaigns in different
constituencies (Lo, Yu and Wan, 2002, p. 154). The HKFTU, with 300,000
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members by 2004, and other mass organizations, together with numerous China-
funded enterprises in Hong Kong ensured their members voted for pro-Beijing
candidates and supplied abundant manpower and other resources for the DAB
during campaigns.

Table 6.2  Background of pro-Beijing mass organizations

FTU NTAS KFA HKIF FHKGCO

No. of More than More than More than About More than
members 310,000 70,000 30,000 25,000 100, 000

No. of 173 128 43 121 179
affiliated
groups

Founding 1948 1985 1997 1999 1996
year

Major Working class Community Community People and Guangdong
working groups in groups in groups in the communities
targets New Kowloon Hong Kong in Hong Kong

Territories Island;

Source: Kwong (2004, p.62).

Key:
FTU : Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions
NTAS: New Territories Association of Societies
KFA: Kowloon Federation of Associations
HKIF: Hong Kong Island Federation of Associations
FHKGCO: Federation of Hong Kong Guangdong Community Organizations

Yet the linkages between the mass organizations and the DAB did not
resemble those between interest groups and political parties in the West.
Organizationally these mass organizations were parallel to the DAB, rather than
subservient. The mass organizations were responsible for the “work on the masses”
(𡡷眾工作), and the DAB was the electioneering machine. During election time
the DAB took the lead because it was their battlefield, but they were in no
commanding position. The mass organizations would engineer top-down
mobilization of their members, and provided manpower and other resources to
help in the campaigns (Kwong, 2004). The mass organizations did not rely on
the DAB to channel their interests, since if they had their grievances or demands,
they had their own channels to reach the establishment and the SAR and Central
Governments. In this light, DAB and these pro-Beijing mass organizations formed
part of a societal mobilization network, orchestrated by the Central Government
Liaison Office or HKWC, but did not form a vertical linkage of state-party-group
as commonly assumed in Western literature. It was more a top-down transmission-
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belt like relationship, as the network was used for mobilizing support for
government policies and electioneering rather than for channeling of grassroots
interests to the government.

The DAB was renowned for having good links with and enjoying good
support from residential organizations. Some of these of course were of leftist
origins, such as Kwun Tong Resident Association (觀塘民眾聯誼會) and the East
Kowloon Residents Committee(東九龍居民聯會). Kwong (2004) showed that DAB
made a lot of effort to set up or infiltrate mutual-aid committees and owners’
corporations in various districts. Many of the non-politically-inclined residential
groups chose to affiliate with or support the DAB during election time because
it could provide a lot of funding to subsidize local welfare and recreational
activities. By a questionnaire survey of district-based groups in the Tseung Kwan
O district, Kwong (2004) showed that while these residential associations had
extensive links with the political parties, they mostly asked them for administrative
help, legal advice or financial assistance. While the DAB councilors also helped
to reflect their opinions to government officials, it was mostly about district-level
affairs and they seldom touched on territory-wide policy issues.

The ability of DAB to aggregate social interests was also somewhat hampered
by its pro-government position. The DAB was in an embarrassing position in the
political system. Out of political loyalty to Beijing it was obliged to support the
SAR government on important policy matters. However, it did not share real
executive power in terms of cabinet positions, nor were they actively engaged in
the policy-making process. They were also loath to take confrontational actions
to oppose government policies and decisions, which in some cases meant that
they failed to answer the demands of civil society groups.

Abortive party institutionalization in Hong Kong

About 15 years after the first partial popular election in Legco, political parties
in Hong Kong were still under-developed, disabling it from serving as a major
institution that bridges the gap between state and civil society, plays the role of
interest aggregation and trains and attracts political talents. As discussed in
Chapter Four, the absence of a strong ruling party deprived the SAR government
of a governing machinery for execution of its policies, weakening effective
governance. The shallow roots of parties in society, and the low legitimacy of the
political parties in the eyes of the public, also means that political parties in Hong
Kong could not effectively mitigate conflicts between the state and the civil society.

Mainwaring (1999, p. 25) defined an institutionalized party system as one in
which actors develop expectations and behavior based on the belief that the
fundamental contours of party competition will prevail into the foreseeable future.
He defined four dimensions of party system institutionalization: (1) stability; (2)
strong roots in society; (3) legitimacy; (4) non-personalistic parties (Mainwaring,
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1999, pp. 26–27). Judging from these criteria, by 2004 the party system in Hong
Kong enjoyed relative stability but was weak in legitimacy and had shallow roots
in society. If we take the attitude to democratization as the major political cleavage
dividing the parties in Hong Kong (Ma, 2002b), then in the past 15 years a two-
bloc system was largely in place in Hong Kong. For the five legislative elections
in Hong Kong since 1991, the relative vote shares of the two major political camps
largely remained stable (see Table 6.3). The relative influence of the parties/
political groupings in the legislature, however, changed quite a bit over time. In
1991–95, a conservative plus pro-business alliance took up about 60% of the seats,
with the democrats controlling another one-third. In 1995–97, Legco mostly
resembled a two-party system, with the democrats and the conservatives each
taking up about half of the seats. From 1998–2004, the pro-government
conservatives took up a majority of about 32–34 seats in Legco, with the democrats
occupying about one-third of the seats. After the 2004 election, the democrats
gained more seats but still were in the minority, with the pro-government
legislators having a bare majority.

Table 6.3  Vote shares of pro-democracy and pro-Beijing/
conservative candidates, 1991–2004

Pro-democracy Moderates/ independents Conservative/pro-Beijing

1991 64.68% 10.03% 25.27%

1995 61.48% 3.28% 35.23%

1998 64.43% 4.57% 31.00%

2000 57.16% 8.42% 34.42%

2004 60.6% 2.08% 37.3%

Source: Author’s own calculation.

The change in the influence of the respective blocs throughout the years was
not so much a result of change in public opinion or vote shares of the parties,
but because of the changes in electoral rules and institutional powers of Legco.
Constant institutional flux related to the electoral and legislative institutions
hindered party institutionalization in Hong Kong. Parties needed to constantly
adapt their internal organizations, campaign strategies and policy positions to the
shifting Legco institutions and electoral methods. As discussed above, the
institutional changes after 1997 indirectly hampered party development and
brought a more fragmented party system in the legislature, instead of enhancing
party institutionalization.

Political parties as an institution suffered from declining public legitimacy
after 1997. Opinion polls showed that among the major political institutions in
Hong Kong, political parties had the lowest public confidence. In a poll in 2003,
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Table 6.4  Public confidence towards various political institutions

Percentage of respondents expressing confidence in named institution

Institution March Sept. Feb. Oct. March
2001 2001 2002 2002 2003

Courts 64.1 68.7 70.6 71.1 71.4

Civil service 61.2 46.5 53.7 47.9 46.4

Legco 53.8 46.7 51.2 43.5 45.8

The executive 55.5 44.8 48.9 40.2 41.8

Political parties 30.0 28.4 27.9 29.7 29.8

Source: Lingnan University, Opinion Survey on Public Attitude to Government and Political
Organizations, March 2003, http://www.ln.edu.hk/pgp/pdf/RP03C1(3).pdf, last
accessed September 23, 2004.

only 29.8% of interviewees expressed confidence in political parties, compared
to 71.4% for the courts, 46.4% for the civil service, 45.8% for the legislature, and
41.8% for the executive.22  This series of polls, which had been conducted since
2001, showed consistently that political parties had the lowest public confidence
among the five major political institutions (see Table 6.4). Elsewhere I depicted
this loss of public confidence in political parties (and the legislature as well) as
the “Weimar Syndrome” (Ma, 2001, p. 572).23  Under the constraint of the Basic
Law, with the policy influence of Legco much curtailed after 1997, the political
parties in the weakened Legco were not able to effect policy changes. Amidst the
economic downturn since 1998, the Hong Kong public saw only partisan struggles
within a fragmented legislature, with much acrimonious mutual criticisms but few
deeds to improve the economy, leading to a quick loss of public confidence in
the political parties as an institution.

Although the “decline of parties” is regarded a global trend, especially in
Western democracies, the low legitimacy and lack of organized social support for
parties in Hong Kong was still striking. Cultural theorists would explain the lack
of societal support by public suspicion against parties and the low level of public
participation in Hong Kong (Lau, 1992).24  This author argues that there were
historical, structural and institutional factors for the parties’ shallow roots in Hong
Kong society. Historically, the rise of mass parties in Europe was a response to
the extension of the franchise to the working class. The enfranchisement of the
sizeable working class in the industrialized era dictated that the party formation
would be defined by class cleavages in the industrial democracies (Rokkan, 1970;
Daalder, 2002; Puhle, 2002; Katz and Mair, 2002). The expansion of the franchise
in interwar Europe meant that raw numbers became a valuable resource in
campaigns, and elaborate organization as in mass parties became a necessity (Katz
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and Mair, 2002, p. 117). The postwar years gradually saw the rise of the “catch-
all” parties, as a result of the blurring of social divisions and class cleavages due
to occupational and geographical mobility (Katz and Mair, 2002, p. 121; Puhle,
2002, p. 73). The gradual waning of class divisions in post-industrial societies, and
the pragmatic realities of governing, drove parties to cater for interests of a wider
range of groups and classes.

The historical environment around party formation in Hong Kong was
different. By the time parties were formed because of the introduction of
competitive elections in the early 1990s, Hong Kong was already in the post-
industrial age. The manufacturing industries, once the driving force of Hong
Kong’s economic take-off, were moving or had moved north of the border, with
the service sector becoming the dominant sector in the Hong Kong economy.
The enfranchisement of the whole Hong Kong population, while enabling
grassroots voices to be better represented, was the result of decolonization and
not because of a class movement from below. The small geographical size, high
level of mass media consumption, and the rapid flow of information in Hong
Kong all made it less imperative to form mass parties resembling those in Western
Europe during the industrial age. Political parties were largely able to compete
with each other and survive as cadre parties in a post-industrial society, without
elaborate party organization or mass membership. The political climate in the
late 1980s, especially after the 1989 Tiananmen crackdown, dictated that attitude
to the Chinese government and democratization, and not class, would be the
dominant cleavage among political parties in Hong Kong. The “foundation
moment” of the parties, and the limited nature of the Legco elections, pre-
determined that party platforms on social and economic issues would not be the
main determinant of electoral success (Lau and Kuan, 2000).

Party development in Hong Kong was at least unfortunate in this respect. In
the course of development of political parties in Hong Kong, voters were unable
to see the true functions of political parties in an operating democracy, in terms
of interest aggregation, providing true policy choices through elections, nurturing
political talent, and delivering governance. The voters easily saw the negative side
of party politics: the general inability of parties to offer policy solutions to real-
life problems, relentless bickering and ideological partisan struggles between
parties, factional and power struggles within parties, and scandals involving party
leaders and politicians. In a society which initially viewed them with skepticism,
it was very easy for the public to lose confidence in political parties in the partially
democratic system of Hong Kong.

Institutionally, the limited and protracted nature of the democratization of
Hong Kong also led to the detachment of the civil society from the political
society. A protracted democratic transition was likely to bring about debates and
divisions on strategies within the democracy movement (Ma, 2002c & 2003b;
Gillespie, 1995). To the pro-democracy civil groups, the limited nature of the
democratic opening since the 1980s means that close connections with the
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political parties could not guarantee that their interests would be effectively
channeled and reflected into the establishment, and that government policies
can be changed through institutionalized channels. They thus considered it
unwise to indulge all their movement energies into the parliamentary arena, and
preferred to stay away from the political society. The parties and community
groups in the pro-Beijing camp worked in traditional transmission-belt manner,
which also failed to provide a bridge between Hong Kong’s state and society. Thus
the political society was unable to play its mediating role in post-colonial Hong
Kong.
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P A R T  C

Civil Society and Democratization
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CIVIL SOCIETY IS ONE OF the most popular concepts in
contemporary social science. The study of civil society, and its
relations with democratic development, has been in vogue in the
past few decades. Historically the struggle for civil society in
Europe went hand in hand with the struggle for a market
economy, from medieval times continuing through to the recent
struggles in Eastern Europe. Both civil society and market
economy were seen as vital public spheres that can be
autonomous from the state, constraining state power and
protecting civilian autonomy, and thus vital for democratic society
(see Arato, 1981, Keane, 1988). Hence, conceptually, civil society
is the sociological counterpart of the market in the economic
sphere, and of democracy in the political sphere (White, 2004,
p. 6). The idea of civil society functioned as a counter-image of
the state, an “embodiment of social virtue confronting political
vice, the realm of freedom versus the realm of coercion, of
participation versus hierarchy, pluralism versus conformity,
spontaneity versus manipulation, purity versus corruption”
(White, 2004, p. 7). As a realm of organized social life that is
open, voluntary, self-generating, autonomous from the state, and
bounded by a set of shared rules, the civil society stands between
the state and the private (Diamond, 1999, p. 221). It is different
from the private domain in that it is concerned with public ends,
that it relates to the state in some ways but do not seek control
of state power (Diamond, 1999, p. 223).

Scholars of democratization stressed the role of the civil
society in democratization. A growing and strong civil society
alters the balance of power between state and society, disciplines
and monitors the state, redefines the rules of the political game
along democratic lines, and acts as an intermediary between state
and society (White, 2004, pp. 13–15; Diamond, 1999, p. 239).
O’Donnell and Schmitter’s (1986) seminal study on democratic
transition saw the “resurrection of civil society,” leading to a
mobilization from below, as a crucial factor in forcing
authoritative openings in many third-wave cases. In democratizing
societies, the civil society can supplement the role of political
parties in stimulating political participation, increasing political
efficacy and promoting democratic citizenship (Diamond, 1999,
p. 242). It helps to inculcate tolerance, willingness to
compromise, and respect for opposition viewpoints, all deemed
vital attitudes and values to a functioning democracy. A mature
civil society is thus also vital for democratic consolidation in any
polity.
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It would be naïve to believe that an autonomous and vibrant
civil society will easily bring about a democratic political regime.
O’Donnell and Schmitter (1986) were the first ones to point out
that without divisions among the incumbent elites, it was
impossible for the civil society, no matter how strong it was, to
force open an authoritarian regime with unified incumbents
intent on suppression. Kamrava and O’Mora (1998) claimed that
for civil society to play an important role in democratization, the
civil society organizations (CSOs) must be operated
democratically, must complement their issue-related demands
with demands for political democracy, and they need to gain
power by horizontal linkages between CSOs. For CSOs to
perform its democracy-building function, they must be internally
democratic, must not be maximalist or uncompromising, or use
undemocratic methods. They also have to have a certain level of
organizational institutionalization, since associational life
according to shared rules is the crux of civil society (Kamrava and
O’Mora, 1998; Diamond, 1999). The above discussions draw our
attention to the possibility of “uncivil” elements in the civil society
(Whitehead, 2004); associations autonomous from the state do
not necessarily breed civility. It also shows that the nature,
capacity, and institutional configuration of CSOs can be a vital
factor that determines the impact of civil society on
democratization.

On the other hand, civil society is always under pressure from
both the intrusive state and traditional particularism (Whitehead,
2004, p. 37). A non-democratic state will try to impose its own
structure of interest representation onto society, and try to
encroach upon this autonomous space.1  The civil society as a
public sphere needs to constantly defend itself against these
encroachments to maintain its autonomy and vibrancy. The
boundary and autonomy of the civil society thus is constantly
negotiated and re-negotiated between state and society. To civil
society theorists, the struggle to enlarge the public sphere is part
and parcel of the political struggle against the state in building
a democratic society.

Hong Kong was a special case of a high level of development
of civil society without culminating in a democratic political
regime (Whitehead, 2004, p. 31). For years Hong Kong has been
regarded as one of the freest market economies in the world, with
civil liberties rivaling those of Western countries, and having one
of the freest media in the region. Yet this free civil society has
not been able to effect democratization in Hong Kong in the past
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20 years. To understand the state-society relationship in Hong
Kong, we need to look at how the non-democratic state in Hong
Kong handles its relationship with civil society, how the civil
society negotiates its relationship with the state, and how these
relationships in turn affect democratic development in Hong
Kong.

*  *  *

Chapter Seven discusses various forces, some engineered by the
state, that served to encroach upon the civil society in Hong Kong
in recent years. Chapter Eight discusses how the civil society
organizations attempted to resist the encroachments, and their
efforts in effecting reforms and enlargement of their public space.
The experience after 1997 shows that the civil society
organizations in Hong Kong were divided and weak in horizontal
linkage. They were relatively good at self-defense against
encroachments from the state, but weak in organizing progressive
reforms. Occasionally they were successful in staging large-scale
movements such as the campaign against Article 23, but there
were severe limitations to their forming a coalition to push more
fundamental reforms. It shows that the existence of public space
does not necessarily bring about sophisticated organization of
civil society, and autonomy does not guarantee propensity to
effect political and social change.
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C H A P T E R  S E V E N

Encroachments on Civil Society

IF AN AUTONOMOUS AND STRONG civil society can check the arbitrary power of an
authoritarian state, in the process of which increasing the likelihood of changing
an authoritarian regime, it is inconceivable that the non-democratic governments
will not do something against it. It is common for autocrats to restrict civil liberties,
deny space for public discussions, and harness media freedom. In this light we
should expect, with the Central Government and the SAR government unwilling
to grant full democracy in the short to medium term, the SAR state would devise
means to limit the growth and activities of the civil society.

Hong Kong is special in this respect, however. First of all, the Basic Law
guarantees the full set of civil liberties. The international community sees the
preservation of various freedoms of Hong Kong as the major benchmark by which
they judge if the principle of “one country, two systems,” and hence the promises
in the Sino-British Joint Declaration, is being upheld. Economic freedom, freedom
of information and press freedom are also seen as vital advantages of Hong Kong
over other cities in the region, including over mainland cities, serving the basic
economic goals of both the SAR and Central Governments. Secondly, the Basic
Law does promise a gradual progression to full democracy in Hong Kong, no
matter how slow it is, which accords much legitimacy to democratic values. This
is different from other non-democracies (e.g., military dictatorships or communist
regimes) which can dismiss democracy or freedom as Western constructs that are
not suitable for the host society. Thirdly, Hong Kong did not have a strong
tradition of state-led penetration into society during the colonial era. Although
state control over society existed in various forms, the colonial state seldom acted
pro-actively to transform the Hong Kong society, and non-intervention was hailed
as one of the most important governing virtues and principles of the colonial state
(Goodstadt, 2004, pp. 12–13). Many in Hong Kong and elsewhere believe that
the various freedoms of Hong Kong are the pillars of its success, and the
government should leave the people (and hence the civil society) alone for Hong
Kong to continue its successful course.
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This of course does not mean those in power in Hong Kong do not want to
rein in the civil society. They only have to do it in a subtler way. They want Hong
Kong to maintain its outlook as a capitalist haven with the full set of civil liberties
being respected. They need to show that the SAR government and the Central
Government are in principle supportive of democracy and further
democratization, and tolerant of political opposition, press criticisms, and all
peaceful dissidence. But they do want to constrain the civil society to forestall
challenges to the state, and to weaken the political and social forces that push
reforms against the government’s wishes. This chapter discusses attempts to
control, limit and encroach on the civil society, some of which originated from
the SAR state. By discussing only the mass media, civil liberties, and the control
on civil society organizations (CSOs), the list of control mechanisms is never
meant to be complete. It only provides a spectacle through which readers can
catch a glimpse of the state-society relations in Hong Kong.

The mass media battlefront

Colonial legacy

 Any serious study on Hong Kong’s media in early colonial years will reveal that
its reputation as a free press haven was overstated. As early as in the nineteenth
century, journalists William Tarrant and George Ryder were jailed on charges of
criminal libel after reporting on government corruption (Cheung K.Y., 2000, p.
191). While the Chinese-language press in the early colonial era was mostly
concerned with news and affairs in China, the colonial government worried that
the nationalistic sentiments might spark anti-colonialism feelings and threaten
he r rule (Cheung, A.S.Y., 2003). The colonial government had in place quite a
few draconian laws that could be used to curb press freedom.1  Writing in 1972,
Shen (1972, p. 31) counted as many as 30 laws that could be used against the
media, laws that gave the authorities sweeping powers to control, search and
punish news organizations for publishing articles deemed seditious or anti-
government. For the most part of colonial history, these laws were seldom used,
and in the very few cases in which they were used, they were used against the
leftist press.2  Most took this as proof that the colonial government had a lenient
and tolerant attitude towards political dissent. In reality, the government had been
keeping a keen eye on any traces of political movements, speeches and
publications that sought to challenge colonial rule. Political attacks or propaganda
against the government or colonialism were not welcomed, and other than the
leftist press the Hong Kong media largely stayed away from such practices before
the 1980s.
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Hong Kong enjoyed its reputation of press freedom largely because of the
presence in the postwar years of a full spectrum of newspapers with very different
ideological positions. The papers ranged from the “ultrarightist” or KMT-
sponsored papers including the Hongkong Times (Xianggang Sibao) to the
“ultraleftist” or CCP-sponsored press including the Ta Kung Pao and Wen Wei Po.
Newspapers in Hong Kong before the 1980s were mostly divided along the KMT-
CCP cleavage, with ideological struggles between papers of the two camps
dominating the front pages. The ideological nature of the press actually made
the job of the colonial government easier, as most of the media and public
attention was directed to a political struggle outside Hong Kong. The colonial
government was usually tolerant about criticisms against the Chinese government
and/or against the CCP and KMT, but both the ultraleftist and ultrarightist press
were under close political surveillance (Chan and Lee, 1991a, p. 7; Lee and Chan,
1990).

The colonial government controlled the media largely by co-optation and
by controlling news flow through the Government Information Service (GIS)
(Chan and Lee, 1991a). Prominent publishers of influential pro-government
newspapers were rewarded with British medals of honor. A handful of mainstream
papers which had a pro-KMT slant at the time could carry official advertisements
while others were denied the advantage. Both the ultraleftist and the ultrarightist
press were marginalized in terms of access to government information and
material rewards (Chan and Lee, 1991a). On the other hand, the GIS orchestrated
the dissemination of government information in order to shape public opinion.
The GIS’s news division would release a Daily News Bulletin to the press, its publicity
division coordinated government public opinion campaigns, while the public
relations division would monitor public opinion and respond to public complaints
(Lee and Chan, 1990, p. 129). The GIS also used closed-door briefings to release
government information to selected reporters. A lack of professionalism,
understaffing in most papers, and an urge to maintain a good relationship with
the government all made newspapers more than happy to duplicate government
press releases as their own stories. For example, the Wah Kiu Yat Pao, a pro-KMT
paper with long tradition, reserved half a page daily to print GIS releases disguised
as news (Lee and Chan, 1990, p. 130). The GIS releases, of course, were mostly
positive messages about the government’s policies and deeds.

State-media relationship in the pre-1980s era thus was a case of controlled
pluralism. As long as the media focused their attention on mainland or Taiwan
affairs, the ideological skirmishes among themselves were of no moment to the
colonial government. The press was largely free to report on social and economic
news in Hong Kong, but criticisms against colonialism were scarce because of legal
control or self-censorship, and the government could more or less ensure that
the mainstream media would fall into line with the government. On the whole,
the media did not fulfill its watchdog function very well before the 1980s.
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Media in transition

Things began to change in the 1980s as various political, economic and industrial
changes began to reshape the Hong Kong media environment. Politically, the
Sino-British negotiations politicized the Hong Kong population. News on Hong
Kong’s future political development took on prime importance. Accompanied
by the rise of a Hong Kong identity among the local populace since the 1970s,
the media was firmly “localized.” It was no longer possible for the government to
divert people’s attention to affairs in China proper, as the political and cultural
transition had fixated Hong Kong people onto news on Hong Kong. Politicization,
decolonization and democratization also mean that the colonial government no
longer had a monopoly of news sources as various new political players began to
compete for media attention and public opinion support. The democracy
movement brought social activists, political groups and elected politicians into
the picture. With many of them learning their trades from the pressure group
movement in the 1970s, these new politicians were more than willing to challenge
colonial rule and government policy, and were adept at attracting media attention
by collective action. North of the border, the Chinese government was also actively
trying to co-opt the Hong Kong media and the NCNA or HKMWC under Xu
Jiatun did not fail to include the media sector in their united front. Xu reached
out to media people of different ideological persuasions, threw banquets and
offered gifts, appealed to patriotism and appointed them into various co-optational
mechanisms to build relations with the press (Chan and Lee, 1991a, pp. 57–61).
Table 7.1 shows a list of media bosses or top executives that were included in pre-
1997 PRC-appointed co-optation mechanisms since the 1980s.

The rise of these new players and the enhanced level of professionalism of
local journalists (see below) made it much more difficult for the colonial
government to control the Hong Kong media. The major publicity problem for
the government during the transition was that the issues were more complex,
more political and more international, with alternative sources of information,
opinion and interpretation from other actors (Lee and Chan, 1990, p. 134). The
GIS also lost credibility during the Sino-British negotiations, as many of the
government positions and promises briefed to the media through GIS were later
proved inaccurate when Britain repeatedly retreated in their bargains with the
Chinese government. The mainstream media that mostly toed the government’s
line during the negotiations felt betrayed and began to distance themselves from
the GIS starting from the mid-1980s (Lee and Chan, 1990, p. 134; Chan and Lee,
1991a, pp. 47–8).

Rapid changes in the media industry took place roughly at the same time as
the onset of the political transition. Decades of economic take-off in Hong Kong
have brought a more affluent society, and the vast audience of the mass media
has made it a lucrative business. Some aggressive media bosses turned family
businesses of yesteryear into large corporations. They diversified their businesses,



Encroachments on Civil Society 167Table 7.1  Major media owners and executives in China’s co-optation web (before 1997)

Name Position Titles

Cha, Louis Founder of Ming Pao Group BLCC, BLDC, PC

Chang Wan-fung Former Deputy editor-in-chief and Hon. BLCC, CPPCC
Director, Wen Wei Po (1993–98), SC

Chiu Te-ken, Deacon Director, Asia Television AA, CPPCC (1988–93)

Chow Yei-ching Director, Television Broadcasts Ltd. SC

Fei Yi-min Former Publisher, Ta Kung Pao BLDC, NPC (1988–93),
CPPCC (1988–93)

Fong, Mona Deputy Chairperson, Television SC
Broadcasts Ltd.

Griffin Nick Former Principal reporter, Television BLCC
Broadcasts Ltd.

Ho Man-fat Publisher, Sing Pao (1939–2000) BLCC

Ho Sai-chu Director, Tin Tin Daily News (1985–1987) CPPCC (1993–98), SC

Ho Ting-kwan Director and General Manager, BLCC
Television Broadcasts Ltd.

Hu Chu-jen Editor-in-chief, Pai Hsing Semimonthly BLCC

Kuok Hock-nien Chairman, South China Morning Post HKAA
(1993–97)

Lee Cho-jat Chairperson, Hong Kong Commercial CPPCC (1993–98),
Newspaper Co. Ltd. PC, SC

Lee Tse-chung Former Publisher, Wen Wai Pao (–1989) CPPCC (1988–93)

Ma Lik Deputy Publisher, Hong Kong Commercial HKAA
Daily (1997–)

Poon Chun-leung Former Editor-in-chief, Sing Tao Man BLCC
(Evening) Pao

Pun Chiu-yin Former Assistant General Manager, BLCC
Commercial Radio

Shaw Run-run Chairperson, Television Broadcasts Ltd. AA, SC

Shum, Choi-sang General Manager, Wah Kiu Yat Pao AA, BLCC, SC
(1985–1995)

Sze, Cheung-pang Consultant, Hong Kong Commercial Daily CPPCC (1993–98), SC

Tsang, Tak-sing Former Chief Editor, Ta Kung Pao AA, NPC (1993–98),
PC, SC

Tsui Sze-man Publisher, Mirror Monthly (1997–) AA, BLCC, CPPCC
(1978–), PC, SC

Wai Kee-shun Publisher, Tin Tin Daily News (1961–1977) NPC (1993–, SC

Wong Guo-hua Publisher, Ta Kung Pao CPPCC

Wong Wai-sing Former Secretary, Asia Television Ltd. BLCC

Wong Yat-huen Former Program officer, RTHK BLCC

Woo Kwong-ching, Founding Chairman, Hong Kong HKAA
   Peter Cable Television Limited

Key:
BLDC: Basic Law Drafting Committee
BLCC: Basic Law Consultative Committee
PC: Preparatory Committee of the HKSAR
SC: Selection Committee for the First Government of the HKSAR
HKAA: Hong Kong Affairs Adviser
NPC: Hong Kong Deputies to the National People’s Congress
CPPCC: Hong Kong Members of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference.
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floated their media companies on the stock exchange, and built up their own
media conglomerates. The Sing Tao Group was listed in the stock market in 1986,
the Oriental Press Group in 1987, South China Morning Post in 1990, while the
Ming Pao Enterprise Corporation was listed in 1991 (Fung, 2003, p. 80). Many
began to extend their businesses into non-media dealings and transformed from
a single-medium firm into cross-media conglomerates, and expanded their
business to outside Hong Kong.

While the commercialization of the Hong Kong media brought extra cash
and opportunities, it also induced fierce competition. Before the 1990s, the prices
of all Chinese newspapers were fixed by the Newspapers Society of Hong Kong
as a cartel, which would also work out cooperation agreements with distributors
and retailers’ associations. With a steadily growing advertising revenue, the less
popular papers could survive by carving out a minor portion of the market under
the cartel. Newspapers who tried to deviate from the cartel practices and set their
own prices would be denounced and boycotted by the Newspaper Society and
the distributors.3  However, with increased localization of the tastes of the Hong
Kong reader, some of the traditional newspapers, especially the pro-KMT press,
began to fade out. The Kung Sheung Yat Pao, a very popular pro-KMT paper in
the 1950s and 1960s, folded in 1984. The KMT-funded Hong Kong Times followed
suit in 1993.4

The media market entered an era of consolidation in the 1990s, and the
launching of the Apple Daily in 1995 fundamentally changed Hong Kong’s media
ecology. The Apple Daily first broke the cartel rules by cutting its price to two
dollars per copy, ignoring the five-dollar price set by the Newspaper Society. It
led to a partial boycott of the distributors, but because Apple Daily was so popular,
the distributors chose to distribute the paper later. The dawning of the Apple Daily
era created immense competition pressure for the Chinese language press.
Combining sensationalism and investigative reporting with a clear pro-democracy
and anti-communist stand, the paper quickly became the second-most popular
paper in the territory, just after the Oriental Daily. With colorful printing, bold
graphics, large pictures, rich entertainment and leisure news, the Apple Daily had
“a little bit of everything” and suited the tastes of Hong Kong people very well. It
was really a daily magazine, the production of which called for huge investments
in reporting, graphic and design staff, and in printing apparatus. The invasion
of the Apple Daily brought diminished market shares to almost every other Chinese
language paper in the mid-1990s, and to keep up they had to invest heavily to
upgrade their reporting and layout. Many of them could not compete and went
under. In 1995 alone the venerable Wah Kiu Jat Pao and the Hong Kong Express
folded.

The media during the political transition also witnessed a growth in
professionalism. Before the 1970s, low pay had plagued the journalism profession,
and many reporters did not have professional training at a tertiary level. At a time
when corruption was rampant in society, it was not uncommon for reporters to
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take bribes as reward for writing or not writing certain stories (Chan, Lee, and
Lee, 1991, p. 15). More systematic professional training for journalists started only
in the late 1960s. The Chinese University of Hong Kong first offered a journalism
degree in 1965, followed by diploma courses in other postsecondary colleges such
as the Baptist College (1968), Chu Hai College (1968) and Shue Yan College
(1971). By 1990, these four schools had a combined enrolment of about 1,000
journalism students (Chan, Lee and Lee, 1991, pp. 55–57). A survey of journalists
in 1990 showed that 78% of the journalists had some sort of tertiary level
education (Chan, Lee and Lee, 1991, p. 29). With most of the teachers in these
postsecondary colleges trained in North America or were veteran journalists, the
new generation of journalists was more inclined to Western theories of journalism
and to liberal values, and more professional in outlook. The 1990 survey reported
95% of the interviewed journalists saw “objective reporting” as important, 88%
saw the press as a watchdog of the government, and 97% saw taking money as
unacceptable behavior (Chan, Lee and Lee, 1991, p. 104, p. 90, p. 131). The
commercialization of the media, the rise in profitability and intense competition
in the media industry also served to push up the salary of the profession.
Prominent journalists could get much higher pay than before, which helped to
retain talents and experienced journalists in the field.

Politicization of society, keen market competition, and the rise in
professionalism contributed to a change in the role of the media during the
political transition. With the population more concerned about public affairs in
Hong Kong, and a more intimate state-society relationship, government misdeeds
and political affairs became hot commodities for the media. Preaching open
government and democratization since the 1980s, the colonial government also
had to be more tolerant of media criticisms. The pluralization of the political
environment since the 1980s meant the outgoing colonial government gradually
lost the means to control the media. The media played a more important role in
shaping and channeling public opinion, addressing public grievances, and
controlling the government in the transition era.

State-press relationship after 1997: multiple pressures

Since the political transition began, the media and the population at large began
to worry about post-1997 press freedom. It was not difficult to understand why.
While Hong Kong people saw a free and pluralistic press as a vital component of
their “capitalist way of life,” and thus should remain “50 years unchanged,” the
Chinese government largely still saw the mass media as an instrument of the state.
Developments since the 1990s saw multiple pressures on the mass media and its
practitioners, pressing them to change to more pro-government positions or
exercise self-censorship after 1997. The pressures were embedded in the larger
political and economic environment, effectively transmitted within the media
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industry through commercial and other pressures, posing constraints to
professional practices of frontline journalists.

Communication scholars argued that the mass media was inherently
dependent on power, and the media tended to reflect the perspective of the
dominant power structure (Chan and Lee, 1991a & b; Lee and Chu, 1998). Visible
political control and pressures notwithstanding, by nature the news media has to
report power holders because of their social importance, and this will
automatically give power holders resource to control the news media by
controlling the sources of information (Lee and Chu, 1998; Fishman, 1980).
Media people, ranging from media bosses, editors to frontline reporters, thus have
a genuine incentive and a professional reason to maintain a good relationship
with government officials who wield political power.

The SAR state possessed a lot of statutory power to influence and control
the media, many of which were inherited from the colonial era. Cheung pointed
out that the legal framework in Hong Kong was generally unfavorable to press
freedom (Cheung, A.S.L., 2002 & 2003). The draconian laws that were inherited
from colonial times existed side by side with other liberal provisions. Cheung
claimed that although the Basic Law hails protection of freedom of speech and
freedom of press as a major principle, the judiciary in Hong Kong was usually
conservative and failed to see the primacy of press freedom and respect the
constitutional duty to protect the freedom of speech. This dual nature of the legal
framework means that the press will never know exactly their scope of freedom.
Not every member of the media is willing to test the true limits of their freedom
in court, which creates an inherent pressure to practice self-censorship to avoid
the legal minefields (Cheung, A.S.L., 2002 & 2003).

Post-1997 events showed that the Hong Kong media, usually with the liberal
civil groups and pro-democracy politicians as allies, were quick and firm in
resisting new legal or statutory controls imposed on the media or the intrusion
of police power. In August 1999, the Subcommittee on Privacy of the Law Reform
Committee released a Consultation Paper on Media Intrusion, proposing to set
up a statutory Press Council for the Protection of Privacy. It aroused objections
from the media, who feared that the council would be used by the government
to curb media freedom. As a result, 11 newspapers and the three major media
professional organizations joined hands to set up a Press Council as a self-
regulating professional body. Incorporated as a company in 2000, the Press
Council could receive and listen to complaints, and could give a public verbal or
written censure to members, but could not impose penalties or fines5  (Chan,
2002).

In 1999, the police raided the Apple Daily to search for evidence related to a
bribery case, in which an Apple Daily reporter bribed police officers to get
information. In July 2004, officers from the Independent Commission Against
Corruption (ICAC) raided seven newspaper organizations to search for
information related to a fraud case. Both incidents aroused strong objections from
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the media organizations and professional bodies. The media organizations
involved took court actions in both cases to retrieve the seized material, citing
the need to protect press freedom and sources of information.

The government holds the power of licensing the electronic media, and some
suggested this power could be used to curb media freedom. The Broadcast
Authority (BA), a statutory body established in 1987, was responsible for advising
the CE on licensing and license renewal of broadcasters. It also takes public
complaints against the electronic media and can impose sanctions should it find
broadcasters in violation of broadcasting provisions or codes of conduct. The
sanctions vary from “advice,” warning, to fines and suspension or revocation of
license.6  In April 2003, the BA issued a warning to Commercial Radio for the
criticisms by talk-show host Albert Cheng in the program “Storm in a Teacup,”
as Cheng criticized some government officials as “animals” (ª¯©x). Cheng claimed
the “warning” was an act to curb freedom of speech, and took a leave from his
program for two months as protest. As Commercial Radio’s franchised license
was to expire in August 2004 and the renewal decision was to be made in 2003,
some suggested that the government was using license renewal to force the
Commercial Radio to be more careful about criticizing the government. There
were reports that the government had contemplated giving only a three-year
license instead of the normal 12 years, or auctioning the commercial radio license
(Apple Daily, June 14, 2003, p. A6; Apple Daily, June 25, 2003, p. A19).7  Amidst
heavy public opinion pressure after the July 1 march in 2003, in August 2003 the
government granted another 12-year license to Commercial Radio, subject to a
midterm review after six years.

While the mass media in Hong Kong was in general more sensitive to and
resistant against legal control and police power, a lot of the political pressures
and influences came in a subtler way. Starting from the mid-1980s, the Chinese
government has begun to co-opt media professionals and bosses in PRC-appointed
bodies, as shown in Table 7.1. The trend went unabated after 1997 (see Table 7.
2). Co-option more or less brought editorial shifts to some mainstream
newspapers. Two notable examples were the Sing Tao Daily News and Oriental Daily
News, both pro-KMT papers before the 1980s.8  After their bosses Charles Ho and
Ricky Ma were granted SAR honors and Ho was made a CPPCC delegate in 2003,
the two papers became strong critics of the pro-democracy politicians and the
DP.

This co-optation tactic was much augmented by economic pressure. With
the large amount of mainland investments in Hong Kong, and the pro-PRC
attitude of the Hong Kong business sector, political pressure could take an
economic form of withdrawing advertisements from “unfriendly” media. As early
as in 1993, Ming Pao reported that they held two internal notices of HKMAO
to Bank of China, which instructed all organizations under the bank not to place
advertisements with 19 blacklisted newspapers and magazines, including Ming
Pao itself. It was reported that HKMAO classified the Hong Kong media into
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Name Media position Titles

Cha, Louis Founder, Ming Pao Group GBM 1998

Chan Wing-kee Chief Executive, Asia Television Ltd. NPC (1998–2003),
(2002–) CPPCC (2003–2008),

GBS 2000

Aw Sian Sally Publisher, Sing Tao Jih Pao (–1999) CPPCC (1998–2003)

Chan, Suk-mei Director, News and Public Affairs BBS 2000
Department, Commercial Radio

Chang Wan-fung Former Deputy editor-in-chief and CPPCC (1998–2003)
Hon. Director, Wen Wei Po

Cheung, Man-yee Director of Broadcasting (1986–1999) SBS 2002

Chiu Te-ken Deacon Former Director, Asia Television Ltd. CPPCC (1998–2003)

Fong, Mona Deputy Chairperson, Television SBS 2000
Broadcasts Ltd.

Fung Siu-por, Lawrence Chairman, Hong Kong Economic GBS 2003
Times (Holdings) Limited. (1988–)

Ho Tsu-kwok Chairperson, Global China Group CPPCC (1998–2008)
Holdings Ltd., Chairperson,
Sing Tao Media Holdings, Ltd. (2001–)

Ho, George Chairperson, Commercial Radio (–1992) GBS 2001

Lee Cho-jat Chairperson, Hong Kong Commercial CPPCC (1998–2008),
Newspaper Co. Ltd. (–2003) SBS 1998

Leung Nai-pang Director, Television Broadcasts Ltd. GBS 2000
(2003–)

Lo Wing-hung Executive Director, Global China Group BBS 2004
Holdings Ltd. (2001–)

Ma Ching-fat, Ricky Director, Oriental Press Group Ltd. BBS 2003

Ma Lik Deputy Publisher, Hong Kong Commercial NPC (1998–2008)
Daily (1997–)

Shaw Run-run Chairperson, Television Broadcasts Ltd. GBM 1998

Sze, Cheung-pang Consultant, Hong Kong Commercial Daily CPPCC (1998–2008),
BBS 2003

Tsang, Tak-sing Former Chief Editor, Ta Kung Pao NPC (1998–2008)

Tsui Sze-man Publisher, Mirror Monthly CPPCC (1998–2003),
GBM 1997

Wong Guo-hua Publisher, Ta Kung Pao CPPCC (1998–2008)

Wong Po-yan Chairman, Asia Television Ltd. (1988–) GBM 1998, NPC
(1998–2003)

Wong Raymond Roy Assistant General Manager, Television SBS 1998
Broadcasts Ltd. (1994–2004)

Woo Kwong-ching, Founding Chairman, Hong Kong GBS 1998, CPPCC
  Peter Cable Television Limited  (1998–2008)

Zhang Guo-liang Director and Publisher, Wen Wei Po CPPCC (2003–2008)

Chow Yei-ching Director, Television Broadcasts Ltd. GBS 2004

Key:
NPC: Hong Kong deputies to the National People’s Congress
CPPCC: Kong members of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference
GBM: Grand Bauhinia Medal
GBS: Gold Bauhinia Star
SBS: Bauhinia Star
BBS: Bauhinia Star.
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four categories: (a) China-controlled; (b) Friendly; (c) Neutral; and (d) Hostile
(HKJA, 1997, p. 51). With their retail prices unable to cover printing costs,
advertising revenue was key to the survival of most of the newspapers in Hong
Kong. As owners of corporations not many media bosses would choose to risk
their business fortunes by disregarding the feelings of those in power when faced
with government stories and misdeeds.

The intense competition within the media industry added to this pressure,
as the cutthroat competition put many media organizations in financial crisis,
enabling pro-Beijing businessmen to take over. The cases of Sing Tao Daily News
and Asia Television (ATV) were instructive. Sing Tao was one of the most popular
papers in Hong Kong in the 1950s and 1960s, with a pro-KMT slant, but the
traditional paper could not stand the challenge of the more sensational, colorful,
and innovative papers in the 1980s and 1990s. With its owner Sally Aw in deep
financial trouble after 1997, 50.4% of the stakes of Sing Tao Group were sold to
Charles Ho, son of a tobacco tycoon in 1999. After Ho was made CPPCC delegate
in 2003, the paper became one of the most conservative and pro-Beijing papers
in the territory.

As the second terrestrial TV channel with very limited share of viewership,
ATV has never been very profitable since its launching in the 1980s. After its owner
Lim Por-yan got into financial trouble after 1997, a consortium formed by Chan
Wing-kee and Liu Changle became ATV’s largest shareholder. Chan has been a
Hong Kong NPC delegate while it was reported that Liu had extensive links with
the People’s Liberation Army, with his purchase mostly funded by Bank of China
loans. In August 2002, the Guangdong government allowed ATV to be broadcast
legally in the Pearl River Delta region, which gave a boost to ATV’s advertising
potential. With this new major audience, there was great pressure on ATV to be
politically more careful, and to tailor its programs and news to suit mainland tastes.
There was also a notable editorial shift towards conservatism after 2002.

Political bottom lines, self-censorship and editorial shift

While persecution of reporters or media organizations was non-existent after 1997,
there were ostensible editorial shifts and alleged self-censorship of some media
organizations, and certain politically sensitive issues were deemed “untouchable.”
All of these served to constrain media in Hong Kong in indirect and subtle ways.

Before 1997, while mainland officials repeatedly guaranteed press freedom
in Hong Kong after 1997, they had made it clear that this freedom was to have
its political limits. In a CNN interview in 1996, HKMAO director Lu Ping said
the post-1997 Hong Kong media would not be allowed to advocate “two Chinas”
or the independence of Taiwan, Hong Kong or Tibet (SCMP, June 1, 1996). Vice
Premier Qian Qichen also said in the same year that the Hong Kong media could
criticize the Chinese government, but could not use rumors to attack the Chinese
leaders (Cheung, A.S.L., 2003, p. 115).
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Post-1997 events showed that Taiwan independence was the most sensitive
area as far as press freedom in the SAR was concerned. In April 2000, one month
after the pro-independence Chen Shui-bian was elected president in Taiwan, Hong
Kong’s Cable Television broadcast an interview with vice-president-elect Annette
Lu, who made some pro-Taiwan-independence remarks. On April 12, Deputy
Director of the Liaison Office (CGLO) Wang Fengchao declared that the Hong
Kong media “should not treat speeches and views advocating Taiwan’s
independence as normal news items, nor should they report them like normal
cases of reporting the voices of different parties” (Ching, 2001, p. 133). The
comment was echoed by Ta Kung Pao and Wen Wei Po in Hong Kong the next
day, and by the Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson. On May 31, 2000, He
Zhiming, the deputy director of the CGLO’s Taiwan Affairs Department, said in
a speech at the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, “some leading business figures
have openly supported Taiwan independence and also obtained economic
advantages from the mainland at the same time. This is absolutely not permitted.
I believe all of you, on listening to these remarks, will know how to choose your
Taiwan trading partners” (Ching, 2001, p. 135). Both Wang and He’s comments
received little support from the Hong Kong press and the public outside the leftist
circle. Nevertheless, the message was clear: Taiwan independence and its advocates
were “untouchable,” and the Central Government was not going to tolerate
propaganda of pro-Taiwan-independence views in Hong Kong.

Issues related to Taiwan independence put pressure on Radio Television
Hong Kong (RTHK), the government broadcaster modeled on the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). RTHK sees itself as a public broadcaster with
editorial independence rather than a government mouthpiece, and its current
affairs programs sometimes carried scathing criticisms against the SAR
government. The pro-Beijing press such as the Ta Kung Pao and Wen Wei Po
launched harsh attacks on RTHK from time to time, claiming that there were
pro-British remnants in RTHK who sought to topple SAR rule. The pro-Beijing
circles generally thought that RTHK, as a government department, should refrain
from criticizing the SAR government and shoulder more propaganda tasks. In
July 1999, Taiwan’s top representative in Hong Kong, Cheng Anguo, defended
Taiwan President Lee Teng-hui’s “special state-to-state relationship” position in
an RTHK program. It aroused a lot of criticisms from the pro-Beijing circles, more
directed against RTHK than against Cheng himself.9  Two months later, RTHK
chief Cheung Man-yee was transferred to Japan as the economic and trade
representative, leaving the post that she has occupied for 13 years. While the
government claimed this was a normal transfer within the civil service, most took
it as an attempt to rein in the RTHK.

It should be noted that Central Government had seldom otherwise openly
voiced criticisms on SAR news reporting, which demonstrated how important the
issue of Taiwan independence was in the minds of the Beijing leaders. On a daily
basis, self-censorship by the media was a more common form of restriction of press
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freedom in Hong Kong after 1997. Self-censorship is defined as a set of editorial
actions ranging from omission, dilution, distortion, and change of emphasis to
choice of rhetoric devices by journalists, their organizations, and even the entire
media community in anticipation of currying reward or avoiding punishment from
the power structure (Lee C.C., 1998, p. 57). In the case of post-1997 Hong Kong,
it manifested in the media’s tendency to dodge political controversy, the shift of
editorial tone in line with Beijing’s policy, the firing of high-risk contributors, the
dissemination of writing guidelines for sensitive stories, and placing sensitive
stories in obscure positions (Lee, C.C., 1998, p. 57).

Warnings against self-censorship had been sounded before 1997. In 1993,
Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB) bought a BBC documentary series Mao
Zedong: China’s Last Emperor, but decided against showing it after the series was
criticized by the Chinese government as vilifying the former paramount leader.
In June 1994, ATV withdrew a documentary on the Tiananmen crackdown
produced by a Spanish crew, which resulted in the resignation of six ATV editors
and reporters in protest (Lee and Chu, 1998, p. 67). Vines (1999, p. 230) cited
Ming Pao sacking commentators who were critical of China, and the South China
Morning Post pulling the “anti-China” cartoonist Larry Feign, as cases of self-
censorship. As early as 1990, a survey of Hong Kong journalists showed that 51%
agreed that journalists were apprehensive about criticizing the Chinese
government, while only 20% thought so about the Hong Kong government (Chan,
Lee & Lee, 1996, p. 145). More than half (56%) expected press freedom to be
restricted during the run-up to 1997, and 69% thought it would be restricted after
1997 (Chan, Lee & Lee, 1996, p. 33). A similar survey in 1996 showed almost the
same percentage (50%) of journalists agreeing that journalists hesitated to criticize
the Chinese government (see Cheung A.S.Y., 2003, p. 30). The 1997 Annual
Report of the Hong Kong Journalists Association (HKJA) warned that “it is self-
censorship, rather than direct intervention, that will more likely undermine
freedom of expression in the future” (HKJA, 1997, p. 4).

The HKJA’s annual reports after 1997 were packed with cases of alleged self-
censorship. A couple of high-profile cases were related to the SCMP.10  In
November 2000, famous China-watcher Willy Lam resigned from the SCMP. Lam
wrote a column in May 2000, criticizing the Beijing leaders for interfering into
Hong Kong affairs by openly voicing support for CE Tung’s bid for re-election.
His article brought a rebuttal from SCMP owner Robert Kuok, who chose to write
to the Letters to the Editors page to make his views known. In November Lam
was relieved of his reporting duties at the China desk, although he could keep
his column. Lam resigned in protest. In 2002, Lam’s former colleague Jasper
Becker wrote an article in the Washington Post after he was fired from the SCMP,
detailing the state and extent of self-censorship at the SCMP. Becker claimed that
after Kuok bought it in 1993, the paper became more and more pro-Beijing, and
China-reporting duties were given to ethnic Chinese only. He claimed that
reporters began to avoid reporting anti-government activities in China, with direct
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reporting on Tibet, Falun Gong or worker unrest left to the news agencies. “Copy
was edited to make it more and more bland. Anything personal about China’s
leaders was taken out.... The China editor urged us to attend more official
briefings and stick closely to what officials said” (Becker, 2002).

The HKJA’s investigation into Paul Cheung’s case provided more concrete
evidence on self-censorship. After he was dismissed in August 2002, Paul Cheung,
managing editor at the Metro Finance radio station, complained that he was
dismissed because of a series of disputes with his superiors over self-censorship.
Cheung submitted six cases of self-censorship to the HKJA as part of a complaint,
accusing his superiors of withholding reports or comments that criticized CE Tung
Chee-hwa and Hong Kong Electric,11  and reports on Falun Gong activities. His
superiors claimed that those changes were normal editorial judgments. After
hearing evidence from six other former or current Metro reporters, the HKJA
concluded that Cheung’s complaint was credible, that the Metro situation involved
multiple individuals exercising self-censorship (HKJA, 2003). The Metro case was
noteworthy in another respect: when Paul Cheung publicized his complaint on
August 12, 2002, only three newspapers reported the story the following day. This
itself was a suspected self-censorship case: media would refrain from reporting
negative news of companies owned by Li Ka-shing, the richest tycoon in the
territory who could wield great influence on newspapers by withholding
advertisements.

Self-censorship is a tricky thing. It is difficult to provide concrete evidence
on how many stories were “self-censored,” since the censored items never
appeared in the news. It was also difficult to draw an objective line between self-
censorship and normal editorial judgment. A survey in February 2005 showed
that 39% of citizens believed that the Hong Kong media had practiced self-
censorship, with 68% believing that the media had reservations about criticizing
the Chinese government (POP, 2005). This showed that there was a widespread
belief in the Hong Kong population that the media was not reflecting the reality,
especially regarding negative news or opinions concerning the Central
Government and the SAR government.

A more obvious and unambiguous trend is the shift of editorial position by
some of the media organizations after 1997. Chan and Lee (1989) discussed how
the Hong Kong press shifted their positions during the early political transition
era, from non-acceptance of the PRC regime to grudging acceptance. Since the
1980s the Hong Kong media in general have become more careful in reporting
on China and Chinese leaders. A content analysis of the editorials of five major
newspapers in 1997 showed that the Chinese government was portrayed in a much
more positive light than the Hong Kong government (Leung, 1999, p. 132) (see
Table 7.3).

After 1997, some media organizations have become more pro-Beijing or anti-
democrat. The previous section has discussed some eye-catching cases of editorial
shifts involving Oriental Daily, Sing Tao Daily News, and the ATV. During the Central
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Table 7.3  Positions of editorials in five major newspapers

Content Positive Negative Neutral Mixed Sub-total

China 29 (36.3%) 11 (13.8%) 5(2.8%) 25(16.4%) 80(8%)

Hong Kong 57 (15.0%) 213 (38.0%) 138 (77.5%) 66(43.4%) 560 (56.2%)

Taiwan 0 (0%) 5 (71.4%) 0 (0%) 6 (3.9%) 7 (0.7%)

China + Hong Kong 30 (39.5%) 13 (17.1%) 13 (7.3%) 21 (13.8%) 76 (7.6%)

Others 57 (33.1%) 59 (34.3%) 22 (12.8%) 34 (19.8%) 172 (17.2%)

Total 173 (17.3%) 301 (30.2%) 178 (17.9%) 152 (15.2%) 997 (100%)

Source: Leung (1999, p.133).

Government’s propaganda campaign on patriotism in early 2004, a study that
analyzed the contents of 14 newspapers found that 55% of the news items were
in favor of Beijing’s position, while only 15% supported the democrats. The Apple
Daily was the odd newspaper that had more news items favorable to the democrats
(50%) than to Beijing (12.7%), with 90% of its editorials supporting the
democrats (see Table 7.4). Apart from the traditional pro-Beijing papers (such
as Ta Kung Pao, Wen Wei Po, and Hong Kong Commercial Daily), the Oriental Daily
News, Sing Pao, Sing Tao Daily News, and the Sun also showed overwhelming support
for Beijing’s position in their news treatment, with almost no news items favorable
to the democrats (HKJA, 2004, pp. 15–17). A similar study during the 2004 Legco
election, a content analysis of four major newspapers, showed very different news
treatment towards different political parties. The Oriental Daily News, the paper
that claimed the largest circulation in Hong Kong, had almost no positive news
items on the Democratic Party in the campaign period. The coverage of Apple
Daily, in contrast, was mostly favorable of the democrats, while the SCMP and
the Ming Pao tended to steer a middle course (JPCOM, 2004).

Surrogate democracy function arrested

Chan and So (2001) saw the Hong Kong media as playing a “surrogate democracy
function.” In a free society that had no democratically elected government, the
relatively free media of Hong Kong had an important function in channeling
public opinion, addressing public grievances, monitoring the government, and
voicing public dissent. In doing so, the media became an “alternative-
representative” institution which helped to handle the increasing amount of social
and political conflict and uphold the pluralistic values of Hong Kong. This of
course helped also to defuse social and political conflicts and tensions between
state and society in Hong Kong, especially when the immature political society
was unable to play such a role. The free media in Hong Kong thus helped to
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Table 7.4  Newspapers’ coverage during the “patriotism” debate

Newspaper News items Editorials and commentaries

Support Neutral/ Support N Suport Neutral/ Support N
democratic Uncertain Beijing democratic Uncertain Beijing

camp camp camp camp

HK Commercial 0 1 17 18 0 0 8 8
Daily (0%) (5.6%) (94.4%) (0%) (0%) (100%)

Ta Kung Pao 0 17 103 12 0 0 14 14
(0%) (14.2%) (85.8%) (0%) (0%) (100%)

Wen Wei Po 0 5 48 53 0 0 10 10
(0%) (9.4%) (90.6%) (0%) (0%) (100%)

The Sun 0 14 40 54 0 0 5 5
(0%) (25.9%) (74.1%) (0%) (0%) (100%)

Oriental Daily 1 5 19 25 0 0 5 5
News (4%) (20%) (76%) (0%) (0%) (100%)

Sing Pao Daily 0 7 15 22 0 0 4 4
News (0%) (31.8%) (68.2%) (0%) (0%) (100%)

Sing Tao Daily 2 15 42 59 0 6 10 16
News (3.4%) (25.4%) (71.2%) (0%) (37.5%) (62.5%)

HK Economic 8 11 13 32 1 16 4 21
Times (25%) (34.4%) (40.6%) (4.8%) (76.2%) (19%)

HK Daily News 10 19 16 45 2 3 3 8
(22.2%) (42.2%) (35.6%) (25%) (37.5%) (37.5%)

Ming Pao 12 15 30 57 1 8 2 11
Daily News (21.1%) (26.3%) (52.6%) (9.1%) (72.7%) (18.2%)

South China 8 27 6 41 4 4 1 9
Morning Post (19.5%) (65.9%) (14.6%) (44.4%) (44.4%) (11.1%)

HK Economic 10 17 16 43 3 5 0 8
 Journal (23.3%) (39.5%) (37.2%) (37.5%) (62.5%) (0%)

The Standard 3 19 8 30 7 0 3 10
(10%) (63.3%) (26.7%) (70%) (0%) (30%)

Apple Daily 51 38 13 102 30 3 0 33
(50%) (37.3%) (12.7%) (90.9%) (9.1%) (0%)

Total 105 210 386 701 48 45 69 162
(15%) (30%) (55%) (29.6%) (27.8) (42.6%)

Source: HKJA (2004, p.16).
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lessen the legitimacy problem brought by the non-democratic nature of the
government. The government could claim that it was under close media scrutiny
and that public opinion could be heard even without an elected government, and
the public could believe that their basic freedoms were still intact even without
an elected government.

Post-1997 media developments had weakened this role of the media. Controls
and pressures led to distortions of public opinion as reflected and channeled by
the press, as political loyalty towards the Central Government has more or less
determined the position of local media towards controversial events. On the one
hand, it was more difficult for the SAR government to make an accurate
assessment of public opinion through the media. On the other hand, with a lot
of the public believing that the Hong Kong media was self-censoring and
increasingly biased and partisan, its credibility as a public opinion channel
dwindled after 1997. As the Fourth Estate, a free and well-functioning press can
serve to bridge the gap between state and society, a function shared by the
legislative branch or the political society. Increasing encroachments after 1997,
however, more or less muzzled the surrogate democracy function of the Hong
Kong press, and enlarged the gap between state and society in post-1997 Hong
Kong.

Civil liberties

It goes without saying that civil liberties form the foundation of a vibrant civil
society. The freedoms of association, of the press, of expression and of religion
are the major underpinnings of a free society, which are essential for protecting
the civil society from the encroachment from the state. The general impression
in Hong Kong after 1997 was that civil liberties were getting gradually eroded,
with peaceful political opposition or selected groups the target.

Colonial legacy

Similar to the situation of media freedom, the level of civil liberties in colonial
Hong Kong, at least before the 1980s, was often over-stated. A long list of
draconian colonial laws granted the authorities enormous power to clamp down
on any political opposition or public protests. The Societies Ordinance mandated
that all societies to register with the government. Failure to do so would render
any association an “unlawful society,” the participation in which could bring jail
sentences of up to five years. The registrar, who was usually the commissioner of
police, could refuse registration on vague grounds.12  The Police Force Ordinance
and Criminal Procedure Ordinance allowed the police a lot of unchecked power
of arrest, search and detention. The offence of “loitering” under the Crimes
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Ordinance, which allowed police to prosecute people wandering or staying in a
place with no clear purpose, was particularly arbitrary. The Official Secrets Act,
adopted from Britain since 1911, restricted access to a large chunk of government
information and constrained the public’s right to information. The Education
Ordinance all but forbade discussing politics in schools, and film censorship laws
made sure that movies carrying political content could be removed from the
screen.13  The Public Order Ordinance, introduced in 1967 to control the leftist
riots, made any “public meeting” of three or more people without prior approval
by the commissioner of police guilty of “unlawful assembly.” The Emergency
Regulations Ordinance granted sweeping powers to the police to search premises
and to jail without trial people who were deemed to threaten public order.
Ordinances related to the media allowed the government to take away the license
of media organizations or ban contents because of the publication of political
material (see Wacks, 1992; Chen and Chan, 1987; Chan, 1997, HKFS, 1994;
Heilbronn, 1993; Morrow, 1988; Mushkat, 1988).

The above list was not exhaustive. And it was also untrue that the benevolent
dictator had not applied these laws. Chau (2002) detailed how leftist and labor
movements in the 1950s and 1960s were suppressed, often brutally, by the colonial
government. The Hong Kong Federation of Students (HKFS) cited six cases of
public protests from 1972 to 1979, in which the Public Order Ordinance was used
to prosecute protesters (HKFS, 1994, pp. 43–46). Among these cases, the 1979
Yaumatei boat dwellers case was both instructive and significant. In 1979, 70
people who lived on boats in the Yaumatei Typhoon Shelter, with the help of
social workers and student activists, were going to petition the governor for their
early rehousing. Starting off from Kowloon, they traveled in two large coaches,
and were stopped by police at the Cross-Harbour Tunnel. They were charged with
and later convicted of unlawful assembly. The event was significant in that it
aroused such public outcry that the government was pressed to put in several
amendments to the Public Order Ordinance to make it more reasonable (Chan,
1997, pp. 151–152). The low level of participation from the Hong Kong citizenry
before the 1980s could at least partly be attributed to the strict legal controls on
political participation by the colonial state.

Civil liberties in Hong Kong began to improve from the 1970s, when the
colonial government appeared to be more willing to listen to public opinion and
more tolerant of public protests and collective action. With decolonization and
democratization on the horizon, the 1980s saw more public protests and more
tolerance by the government. Although most of the draconian laws were still in
place, the government was loath to use them against the political opposition or
to curb freedom of speech, making Hong Kong a much freer place. The
enactment of the Bill of Rights Ordinance (BORO) in 1991 proved an important
turning point in the civil liberties in Hong Kong. The ordinance was part of a
political package by the colonial government to boost local confidence after the
1989 Tiananmen crackdown. Its enactment mandated amendments of numerous
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legislation that violated the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR), and brought Hong Kong’s legal structure much closer to the Western
human rights standards. The amended ordinances included the Prevention of
Bribery Ordinance, the Independent Commission Against Corruption Ordinance,
the Police Force Ordinance, the Crimes Ordinance, the Telecommunications
Ordinance, and the Societies Ordinance. The amendments involved restricting
the power of the law enforcers to arrest without warrant and to detain suspects.
They involved amending the offence of loitering to offer more protection to
citizens and changing the compulsory registration system of societies to one of
notification. The section in the Telecommunications Ordinance that empowered
the Broadcast Authority to censor broadcast contents was taken out, and disclosing
the identity of a suspect under ICAC investigation was no longer an offence. The
enactment of the BORO also heightened public awareness towards human rights
issues. By 1997 Hong Kong had become truly one of the freest places in the world,
and the progression of civil liberties before 1997 also set a standard against which
the post-1997 situation would be compared.

After 1997—Retrogression?

Assessments of post-1997 civil liberties vary. Liberal scholars and pro-democracy
politicians point to violations of human rights and accuse the government of
curbing dissident action, suggesting an increasingly narrower public space. More
optimistic accounts would recognize that Hong Kong is still largely a free place
similar to most Western democracies, as there are neither large-scale human rights
abuses nor even prosecution of dissidents. Strictly speaking, legal prosecutions
of social protests or dissidence after 1997 were few and far between. However,
post-1997 events showed that while Hong Kong is still a very free place, political
dissidence was constrained. The duality of the legal structure and the selective
application of laws led to a general political atmosphere that was unfavorable to
the political opposition and the civil protest groups.

Similar to the case of the media, the legal structure regarding Hong Kong’s
civil liberties shows a dual character. Constitutionally Article 39 of the Basic Law
guarantees the continued application of the ICCPR, the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), and the International Labor
Conventions (ILC) in Hong Kong after 1997. However, the post-1997 regime still
inherited many colonial laws that accorded the authorities sweeping and arbitrary
power. The post-1997 legal structure first took a retrogressive step towards civil
liberties, by amending the Public Order Ordinance and the Societies Ordinance.
The Central Government largely saw pre-1997 amendments to these two
ordinances, to make them fall into line with the BORO, as a plot by the British
to undermine the state power of the SAR. In February 1997, the NPCSC declared
that the BORO should not have a superior status over other laws in Hong Kong
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after 1997, and some amendments related to the BORO would not be adopted
after 1997.14  The Provisional Legislative Council promptly changed the amended
ordinances on July 1, 1997. Under the new law, organizers of public
demonstrations that involved more than 30 persons must notify the commissioner
of police seven days in advance, and the commissioner has to issue a “certificate
of no objection” without which the demonstration cannot go ahead. Similarly,
the PLC amended the Societies Ordinance to make it mandatory for all societies
to register, failing which will make the office bearers guilty of unlawful assembly
(Chan, 2002, pp. 99–103). Both changes imposed fresh restrictions on the
freedom of association, of assembly, and of expression in Hong Kong. In addition,
as the BORO was no longer superior to other SAR laws, it left the door open for
the SAR government to enact laws that restrict civil liberties in the future.

This section does not attempt to discuss in detail all the events that are related
to civil liberties after 1997. It rather tries to provide a qualitative analysis of the
post-1997 events to describe the general situation of civil liberties in Hong Kong
after 1997. Appendix 4 gives a list of major controversial events related to civil
liberties after 1997.15  Study of these events allows us to draw some conclusions.

First of all, similar to the situation on media freedom, events or areas that
were likely to touch on the nerves of Beijing were watched more closely by the
SAR government. When it comes to Falun Gong, Taiwan politics or mainland
dissidents, there seems to be more restrictions on civil liberties. The very few
reported cases of people denied entry to the SAR were related to Falun Gong
practitioners, mainland pro-democracy dissidents, and Taiwan officials (Cases 13,
14, 22, 31, 36, 43 in the list in Appendix 4). Similarly, when top Beijing leaders
came to Hong Kong to attend international conferences or handover
commemoration ceremonies, which would invariably invite protests from pro-
democracy activists and Falun Gong practitioners, police control on public protests
was particularly tight (Cases 1, 3, 4, 8, 22, 23 in Appendix 4). Protesters were
usually sent to a designated “protest zone,” so far away from the path of the top
leaders that the latter had no chance of hearing or seeing the protests. Usually
hundreds of police officers would be deployed to control a few dozen of protesters;
attempts to break the police cordon would bring scuffles between police and
protesters, forceful removal of demonstrators and maybe prosecutions afterwards.
While these control measures may prove the exception rather than the rule, they
did not help project a good image for the post-1997 freedom of Hong Kong.
Occasions involving Beijing top leaders or other international events were bound
to attract international media coverage, and the extra-tight control during high-
level visits in fact would lead to more conflicts between protesters and police
officers, and would catch world media attention. The cases of Adaptation of Laws
(Case 6), the “Big Spender” Cheung Tsz-keung and the Su Zhiyi case (Cases 10
and 16) also showed that the SAR government was reluctant to challenge
mainland authorities to defend the rights of Hong Kong citizens.
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Human right activists would point to cases of abuse of police power, in
particular with respect to public assembly and demonstrations, as proof that
freedom of assembly and association after 1997 was much curtailed. The cases
ranged from use of unnecessary force by frontline officers (Cases 21, 22, 33, and
41), casual application and interpretation of their legal powers (Cases 8, 15, 17,
20, 22, 25, 26, 30) to prosecution of peaceful anti-government protesters (Cases
3, 8, 20, 25, 30, 34, 38). All of these, to different extents, affected civil liberties in
Hong Kong, especially on anti-government public actions.

Strictly speaking, for a seven-million-people territory, the total number of civil-
right controversies or violations in a span of seven years was small, even if
compared with the Western liberal democracies. But these high-profile events did
have far-reaching effects on post-1997 civil liberties. First of all, these events
showed that the wide range of statutory powers and tools of the police allowed
them to impose undue restrictions on the public’s freedom of assembly, of
association and of expression, especially on anti-government activities. Cases 17,
22 and 30 were instructive in this regard. In Case 17, residents of North Point
Estate met several times in public areas in the public housing estate to discuss
their responses to government redevelopment plans, but then received warning
letters from the police that their meetings, which never applied for permissions
for public assemblies, might have violated the Public Order Ordinance.16  None
of the residents was prosecuted, but it showed the extent to which the ordinance
could be used to curb public discussions— even for discussions that were totally
peaceful and not anti-government in nature. In Case 22, a van owned by the
Alliance in Support of Patriotic Democratic Movements of China (ASPDMC) was
stopped more than a mile away from the venue of the Fortune Global Forum,
one participant of which was Chinese President Jiang Zemin. The driver was
wrestled out of the vehicle and later charged with police obstruction. The police
claimed that there were “dangerous materials” on the van, but all the van
contained was a coffin.17  When the charge of obstructing the police was dismissed
by a magistrate as illegal and abuse of police power, the driver Ng Kwok-hung
was soon charged with various traffic offences. In Case 30, about a dozen Falun
Gong practitioners were charged with public obstruction, an offence usually
applied against hawkers or prostitutes, after they sat in protest in front of the
CGLO building. The practitioners were later found guilty and fined.

These cases showed that law enforcers have a wide range of powers and legal
tools to control public assemblies and protests. Should the police choose to use
these powers irresponsibly or in a high-handed manner, it could very much stifle
the public space of discussion and expression in Hong Kong. Protesters usually
had little luck if they were engaged in confrontations with the police, since charges
such as “obstructing the police” and “assaulting the police” — or even traffic
violations or “public obstruction” — can easily be brought against them. Even if
the charges could be acquitted (as in Case 22), the protesters were still in a no-
win situation. Events after 1997 showed that these powers were often applied
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selectively, usually directed against anti-government “professional” activists or
persona non grata to the Central Government, such as Falun Gong members. Table
7.5 shows figures related to public meetings and processions since 1997. From
1997 to 2004, 594 public meetings and processions (or 3.5% of total) did not
notify the police as stipulated by law, which in theory should make all their
participants liable to prosecution under the Public Order Ordinance, but only
64 people were prosecuted in that period. The government never explained why
only a chosen few were arrested and prosecuted. Among those prosecuted were
usually political activists, right-of-abode seekers, student activists, with many of
them frequent patrons of anti-government activities.

Table 7.5  Classification of public meetings and processions since 1997

Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 Total

Need to notify and 1118 1388 1283 1136 1324 1326 1447 902 9924
notified

Need to notify and 126 183 121 55 52 34 23 594
not notified

No need to notify 72 733 860 807 210 187 177 110 6296
but notified

No need to notify 758 725 1047 610
and notified

Total no. of public 1190 2247 2326 2064 2347 2293 2705 1645 16817
meetings and
processions

Rejected public 0 2 3 0 5 10 1 0 21
meetings and
processions

Notified in less – – 111 62 86 135 204 105 703
than 7 days

No. of people 12 30 13 21 24 31 1 3 135
arrested

No. of people 12 4 3 0 13 29 3 0 64
arrested

No. of people 11 0 4 3 9 22 0 0 49
convicted

Sources: Hong Kong Police and Security Bureau.

This more or less arbitrary use of power had its societal implications. With
selected activists the usual target of prosecution, the government sent a very clear
message: “troublemakers” would be treated differently, and to stay out of trouble
one had better not cross the government’s path. Just as in the case of media
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freedom, there were no clear written rules specifying when and how the legal
powers or political and economic pressures would be applied. But the arbitrariness
of this application induces a high level of uncertainty, which is often sufficient
to deter less brave citizens from expressing their views freely. This uncertainty
had a dampening effect on public political participation, as the venting of public’s
frustrations, in particular anti-government activities, was constrained.

The state and CSOs

The traditional view of Hong Kong politics saw the state and the society as
“minimally integrated” (Lau, 1984) with a high “boundary consciousness” between
state and society. In stressing its autonomous aspects, the concept of civil society
treats it as an entity separate from the state. However, as discussed in the previous
chapters, with the colonial state becoming more and more interventionist and
involved in society since the 1970s, the Hong Kong state and society actively
constitutes each other. This section discusses how the state before and after 1997
influenced and constrained civil society organizations in various ways, constraining
the autonomy of CSOs and hindering social movements.

Dual structure

In the early colonial era, several societal institutions played a role in bridging the
gap between the colonial state and the Chinese society. Sinn (2003) showed the
role of Tung Wah Hospital in representing and managing the Chinese community
in the nineteenth century. Together with voluntary associations such as the Po
Leung Kuk and the Lok Sin Tong, and with the establishment of the district watch
committees, a system began to be formed by the colonial state to manage Chinese
affairs (Lethbridge, 1978: 113).18  Political movements in the mainland and massive
migration after 1949 gave rise to hometown associations and trade unions in the
territory, and religious organizations such as the YMCA and YWCA also began to
play a more important role in providing various social services in Hong Kong
before the Second World War (Lui et al., 2005). These voluntary and charity
organizations played a vital part in providing relief and social services to refugees
who came in large droves to Hong Kong in the postwar years. The colonial
government also helped to establish kaifong associations in various urban districts
to enhance community self-help. Some of these kaifong associations provided social
services such as education and medical services at the neighborhood level in the
early postwar years (Wong, 1972).

Years of administrative absorption (King, 1975) through various appointment
mechanisms had helped the colonial state build up its support networks in the
Chinese society, as a form of primitive and informal corporatist structure (Scott,
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1989) at multiple levels. At the elite level, leading Chinese businessmen and
professionals were incorporated through appointment into Legco, Exco, UC,
various advisory committees, and by bestowing of colonial honors. At the
community level, the government maintained good links with various religious,
charity and voluntary associations, which played a not insignificant role in
providing social services at least before the 1980s, when the colonial state had a
smaller role in social services. At the local level, the City District Offices,
established in the 1970s, would liaise with local leaders, including kaifong leaders,
village heads and mutual-aid committee leaders, and ensured that these leaders
were on good terms with the government.

On the other hand, the 1970s saw the formation of a “social movement
industry” (Lui and Chiu, 2000) as indigenous pressure groups began to challenge
the colonial government by collective action to push for social reforms (see also
Chapter Eight). These new civil society organizations more or less had an anti-
colonial, reformist, sometimes nationalist, pro-grassroots flavor, aiming at effecting
reforms of the colonial regime. Although some of the CSOs were co-opted into
the institutional framework through various advisory committees, most were active
outside formal institutional politics (Lui et al., 2005, p. 164). Street-level protest
was still the dominant form of collective action, as these pressure groups
continued to push for social-democratic reforms on various fronts.

As a result, since the 1970s there existed a dual structure of societal
organizations in terms of their relations with the state (Lui et al., 2005, p. 155).
On the one hand, the colonial state adopted a selectively inclusive strategy to
friendly CSOs, incorporating their representatives in advisory bodies and quasi-
government institutions. The friendly CSOs and their leaders thus usually
occupied more institutional positions and controlled more institutional and
material resources. After 1997, numerous pro-China mass organizations, previously
largely shut out of the colonial establishment, and the various constituents of the
united front engineered by the NCNA since the 1980s (see Chapter Three), were
included in the post-1997 corporatist framework. In contrast, the CSOs that were
usually critical of the government were marginalized from the formal institutions.
Pro-democracy politicians, liberal and grassroots activists were seldom represented
within the state-appointed institutions.19

Table 7.6 shows a sample of “parallel organizations” in this dual structure.
The left-hand side shows the activist groups that were pro-democracy or liberal
in orientation, while the CSOs on the right-hand side were usually pro-government
and more conservative in outlook. Many of these conservative CSOs, especially
the labor unions, were under the guidance of larger pro-Beijing mass
organizations such as the Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions (HKFTU). The
parallel organizations covered sectors such as professional groupings (teachers,
legal sectors, journalists), mass organizations (women’s groups, students’ groups,
and pressure groups in different areas), and labor unions.
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The effects of this dual structure were manifold. Firstly, it created divisions
within the civil society and weakened social movements against the state. With
CSOs in same issue areas divided along the lines of political ideology or affinity
with the state, it was difficult to form concerted social and political action against
the government on specific policies, or for general social and political reform. A
good case in point was the labor movement in Hong Kong. Traditionally, Hong
Kong’s labor movement had been politically divided between the pro-CCP unions,
led by the HKFTU, and the pro-KMT unions, led by the Hong Kong and Kowloon
Trade Union Council (TUC). The major goal of these two confederations, at least
before the 1980s, was mostly political. They were tools to expand and mobilize
mass support for CCP and KMT respectively, and to balance the influence of the
other camp on the shopfloor. This similar political goal drove them to adopt
similar strategies: they were not much involved in industrial actions, but focused
on attracting worker support through provision of educational, welfare and
cultural services (Chiu and Levin, 2000, p. 94). In a bid to balance each other, it
was not uncommon for HKFTU-affiliated unions and TUC-affiliated unions to
co-exist within the major industries, trade or major enterprises (Ng, 1999, p. 253).
This naturally led to a severe split in the labor movement as a whole, which was
regarded as a root cause for its weakness in rapidly industrializing Hong Kong
(So and Chiu, 1997).

The 1970s saw the rise of the so-called “independent trade unions,” marked
by union movements in the service sector, the civil service, and among white-
collar workers. The Christian Industrial Committee became the linchpin of these
new movements. The new unions were different from the traditional unions in
that they were not affiliated with any of the governments, were more willing to
use industrial action to fight for workers’ interests and effect changes in policy
or employment conditions, and participated actively in the social movements and
democracy movements to address issues of broader concern. The independent
union movement culminated in the formation of the Confederation of Trade
Unions (CTU), an alliance of pro-democracy and liberal trade unions, in 1991.
With the gradual fading out and ageing of the pro-KMT unions, and the leaders
of the CTU playing significant roles in the democracy movement, the political
difference between the CTU and HKFTU took over as the major cleavage within
the labor movement in Hong Kong.

The labor movement since the 1990s has relived the dichotomy of the 1950s
and 1960s. In many trades, sectors and large enterprises, there were parallel
unions, with one of them affiliated to the HKFTU and the other affiliated to the
CTU, with HKFTU unions more numerous and covering a wider range of trades
and enterprises. This dual structure created divisions within the labor movement;
due to different political inclinations the CTU and HKFTU unions seldom
cooperated at different levels of union movement. In general, as a mass
organization directed by the HKMWC, the HKFTU was more focused on
members’ welfare to cultivate grassroots support. With the Central Government
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Table 7.6  Parallel civil society organizations in Hong Kong

Liberal/pro-democracy CSOs Conservative/pro-Beijing CSOs

(A) Professional bodies

Hong Kong Journalists Association Hong Kong Federation of Journalists

Hong Kong Professional Teachers’ Union Hong Kong Federation of Education
Workers

Hong Kong Bar Association The Law Society of Hong Kong
Article 45 Concern Group Hong Kong Legal Forum

(B) Civil groups/pressure groups

Hong Kong Women’s Coalition of Equal Hong Kong Women Development
Opportunities Association
Members:
Hong Kong Women Christian Council
Hong Kong Women Worker Association
Harmony House
Kwan Fook Women’s Concern Group
The Association for the Advancement of Feminism
Association Concerning Sexual Violence
    Against Women
Hong Kong Federation of Women’s Centres
Queer Sisters

HK People’s Council on Public Housing Policy Federation of Public Housing Estates
Alliance for Defending Grassroots Housing Rights

Hong Kong Federation of Students Hong Kong Youth and Territory
Student Association

(C) Employee unions

Hong Kong Confederation of Trade Unions Hong Kong Federation of Trade
Unions

Federation of Hong Kong Transport
   Worker Organizations
Traffic Services Employees Association
The Kowloon Bus Holdings Ltd. Staff Motor Transport Workers General
   Association Union (Kowloon Bus Branch)
Motor Transport Workers General Union

New World First Bus Company Staff Union Motor Transport Workers General
Union (New World First Bus
Branch)

Citybus Limited Employees Union Motor Transport Workers General
Union (Citybus Branch)

Table 7.6 (to be continued)
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intent on maintaining “stability and prosperity” in Hong Kong, the HKFTU was
loath to take more radical action that might disturb social order or hurt economic
growth, especially after 1997. Chan Yuen-han, HKFTU vice president and
legislator, when interviewed by the author, admitted that she faced pressure from
veteran HKFTU leaders after 1997 when she adopted critical positions against
the SAR government.20

The cases of union movements in the Pacific Century CyberWorks (PCCW)
and New World First Bus (NWFB) were illustrative of the divisive effect of this
dual structure in the labor movement. Both companies had parallel unions, with
the New World First Bus Company Staff Union (NWFBCSU), CTU-affiliated, and
the Motor Transport Workers General Union (New World First Bus Branch) an
HKFTU subsidiary; and the CTU-affiliated PCCW Staff Association and the
HKFTU-affiliated PCCW Employee General Union co-existing in PCCW. In both
public utility companies, traditionally the leftist union was stronger, with the pro-
KMT union a much weaker force even before the 1990s. With the rise of the
CTU-affiliated unions in the 1990s, which were bolder in undertaking industrial
action to fight for employee’s interests, the HKFTU-affiliated unions gradually
lost dominance. When interviewed, the CTU union leaders invariably accused

Driving Instructors Association Motor Transport Workers General
Union (Driving Instructors Branch)

Mass Transit Railway Corporation Staff Union Hong Kong Mass Transit Railway Staff
General Association

China-Hong Kong Cargo Transport Drivers Hong Kong-Guangdong Transportation
   Association (Dragon Eye) Drivers and Employees Association

Container Truck Drivers Union Container Transportation Employees
General Union

Construction Site Workers General Union Hong Kong Construction Industry
Employees General Union

Pacific Century Cyber Works Staff Association Pacific Century Cyber Works Employees
General Union

Hong Kong Tollways Employees Association Hong Kong Tunnel and Highway
Employees’ General Union

Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Co. Ltd. Hong Kong Aviation Industry Employees
   Employees Union General Union

Hong Kong Aircrew Officers Association The Staffs and Workers Union of Hong
Kong Civil Airlines

Government Employees Solidarity Union Government Staff Union

Government Mod 1 Staff General Union Government Employees Association

Table 7.6 (continued)
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the HKFTU unions of “dragging their back feet” (tuohoutui, 拖後腿) during
industrial actions or negotiations.21  They claimed that the HKFTU unions usually
adopted a more compromising or accommodative attitude towards the employer,
were more in favor of institutional channels of bargaining, and were loath to take
more radical industrial action to fight for employees’ rights.

Ip Ngok-fung, chairman of PCCW Staff Association (PCCWSA), claimed that
he had started more than 100 industrial actions in PCCW since the 1990s to
respond to pay cuts and other issues related to employee benefits, but were
invariably undercut by the HKFTU-affiliated PCCW Employee General Union
(PCCWEGU). For example, in May 2003 the PCCWSA started a 1,000-employee
march, protesting the rescaling of retirement benefits, but the official webpage
of PCCWEGU claimed that the pro-Beijing union had managed to get
concessions from the PCCW, and asked their members not to join the march.
Ip claimed that sometimes the PCCWEGU would demand joint action from the
two unions, but this usually would not bring stronger mobilization power.
Working together with PCCWEGU, Ip said, would bring a slower response and
a much watered-down collective demand, since the PCCWSA then had to
accommodate the more moderate PCCWEGU demands that were less appealing
to members. He cited the example of an industrial action in 1998, when PCCW
management announced unilaterally a pay cut of 10%, and the PCCWSA swiftly
organized a 4,000-people sit-in protest. When the PCCWEGU asked for
concerted action, weeks later another rally on the same issue managed to
mobilize only about 1,000 employees.22

The case in New World First Bus was similar. In 2003, the First Bus cancelled
year-end double pay and replaced it by a bonus system, leading to protests from
the unions. The CTU-affiliated NWFBCSU threatened industrial action, but the
HKFTU-subsidiary in First Bus openly voiced opposition to industrial action. In
the end, after the NWFBCSU threatened to work to rule on June 27, the First
Bus management withdrew their proposal (Hong Kong Economic Times, June 27,
2003, p. A30). However, years of non-cooperation between the two unions means
that now the First Bus management would consult with the two unions separately
in case of labor disputes or benefit changes.23  The division of course only served
to weaken the labor movement on both enterprise level and society level.

Secondly, the pro-government CSOs invariably served as allies of the SAR
government, which accorded government policies and actions better legitimacy.
This mechanism worked in several ways. By appointing members from pro-
government CSOs into advisory committees and boards of statutory bodies, the
government could claim that they have listened to representatives of the
concerned sectors, yet making sure that the views reflected would be largely in
line with government policy and would not be too critical of the government.
The presence of friendly CSOs could also serve to balance opposition views in
various sectors. Even if the government’s policy was opposed by the mainstream
opinion of a certain sector or industry, the friendly CSOs could lend help to the
government on the public opinion battlefront.
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After 1997, during controversial events, it was not uncommon for pro-
government groups to mobilize to support the government’s position. For
example, during the NPCSC’s reinterpretation of Basic Law in 1999, the debate
on the Public Order Ordinance in 2000, government consultation exercises
related to political reform, etc., pro-Beijing community organizations often
flooded Legco hearings, creating a majority of pro-government “public” opinion
in these official consultation channels. The most striking example was the public
debate on Article 23 legislation in 2002–03 (see Chapter Eight). During the three-
month consultation period from September to December 2002, pro-Beijing
organizations were mobilized to support the government’s proposals. A study on
the Compendium of Submissions to the government showed that among the
about 1,100 submissions from the groups, about 44% were from pro-government
community organizations, all supporting the government’s proposals. Labor
unions affiliated with the HKFTU made up another 24% of the total group
submissions (Research Team, 2003, Appendices 12 and 13). The contents in the
submissions by many of these organizations were very similar. The extensive
participation of these groups enabled the government to claim in the Article 23
consultation report that a majority of group submissions were supportive of the
government’s proposals.

Invisible hand of the resource market

The increasing involvement of the colonial state in the provision of social services
since the 1970s gave the government more levers to control civil society. As So
pointed out, middle-class professionals have been the major participants in the
social and democracy movements since the 1970s (So, 1999a & 1997b; So and
Kwitko, 1990). Many of these “service professionals,” however, worked in public-
funded organizations which the government could control. Developments since
the 1990s showed that government policies on various social service sectors,
especially its resource allocation mechanisms, could constrain and shape the
development of CSOs and social movements in Hong Kong. This section will
discuss, as illustrative examples, how the government’s role in social services had
allowed them to reshape its relationship with the social worker sector and the
religious sector, two active actors in the civil society in Hong Kong.

Historically, social workers had played an important role in the social
movement of Hong Kong. After the 1966–67 riots, the colonial government felt
a need to build some sense of community and to manage its relationship with
the grassroots. The City Officer Scheme was pushed in the early 1970s as a form
of “administrative absorption at the grassroots level” (King, 1975). The
government also set up consultation institutions at the local level, involving the
district committee and the mutual-aid committees (MACs) (Leung J., 1990, p.
15). On the other hand, community development work spearheaded by voluntary
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associations in the 1970s invariably used social protests to fight for the interests
of the underprivileged communities. With many financed by overseas religious
bodies, these associations usually had few constraints on local social workers, had
a strong passion and sympathy for the underprivileged class, and encouraged
participation of the masses (Hui and Wong, 1992; Fung, 1990, p. 21). Quite a
few of these social workers who worked on community development became the
backbone of pressure groups that mushroomed in the late 1970s. In a bid to
manage the pressure groups without jeopardizing community development, the
government pushed the Neighborhood Level Community Development Project
(NLCDP) in 1978. The NLCDPs, as teams of government-funded social workers,
would work in “priority areas” that had been deprived of welfare services, mostly
temporary housing areas and squatter areas, by providing recreational and social
activities for the communities.

The government had its own political agenda for initiating the NLCDP. By
1978, it was estimated that still some 750,000 people lived in squatter areas and
temporary housing, and there was an urgent and genuine need for resettlement.
With social workers from voluntary associations mobilizing residents to fight for
resettlement and better housing, the residents’ movement in the late 1970s often
led to protests and conflicts with government officials, which embarrassed the
colonial government. To the latter, community development became a political
project which was too dangerous to be left in the hands of social workers from
voluntary associations whom they had no control ideologically or organizationally
(Leung J., 1990, pp. 15–16). By 1978 the government also realized that the MACs
and City District Officers were not adequate to absorb grassroots opinion, and
they needed other mechanisms for addressing residents’ grievances. They decided
to use the NLCDPs to put the community development within the government
framework.

However, the NLCDPs failed to “manage” the community development
projects for the Hong Kong government. Now with government resource support,
and with the social workers unmoved in terms of their conviction and strategy,
the NLCDPs helped nourish the residents’ movement in the 1970s and 1980s,
with social workers as important actors in the urban social movement (Lui and
Kung, 1985). The NLCDP social workers succeeded in cultivating a sense of
community among residents in the target areas through organizing activities and
campaigns, developed indigenous leadership through leadership training and
community involvement in self-help, and promoted participation through
involving residents in community-wide programs (Au, 1988). The NLCDPs thus
provided vital institutional and resource support for the residential and housing
movements in the 1980s.

Events in early 1990s drove the government to change its policy on the
NLCDPs. The rise of “new social movements” (see Chapter Eight) led to more
radical actions by protest groups, some of which with the help of NLCDP social
workers. The years 1991–95 saw a few incidents where protesters against housing
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issues, often aided by NLCDP social workers, took confrontational actions that
embarrassed senior government officials.24  Veteran activist social workers
interviewed by the author concurred that these more confrontational actions
drove the government to rethink its policy on NLCDP and to weaken community
movements through restructuring of NLCDP resources.25  The government
claimed in 1995 that with successful resettlement of most of the squatter areas
and temporary housing, and the development of district administration and social
welfare services, NLCDPs were no longer needed. The government then
redeployed the NLCDP resources to other welfare services by restructuring the
54 NLCDPs into 12 integrated neighborhood projects (INPs) in targeted areas
such as Shamshuipo, Yau Tsim Mong and Kowloon City. The INPs were mostly
responsible for helping new immigrants, the elderly and low-income families. In
1999 a review of the INPs concluded that there was no need to continue the
services, as most of the needs of the target groups had been taken care of by the
mainstream services. The resources of INPs were then reallocated to other social
services, ending government-sponsored community development projects once
and for all.

The restructuring and eventual abolition of NLCDPs was a blow to the social
movement industry. Many social workers who had worked in the field of
community development were forced to change to other services. Some set up
voluntary services of their own, but the lack of agency support and the paucity of
resources made it difficult for them to sustain participation and build up effective
organization for community movements. It also made it difficult for the activists
or social workers to engineer territory-wide movements, as most of the movements
now had become issue-based.26  In theory, urban redevelopment projects that
involved old private housing flats in the urban areas could still generate residential
movements, but the trend of marketization of social services virtually killed off
these possibilities. Social service agencies now had to contend for the resources
offered by the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) by competitive price bidding, to
pay for the social workers who would help the affected residents. One of the
bidding conditions set by the URA was successful relocation of the tenants and
owners of flats. If the social workers helped the residents to fight for their interests
and ask for better compensation, it became highly unlikely the agency would win
a bid from the URA next time. All these severely weakened community
development as a source of social movements after 1997.

Change of resource allocation mechanisms in the social welfare sector also
severely hampered social workers’ participation in social movements. In 2000, in
the name of better resource flexibility, efficiency, and professional autonomy, the
government pushed the “lump sum grant” (LSG) system of resource allocation.
Under this, social service agencies would receive lump-sum grants instead of fixed
sums for every category of services provided. A service performance monitoring
system would be used to ensure cost-effectiveness by the agencies, which means
agency management had to justify their resource levels by service “outputs.” A
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lot of the resources allocated for services are decided by “price competitive
bidding” among service agencies to maximize resource efficiency.

The LSG system put immense job pressure on professional social workers
and created divisions within the profession. Under LSG, agency management
and individual workers were under immense pressure to increase quantitative
“output,” with less emphasis on mission and development.27  Performance
monitoring based on production output put much pressure on social workers to
fulfill their working norms, which took away whatever extra time they could use
for participating in social movements after fulfilling their professional or
production obligations. The LSG also put agencies in direct competition with each
other for resources. In a bid to economize on resources, some agency
management cut the pay of lower-ranked social workers, or used contract and
temporary employment to save costs, pitting the management against the rank-
and-file. The conflict within the social work profession was clearly witnessed in
the race for the Social Service functional constituency seat in the 2004 Legco
election. In that campaign, the working conditions of frontline social workers
under LSG was a major campaign issue, and candidate Christine Fang, as chief
executive officer of the Hong Kong Council of Social Services, was under much
criticism during the campaign as she was seen to represent the interests of agency
management. In the end, Fang lost with a relatively low vote share of 22.8% among
three candidates.

Professionals in other public-funded institutions were under similar resource
constraints and pressures after 1997. Under the guise of public sector reform,
performance measurement standards focusing on service output were major
benchmarks for resource allocation in public-funded institutions. Internal markets
were introduced, which induced competition between service units and
institutions in the same sector based on performance standards set by the
government. Medical professionals, school teachers, university academics, and
other service professionals in public-funded institutions were all under immense
pressure to fulfill production targets to keep themselves at work or their
institutions afloat. The pressure heightened after 1997, when government deficits
induced budget cuts in various social services, imposing even greater resource
pressures on these public service institutions. If middle-class professionals formed
the main force of the social and political movements since the 1980s, the
professional pressures after 1997 more or less dampened their participation and
took the sting out of many a social movement.

State and church — the case of school-based management

In the early postwar years, the colonial government relied on the religious
organizations to offer education and other social services. This was a convenient
solution as the government needed these services to counteract the influence of
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leftist organizations, and both the Catholic and the Protestant Church could
provide services of high quality at costs lower than the government. The
government thus entered into a contractual relationship with both the Catholic
and Protestant Churches in the postwar years (Leung and Chan, 2003). The
religious bodies took the lead in providing education and social services, with
the churches getting various benefits (e.g., free land) in the process. In exchange
the religious sector took a relatively conservative attitude towards social and
political reform in the colony before the 1980s, despite the demands of the Vatican
to take a more progressive attitude towards social justice after Vatican II (Leung
and Chan, 2003).

Entering the 1980s, the Christian churches became more involved in social
and political affairs. Some Christian groups and voluntary associations played a
vital role in the social movements that started in the 1970s (e.g., Christian
Industrial Committee), and carried the momentum into the 1980s. The Christian
churches were inherently wary of the impending sovereignty changeover, as they
were not confident of the PRC’s attitude towards religious freedom or political
autonomy in Hong Kong. The feeling was more or less shared by average
Christians. As a result, reformed Protestant leaders and Catholic priests, lay
Christian activists and young believers participated actively in the democracy
movement in the 1980s (see Chan H.M. et al., 1994). Priests such as Fr. Louis
Ha and Rev. Kwok Nai-wang and Rev. Fung Chi-wood were leaders of the
democracy movement in the 1980s and key members of the Joint Committee for
the Promotion of Democratic Government. Many Catholics and other Christians
have participated actively in the democracy movement since the 1980s.

The above discussions more or less implied a strained relationship between
the Christian churches and the SAR government after 1997. The Vatican has no
formal diplomatic relationship with Beijing;28  the churches and their believers
in Hong Kong were pro-democracy and pro-social-reform; and Hong Kong
believers had general reservations about the atheist communist regime of the PRC.
After 1997, the Catholic Church was still active and vocal on a number of social
and political issues, sometimes acting against government policy, while the
Protestant Church establishment was in general more accommodative. The social
movement arm of the Catholic Diocese, the Justice and Peace Commission of the
Hong Kong Catholic Diocese (JPCOM), was at the forefront of various social
movements after 1997. Especially after Bishop Joseph Zen took over as prelate of
Hong Kong in September 2002, the Catholic Church in Hong Kong became ever
more critical of the government and vocal on social and political issues.

The Catholic Church first crossed the path of the government over the right
of abode issue. The JPCOM had been lending help to the right-of-abode seekers
since the handover, and after the reinterpretation of the Basic Law denied them
right of abode in June 1999. In November 2001, the Catholic Church defied the
government by calling on Catholic schools to consider taking in 187 abode-seeking
children, who had been permitted temporary stay but could not get into any local
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schools when waiting for the results of their right-of-abode hearings. Fearing that
the action would encourage more smuggling of children into Hong Kong, the
government warned that the action might be illegal. Bishop Joseph Zen openly
defied the government by claiming that conscience and love demanded that the
Church violated the government, even if it means civil disobedience (Apple Daily,
December 16, 2001, p. A1). After Falun Gong was banned as an evil cult in the
mainland in 1999, there was a lot of pressure in the SAR to ban Falun Gong
activities. The Catholic Church also stood firm to defend Falun Gong’s freedom
on grounds of religious freedom.

The government’s proposal over the school-based management (SBM) system
in 2002 brought it into direct conflict with the churches. SBM required
government-subsidized schools to set up incorporated management committees
(IMCs) by 2010, in which the sponsor could appoint 60% of the members, with
the rest comprising representatives of teachers, parents, alumni, and community
members. The principal of the school should be selected by a committee
consisting of representatives from the school board and the IMC. Should the
schools fail to comply with the requirements, the Education and Manpower
Bureau can appoint members to the IMC. The government claimed that the
reform would bring more transparency and democracy to school management,
allowing participation of parents, teachers and alumni into school affairs.

The proposal was met with opposition from both the Anglican and the
Catholic churches, who both played an important role in the secondary school
education in Hong Kong. By 2003, The churches ran 250 or 49% of the secondary
schools in Hong Kong, most of them subsidized by the government (Leung, B.,
2004, p. 121). Both churches, in their submissions to the Legco consultation
hearings over the SBM policy, claimed that the new system would weaken the
control on the school by the religious bodies as sponsors. Bishop Zen of the
Catholic Diocese accused the government of trying to control school affairs in
the name of democracy. The churches saw SBM first and foremost as a direct
challenge to religious education and also religious freedom (Leung, B., 2004, p.
122). They claimed that there was no guarantee that representatives from teachers,
parents and alumni would abide by the religious directions of the school. In the
end the bill was passed in July 2004 amidst vehement opposition from religious
bodies and pro-democracy legislators.

Both of the above cases showed that in areas that the state was actively
engaged with society, the state possessed a lot of tools to exert more control on
society and/or at least weakened the CSOs’ resources and influences. The CSOs,
including the Church and the social workers in these cases, were engaged in a
constant struggle with the state, in a bid to maintain or enlarge their room to
maneuver. Similar struggles took place in other parts of civil society with respect
to their relationship with the state. That is, the civil society has been engaging in
a constant struggle and negotiation over the boundary between the state and the
society in recent years.
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Boundary struggle

The discussions in this chapter were all snapshots of the state-society relationship
in post-1997 Hong Kong. They show that the SAR state possesses a lot of tools
that could be used to constrain or encroach on the space of the civil society. These
tools include statutory power, state institutional power, economic influence and
resource allocation. The SAR state rarely applied real repression as many
authoritarian states do, but they had many subtle means to apply pressure on
dissident forces, constrain social movements and criticisms against the state, and
increase their leverage on civil society organizations. The reserve of this extensive
power is sufficient to induce pressure on every citizen, sometimes deterring them
from participating in political activities or social movements. This chapter showed
that the use of various control means after 1997 fragmented social movements,
imposed restraints to press freedom and civil liberties, and constrained the
autonomy of the public sphere. It also created an aura of increasing state control
after 1997, which instilled a certain level of fear or at least uneasiness among the
public. The massive backlash against the enactment of Article 23 laws (see Chapter
Eight) was partly the result of the accumulation of distrust and fear of the civil
society against the use of state power.

It should be noted that a weak civil society does not necessarily bring a strong
state (and vice versa). While there were influences that sought to weaken the civil
society after 1997, it did not mean the state could be strengthened as a result of
the constraining of civil society. In reality, a lot of social energy was dissipated in
this “boundary struggle” after 1997. The state spent a lot of energy in forestalling
societal challenges, instead of focusing on building state institutions. The civil
society spent most of the energy in defending its autonomy from the state, without
engaging in larger social reforms or changing the establishment. The result was
a widening state-society gap, and a weakened civil society facing a weak state.

Civil society is never totally autonomous; it is subject to control and
encroachment from the state. Similarly, state control can never be complete; it
will be met with resistance from the autonomous parts of the civil society. While
the state tried different means to control public space and social movements in
different periods, the increasingly mature civil society in Hong Kong would offer
resistance to these controls, resulting in a constant re-negotiation of the state-
society relationship. The state may have more control on one aspect of society at
one time, but in other aspects or at another time CSOs or resistance movements
may serve to enlarge the public space temporarily. The autonomy or space enjoyed
by the civil society more or less depends on the capacity of the civil society to
defend itself, a topic that we shall discuss in the next chapter.
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C H A P T E R  E I G H T

Civil Society in Self-Defense

THIS CHAPTER TRIES TO SOLVE the puzzle laid out in the introductory section of
Part C, namely why the vibrant civil society in Hong Kong has not been able to
bring about democracy. An obvious explanation is of course the China factor;
that the power imbalance between the party-state of the PRC and Hong Kong
civil society was too great to overcome, that facing the omnipotent Chinese party-
state, the civil society in Hong Kong was not strong enough to effect political
change. Chapter Seven also provided part of the explanation: the civil society in
Hong Kong was always under encroachment and had a dual structure, disabling
the CSOs from coalescing into a formidable political force to effect reforms. This
chapter analyzes the constraints of the liberal CSOs and the social movement in
Hong Kong, by discussing the historical evolution of social movements, the pattern
of organization of CSOs, and the relationship of CSOs with other institutional
actors.

Kamrava and O’Mora (1998) claimed that for civil society to play an
important role in democratization, civil society organizations must operate
democratically, must complement their issue-related demands with demands for
political democracy, and need to gain sufficient power by horizontal linkages
between CSOs. An analysis of the CSOs in Hong Kong in recent years showed
that they were generally weak in horizontal linkage, with many detached or
distancing themselves from the larger political movement for various reasons, and
were weak in resources. The experiences of CSOs in Hong Kong after 1997
showed that they were relatively successful in defending against the encroachment
from the state, but did not have enough solidarity or organization to push for
progressive social or political reforms. The rise of the “new social movements”
and the ad hoc united fronts as the dominant form of organization of social
movements in Hong Kong made it easier for CSOs to stage resistance movements
or sporadic protest actions, but they were generally not strong enough to force
more fundamental social and political institutional changes. The experience of
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the Civil Human Rights Front in the struggle against Article 23 and its role in
the subsequent democracy movement showed the limitations of the new stage of
movement and its movement form.

The coming of the social movement industry

As discussed in Chapter One, the dominant paradigm for Hong Kong studies
mostly took the colonial state as autonomous from societal influence. The
influential works of Lau (1984) and King (1975) took political stability amidst
rapid industrialization and the absence of challenges to colonial rule as their
starting point, as the major “anomaly” that they sought to explain. Both Images I
and II of the colonial state discussed in Chapter One saw civil society as weak or
even non-existent, with government policies during the early colonial era largely
the result of choices of autonomous state actors.

As Chiu and Hung (1999) pointed out, these early sociologists had a “high
threshold of instability”; any collective action that fell short of fundamentally
challenging colonial rule would be seen as insignificant. Focused on explaining
social and political stability, these scholars overlooked the diverse forms of
grassroots protests and resistance movements (Lui and Chiu, 2000, pp. 5–6). More
detailed studies of postwar Hong Kong revealed that there were significant social
and political movements from society, with China, the colonial government or
private institutions as the prime targets (Lam, 2004, pp. 53–64). These movements
varied in terms of scale, publicity, and intensity. They included movements seeking
change in government policies (e.g., campaign against rent control, campaign
to change marriage laws), industrial action (e.g., tram workers’ strike), outbursts
of violence with political and nationalist underpinnings (e.g., the 1956 and 1967
riots), and campaigns against private corporations (e.g., against rise of telephone
tariffs). Lam (2004, p. 59) counted 212 and 137 events of political action in the
decades 1949–59 and 1960–69 respectively, a not insignificant figure even if
compared with those of the 1970s and beyond. Studies on postwar rural stability
showed that the colonial government actively managed its relationship with the
rural leaders through the Heung Yee Kuk (Chiu and Hung, 1997 & 1999).
Industrial conflicts were far from absent, although the trade union movement
had only a marginal influence at the workplace, industry and society levels (Lui
and Chiu, 2000, p. 6; England and Rear, 1975; Turner et al., 1980). These studies
all pointed to significant political participation from civil society during the early
postwar years.

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that there was relatively little
conventional political participation by the masses and civil society organizations
before the 1970s. As Lam pointed out, participation before the 1970s was mostly
discursive in terms of strategies, actions and channels of influence (Lam, 2004,
p. 221). The actions included public violence (the 1956 and 1967 riots),
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conventional labor union action (the beginning of the 1952 Tramway workers’
dispute), public petition (the campaign to change marriage law), and lobbying
of legislators and government officials (the campaign to change marriage law).
There were no designated institutions of participation, as the formal channels
(such as Exco, Legco and the UC) were mostly used for co-option of elites, not
for voluntary participation from the civil society. Restrictive public order legislation
and high-handed control on public meetings also discouraged the public’s
participation in collective action.

The rise of social and pressure group movements in the 1970s was the result
of a number of factors. Politically, the emphasis on “consultative democracy” by
the colonial government in the 1970s led to better tolerance of social protests
and petitions, creating a “political opportunity structure” that encouraged political
participation (Lui and Chiu, 2000, p. 7). The economic take-off and social reforms
in the 1970s meant that the fruits of development were finally trickling down to
the lower class, which encouraged more demands for social improvement. Socially,
there was a distinct gap between the quality of social services provided by the
government and the needs and desires of the local residents, creating extra
demands for social reform (Lui and Kung, 1985, p. 72). Demographically, while
before the 1970s Hong Kong was largely a refugee society, the 1970s saw the rise
of a new class of educated youth, born or brought up in the territory and showing
a better sense of belonging to Hong Kong, and were more eager to correct the
ills of the colonial regime. This generation of youth spearheaded the social
movement in the 1970s, with university student movements setting the pace for
future social movements. Culturally a Hong Kong identity was beginning to
emerge. The disturbances of the 1960s led to a resuscitation of the young
generation on the future and the identity of Hong Kong (Lui, 1997a). The
government also began to engineer some community building. The enhanced
international recognition of the PRC, including the normalization of the PRC-
US relationship and the entry of the PRC to the United Nations, stirred nationalist
sentiments in the territory. The movements in the early 1970s thus had a distinct
nationalist and anti-colonial flavor.

The social movements in the 1970s, in this sense, marked a vital period of
community- and identity-building (Lui, 2002) and mutual engagement between
state and society. The politics and movements in Hong Kong were no longer an
extension of the mainland political conflicts, but were political actions directed
against the colonial state aimed at improving living standards. Social reforms and
real improvements in livelihood also instilled hopes in the new generation, who
now saw the colonial regime as at least reformable. Mobilization of grassroots
movements and participation through collective action actually helped to mold
the citizen status of Hong Kong people, and gave rise to a new form of state-society
relations.

The 1970s’ movements were a confluence of various sentiments and concerns,
fermented within the local civil society at the time. It started with movements with
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nationalist flavors such as the Protection of the Diaoyu Islands Movement and
the movement to make Chinese the official language in the early 1970s. These
movements more or less had anti-colonial implications, as did the social
movements directed against colonial injustices, the most representative being the
anti-corruption/anti-Godber movement in 1973–74. As housing has been a key
issue of concern in the densely populated Hong Kong, the residents’ movements
at neighborhood level played a prominent role in the urban social movements
in the 1970s to 80s (Lui and Kung, 1985, p. 5). Adopting social movement theories
of Alinsky, the residents’ movement of this stage used professional community
organizers to train and organize leaders, mobilize residents by community issues,
and use social protest actions to force government into negotiations (Fung, 1990).
The movements ranged from demanding improvement of facilities in public
housing and squatter areas, to demanding resettlement, to more progressive
demands to housing policy. A study of social conflicts in 1975–86 showed that
housing was the second most common area of conflict, only after labor conflicts
(Cheung and Louie, 2000, p. 70). The study also showed that workers, unionists,
residents, and community activists were frequently involved in the social conflicts
of this period (Cheung and Louie, 2000, p. 89).

The social movements of the 1970s allowed the movement groups to
accumulate experience and resources and stimulated the awareness of citizens.
The advantage of the Alinsky model was that it did not require a lot of resources,
and did not require a change of the power configuration of the political system.
It stressed empowerment of the masses by stimulating awareness and participation,
and did not need the intermediation of other political actors. There was a major
limitation, however. With the undemocratic nature of the colonial regime, and
the limitations of “consultative democracy,” the social movements in the 1970s
and 1980s could seldom mobilize enough political resources to change
government policy. This had two effects on the direction of the movement in this
period and on subsequent movements. Firstly, with little actual institutional means
to change government policy, the activists had to rely on mobilizing public opinion
to put pressure on the government. Collective action and street-level protests were
the major means of attracting media coverage, earning public sympathy and
embarrassing the government. This constrained the form and actions adopted
by the movements: as earning public sympathy was the key to success, activists
were usually loath to take radical or confrontational actions (Luk, 1994, p. 41).

Secondly, the lack of formal institutional power at the early stage made the
activists see the limited local elections that started in the mid-1980s as a good
window of opportunity to increase their political leverage. Many social activists,
including professional social workers, ran in the DB and UC/RC elections in the
1980s and participated actively in the democracy movement in the 1980s. To them,
the democracy movement, by demanding the opening of the political regime and
the sharing of political power, was a natural sequel of the broader social movement
that started in the 1970s. The 1980s thus saw social and political movements on
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various fronts. At the neighborhood level, residents’ movements boomed with the
help of NLCDP resources (see Chapter Seven). At the political level, social and
community activists began to share some institutional power through being
elected into DBs and the UC/RC. Livelihood concern groups (民生關注組) were
formed as grassroots movement groups that covered wider localities. At the societal
level, the reform forces invariably joined hands on territory-wide movements in
the form of ad hoc coalitions.

As Lui and Chiu (2000) pointed out, the pressure groups at this stage had
little difficulty in joining together to form ad hoc organizations for a common
cause. Despite their ideological differences and different concern areas, the CSOs
were all reformist in nature, and saw various social movements as parts of a larger
movement of decolonization and regime reform. The limited political
opportunities and common experience of fighting against a bureaucratic, closed,
colonial administrative state drove them together (Lui and Chiu, 2000, p. 9). Cases
in point would be the movement to shelve the Daya Bay Nuclear Plant in 1986,
and the movement against the amendment of the Public Order Ordinance in
1987. In theory, both were incidents in particular issue-areas: one was an
environmental issue and another mostly one of human rights or freedom of
speech. But 117 pressure groups from various sectors joined hands to form the
Joint Conference for the Shelving of the Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant in 1986.
Similarly, the government’s proposal to amend the Public Order Ordinance to
make publishing false news an offence led to an opposition coalition of CSOs
comprising religious groups, political groups and other community groups (see
Ma, 1999; Scott, 1989, pp. 309–316).

CSOs at this stage also showed better integration and coordination between
community groups from different districts, and between CSOs and the emerging
political society. For example, the People’s Council on Public Housing Policy
(PCPHP) was a pressure group that organized neighborhood associations in
different districts in the 1970s and 1980s. It also actively fielded candidates in the
DB and UC/RC elections in the 1980s. The mid-1980s also saw the mushrooming
of livelihood concern groups in different districts, which usually had links with
elected DB members. These groups linked together neighborhood associations
in the same district to voice opinions on issues in the community. NLCDP workers
invariably formed the crux of many of these groups (Leung, J., 1990, p. 16). A
survey by the Hong Kong Council of Social Service showed that 25–26 such
concern groups were formed in 1985–86. Most of them had a small membership,
with social workers as core members, and they usually used social surveys, petitions
and lobbying to address community grievances, and actively participated in local
consultative bodies such as the district boards and district committees (Leung,
J., 1988, p. 17).

However, these livelihood concern groups were largely short-lived. By the
early 1990s they showed they had limited mobilization power. The livelihood
concern groups also drove a wedge between the residents’ associations such as
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MACs and the elected politicians. These groups sometimes became the vehicles
of electoral politicians or political groups/parties, which invariably competed for
movement resources with the residents’ groups at the local level. Gradually
residents’ groups were wary that they would be exploited or absorbed by the
politicians and lose their own identity or autonomy (Lui, 1994). As discussed in
Chapter Six, this gradually created a gap between the grassroots CSOs and the
political society in the 1990s.

New movements since the 1990s

As discussed in Chapter Six, the 1990s saw a gradual detachment of the political
from the civil society in Hong Kong. This had to do with new trends of
development within the social movement industry, with a gradually widening
ideological gap between the political parties and the CSOs, and with the CSOs’
disappointment with both the performance and political effectiveness of the
elected legislators in the 1990s. These several factors, however, were mutually
reinforcing, leading to new forms of social movement in the 1990s and beyond.

New social movements

When the district boards were first set up in the 1980s, many social activists saw
participation in the DB elections as “wars of position” (Public Policy Research
Center, 1985) that were vital to the future development of democracy and social
movements in Hong Kong. To these activists, the DB seats represented institutional
resources and influences that had never been opened for competition before,
which could be used to push for more social and political reforms. Hence CSOs
in the 1980s commonly saw it both desirable and necessary to participate in the
limited elections in that period. They believed that with elected legislators and
DB members, social mobilization could bring greater pressure on the government
and better effect changes with their allies in the establishment.

After 1991, the CSOs quickly discovered that the power of the limited
representative democracy was a myth. Limited to a minority in most of the elected
councils, the pro-democracy politicians could not bring as many policy changes
as they had expected. Electoral politicians also had a different set of preferences
or incentives after they became elected legislators, politicians were more
constrained by mainstream public opinion, and were more bent on compromise
with both the establishment and other groups. As popularly elected legislators
they were also loath to support the more radical or confrontational actions of
some grassroots CSOs. This, coupled with the trend of “new social movement”
in the social movement industry in the early 1990s, sped up the detachment of
CSOs with political parties.
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The early 1990s saw the rise of “new social movements” among CSOs. These
stressed more thorough discussions about the goals and courses of action and
collective decisions among the participants, with the professional organizers taking
a less dominant role. They valued equality between the organizers and the masses,
with a view that the masses, and not the professional activists, were the true subjects
of movements. They stressed direct dialogue between the masses and those in
power, often with the help of more confrontational actions, doing away with the
mediation of politicians or mass media. To these activists, the direct confrontation
and dialogue would lead to a fundamental resuscitation of the power relationship
within the society among the participants (Luk, 1994; Mok and Yu, 1996).

This trend was due to several developments in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
The signing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration and the subsequent debate on
the future political formula had turned the attention of Hong Kong people, and
in particular the mass media, towards constitutional rather than livelihood issues.
It was more and more difficult for actions on social policy issues to attract attention
and to arouse public sympathy. Secondly, the development of elected councils
since the 1980s absorbed a lot of political participation and drove the masses to
become more reliant on professional politicians to channel their interests, which
had a negative impact on political participation. However, after the DB and Legco
elections social activists quickly found out that the elected politicians were not
that effective in influencing government policy after all, and may not accurately
reflect the interests of the citizens once they were in the councils. They also found
that the media had their own biases and agendas, which could not be relied upon
to articulate the interests of the grassroots (Luk, 1994). As a response to these
changes, the new social movement activists saw the need to rejuvenate the social
movement by emphasizing more initiatives and participation of the masses to
empower them. They also believed that direct action confronting the authorities
could transcend the limitations of the media and elected politicians.

Ideologically, some activists of the new generation have also become more
anti-establishment and particularistic in orientation. Student movements in Hong
Kong after the 1989 Beijing democracy movement bore a new generation of
activists who were more anti-establishment, inclined to less formal and more
spontaneous modes of action, who preferred to distance themselves from electoral
politicians (see also Chapter Six). In short, they were more likely to buy into “new
social movements” ideas. Affected by civil society theories of action which had
been in vogue since the late 1980s, they were more inclined to disengage
themselves from the formal political institutions such as political parties and
elected councils. With many of these student activists taking up positions in liberal
CSOs in the 1990s, the CSOs became more single-issue-oriented, had a tendency
to shy away from mainstream politics, and had a lower propensity to form territory-
wide coalitions on issues of broader concern than their predecessors. They also
had more of a “not-in-my-backyard” mentality, seeing specific policy issues as
concerns of individual communities and not broader problems of societal
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development and reform (Lui and Chiu, 2000, p. 13; Lai, 2000). Ideologically
they preferred to have a more pluralistic movement, confronting the
establishment on various fronts based on equal participation. They more-or-less
refused to accept leadership of the older generation of mainstream democrats,
and preferred a more diversified movement form, partly for fear that the
movement agenda would be usurped by the mainstream democrats.1  These
activists also tended to see the elected councilors as part of the establishment,
who should be monitored by civil society, and not as their partners in social
movements. To them, the social movements needed to keep a distance from the
elected politicians, to maintain the autonomy of the civil society.

Events in the early 1990s also widened the gap between political parties and
some of the grassroots CSOs. Chapter Seven has discussed a series of events in
the early 1990s in which activists used more confrontational actions to embarrass
government officials. For the mainstream democrats who were appealing for the
interests of the broader electorate, the actions had become too radical and they
were generally reluctant to stand behind these more radical movements. The
grassroots activists in turn saw this as betrayal of the social movement and a
desertion of the pro-grassroots position by the party politicians. Movements such
as rehousing those living in rooftop structures in Tsuen Wan and Mongkok in
1994–95, which the pro-democracy parties failed to endorse, were watershed
events after which the grassroots activists increasingly deserted the pro-democracy
parties out of disappointment. The Democratic Party also grew increasingly
middle-class-oriented after 1997,2  which partly contributed to its detachment from
the pro-democracy unions and other grassroots groups. After 1997, the links
between CSOs and the political society were severed, with little mutual trust
between them. The two became more and more specialized: the political parties
focusing on the parliamentary and electoral arena, while many liberal CSOs did
not believe that the partly elected councils were important battlefields. They
preferred to focus on their sporadic, particularistic, issue-oriented actions in their
own issue areas. It also became relatively uncommon for CSOs and political groups
to form territory-wide coalitions or movements after 1997, as they often did in
the late 1980s.

Counter united fronts

The detachment of civil society from the political society did not mean that the
social movements in Hong Kong died down after 1997; they just took on new
forms of organization. Table 7.5 shows that after 1997, there were more than 2,
000 public meetings and processions every year, an average of 6.4 per day, most
of them protests against government policies or expressions of policy demands.
On the one hand, this shows that despite some selective use of power of control
by the government and a less favorable political climate, as discussed in Chapter
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Seven, the freedom of association and expression in Hong Kong was largely
intact.3  On the other hand, it showed that public protests had become one of
the most common forms of expression of opinion and social movement in Hong
Kong after 1997. At one point, public protests were so frequent that the
international media nicknamed Hong Kong “the city of protests” (Washington
Post, June 28, 2000, p. A21).

Post-1997 events showed that the CSOs had been active in using social
protests to put forward policy demands, fight for their interests, and oppose
government actions and policies, especially on cases of perceived infringement
by the state on civil society. Chapter Seven discussed a series of cases when
attempts to encroach on press freedom and civil liberties were met with
opposition from the civil society (see Appendix 3). CSOs were generally alert
to protect the autonomy and space of the civil society after 1997, and were quick
to voice opposition whenever they perceived any threats or encroachments on
civil society. Human rights activists and pro-democracy politicians were allies
in defending civil liberties and political freedoms, while professional bodies such
as the Hong Kong Journalists Association and Hong Kong Bar Association played
an important role in defending press freedom and rule of law. The religious
sector was also adamant in defending religious freedom and the freedom of
speech. For example, in 2000 the Vatican canonized 120 foreign missionaries
and Chinese Catholics martyred in China, a move not welcomed by the PRC
government. A CGLO official asked the Hong Kong Catholic Church to adopt
a low-key approach in their celebrations, which was promptly reported by the
Hong Kong Catholic Diocese, accusing the Chinese government of infringing
religious freedom and went ahead with the celebration.4  In the case of the Falun
Gong, which was accused by both the pro-Beijing circles and the SAR
government of being an “evil cult” in 2000–01,5  the Christian churches stood
firm in its defense.

The vibrant civil society and vocal CSOs of Hong Kong were a key factor in
defending autonomy and liberty of Hong Kong after 1997 (Holliday, Ma and Yep,
2002). The watchful eyes of foreign governments and the international media
certainly played a part, as both the SAR and the Central Government did not want
to tarnish Hong Kong’s international reputation as a free city, or contradict “one
country, two systems” and “high autonomy.” However, with very limited resources,
weak linkage between CSOs, little collaboration with the political parties or elected
legislators, and only a partly elected legislature in an executive-dominant system,
it was difficult for the CSOs to effect changes in government policies.

This deficiency in post-1997 social movements was partly attributed to the
movement organization form. The post-1997 movement industry saw the rise of
ad hoc united fronts formed by CSOs in various areas. Most social activists
interviewed by the author said that this organizational form began to become
popular in the mid-1990s.6  CSOs with similar concerns would join together to
form a temporary coalition or a “united front” for a series of actions, usually over
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a certain policy issue, cause or incident. These coalitions usually had no formal
organization and little organizational resources. For example, they usually did not
have regular paid staff, and usually did not even register as formal organizations
or registered societies. The ad hoc united fronts usually last only months, and
became inactive after the passing of the issue or the series of actions.

A quantitative survey on the social movement after 1997 showed that this
kind of ad hoc united front was very common after 1997. Based on newspaper
reports from January 1998 to December 2004,7  I counted the frequency of social
actions (including street-level protests, signature campaigns, press conferences,
public declarations of positions, petitions to the government or Legco, legal
actions, etc.) in Hong Kong that involved CSOs in the name of “coalitions,”
“joint conferences,” “united fronts,” etc. (see Appendix 5 for the list of
coalitions). The results revealed a total of 190 such coalitions or united fronts
acting during this period. Altogether these coalitions accounted for 700 counts
of social actions, on average 100 social actions every year.8

There were several interesting observations from this survey of “counter
united front” actions. Firstly, a large number of them had very limited counts of
social actions in a span of seven years. There were 70 fronts (or 36.8% of total)
that had only one action count in 1998–2004. Another 88 fronts (46.3% of total)
had no more than five actions, which means 83.1% of these fronts had no more
than five actions in this period that spanned seven years (see Table 8.1). It was
not difficult to explain the phenomenon: many of these fronts were ad hoc
alliances formed for targeted actions against a specific event or government policy
proposal. After the proposal was dropped or adopted these coalitions would
naturally cease to operate. The second observation was that these “counter united
fronts” covered a wide range of issues, including education, social welfare,
unemployment/poverty, human rights, democratic development, to medical
issues, with no dominant policy areas (see Table 8.2). This shows that the format
was favored by a large range of CSOs in different sectors. Thirdly, street-level
protests, including public demonstrations, rallies or petitions, remained the most
popular form of social action. Out of the 700 counts of social actions, 351 or about
50% belonged to this category. It should be noted that direct contact with
legislators or officials made up only 53 or 7.6% of the total action counts. It
showed that most CSOs still saw arousing public attention and earning public
sympathy through the mass media as more important than simply taking the
message or demand to those in the establishment. This more or less revealed that
the CSOs had little confidence on the effectiveness of the formal channels of
complaints and consultation.

On the face of it, this mushrooming of counter united fronts, covering such
a wide range of issues, was a manifestation of societal pluralism. However, these
ad hoc united fronts usually could not accumulate enough resources for sustained
movements to effect government policy changes. The fronts would raise objections
to a specific proposal by various actions, maybe forcing the government to
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reconsider the issue if they succeeded in arousing enough public attention, but
they usually could not sustain their participation and organization after the initial
flurry was over. Among the 190 counter united fronts, only 15 had ten or more
social actions within seven years. Six of them belonged to coalitions of pro-
grassroots CSOs, which joined hands to demand better social welfare (or against
cutting of welfare) and better protection to the lower class. Two of them were
coalitions of small political groups that demanded the resignation of CE Tung
Chee-hwa in 2002–04. Two of the coalitions campaigned on causes of anti-
discrimination, and the Civil Human Rights Front  (see below) was a large
umbrella organization of many different groups. These more active and persistent
coalitions had one thing in common: they had a core of more established CSOs,
usually political groups or grassroots CSOs, which enabled them to sustain the
movement for a longer period of time.

Table 8.1  Number of united fronts by the number of actions

No. of actions No. of fronts

1 70 (36.84%)

2–5 88 (46.32%)

6–9 17 (8.95%)

¨R10 15 (7.89%)

Total 190

Table 8.2  Breakdown of united front actions by areas of concern

Sector No. of Fronts No. of actions

Professional/sectoral interests 44 (23.16 %) 125 (17.86%)

Welfare 16 (8.42%) 69 (9.86%)

Human rights 17 (8.95%) 67 (9.57%)

Housing 24 (12.63%) 77 (11%)

Education 16 (8.42%) 31 (4.43%)

Medical 5 (2.63%) 20 (2.86%)

Environment 5 (2.63%) 14 (2%)

Transport 12 (6.32%) 25 (3.57%)

Labour issues 9 (4.74%) 70 (10%)

Constitutional/ democratization 8 (4.21%) 73 (10.42%)

Others 34 (17.89%) 129 (18.43%)

Total 190 700
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Veteran social activists interviewed by the author, who had participated in
more than one of these action fronts, pointed out the strengths and limitations
of the counter united fronts as an organizational form. It was flexible and did
not require a lot of organizational resources. As the CSOs stressed equal
participation and were very conscious of their own identities, the lack of a
common and stable organization allowed the members to withdraw any time. They
could join a front if they wanted to participate in a certain action or issue, and if
the issue was over, and/or the course of action or purpose of the united front
had changed, they could withdraw from the coalition without any significant costs.
They did not need to fear that the common organization would be usurped or
dominated by some larger organizations, and even if that happened they could
easily withdraw. The choice of this organizational form more or less reflected a
lack of mutual trust among CSOs, especially with regard to the larger and more
established CSOs and the political groups. It also reflected that the CSOs did not
care much to institutionalize or formalize their movements, as their most
important concern was self-defense: defending their self-interest and values, the
autonomy of CSOs and the civil society as a whole from encroachment from the
establishment.

The struggle against Article 23

The movement against Article 23 legislation best illustrates the strengths and
limitations of the counter united fronts as a movement organizational form. The
struggle against Article 23 in 2002–03 was a case of civil society in self-defense
against perceived encroachment by the state. It marked a rare occasion after 1997
in which CSOs of different natures joined together in a territory-wide, loosely
organized counter united front, the Civil Human Rights Front(CHRF). The
movement saw better cooperation between the CSOs and the political society,
culminating in the largest indigenous social movement in Hong Kong history.9

The movement also fundamentally transformed post-1997 politics and rekindled
the democracy movement in Hong Kong. The experience of CHRF showed both
the potential and limitations of this organizational form of loose united fronts.

Background

For many social activists in Hong Kong, legislation related to Article 23 of the
Basic Law has been a sword of Damocles hanging over them since 1989. Article
23 of the Basic Law reads: “The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall
enact laws on its own to prohibit any act of treason, secession, sedition, subversion
against the Central People’s Government, or theft of state secrets, to prohibit
foreign political organizations or bodies from conducting political activities in
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the Region, and to prohibit political organizations or bodies of the Region from
establishing ties with foreign political organizations or bodies.” The article
emanated from Beijing’s changed attitude to Hong Kong after the Beijing
democracy movement in 1989. In the first draft of the Basic Law in April 1988,
the draft Article 22 read: “The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall
prohibit by law any act designed to undermine national unity or subvert the
Central People’s Government” (Hong Kong Human Rights Monitor, 2001). The
enthusiastic support of the Hong Kong citizens for the 1989 Beijing democracy
movement alarmed the Central Government, which dreaded Hong Kong
becoming a base to subvert the mainland socialist system. The draft Article 22
was then revised in 1989–90 to proscribe a wider range of activities so that
“subversive” acts in Hong Kong could be outlawed after 1997 (Roberti, 1994, p.
275).

Because of this, in the minds of Hong Kong people, Article 23 of the Basic
Law was naturally associated with the Tiananmen crackdown. Since 1989, the
Alliance in Support of Patriotic Democratic Movements of China (ASPDMC) had
been organizing annual candlelight vigils in commemoration of the Tiananmen
crackdown, in which tens of thousands of participants chanted: “End one-party
dictatorship.” Pro-democracy activists had always feared that such events might
constitute “subversion” under Article 23. However, Article 23 reads “the HKSAR
shall enact laws on its own,” meaning the content and timing of the legislation
should be decided by the SAR government. Facing internal opposition and a
possible tarnishing of its international image, the SAR government procrastinated
and did not propose legislation for years after 1997.

However, by 2002 the Beijing leaders seemed to think that Hong Kong had
waited long enough and openly reminded Hong Kong leaders the need to enact
laws related to Article 23. In early 2002, Li Peng, then NPC Chairman said openly
while it was “understandable” that the SAR government had not yet enacted
Article 23 laws, the task should be realized within Tung’s second term (2002–07)
(Apple Daily, February 28, 2002, p. A2). Vice Premier Qian Qichen echoed and
contended that Falun Gong should be banned in Hong Kong after Article 23 laws
were enacted (Hong Kong Economic Journal, June 26, 2002, p. 2). In September
2002, the SAR government released a consultation document Proposals to Implement
Article 23 of the Basic Law, outlying proposed law changes and new enactments
related to Article 23. After three months of consultation, the proposals were
revised and written into the National Security (Legislative Provisions) Bill, which
was tabled to Legco in February 2003.

The government proposals aroused a lot of criticism, especially from human
right activists, legal professionals, and pro-democracy activists. It is not within the
purview of this book to recapitulate the full contents of and all the controversies
around the proposed legislation.10  In general the opponents of the bill, with some
of them agreeing to the constitutional or security need to enact laws to protect
national security of China, considered the proposed offences to be overbroad,
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with key terms so loosely defined and the offences too all-encompassing that the
enacted law could be arbitrarily used by the authorities to curb peaceful dissidence
in Hong Kong (Ma, 2005b). Many Hong Kong people were at least uneasy about
the introduction of mainland national security concepts into Hong Kong, and
had little trust for the Central Government when it came to respecting human
rights or political dissidence. Opinion polls showed that by December 2002, 54%
of Hong Kong people were opposed to the government proposals, with only 20%
supporting (Ming Pao Daily News, December 14, 2002, p. A10).

The CHRF as counter united front

For many pro-democracy or liberal CSOs, legislating for Article 23 was an attempt
by the government to control civil society and curtail public space. On September
13, 2002, more than 30 social activist groups formed the Civil Human Rights Front
(CHRF). Some other groups joined later to bring the total number to 44 groups
by July 2003. The CHRF was meant to be a roundtable conference that could
serve as a platform for groups concerned with human rights issues to discuss
actions, but when the consultation document on Article 23 legislation was released
weeks later, the CHRF quickly focused its attention on Article 23.

The CHRF typified the organization, strengths and limitations of the counter
united front as a movement organization format. The member groups were highly
diversified, with quite different backgrounds and different views on Article 23
legislation. The 44 groups that had joined CHRF by July 2003 included human
rights groups (four of the 44), political groups/parties (ten), professional unions
(three), religious groups (six), labor groups (four), student groups (three),
feminist, gay and lesbian groups (seven). The more radical groups such as the
April 5th Movement (a local Trotskyist group) rejected any kind of national
security legislation. The human rights groups did not see a need to legislate for
China’s national security in Hong Kong, especially when the SAR government
was not democratically elected. More moderate members such as the Democratic
Party agreed in principle to enact Article 23 laws, but demanded that the
government should publish a draft legislation for consultation, in the form of a
white bill, before tabling the legislative proposals to Legco.

The operation of the CHRF resembled many of these loose united fronts of
liberal CSOs after 1997. It operated in the spirit of internal democracy and equal
participation. Most decisions on collective actions were decided in plenary
meetings, participated by all the member groups, in which each member group
had one vote. More established members, such as the DP that had 11 Legco
members in 2002–03, or the Hong Kong Professional Teachers Union that had
about 80,000 members by 2003, had the same voting rights as the non-registered
Hong Kong Voice of Democracy that had only several members. The CHRF only
had one full-time paid staffer throughout the campaign against Article 23, and
all its activities were manned by volunteers of the member groups.
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The mainstream democrats, most notably the DP, who used to lead the
democracy movement and political movements in the 1980s, took a backseat
this time. The DP thought the struggle against Article 23 could be used to
rekindle the democracy movement, to show to Hong Kong people that a non-
elected government could pass laws that inhibit freedom. They also thought that
even if the National Security Bill was going to pass Legco, its passing would inflict
a hefty political penalty on their pro-Beijing political rivals who supported the
legislation.11  However, the DP adopted a conscious strategy to refrain from
taking the leadership in this movement. After their setback in the 2000 Legco
election, the DP intended to establish better links with CSOs. They understood
that quite a few CSOs had deep mistrust and suspicions of political parties in
general, and of the DP in particular, and a DP-led movement would not attract
their participation. Many younger activists would not accept their leadership,
or they were reluctant to accept any leadership whatsoever. The DP saw the
CHRF format as one that could enlist the support of more CSOs in a movement
for a general cause, as the days were gone when civil groups would accept a
centralized leadership by the older generation of leaders.12  Thus the DP
participated in the CHRF just as a general member group and did not try to
take the leadership, although it played vital roles in both the Legco arena and
in street-level mobilization (see below).

New forms of mobilization

The CHRF experience epitomized a pluralistic form of mobilization by the new
generation of social movement. Because the bill covered a wide range of areas, it
aroused concerns from various social sectors (which partly explained the wide
variety of groups in the CHRF). Human rights activists and pro-democracy
politicians were ever critical of the contents of the government proposals, seeing
them as detrimental to civil liberties. Journalists were afraid that they could easily
be guilty of “sedition” or “theft of state secrets” with the vague definitions in the
bill. Academics feared that normal research on China could constitute “theft of
state secrets,” and discussions on Tibet or Taiwan independence could become
“inciting secession,” hurting academic freedom. The Catholic Church was worried
about the proscription of links with “mainland political organizations,” as they
had a lot of links with underground churches in the mainland. The Falun Gong
Hong Kong chapter participated in earnest as they naturally saw themselves as
the first target of the legislation. Even university librarians were worried that they
could easily be guilty of “handling seditious publications” and petitioned against
the content of the consultation document.13

The wide range of opinions among member groups mean that it was difficult
for the CHRF to reach a consensus on many positional issues, including whether
or not to ask for a white bill for another round of consultation by the end of
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2002. The only consensus was that the member groups objected to the proposals
in the consultation document and the subsequent bill, since they generally
believed that it would hurt human rights.14  The united front format, however,
allowed the different groups to “agree to disagree,” and to devise their own action
plans and mobilize their own publics without agreeing on a common position or
a concerted course of action, under the overall vague banner of “opposing Article
23 legislation.”

The Catholic Church opposed the legislation in a high-profile manner, with
Prelate Bishop Joseph Zen criticizing the government proposals as hurting
religious freedom and trying to silence political opposition. With the green light
given by the bishop, the Justice and Peace Commission of the Hong Kong
Catholic Diocese (JPCOM), the Catholic body responsible for campaigns for
social justice and a CHRF member, organized discussions on Article 23 in
individual churches.15  The Church weekly Kung Kao Po carried commentaries
from Bishop Zen and other clergy, asserting that the proposed legislation would
damage religious and other freedoms in Hong Kong.16

The news media as an interested party played a role in stirring opposition.
Journalists generally feared that the law could be used against them, or at least
would instill a “chilling effect,” inducing journalists to toe the government line.
A survey of Hong Kong journalists in December 2002 showed that 59% of
interviewed journalists were opposed to Article 23 legislation, with about 80%
believing that it would hurt the freedom of reporting. About 10% said they would
quit the profession after the bill was passed, and 34% said they would “consider
doing so” (Apple Daily, December 21, 2002, p. A6). The Hong Kong Journalists
Association (HKJA) began a petition against Article 23 legislation in November
2002, which obtained the support of 26 international media and human rights
groups and 859 local journalists (Hong Kong Economic Journal, November 25, 2002,
p. 8).

Selected newspapers played special roles in this struggle. Both owned by
maverick media tycoon Jimmy Lai, the pro-democracy Apple Daily and Next
Magazine led the opinion battle against Article 23. Both were relentless in attacking
the government and openly called on the public to join the July 1 demonstration.
A survey of the participants of the July 1 march showed that about 50% of them
usually read the Apple Daily, testifying its role of opinion leadership (Chan and
Chung, 2003). The owners of the Hong Kong Economic Journal, the most influential
financial daily in Hong Kong which many believed was read daily by Beijing
leaders, said they would consider selling or folding the paper if the National
Security Bill was passed, raising eyebrows in the business community (Sing Tao
Daily News, July 5, 2003, p. A6; Ming Pao Daily News, July 4, 2003, p. A6).

The pro-democracy parties and legislators took up the battle in the
parliamentary arena. The National Security Bill was tabled to Legco in February
2003, which was quickly passed to the bill committee for detailed scrutiny. With
the pro-government members in the majority, the pro-democracy legislators knew
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very well that it was very likely the bill would be passed. They tried their best to
expose the bill’s loopholes in the bill committee meetings. In the 180 hours of
committee meetings on the National Security Bill, the lengthy questioning of the
contents and controversies of the bill by the pro-democracy legislators led to
occasional outbursts by government officials in the chamber, which served to add
fuel to the already burning opposition movement. The DP also played an
important role in street-level mobilization. At the district level, the 94 ward offices
of DP legislators and district councilors proved an important organizational
resource. In weeks of mobilization effort shortly before the July 1 demonstration,
the DP managed to collect phone numbers of about 40,000 supporters, and their
volunteers and staff called them up one by one to ask them to join the July 1
demonstration.17

Selected professional bodies played an important role in cognitive
mobilization during the campaign. The Hong Kong Bar Association (HKBA) and
some of the leading barristers made serious efforts to explain the problems with
the bill in public forums and in the media. In later stages they reached out to
other professional bodies and secondary schools to explain the problems with
the bill.18  In the last two weeks of June 2003, more and more professional groups
and social leaders, including academics, journalist bodies, medical doctors,
schoolteachers, accountants, social workers, film directors, artists, student bodies,
and religious groups, openly called on their members and the public to join the
July 1 protest. To analyze the form of mobilization and the role of CSOs in the
Article 23 movement, I conducted a survey of press reports related to anti-Article
23 legislation activities in June-July 2003.19  The survey revealed that in the month
June 2003, 162 groups had openly urged support for the July 1 protest by issuing
public statements or newspaper advertisements.

A lot of the mobilization was done by ordinary people through interpersonal
channels and through the Internet. Ng Chin-pong was a Form Six student in June
2003, student union president of his own secondary school. One week before July
1, he got the impression from various newsgroups and Internet chatrooms
commonly visited by teenagers that many teenagers were really angry about Article
23 legislation. He then set up a website to call on fellow secondary school students
to march together on July 1, 2003, and spread the message on various teenager-
favored websites, newsgroups or chatrooms. Within one week he got more than
100 volunteers, whom he had not known before, who helped to relay the message
through their own Internet and interpersonal networks. On July 1, 2003, more
than 2,000 teenagers showed up at the meeting point for secondary school
students, and they marched together.

A survey of 1,154 participants of the 2003 July 1 demonstration showed that
68% of them saw interpersonal influences as an important factor that motivated
them to join the march, while 54% saw “calls from the Internet” (including
electronic mails from friends) as important. Both channels had higher
percentages than “calls from family members” (51%) and “calls from political
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parties” (44%) (Chan and Chung, 2003, p. 9). This showed that mobilization
through the Internet, a channel that was difficult for the authorities to control,
and which bypassed the mainstream mass media, had become a new and
important channel of communication in social movements in Hong Kong. The
organizational resources of the CHRF were not major factors that led to the
formidable movement; there was no single overriding organization that was
capable of mobilizing half a million people onto the street. Civic awareness,
opinion leadership by social leaders and the media, and interpersonal networking
were mostly responsible for the large turnout on July 1, 2003. The general
dissatisfaction with SAR governance, especially its performance in handling the
SARS epidemic in March-May 2003, was of course a key motivation. The general
distrust of the Hong Kong people of the Central Government and the SAR
governments, concerning how they would use the overbroad national security
legislation, underlined the apprehension against the Article 23 legislation. This
distrust or fear had a lot to do with post-1997 events discussed in Chapter Seven,
which led the Hong Kong people to believe that the government was intent on
clamping down on dissidence. The fear exploded in its most dramatic form during
the Article 23 debate.

Limitations of the united front format

In terms of stopping Article 23 legislation, the CHRF was certainly effective, as
in September 2003 the government announced that they would not propose the
Article 23 legislation again to Legco in the near future. However, when the
mainstream democrats and some of the pro-democracy CSOs in the CHRF tried
to convert the anti-Article 23 movement into a full-fledged democracy movement
after the July 2003 march, and use CHRF as its vehicle, its limitations were quickly
exposed.

The mainstream democrats and the pro-democracy CSOs wasted little time
in linking the Article 23 episode to the slow democratic development in Hong
Kong. They argued that the SAR government could choose to ignore public
opinion and enact legislations that violated human rights precisely because it was
not democratically-elected. With most of the functionally-elected Legco members
supporting the government, the democrats also argued that Legco was not able
to truly reflect public opinion because it was not fully popularly-elected. But for
the show of people’s power, Legco would have passed the National Securities Bill
on July 9, 2003. Subsequent rallies after July 1, 2003, joined by tens of thousands
of people, put forward clear goals of fighting for a universal-suffrage election for
the chief executive in 2007 and for the whole Legco in 2008.

The democrats immediately faced difficulties when they tried to transform
the CHRF into a new coalition for pushing democratization. Immediately after
the July 2003 march, when some CHRF members proposed to set the new task
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of the CHRF as demanding full democracy, some of the member groups were
reluctant to join. Many of these groups did not have a history of participating in
social or political movements and did not feel right to do so after Article 23 was
defeated. For example, the Hong Kong Journalists Association considered itself
a professional body, and saw it inappropriate for it to join as a member of a
coalition fighting for democracy. The Hong Kong chapter of Amnesty
International, following the principle set by its headquarters, did not want to join
domestic political campaigns. Quite a few of the grassroots CSOs were afraid that
the movement and the CHRF platform would be exploited by the mainstream
democrats to push their political agendas. Some grassroots CSOs were wary that
the movement would quickly be transformed to one of chiefly political or
constitutional concern, paying little attention to livelihood or class issues. They
were also unhappy that the July 1 movement was portrayed as a middle-class
movement, neglecting the role played by the grassroots groups.20  The member
groups hence failed to agree that they should become a full-fledged united front
to push democratic reforms.

The landslide victory of the democrats in the district council election of
November 2003 and the large turnout of the January 1, 2004 rally gave great
encouragement to the democrats. The Central Government’s propaganda on
patriotism in early 2004 drove the CHRF together, as the debate heightened
political pressure on the pro-democracy camp as a whole, and focused the public’s
attention on political issues. However, the CHRF still failed to consolidate into a
more formal organization, resembling the Joint Committee for the Promotion
of Democratic Government, formed by various pro-democracy groups in the late
1980s. In mid-2004, it was proposed that it should register under the Societies
Ordinance to formalize the organization as a longer-term movement for fighting
for civil and political rights. The idea was discussed in a CHRF general meeting,
but in the end was turned down by the members on August 14, 2004. It showed
the extent to which some of the member groups detested formalization and
preferred an ad hoc form of organization. Core participants of the CHRF revealed
that many of the smaller groups were afraid that a formal organization would be
dominated by the larger and more resourceful groups. They also did not want to
devote their resources and time to a common secretariat or formal organization.
The mutual trust between these smaller CSOs and the mainstream democrats was
too weak to form a long-term partnership.21  Some of the member groups thought
the CHRF should focus on human rights rather than political or constitutional
issues, but groups such as the Human Rights Monitor wanted to maintain their
independence and did not want to be a member of another formal organization,
preferring to keep the ad hoc form of organization, which would allow them to
leave the movement any time should they find it deviating from their goals.

However, this ad hoc organization form proved unable to sustain the
movement. After July 2004 the democracy movement saw a recession. The
mainstream democrats were preoccupied with the September 2004 Legco election
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and were not participating a lot in social movements by mid-2004. The NPCSC
verdict in April 2004, which negated the possibility of election by universal suffrage
in 2007/08, and the unsatisfactory result of the democrats in the 2004 Legco
election further took the wind out of their sails, severely weakening the
momentum of the democracy movement. In late 2004, the CHRF failed to find
any new causes or actions to push forward the democracy movement. In 2005,
with some of the more established groups less participative, the CHRF was
embroiled in a series of internal struggles. The most illustrative case was the debate
around the 2005 July 1 demonstration. The CHRF general meeting decided gay
and lesbian groups would be among the leaders of the procession of the 2005
march, which brought opposition from religious member groups. Some member
groups opined that not allowing gay and lesbian groups to lead the procession
constitute discrimination against these groups, precisely behaviors and attitudes
that the CHRF needed to fight against. In the end, the member groups failed to
persuade each other: the gay and lesbian groups were among the leaders of the
procession, leading to a part-boycott of the religious groups in the 2005 march.

The CHRF experience partly explained the plight of the civil society and
democratic development in Hong Kong. Although the civil society in Hong Kong
was vibrant and pluralistic, it traditionally had relatively weak organizational
resources and weak horizontal linkage among CSOs. While the pressure groups
in the 1970s and 1980s shared a similar reformist orientation and could easily
coalesce into territory-wide movements, the evolution of the local social and
political movements since the 1980s pushed the CSOs towards a more principled
and ethical view of civil society, while driving a wedge between them and the
political groups that were intent on institutional reform and grabbing political
power. The lack of mutual trust between CSOs and political parties made it
difficult for them to form a territory-wide formalized organization or movement
to push for progressive democratic reforms. The ideological orientations of the
CSOs predetermined that they would be content with self-defense and
maintenance or at most enlargement of the public space, instead of seeking more
fundamental institutional reforms. The ad hoc united front format as a movement
organizational form was hence a conscious choice of the CSOs bounded by their
ideologies. The flexible movement form allowed the participants to join and leave
as they chose, with relatively little costs and long term commitment.

Core CHRF participants reflected on the weakness of this organizational form
in leading a territory-wide movement. While the flexible and organic form allowed
maximum participation of groups from different sectors and ideological flavors,
it would fail to establish a stable core. Without a stable and resourceful core, the
front was very dependent on the political climate or the initiative of individual
resourceful groups, making it difficult to sustain a movement for long periods of
time.22  The form was effective as a short-term alliance to fend off encroachment
on the civil society, as shown in the Article 23 struggle. It was effective as it allowed
CSOs to mobilize their respective clienteles with relatively low costs, with due
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respect to their individual differences. It was however difficult for this
organizational form to accumulate enough organizational resources, experience
or mutual trust to build a formidable movement. The participation from civil
society was bound to be more sporadic, spontaneous, more dependent on the
initiative of individual participants, while at the same time making it difficult to
effect institutional changes.
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C H A P T E R  N I N E

An Institutionalist’s Conclusion

THIS BOOK STARTED WITH THE ambitious goal of explaining the governing crisis
of the SAR and the lack of democratic progress in Hong Kong after 1997. This
concluding chapter analyzes the plight of SAR governance and of democratic
development in Hong Kong, by combining an institutional analysis of SAR politics
and discussion of state-society relations in Hong Kong.

Summary of arguments

Part A pointed to the fragmented state institutions of the SAR as a major obstacle
in delivering good governance after 1997. The Central Government was reluctant
to use the Communist Party apparat in Hong Kong to govern the SAR, and the
united front or corporatist regime it had engineered since the 1980s, comprising
the traditional leftists, business leaders, the former pro-British politicians, and the
administrative elite in the civil service, served better to marginalize the democrats
than to build a cohesive governing coalition for effective rule. The expansion of
the administrative state, the public sector reform, and gradual democratization
since the 1980s also brought a fragmentation of state institutions. Although
constitutionally the chief executive possesses most of the executive power, post-
1997 events show that the state’s power is very much constrained by multiple
institutions within and outside the state, particularly with the monitoring of the
civil society. The lack of a governing political machine, in the form of a governing
party, was a root cause of the weak capacity for the post-colonial state, as the
governing elites had little unified vision, insufficient social support base, and little
societal mobilization power, all of which contributed to the post-1997 governance
crisis of the SAR.

Part B showed how the growth of the nascent political society in Hong Kong
was arrested by institutional and political changes after 1997. While both the
political parties and Legco began to play more important roles in policy influence,
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interest aggregation and cleavage formation in 1991–97, the institutional
constraints imposed by the Basic Law disabled the policy-making functions of
Legco after 1997. In addition, the limited constitutional power of Legco was not
put into full use after 1997 because of a pro-government majority and
fragmentation of Legco. As a result, the legislature’s role in aggregating and
channeling social interests was much weakened because of its limited policy
influence. The legislators, especially the pro-democracy opposition, then devoted
most of their effort to controlling the government and struggling for mandate
and legitimacy. Similarly, while the political parties enjoyed considerable growth
in 1991–97 due to the opening up of the regime, their continual development
was much hindered after 1997. The institutional setup, with so few power positions
open for electoral contestation and a weak legislature, was not favorable to the
development of political parties. Post-1997 change in electoral rules and abolition
of the municipal councils further hampered the development of political parties.

The detachment of the political society from the civil society in Hong Kong
in the 1990s, in this sense, was both a cause and result of the weak political society.
Weak influence of the political society, partly due to the limited nature of the
democratization, turned the liberal civil society organizations away from
mainstream politics. As endorsing political parties will not usually bring policy
changes, many liberal CSOs preferred to conserve energy and resources outside
the establishment, leading to a “hollowing out” of the pro-democracy parties after
1997 (Ma, 2003b, p. 25). The low level of mobilization and weak roots in society
in turn weakened the political and social influence of the parties. With the political
society unable to bridge the gap between state and civil society, state institutions
after 1997 were left to face directly the challenge of CSOs in case of policy
disputes, with few intermediary institutions to mitigate the conflicts. With an
inherent legitimacy problem, compounded by policy and administrative mistakes
after 1997, the SAR government found itself in constant conflict with the civil
society, which aggravated its legitimacy and governance problem.

The lack of institutionalized channels for state-society dialogue, or of a
consensual state-society contract, made the state apprehensive of the challenge
from the civil society. As a result, the SAR government resorted to negative means
of controlling the opposition movement and challenges to its authority from the
civil society. Part C showed that the civil society in Hong Kong faced multiple
sources of pressure and control, some of which originating from the state.
Economic and political pressures, institutional and statutory power of control,
and resource allocation mechanisms controlled by the state all served to constrain
the autonomy of civil society in Hong Kong. The selective application of power
and influence and the general negative attitude against dissidence by the
government created an aura of uncertainty which worked against the healthy
growth of civil society action and social movements. Post-1997 events showed that
selected elements in the civil society were active in defending their autonomy with
qualified success. However, the stress on more “ethical” and autonomous aspects
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of civil society, lack of organizational resources and mutual trust, and reluctance
to coalesce with the political society, all drove CSOs to adopt ad hoc organizational
forms that were unfavorable for the accumulation of experience and resources
to effect a bigger movement. In short, civil society in Hong Kong was better able
to defend itself from encroachment from the state, but less able to unite to push
progressive reforms against the wishes of the state.

Politics of multiple contradictions

The politics of the SAR is one of multiple contradictions. To begin with, the very
idea of “one country, two systems” promised to bring multiple contradictions
between Hong Kong and mainland China: a small, rich, free-market, capitalist,
low-intervention city with a respect for rule of law and civil liberties is to be
subordinated to a vast, developing, socialist, state-directed country still wanting
in rule of law and protection of rights. The different values and philosophy about
state power and liberty, different concepts to the role of law and institutions, and
different political cultures all pointed to potential conflicts and contradictions
between the two systems. While the Central Government has been highly
restrained of itself, and refrained from intervening into social and economic
policy-making in Hong Kong after 1997, they were always wary of the potential
political influence Hong Kong could have on the mainland and they dreaded
the possibility of the democrats’ taking political control in Hong Kong. This
brought the first basic contradiction of SAR politics. The basic rationale of the
SAR political design, by according little power to the legislature, was to exclude
the representatives of the majority from the policy-making process, and vest most
powers in the CE and the executive branch which was not popularly elected. In
the partial Legco elections since 1991, the democrats had steadily obtained about
60% of the popular votes (see Ma, 2005a), yet they were always in the minority
in Legco. This created an inherent problem of governance and legitimacy for
the non-elected SAR government, which had to work extra hard to get public
support for its policies, and was especially sensitive to challenge from civil society
and public opinion.

The second contradiction is that Hong Kong was promised high autonomy
without being granted full democracy. Lapidoth (1997, p. 200) and Ghai (2000,
p. 22) concurred that autonomy of a region could be better guaranteed if both
the central and local governments had a democratic structure. However, with a
de facto appointment system, the SAR CE is inherently dependent on the Central
Government for his or her power. When it comes to political decisions that may
violate the Central Government’s wishes, it is highly unlikely to see the CE not
toeing Beijing’s line. When it comes to political reform or civil liberties, post-1997
events showed that there is little protection against boundary violation by the
government. In cases when Beijing’s intervention conflicted with local public
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opinion, the SAR government, as the proxy of the Central Government, usually
had to pay the price in terms of popularity.

The third contradiction is that while the Basic Law vests most of the power
in the hands of the CE, there were no supporting institutions to give him/her a
strong state capacity. The Central Government may have Singapore as its model
for Hong Kong’s governance. To the Beijing leaders, Hong Kong should focus
its energies on economic development, with as little political debate and struggle
as possible. The SAR should be economically open and politically conservative,
with stability the priority. A minimal opposition can be tolerated as long as it does
not touch the dominance of both the Central Government and the SAR executive.
But the SAR state can never be like the Singaporean state. It does not have an
omnipotent People’s Action Party that can control the legislature, the media, labor
unions, and penetrate various sectors of society to mobilize support for
government policies. Beijing’s grand strategy for Hong Kong pre-determines that
there will be no governing party with deep roots in society and strong mobilization
power. The Central Government does not want to see too much power
concentrated in the hands of a CE or a political party, because fragmented power
will guarantee that the CE is ultimately dependent on the Central Government
(Chu, 1995). However, years of gradual political reform and changes in state
formation since the 1980s have brought more constraints to state power and more
fragmented state institutions. The SAR CE was no longer like the pre-1980s
governor who appointed all legislators, sat on top of a lean administrative state,
and faced few challenges from civil society. To handle the post-1997 governing
task of the SAR, the SAR CE, democratically elected or not, needs a more
sophisticated and strong set of state institutions.

The fourth contradiction is that the Hong Kong people are granted full civil
liberties by constitution, but denied the fundamental political right of electing
their government. SAR citizens and groups are equipped with the political
freedom to oppose government policies, expose government misdeeds, resist state
encroachment, demand democratic reforms, practice Falun Gong, criticize SAR
and Beijing officials, and commemorate the Tiananmen crackdown. The only
thing they cannot do is replace their unpopular leaders by the ballot box. The
constitutional guarantee of freedom also gives the civil society in Hong Kong
ample autonomy and rights to defend itself, as any manifest violations of civil
liberties will be seen as violations of constitutional rights guaranteed in the Basic
Law, and hence a breach of the solemn promise made by the Chinese government
in the Joint Declaration. Non-democracies usually do not allow autonomous
political society or even civil society; legalized political opposition is taken as the
benchmark of some form of democracy (Dahl, 1971). While bad governance is
common in non-democracies, open criticisms against badly performing
governments are seldom tolerated in autocracies as they are in Hong Kong. The
full range of civil liberties in Hong Kong enables bad governance and policy
mistakes to be adequately exposed and criticized by the media and the public,
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weakening the authority and legitimacy of the non-elected government. But no
matter how low the popularity of the SAR government and its leader(s), the Hong
Kong people cannot replace them peacefully through the ballot box. This
contradiction is a fundamental source of alienation and instability in the SAR
political setup.

These contradictions, most of them originated from the institutional setup
or grand strategy by Beijing, are directly related to the governance problems of
the HKSAR. The SAR government has a very difficult task of convincing the Hong
Kong citizens that the above contradictions are reasonable. It has to convince the
Hong Kong people that the non-elected executive branch, and not the partly
elected Legco, is the true embodiment of public interests. It has to convince the
Hong Kong people that they are smart enough to exercise all their social and
economic freedoms, yet too stupid to elect their leaders. It has to convince the
Hong Kong people that high autonomy can be protected without a democratic
system, because the Central Government will know the boundaries when it comes
to intervention. It has to do all these tasks and solve the legitimacy problem
commonly faced by authoritarian regimes without a strong state machine, and
without resorting to the repressive and/or penetrative tools that many non-
democracies use.

The political saga related to Article 23 legislation, which culminated in the
500,000-people march on July 1, 2003, marked the point where all the above
efforts at solving the legitimacy problem became totally unconvincing for the
people of Hong Kong. The Article 23 saga made Hong Kong citizens fear that
the Central Government would unduly intervene into Hong Kong affairs, that
the unelected executive would violate public opinion and interests and legislate
to infringe on people’s rights, and that the civil society would be curtailed under
the undemocratic regime. The civil society then rose in self-defense, and asked
the very question that why they were not granted the basic political right of
electing their leaders. The governing strategy and the legitimacy basis of the SAR
government unraveled under this challenge. By bringing the issue of
democratization onto the political agenda after 2003, the SAR government’s
legitimacy problem was fully exposed by the fifth contradiction of SAR politics:
Hong Kong people were promised a democracy that might never come.

Democracy that never comes

As O’Donnell and Schmitter (1986, p. 15) pointed out, the Achilles’ heel of many
postwar authoritarian regimes was that they did not rely on fascist or communist
ideologies to govern, and they promised a future democratic and free system. In
this sense, they could only justify themselves in political terms as transitional
powers, and tried to shift the public’s attention to substantive issues such as social
peace and economic development to justify their autocratic rule. However, this
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promise of a democratic future will invite demands for democratic reforms from
time to time, demands that the authoritarian regime cannot legitimately refuse
forever.

The SAR government is in a similar situation. Article 45 of the Basic Law
promised that “[t]he ultimate aim is the selection of the Chief Executive by
universal suffrage….” Article 68 promised “[t]he ultimate aim is the election of
all the members of the Legislative Council by universal suffrage.” Nobody knows
when these ultimate moments will come. In theory, the current system in which
a partly-popularly-elected legislature co-exists with a non-popularly-elected
executive may last for decades or even longer. But it creates an eternal legitimacy
problem for any current unelected SAR government and the functionally elected
Legco members as well, for the constitutional principle enshrined in the Basic
Law suggests that they are nothing more than transitional. The SAR government
and the Central Government can only justify the current government form by
good governmental and economic performance, and when these goods were not
effectively delivered after 1997, the “myth of authoritarian advantage” (Maravall,
1995) perished. Unlike in colonial days, when many in Hong Kong chose not to
ask the question of legitimacy (Lui, 2002, p. 469), the perishing of the
authoritarian myth had left the SAR government constantly looking for a new
basis of legitimacy.

Post-1997 Hong Kong belonged to a group of political systems that are neither
totally authoritarian nor democratic. These systems are “democracy with
adjectives,” with different scholars giving different terminologies: hybrid regimes,
competitive authoritarianism, semi-democracies, semi-authoritarianism, pseudo-
democracies, and the like (Collier and Levitsky, 1997; Diamond, 2002; Share, 1987;
Levitsky and Way, 2002; Case, 1996). The current state of Hong Kong is akin to
Levitsky and Way’s (2002) “competitive authoritarianism” or Case’s “semi-
democracy” (Case, 1996). Their common feature was that there is some form of
electoral contestation, but the rules are usually bent or restricted to prevent the
opposition from gaining power. Unlike authoritarian states, the media and
judiciary in these hybrid regimes have some independence and can exercise some
control on the state. Their legislatures may be weak but can still be an arena for
opposition activities. Most scholars agreed that these hybrid regimes are inherently
unstable. Partial elections may provide for outlets for social grievances, at the cost
of radicalizing the underprivileged classes. When the regime is partly open and
the people are free to express their views and/or organize opposition, it is very
difficult to suppress demands for a full opening for a long period of time (Levitsky
and Way, 2002; Case, 1996). The partial elections may provide for outlets for social
grievances, and some of these regimes can fend off pressures for full
democratization for some years, but there will be governing difficulties for the
partially open regime. As Kuan (1998, p. 1444) pointed out, “[a]n authoritarian
regime which has pre-committed itself to democracy is an inherently unstable
regime, because it will be taken to task to deliver.”
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Hong Kong, as a hybrid regime in this sense, is going to witness struggles
over democratization for a long period of time. The Basic Law only stipulates the
electoral methods of the CE and Legco before 2007, and promises that the CE
and Legco will ultimately be elected by universal suffrage. The SAR government
cannot rule by an authoritarian ideology; it has to say that public opinion is the
root of its policy decisions. It has to say that democracy, as the ultimate
constitutional goal guaranteed by the Basic Law, is a good thing, and that the
government is trying hard to achieve that goal. The SAR government is also afraid
of challenge from civil society and the pro-democracy minority, for want of
legitimacy of the regime. Because of this, social protests and Legco oversight pose
more constraints to state power than in ordinary authoritarian states. The promise
of democracy invites constant challenges from the democrats for an early
implementation of full democracy. The NPCSC verdict on April 26, 2004, which
ruled that the CE will not be elected by universal suffrage in 2007, and Legco
will still be half-popularly-elected and half-elected by FCs in 2008, served only to
delay the issue. The NPCSC verdict may quell the opposition or dampen
mobilization for democracy for a few years, but years later the challenge to the
SAR government will resurface. Hong Kong will be embroiled in a constant
political struggle over the pace of democratization and its government form, and
the legitimacy problem will continue to trouble SAR governance for years to come.

In search of political development

To this author, a key problem of post-1997 governance is institutional incongruity.1

The Central Government adopted most of the features of the colonial political
system which had ruled Hong Kong relatively effectively before the 1980s, to
govern a Hong Kong in the twenty-first century. The system might have coped
well in the postwar years, when the Hong Kong population was relatively non-
participative, the legislature was made up of co-opted appointees, the state had
relatively little engagement with society, and the society was less pluralistic.
However, years of gradual democratization and economic and social development
had brought more pluralized social interests and rising aspirations from the Hong
Kong population. With increased government engagement in social services, the
state-society relationship since the 1980s was much more intimate than that in
the 1970s, which called for more institutionalized channels to deal with conflicts
between diverse social interests, and between state and society. As an international
city vested with high autonomy, the SAR government has to make independent
policy decisions in a wide range of economic and social policies. The job is much
more complicated than managing the industrial colony before the 1980s. In
systems theory jargon, Hong Kong’s political system now faced many more input
demands compared to the pre-1980 days, which the antiquated political system
was unable to deal with effectively.
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The major lesson of Almond and Verba (1989)’s seminal study on political
culture was that political institutions must be congruent with the political culture
in which they operate. The executive-dominant system of Hong Kong may be
congruent with the pre-1970s political culture, when Hong Kong people were less
participative, when Hong Kong had a weak identity, and when the civil society
was less active. But the system can no longer cope with the demands of the Hong
Kong people after 20 years of politicization and gradual opening of the political
system. As Kuan and Lau’s (2002a) latest survey on political attitudes
demonstrated, Hong Kong citizens showed comparatively few traces of traditional
Confucian values if compared to Taiwan and mainland Chinese. Economic
development has transformed the attitudes of Hong Kong citizens, and only
institutional constraints have prevented a more modern democratic political
culture from evolving.

Huntington (1968) saw the major sources of instability in developing polities
as the gap between rising aspirations of the masses to participate and the low level
of institutionalized political participation. He pointed to the vital role of political
parties in channeling institutionalized participation in these developing polities.
The functions of political parties and political society to bridge the gap between
state and society, channel societal participation or mitigate social conflicts in Hong
Kong was much weakened after 1997. The weakness of the political society meant
there were few institutional mechanisms to reconcile the differences and conflicts
between state and society. Scott (1989) saw the repeated engineering of state-
society contracts, by inclusion of key groups in corporatist structures, as the key
to colonial legitimacy. It followed that to solve the post-1997 legitimacy crisis of
the SAR, a new state-society contract is needed.

The lack of a post-1997 state-society contract made both state and society view
the other side with suspicion and fear. The result was that major political actors
in Hong Kong tended to use their power or influence negatively, to contain the
influence of others and defend themselves. A lot of the government’s energy was
expended in controlling the challenge from the pro-democracy opposition and
the civil society. To this end the SAR government was moderately successful, but
a weakened opposition and civil society did not guarantee good governance. With
little confidence that their views would be effectively channeled into the
establishment, the CSOs invariably chose to confront the state and shunned
mainstream politics. Again they spent a lot of effort in fighting off encroachments
from the state and maintaining civil society autonomy, but they were seldom
involved in decision-making in various policy areas and were too weak
organizationally to force the government into more fundamental reforms. Instead
of bridging the gap between state and society, the pro-democracy political
opposition focused on finding fault with government’s policies and actions, in
the course of which justifying their value and the need for further democratic
reforms. As Dahl (1984, pp. 43–4) said, political power as control or influence
does not have to be one-way; it can be mutual and reciprocal, in the process of
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which augmenting the influence of both sides. However, most political actors in
Hong Kong tended to see the game of political influence as a zero-sum game,
with most effort devoted to controlling other actors. A weak legislature does not
necessarily bring a strong executive (Ma, 2002a, p. 367), and vice versa. Similarly,
a weak government does not imply a strong opposition, and vice versa; a weak
state does not necessitate a strong society, and vice versa. The story of post-1997
Hong Kong was a weak or constrained state facing a weak or constrained civil
society, with a weak political society in between.

The Second Report of the Constitutional Task Force led by Donald Tsang, then
chief secretary, issued in 2004 in response to the democrats’ demand for universal
suffrage, pointed to several conditions in Hong Kong that were unfavorable for
implementation of full democracy.2  These problems included the lack of political
talent, the immaturity of political groups, and the paucity of public policy
research. The logic was clearly problematic: if a political system had little political
talent, weak policy research and immature political groups, no form of
government would work. It was also a weak argument to defend the current system
or deny democratization, as the government could not prove that the current
system could govern better under these adverse constraints than a fully democratic
system, or it could solve these problems better. All it did was admit that the SAR’s
political system is archaic, does not have sufficient channels of political
recruitment, has weak research capacity, and has a weak political society.

The above discussions pointed to the need for institution-building for the
post-colonial state, something both the central and SAR governments have
overlooked since 1997. Simply put, post-1997 Hong Kong needs a more developed
political system to tackle the much more complicated task of governing the SAR,
to solve the legitimacy problem, and to mitigate state-society conflicts. Formidable
institution-building tasks lie ahead for the current political system to catch up
with the environmental changes in the last 20 years. In view of the governance
problems after 1997, future institution building in the HKSAR should at least:
(a) strengthen state capacity; (b) foster growth of political society; and (c) re-
engineer a state-society contract. The institution of a popularly elected executive
and legislature can be part of the formula, a vital part as far as legitimation is
concerned. Progression to a fully elected government and legislature will provide
the ultimate motive for the growth of political parties and strengthen the role of
the legislature in representing and aggregating social interests. A fully elected
government should also bring a closer relationship between the CSOs and the
political society, as lobbying to change government policies through the elected
institutions becomes a not-so-remote goal. Fully democratic institutions should
also create a fairer playing field in which various social and economic interests
can be adjudicated, which helps to mitigate societal and state-society conflicts.

Even without full-fledged democratization, there are other possibilities of
institutional reform. To strengthen state capacity, the SAR government needs to
reform its institutions to bring about a more coherent executive. A governing
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party will help, and that can be done with or without full elections to the executive,
as long as the Central Government turns on the green light.3  The SAR state also
needs to strengthen its policy research capacity by including research capacity
from the academic circle, think-tanks and CSOs. It needs to increase venues of
political recruitment by allowing more lateral entries into the administration,
enlarge the politically appointed stratum, permit party members and other social
elites to enter the government to acquire political and administrative experience,
and decentralize administrative power to positions outside the civil service. All
these point to an overhaul of the monopoly of the administrative elite in policy-
making, policy knowledge, and political training. It should also point to engaging
more social elites of different sectors into the executive to build a more inclusive
regime to engineer a broader social base for the SAR state.

There is no royal road to party development and institutionalization. The
key issue is the opening up of top executive positions for public contestation,
which would attract resources and talent into political parties and hence the
legislature. Even without full-fledged democratization, removing unnecessary
institutional fetters on party development in the current system would foster
healthier party growth. The CE Election Ordinance could be amended to allow
the CE to form his or her own governing party. Legal recognition to parties, in
electoral laws, concerning fundraising and privileges in other public affairs, will
better institutionalize their role. More generous public funding would help the
development of parties, but the ultimate incentive depends on the possibility of
accession to power, and that depends a lot on the general openness of the Central
Government towards the development of party politics in Hong Kong.

While the establishment of a full democracy is necessary for bridging the state-
society gap, it is not sufficient for it to rebuild a healthy state-society contract.
The latter mandates inclusion of the major interest groups and CSOs in the policy-
making process. With the diversity of social interests in Hong Kong, it needs a
more sophisticated and complicated mechanism than the old “administrative
absorption” system to rebuild the state-society contract. If full democratization is
not to come in the short run, a more inclusive corporatist formula is imperative
for effectively mitigating state-society conflicts. This entails setting up
institutionalized bargaining mechanisms linked to or embedded in the
administrative machinery, policy communities that involve major stakeholders to
facilitate social bargaining. The traditional advisory committee system is too
diverse and informal to satisfy the CSOs and/or enable societal views to effectively
affect policy-making. This, again, entails wrestling power away from the traditional
administrative state.

The democrats’ demands for universal suffrage in 2007/08 in fact provided
a very good chance for a fundamental resuscitation of the limitations of the
current system, and the beginning of comprehensive institutional reforms. In
denying the demands for a full democracy by the NPCSC verdict in April 2004,
it seems that the Central Government did not see democratization as an important
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formula in solving Hong Kong’s governance problems. Chinese Vice President
Zeng Qinghong, the central leader who was responsible for Hong Kong after July
2003, said in June 2004 that economic development was the “eternal theme” of
Hong Kong (South China Morning Post, June 7, 2004). Seeing Hong Kong as mostly
an “economic city” without politics, the Central Government might easily turn a
blind eye to the importance of institutional reforms in Hong Kong. The stepping
down of Tung Chee-hwa as CE and the coming to office of Donald Tsang as CE
in 2005 temporarily tempered citizens’ dissatisfaction, but the long-term effects
remained to be seen. Delay of reform, however, will only mean a higher level of
institutional incongruity at a later stage, as social and economic changes will bring
an increasing gap between state and society. The legitimacy and governance crises
of the SAR government can be temporarily alleviated by rebounds in the economy
or improvements in government performance, which unfortunately will make the
authorities complacent and further delay institutional reforms. Institutional
incongruities and strained state-society relations predetermine that crises will
continue to plague SAR governance. Short of more comprehensive and
fundamental institutional reforms, the governability of Hong Kong will face
continued challenges in the foreseeable future.
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A P P E N D I X  1

Major Quangos Established since the 1980s

Commissions with policy-making tasks

Women’s Commission

• Year of establishment: 2001
• Status: Committee
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To consider and make recommendations on women-related issues in
Hong Kong on the basis of discussion papers.

2. To work with interested parties in the community to promote the
advancement of women in Hong Kong.

Commission on Youth

• Year of establishment: 1990
• Status: Committee
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To advise the Chief Executive on matters pertaining to youth.
2. To exchange ideas and information with other government advisory

bodies on youth matters with a view to ensuring that interests of young
people are taken into account in the design of relevant service programs.

3. To encourage better cooperation between government departments,
voluntary agencies, district organizations and private organizations
involved in youth service provision.

4. To gather information and initiate research on matters pertaining to
youth.
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5. To act as a focal liaison point with other international youth
organizations, and to promote opportunities for the young people of
Hong Kong to acquire international experience and exposure.

6. To enhance the civic awareness of young people and their participation
in community affairs.

7. To promote leadership training for young people.

Hong Kong Arts Development Council

• Year of establishment: 1995
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To carry out policy research and examine the environment for arts
development in Hong Kong.

2. To draw up on an ongoing basis plans aimed at utilizing effectively
available resources, exploiting all development opportunities and
emphasizing the contribution art can make to the community.

Hong Kong Council on Smoking and Health

• Year of establishment: 1987
• Status: Council
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To inform and educate the public on smoking and health matters.
2. To conduct or commission research on the harm caused by tobacco

dependence.
3. To advise government, community health organizations or any public

body on matters relating to smoking and health.

Hong Kong Port and Maritime Board

• Year of establishment: 1990
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To advise the government on Hong Kong’s development as a leading
port and premier international shipping and maritime services center.

2. To promote Hong Kong as a world port and an international maritime
center.
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Hong Kong Sports Development Board

• Year of establishment: 1990
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To promote and develop sport and physical recreation in Hong Kong.
2. To enhance the provision of support services for athletes and coaches.
3. To draw up and implement plans for sport and physical recreation, to

ensure effective coordination within and among government and non-
government sectors of the sport community in Hong Kong.

4. To enhance the knowledge and encourage the practice of sport and
physical recreation.

5. To secure and disburse the funds required for the development of sport
in Hong Kong and to manage the Sports House and Hong Kong Sports
Institute to attain the HKSDB’s objectives.

Committee on the Promotion of Civic Education

• Year of establishment: 1989
• Status: Government Department under the Home Affairs Bureau
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To research and discuss and make suggestion on the objective, area and
promotion of civic education.

2. To contact and cooperate with different government and community
organizations to increase public awareness of civic education.

Competition Policy Advisory Group

• Year of establishment: 1997
• Status: Committee
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To provide a high-level forum to review competition-related issues which
have substantial policy or systemic implications, and examine the extent
to which more competition should be introduced in the public and
private sectors.

2. To give advice to bureaus and departments in reviewing policies and
practices from the competition standpoint, and in proposing new
initiatives to promote competition in different sectors.

3. To define and tackle anti-competitive practices; as well as to ensure
consistent application of Hong Kong’s competition policy across sectors.
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4. To identify areas in the economy that may not be fully compatible with
the promotion of competition and economic efficiency, and review scope
for refinement.

Council for the AIDS Trust Fund

• Year of establishment: 1993
• Status: Council
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To provide ex-gratia payments to those who are Hong Kong residents and
have been infected with HIV through transfusion of blood or blood
products in Hong Kong prior to August 1985.

2. To augment the existing medical and support services for HIV-infected
patients provided by the Hospital Authority and the Department of
Health.

3. To arouse publicity and provide public education which remains the most
effective way to combat the spread of HIV and AIDS.

Education Commission

• Year of establishment: 1984
• Status: Non-statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To monitor the progress of education reform in seven key areas: language
education, curriculum reform, support for schools, professional
development, admission systems, assessment mechanisms and increase
in post-secondary education opportunities; to co-ordinate the work of
education-related executive and advisory bodies; and to advise the
government on how to implement the reform more smoothly and
effectively.

2. To work in collaboration with all the relevant advisory and executive
bodies to study in what ways further support may be provided to schools
and teachers.

Bodies to promote economic, infrastructural and sectoral
development

Airport Authority, Hong Kong

• Year of establishment: 1995
• Status: Statutory body
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• Major roles and responsibilities: To operate and maintain Hong Kong
International Airport

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Ltd

• Year of establishment: 2000
• Status: Corporation
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To operate and develop the Hong Kong securities and derivatives
markets.

2. To deliver attractive returns to shareholders and contributing to Hong
Kong’s aspiration to be the leading international financial center in Asia.

3. To develop a dynamic business, and better serve investors and issuers in
Hong Kong, the mainland of China and globally.

Hong Kong Logistics Development Council

• Year of establishment: 2001
• Status: Committee
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To implement the policies set by LOGSCOM.
2. To provide a forum for the public and private sectors to discuss logistics

development in Hong Kong.
3. To co-ordinate matters concerning “Logistics Hong Kong” and to carry

out joint projects between the public and private sectors.

Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation

• Year of establishment: 2001
• Status: Corporation
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To offer services to cater for the needs of industry at various stages,
ranging from offering a series of management and technical support
programs through industry and university collaboration.

2. To nurture technology start-ups through the Incu-Tech programme
support at a Tech Centre.

3. To provide advanced facilities and support services in the Hong Kong
Science Park for applied R&D activities.

4. To provide land and premises in the three Industrial Estates for hi-tech
manufacturing.
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Hong Kong Tourism Board

• Year of establishment: 1957/2001
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To promote Hong Kong globally as an international city in Asia and a
tourist destination.

2. To promote the improvement of facilities for visitors
3. To support the government in community promotion on the importance

of tourism.
4. To support activities of persons providing services for visitors to Hong

Kong.

Provisional Construction Industry Co-ordination Board

• Year of establishment: 2001
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To spearhead industry reforms and to propagate a new culture of change.
2. To develop a framework for the establishment of a statutory industry co-

ordinating body as envisaged by the Construction Industry Review
Committee (CIRC).

3. To co-ordinate construction standards development activities across the
entire industry,

4. To organize pan-industry forum for stakeholders to deliberate and forge
consensus on strategic matters as well as to communicate their needs
and aspirations to government. It also functions as a channel for
government to seek the industry’s feedback on policy issues impacting
on local construction,

Regulatory bodies

Securities and Futures Commission

• Year of establishment: 1989
• Status: Independent non-governmental statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To maintain and promote the fairness, efficiency, competitiveness,
transparency and orderliness of the securities and futures industry.

2. To promote understanding by the public of the operation and
functioning of the securities and futures industry.
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3. To minimize crime and misconduct in the securities and futures industry.
4. To reduce systemic risks in the securities and futures industry.

Broadcasting Authority

• Year of establishment: 1987
• Status: Independent statutory body established under the Broadcasting

Authority Ordinance (Cap. 391)
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To award licenses for the provision of non-domestic and other licensable
television programme services.

2. To make recommendations to the Chief Executive in Council on
applications for and renewal of domestic free and pay television licenses
and sound broadcasting licenses.

3. To prepare and revise codes of practice setting standards for television
and radio broadcasts.

4. To administer the relevant provisions in the Broadcasting Ordinance,
including the competition provisions, as well as those in the broadcast
licenses and the codes of practice issued by the authority.

5. To ensure compliance by the licensees with the regulatory system
governing such broadcasts; and to deal with complaints about broadcasts
and impose sanctions on the broadcasters, if necessary.

Review Body on Bid Challenges

• Year of establishment: 1997
• Status: Independent panel — Review body under the World Trade

Organization Agreement on Government Procurement
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To receive from suppliers challenges made in respect of alleged breaches
of the World Trade Organization Agreement on Government
Procurement by procuring entities arising in the context of relevant
procurements in which they have, or have had, an interest.

2. To conduct inquiries in respect of challenges made by suppliers.
3. To make determinations and recommendations in accordance with the

Rules of Operation of the Review Body on Bid Challenges.

Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre

• Year of establishment: 1985
• Status: Non-profit making company
• Major roles and responsibilities:
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1. To provide a free information service on dispute resolution.
2. To provide a wide range of literature and data relating to arbitration and

other means of dispute resolution.
3. To advise on arbitrators’ fees.
4. To make relevant enquiries of and arrangements with arbitration centers

elsewhere in the world.

Chinese Medicine Council of Hong Kong

• Year of establishment: 1999
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To implement the regulatory measures for Chinese medicine.
2. To allow registration of Chinese medicine practitioners and formulate

measures on examination and discipline of Chinese medicine
practitioners.

3. To implement the licensing system of Chinese medicines traders and the
registration system of proprietary Chinese medicines by phases.

4. To assess the safety, efficacy and quality of proprietary Chinese medicines
before the products being allowed to be registered.

5. To regulate the dispensation, storage and labeling of Chinese herbal
medicines.

Bodies for complaints, control of government and civil rights

Equal Opportunities Commission

• Year of establishment: 1996
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To implement the Sex Discrimination Ordinance (SDO), the Disability
Discrimination Ordinance (DDO) and the Family Status Discrimination
Ordinance (FSDO).

2. To eliminate discrimination on the grounds of sex, marital status,
pregnancy, disability and family status.

3. To eliminate sexual harassment, and harassment and vilification on the
ground of disability.

4. To promote equality of opportunities between men and women, between
persons with and without a disability and irrespective of family status.
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Independent Police Complaints Council

• Year of establishment: 1986
• Status: Non-statutory, independent advisory council
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To monitor and review the handling by the Police of complaints by the
public.

2. To keep under review statistics of the types of conduct by police officers
which lead to complaints by members of the public.

3. To identify any faults in police procedures which lead or might lead to
complaints.

Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data

• Year of establishment: 1996
• Status: Independent statutory body (enforcement of the Personal Data

(Privacy) Ordinance (Cap. 486))
• Major roles and responsibilities: To protect the privacy of the individual with

respect to personal data so as to obviate any interference in the free flow of
personal data to Hong Kong.

Office of the Ombudsman

• Year of establishment: 1988
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To conduct independent investigations into complaints against almost
all government departments, except the Hong Kong Police Force and
the Independent Commission Against Corruption, and major public
organizations for alleged maladministration such as inefficiency,
unreasonable or improper actions or procedures, abuse of power,
negligence and disparity of treatment, etc.

2. To investigate into complaints of non-compliance with the Code on
Access to information on all government departments.

3. To carry out self-initiated direct investigations into those issues of
potentially wide public interest and concern.

Legal Aid Services Council

• Year of establishment: 1996
• Status: Commission
• Major roles and responsibilities:
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1. To supervise the provision of legal aid services in Hong Kong provided
by the Legal Aid Department (LAD).

2. To formulate policies governing the provision of services by the LAD and
give advice on the policy direction of the LAD.

3. To review the work of LAD and to ensure the efficient and economical
discharge of the functions and provision of legal aid services by the LAD.

Bodies that handle administrative and executive tasks

Employees Retraining Board

• Year of establishment: 1992
• Status: Statutory body set up under the Employees Retraining Ordinance
• Major roles and responsibilities: To provide retraining to eligible workers to

assist them in taking on new or enhanced skills so that they can adjust to
changes in the economic environment.

Hong Kong Monetary Authority

• Year of establishment: 1993
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To maintain currency stability, within the framework of the linked
exchange rate system, through sound management of the Exchange
Fund, monetary policy operations.

2. To promote the safety and stability of the banking system through the
regulation of banking business and the business of taking deposits, and
the supervision of authorized institutions.

3. To enhance the efficiency, integrity and development of the financial
system, particularly payment and settlement arrangements.

Hospital Authority

• Year of establishment: 1990
• Statue: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To meet the different needs of the patients for public hospital services,
and to improve the hospital environment for the benefit of the patients

2. To encourage community participation in the system.
3. To advise the government of the needs of the community for public

hospital services and of the resources required to meet these needs.
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Kowloon-Canton Railway Corporation

• Year of establishment: 1982
• Status: Corporation
• Major roles and responsibilities: To provide a safe, reliable, profitable and

integrated railway network meeting the increasing demand for territorial,
cross-boundary and intercity railway services.

Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority

• Year of establishment: 1998
• Status: Government authority
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To ensure compliance with the Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes
Ordinance.

2. To register provident fund schemes.
3. To regulate the affairs and activities of approved trustees and ensuring

that they administer the registered schemes in a prudent manner.
4. To make rules or guidelines for the payment of mandatory contributions

and for the administration of registered schemes.
5. To consider and propose reforms of the law relating to occupational

retirement schemes or provident fund schemes.
6. To promote and encourage the development of the retirement scheme

industry in Hong Kong.

Mass Transit Railway Corporation

• Year of establishment: 2000
• Status: Corporation
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To operate mass transit railway system.
2. To develop key residential and commercial projects above existing

stations and along new line extensions.
3. To provide commercial activities associated with the railway including

rental of advertising space, ATM banking facilities and personal
telecommunication services.

Occupational Safety and Health Council

• Year of establishment: 1988
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:
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1. To provide safety education for the young and safety education for the
working population.

2. To give continuing professional development for the safety practitioners.
3. To build safety culture and awareness at community level.
4. To provide consultancy services to companies of all sizes on best safety

practices and safety management systems.
5. To launch safety & health research for discovery of new information and

evidence.

Town Planning Board

• Year of establishment: 1991
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To promote the health, safety, convenience and general welfare of the
community through guiding and controlling the development and use
of land, to bring about a better organized, efficient and desirable place
to live and work.

2. To consider objections to these plans and to submit draft plans together
with any unwithdrawn objections to the Chief Executive in Council for
a final decision.

Urban Renewal Authority

• Year of establishment: 2001
• Status: Government authority
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To accelerate redevelopment by replacing old buildings with new.
2. To enable and encourage the rehabilitation of dilapidated buildings.
3. To preserve by maintaining and restoring buildings of historical and

architectural value.

Vocational Training Council

• Year of establishment: 1982
• Status: Statutory body
• Major roles and responsibilities: To provide cost-effective alternative routes

and flexible pathways for school leavers and adult learners to acquire skills
and knowledge for lifelong learning and enhanced employability.
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Waste Reduction Committee

• Year of establishment: 1999
• Status: Committee
• Major roles and responsibilities:

1. To promote public and private sector action to reduce waste, recover
and reuse resources.

2. To co-ordinate the work of the waste reduction task forces.
3. To monitor local and international developments in waste reduction and

materials recovery and reuse, and advise the Secretary for the
Environment, Transport and Works on appropriate responses.
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A P P E N D I X  2

Major Judicial Review Cases, 2002–05

Filed date Event Result
05/10/02 Housing tenant Ho Choi-wan 22/11/04 The court gave the

questioned the Housing Housing Authority the right to
Authority increasing rent increase rent and free it from
without regard to the rent any obligation to cut rent. Ms
review policy. Ho appealed to CFA.

18/10/02 Civil servants challenge the 13/07/05 CFA ruled that the
legality of laws that cut civil government action was legal.
service wages in 2002, 04
and 05.

04/01/03 Society for Protection of 09/01/04 CFA ruled the
the Harbour alleged the reclamation project could not
reclamation of Wan Chai was be justified unless it served the
illegal overriding public need.

02/04/03 Five foreign domestic maids 04/01/05 The Court ruled
alleged the cutting of the against the maids.
minimum wage was unlawful
as they were discriminatory.

17/06/04 William Leung challenged the 24/08/05 High Court judge
laws that ruled sexual acts found the law discriminated
between two men under 21 as against homosexual men.
a criminal offense.

04/10/04 Leung Kwok-hung asked to 06/10/04 High Court rejected
add his own words to the oath his plea.
when he sworn in as a legislator.

Appendix 2 (to be continued)
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08/12/04 Public housing tenants 20/07/05 CFA confirmed the
challenged that it was unlawful legality of the Link Reit.
for the Housing Authority to
sell public housing property in
the Link Reit.

06/04/05 Legislator Albert Chan filed 10/05/05 Chan withdrew the
a judicial review against the case because of the NPCSC
government’s rule that the interpretation of the Basic Law.
next CE has a term of two
years instead of five.

23/06/05 A school sought a judicial 02/09/05 The court ruled in
review of the government’s favor of the government.
decision of not allowing the
school to open a Primary 1
classes in 2005–06.

21/07/05 Two taxi drivers challenged 24/08/05 The judge dismissed
the toll rises on the Eastern the application.
Harbour Tunnel.

28/07/05 Flight attendants challenged 25/08/05 The High Court
the Civil Aviation Department ruled against the flight
for allowing Cathay Pacific to attendants.
cut the minimum rest periods.

16/08/05 Legislator Leung Kwok Hung Arranged for hearing at the
challenged the executive order time of writing.
issued by the CE.

Appendix 2 (continued)
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A P P E N D I X  3

Examples of Criticisms from the Audit
Commission, 1998–2003

Year Department involved Criticisms
2003 Education and Manpower Purchased secondary school places

Bureau from private schools while there
were vacancies in public schools,
leading to additional costs of $246
million.

Food and Environmental Government wet markets are poorly
Hygiene Department  managed. As a result, more than

40% of shops were not rented, and
the vacancy rate continued to rise.

Food and Environmental • Overlapping structure and
duties

Hygiene Department at management level.
• Drainage service workers had

no norms for working hours.
• Garbage waste collection teams

were given breaks during
working hours.

• Estimated wastages over $40
million.

2002 Education Department Built new schools in districts where
there was an oversupply of school
places.

Inland Revenue Department Failed to detect profit tax evasion
cases.

Appendix 3 (to be continued)
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Customs and Excise Inability to check cigarette
Department smuggling activity, leading to a loss

of more than a billion dollars of
tax.

2001 The Government Supplies Poor inventory management which
Department led to additional cost of $35 million

in 2001.
Health and Welfare Bureau Insufficient monitoring on

expenditure on furniture and
equipment in Northern Hosipital
and Tseung Kwan O Hospital.

Lands Department and Sold and approved a piece of land
Buildings Department in Siu Sai Wan without considering

its plot ratio, leading to $1 million
loss in auction value.

2000 Various government Did not notify the Inland Revenue
departments and Inland Department when terminating
Revenue Department contracts with foreign employees,

leading to losses of $200 million of
tax in three years.

Highways Department Highway maintenance workers
worked less than the standard
working hours but got more than
$40 million dollars overtime
payment.

1999 Vocational Training Council • Construction of staff quarters
exceeded the budget by $85
million without approval.

• Construction projects worth $26
million were approved without
proper tender process.

• Provided loans for employees
without clear rules for
repayment  and allowed them to
repay the principal until
retirement.
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China Light and Power and Did not handle the risk of excess
Hong Kong Electric Group electricity generation, with the costs

transferred to users.
Social Welfare Department Failed to guard against fraud and

abuse of social security benefits.
1998 Trade Development Council Use a relatively costly design for

Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre, costing $200
million more.

Government Property Agency • Government canteens were
poorly managed, leading to
losses of $40 million.

• Government canteens got up to
to $7.5 million of subsidies
in terms of exemptions from
maintenance fee, electricity and
water charges and cleaning and
security expenses.
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A P P E N D I X  4

Major Controversial Events Related to
Civil Liberties after 1997

Event Date Event description
No.
1 July 1997 Police broadcast Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony to

drown out the demonstrators during the handover
ceremony.

2 July 1997 The Provisional Legislative Council passed the
Immigration (Amendment) Bill, making it
imperative for mainland children with SAR
parentage to apply in the mainland before they
can be legal residents in Hong Kong.

3 September 1997 Five protesters at the World Bank and IMF meeting
were arrested and charged with breaking through
the police cordon. One female protester claimed
she was indecently assaulted by a policeman when
being arrested. Four protesters were later
convicted of obstructing and assaulting police.

4 September 1997 More than 200 police officers swamped 15 protesters
who staged a protest against visiting Chinese Premier
Li Peng. The protesters were forced into a “protest
zone” which was very far from the venue of the World
Bank meeting which Li was participating.

5 October 1997 Police removed Republic of China flags displayed in
public areas on October, 10, the ROC national day.
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Event Date Event description
No.
6 April 1998 The Provisional Legislative Council passed the

Adaptation of Laws Ordinance that exempted
mainland “state institutions” from certain laws of
Hong Kong, in breach of Article 22 of the Basic Law
which requires that all branches of Mainland bodies
should abide by the laws of Hong Kong.

7 May 1998 Two activists Ng Kung-siu and Lee Kin-yun were
accused and later convicted of defacing the national
flag in a protest in January 1998.

8 July 1998 Four demonstrators who clashed with the police on
the first handover anniversary ceremony were
charged with “breach of peace.”

9 November 1998 Department of Justice decided not to prosecute
Xinhua News Agency for its failure before 1997 to
respond within a 40-day limit, as stipulated by the
Privacy Ordinance.

10 October– The SAR government failed to protect Hong Kong
November 1998 residents Cheung Tsz-keung and a suspected

murderer Li Yuhui from being tried in non-open
trials in the mainland in two cross-border cases.

11 December 1998 The Hong Kong General Association of Recycling
Business planned for a “slow drive” protest in
Central. The Police refused the demonstration, citing
the Public Order Ordinance for the first time after
1997.

2 January 1999 The Court of Final Appeal ruled that all children of
parents with Hong Kong residency at the time of
application were eligible for the right of abode.

12 February 1999 Reports said that the Hong Kong garrison of the
People’s Liberation Army had abusively asked the
police to provide outrider services for a trip to
Lantau.
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Event Date Event description
No.
13 April 1999 The Immigration Department rejected visas to 11

Chinese pro-democracy activists, including 1989
Beijing student movement leader Wang Dan and
prominent dissident Wei Jingsheng.

2 May 1999 The SAR government asked the NPCSC to interpret
the Basic Law provisions related to the right of abode
case.

2 June 1999 NPC issued an interpretation that overturned the
decision of the Court of Final Appeal in the right of
abode case.

14 August 1999 Government rejected a visa for Chang King-yuk, a
former chairman of Taiwan’s Mainland Affairs
Council.

15 October 1999 Police confiscated loudspeakers from demonstrators
during a protest at the National Day ceremony.

16 April 2000 Daughter of Hong Kong citizen Su Zhiyi claimed that
mainland police illegally seized evidence from Su’s
home. Su was jailed for embezzlement in the
mainland.

17 May 2000 More than 1700 residents of North Point Estate
received notice from police, warning them that their
public meetings in the past two months to discuss
government redevelopment plans had already
violated the Public Order Ordinance.

18 June 2000 Police refused to allow protesters against the NPCSC
reinterpretation of Basic Law to assemble outside the
Central Government Office and used pepper spray
to disperse the protesters.

19 July 2000 Pollster Robert Chung Ting-yiu of University of Hong
Kong alleged that CE Tung Chee-hwa had pressured
him to stop conducting polls on the CE’s declining
popularity.
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Event Date Event description
No.
20 August 2000 Five student leaders were arrested for alleged illegal

assembly in April and June demonstrations. The
government later decided not to prosecute after a
public campaign to oppose the arrest and against the
related Public Order Ordinance.

21 October 2000 Six police officers were accused of assaulting a Cable
TV cameraman during interrogation.

22 May 2001 The government denied entry to about 100 overseas
Falun Gong practitioners who had planned to join
protests against Beijing leaders who participated in
the Fortune Global Forum.
Scuffles between police and other protesters
in the Forum led to charges against three
demonstrators for obstruction of traffic and
assaulting police officers. The three were acquitted
in September 2001 when a magistrate ruled that their
arrest was illegal.

23 May 2001 Seven pro-democracy activists who chained
themselves to a flagpole in protest outside the forum
venue at Golden Bauhinia Square, were arrested and
charged with obstruction. The prosecution requested
to deny them access to six locations, including the
Harbour Plaza Hotel where President Jiang Zemin
was staying, but the Magistrate refused.

24 August 2001 Police detained several Falun Gong protesters for
obstructing a public area outside CGLO.

25 October 2001 Activist Ng Kwok-hung was charged with driving a van
into the prohibited area outside the Legco building
during a demonstration. Magistrate Siu Lai-chow
dismissed the case as nobody had seen Ng’s van
entering the prohibited area. In his verdict Siu said
he felt the police had targeted Ng for political
reasons.
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Event Date Event description
No.
26 November 2001 Police seized Falun Gong protesters’ banners on the

ground of public obstruction.
27 December 2001 Protester Leung Chun-wai was charged of assaulting

a police officer by shouting in her ear through a
loudhailer during a protest. He was found guilty and
sentenced to five months of imprisonment.

28 January 2002 Government imposed a ban on mainland children
who are awaiting right-of-abode rulings to enter local
schools.

29 February 2002 The police planned to install closed-circuit television
in Lan Kwai Fong to monitor pedestrians. Due to
public objection the police dropped the plan.

30 March 2002 Sixteen Falun Gong practitioners were charged with
public obstruction after a protest outside CGLO.

31 April 2002 Exiled mainland dissident Harry Wu, who held US
citizenship, was refused entry to Hong Kong on the
grounds of protecting Hong Kong’s security.

32 April 2002 Police arrested eight right-of-abode protesters after
Secretary for Security Regina Ip was besieged in her
car for almost an hour by about 200 demonstrators
outside the Legco building.

33 April 2002 Police handcuffed two reporters when they cleared
protesters who had occupied the Chater Garden for
weeks.

34 May 2002 Two student leaders and a political activist were
arrested for organizing and staging an unauthorized
rally in February 2002, and were convicted in
November. It was the first case since 1997 in which
protestors were charged for not obtaining advance
permission from police for holding a demonstration.

35 May 2002 Police refused the application of the Hong Kong
Alliance in Support of Patriotic Democratic
Movements of China to assemble outside the Central
Government Office. The Alliance lodged an appeal
and was approved by Appeals Board.
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Event Date Event description
No.
31 June 2002 Exiled mainland dissident Harry Wu was again

denied a visa to come to Hong Kong.
36 June-July 2002 More than 90 foreign Falun Gong practitioners who

intended to join protests during the handover
celebration ceremony were denied entry upon arrival
at the Hong Kong airport.

37 August 2002 Falun Gong application to rent government venues
to host an annual international conference of Falun
Gong practitioners were repeatedly turned down.

38 November 2002 Political activists Lau San-ching and Andrew To were
charged with organizing an unlawful assembly to
offer support fellow activists Leung Kwok-hung, etc.,
who were charged with similar offences in May 2002.

39 February 2003 Legislation of Article 23 was introduced into the
Legco.

36 February 2003 A group of 80 foreign Falun Gong practitioners were
refused entry.

40 May 2003 Government planned to install close-circuit TV
cameras in streets to monitor hygiene and catch
offenders.

41 September 2003 Department of Justice proposed to three persons who
protesting inside Immigration Tower in 2002,
suggesting it could drop its charges against them if
they promise never to set foot in Immigration
Department offices again and pay $10,000 each
towards the government’s court costs.

42 April 2004 30 protesters staged an overnight demonstration
against the NPCSC verdict on universal suffrage in
2007/08, and were forcefully removed by more than
100 police officers. The police also moved away
reporters on the scene before they cleared the
demonstrators outside the Central Government
Offices.

43 July 2004 ICAC officers raided seven newspapers in a probe
over the leak of sensitive information and seized
journalists’ materials.

44 January 2005 Taipei Mayor Ma Ying-jeou was denied a visa to Hong
Kong. The government did not give a reason.
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A P P E N D I X  5

Coalitions, United Fronts, and Alliances,
1998–2004

Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Civil Human Rights Front Constitutional affairs 13 5 7
Anti-Appointment Alliance Constitutional affairs 3 1 2
Democracy 2000 Constitutional affairs 2 3
Anti-Tung Solidarity Constitutional affairs 3 1 6 1
Campaign for the Electing CE by Constitutional affairs 1 2 3
Universal Suffrage
South Asian Democratic Alliance Constitutional affairs 1
Peoples’ Movement For the Constitutional affairs 1
Election of Chief Executive by
Universal Suffrage
Coalition Against Second Term Constitutional affairs 7 2 9
Alliance of North District Village Education 1
Schools
Parents’ Alliance of Village Education 2
Schools
Alliance for Small-class Learning Education 2
and Teaching in Secondary
Schools
City University Law School Education 4
Incident Concern Group
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Save the College Action Group, Education 1
City University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Christian Council Education 1
Education Concern Group
Business Coalition on Education Education 1 1
Education Policy Concern Group Education 3 1
Overseas Education Concern Education 1
Group
Tsuen Wan Coalition on Education 1
Education Reform
HKU Campus Concern Group Education 1
Parents’ Alliance on Special Education 1
Education Academic Structure
Parents’ Alliance Education 7
Tertiary Education Policy Education 1
Concern Group
Alliance of Budget-cut Education 1
Departments in CUHK
Primary School Catering Service Education 1
Concern Group
South West Kowloon and Ching Environment 1
Chau Alliance on Reclamation
Tuen Mun and Yuen Long Environment 5
Alliance on Opposing the
Building of Incinerators
Alliance for Saving the Seashore Environment 1
Academic Coalition on Flood Environment 1
Problem of Chang Jiang
Green Collar Alliance Environment 4 1 1
China Problem Housing Housing 1
Owner’s Alliance
Hong Kong Housing Alliance Housing 1 1
for the Sandwich Class
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Sandwich Class Housing Owner’s Housing 1
Right Concern Group
Private Housing Concern Group Housing 1
Concern Group for Pets in Housing 1 2
Public Housing
Concern Group Fighting for Housing 6
Reasonable Housing Rights
Coalition of Property Owners with Housing 1 2
Negative Equities
Coalition for Defending the Housing 23 1 1 1 1
Housing Rights of the Grass Roots
Concern Group on the Rights of Housing 1
Kwai Chung Estate Residents
Concern Group on Public Housing 2
Housing Policy
Alliance on Cage House Problem Housing 1
Shek Lei Public Housing Estate Housing 1
Shop Operators Concerning
Group
Coalition on Safeguarding the Housing 3 2
Rights of Cottage Areas in
Hong Kong
H15 Concern Group Housing 1
Residents’ Concern Group on Housing 1
Tai O Stilt Houses Fire
Kowloon City Squatters Residents’ Housing 1
Rights Concern Group
Tai O Residents’ Rights Housing 1
Concern Group
Temporary Housing Residents’ Housing 2
Coalition against “923” Policy
Coalition on Urban Housing 4
Redevelopment
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Residents’ Concern Group of Housing 1
Urban Redevelopment at Sai
Ying Pun First and Second Street
Coalition on Safeguarding the Housing 5 1
Rights of Cottage Areas in
Hong Kong
Hung Shui Kiu Green Housing 1
Community Project
Concern Group
Tseung Kwan O Land Subsidence Housing 3
Concern Group
Upper Wong Tai Sin Estate Housing 1 1
Redevelopment Concern Group
Joint Committee of Teachers in Human rights 2
Tertiary Institutions in Hong Kong
Concerning the HKSAR
Government’s Arrest of Students
Who Participated in Public
Assemblies on 26 June 2000
Joint Committee for Amendment Human rights 6 1
of Public Order Ordinance
Hong Kong Human Rights Human rights 2 1 1 1
Commission
Shamshuipo Coalition for Human rights 1
Defending Human Rights
Movement Against Discrimination Human rights 3 7 1
Coalition for Racial Equality Human rights 2 1 3 2
Alliance Against Discrimination Human rights 1
of New Immigrants
Tongzhi Community Joint Human rights 2 5 1
Meeting of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Women’s Coalition Human rights 6 3 1
of Equal Opportunities
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Housewives’ Alliance Human rights 1
Women’s Rights Coalition Human rights 1 1
Flight Right of Abode to Human rights 3 1
Hong Kong
Concern Group on Police Human rights 1
Violence
The University Librarians of the Human rights 1
Eight Universities of Hong Kong
Alliance in Support of National Human rights 2 1
Security Legislation
Global Alliance Against Human rights 1
Article 23 Legislation
Joint Committee of Hong Kong Human rights 1
Free Societies on Article 23
Legislation
Coalition Against Poverty and Labor issues 42
Unemployment
Unemployed Workers’ Coalition Labor issues 1
Concern Group for Basic Life Labor issues 3 2
Protection of Workers
Coalition on Toys Production Labor issues 2
Safety Charter
Grand Coalition for Labour Labor issues 4 1 1
and Grassroots
Alliance on the Employment Labor issues 3 1 1
Quota System for Persons with
Disability
Coalition on Women’s Labor issues 2
Employment Rights
San Po Kong Workers Alliance Labor issues 1 4
Unemployed Alliance Labor issues 2
Coalition on Medical Reform Medical 1
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

The Hong Kong Coalition of Medical 3 4 2
AIDS Service Organizations
SARS Concern Group Medical 1
Alliance for Patients’ Mutual Medical 4 4
Help Organizations
Alliance on Review of Medical 1
Medical Policy
Central Police Station Heritage Others 3 2
Taskforce
Bruce Lee Alliance Others 2 1
Coalition on the Monitoring Others 1 5 1 6
of Gambling
Youth Coalition against Others 1
Untrustworthy Political parties
Alliance on Proliferation of Others 1 1
Gambling Activities
Coalition in Support of Others 1
Legalization of soccer gambling
Coalition Against Legalization of Others 2 2 2 1
Soccer Gambling
Christian Lawyers Social Others 1
Concern Group
Christian Coalition Against Others 3 1 1
Legalization of Soccer Gambling
Coalition of Basic Law Youth Others 3
Ambassadors
Karaoke Bill Concern Group Others 1
No War Coalition Hong Kong Others 5 1
“238” Concern Group Others 1
Alliance on Protection of Families Others 2 1
Grand Alliance of Internet Others 1
Professions
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Concern Group on New Territories Others 5 2 1
Village Representative Election
Alliance of Hong Kong Youth Others 4 5 9
Groups
People’s Panel on West Kowloon Others 1 1 3
Action Group on the Protection Others 1 1 1
of West Kowloon Cultural District
Wan Chai Heritage Taskforce Others 1 1
Alliance Defending Diaoyutai Others 10
Alliance Protecting Intellectual Others 1 1
Property
Concern Group on the Stability Others 1 1
of Hong Kong’s free economy
Coalition of Links Investors Others 1 1 1
Coalition on Public Transport Others 1
and Utilities
Hong Kong Solidarity and Others 2 1 2
Resistance to Globalization
Coalition to Monitor Public Others 2 1
Transport and Utilities
People’s Coalition to Monitor Others 2 1 1
Public Transport and Utilities
Civil Alliance against WTO Others 1
Alliance against Sales Tax Others 1
Alliance for Opening Up Others 1
Radio Frequencies
Joint Working Group on Others 1 1
Media Ethics
People’s Alliance Monitoring Others 2
Councilors’ Conduct
Concern Group on the Alleged Others 1 2
Fraud of Democratic Party and
James To
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Joint Committee on Policy on Professional/ 1
Civil Servants and Subvented sectoral interests
Organizations
Joint Committee of the Disciplined Professional/ 2 1
Services Staff Associations sectoral interests
Alliance of Food and Professional/ 2
Environmental Hygiene sectoral interests
Department Unions
Joint Council on Salary and Professional/ 1 1
Fringe Benefits in Subverted sectoral interests
Organisations (JCSSO)
Alliance of Unions on Regional Professional/ 1 1
Council and Urban Council sectoral interests
Reform
Alliance of the Staff Unions of Professional/ 2 1
the Water Supplies Department sectoral interests
Alliance of Housing Department Professional/ 4
Staff Unions sectoral interests
Government Cultural Services Professional/ 1
Grades’ Alliance sectoral interests
Anti-Piracy Alliance Professional/ 1 1

sectoral interests
Asia Pacific Mission for Migrants Sectoral interests 1
United Filipinos in Hong Kong Sectoral interests 2
Concern Group on Policy of Sectoral interests 1 2
Foreign Maids
Hong Kong Sports City Sectoral interests 1
Promotion Group
Alliance of Catering and Sectoral interests 1
Entertainment Practitioners
Association of Entertainment Sectoral interests 1
and Services Businesses
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

China-Hong Kong Transportation Sectoral interests 4
Joint Meeting Group
Organization of Hong Kong Sectoral interests 3 1
Drivers
Motor Alliance Professional/ 3 1

sectoral interests
Taxi and Public Light Bus Drivers’ Professional/ 5
Rights Concern Group sectoral interests
Alliance of Taxi and Public Professional/ 1 1 1
Light Buses for the opening of sectoral interests
Lok Ma Chau restricted area
New Territories Taxi Drivers Sectoral interests 1 1 1
Association
Joint Committee of the Transport Professional/ 1 1
Trade on Monitoring Fuel Prices sectoral interests
Learning Drivers L80 Alliance Professional/ 1

sectoral interests
Environmental Light Bus Alliance Professional/ 3 3 1

sectoral interests
Hong Kong Taxi Association Professional/ 1 1
Federation sectoral interests
Teachers’ Rights Concern Group Professional/ 1

sectoral interests
Publishers’ Alliance Against Professional/ 1
Textbook Piracy sectoral interests
Aided School Laboratory Professional/ 3 1
Technician Group sectoral interests
Urban Design Alliance Professional/ 1

sectoral interests
Concern Group of Gold Professional/ 1
Ornaments’ Practitioners on sectoral interests
EPS Issue
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Hung Shui Kiu Pigeon Raising Professional/ 1
Union Concern Group sectoral interests
Tourism Coalition of Hong Kong Professional/ 4

sectoral interests
The Retail Coalition Professional/ 4

sectoral interests
Hong Kong Joint Commission on Professional/ 2
Commerce and Trade sectoral interests
Joint Committee of Hong Kong Professional/ 6 2 3
Fishermen’s Organisations sectoral interests
Entertainment Premises Smoking
Ban Regulations Concern Group Professional/ 1 1

sectoral interests
Coalition on Reviving Catering Professional/ 1 1

sectoral interests
Alliance on Saving Live and Professional/ 1
Frozen Poultry sectoral interests
Hong Kong Newspaper Professional/ 1
Hawker Coalition sectoral interests
Anti-Piracy Alliance Professional/ 2

sectoral interests
Coalition of Social Workers on Professional/ 1
Enhancing Productivity sectoral interests
Coalition on Professional Professional/ 2 1 1
Development of Social Workers sectoral interests
Fighting for Social Welfare Professional/ 11 2 1
Alliance sectoral interests
Frontline Doctors’ Union Professional/ 2 2

sectoral interests
Peng Chau Ferry Concern Group Transport 2
Coalition for Western Island line Transport 4
Mini Bus Driver Alliance for Transport 1
Opening up Route 3
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Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Coalition of Shatin Bus Drivers Transport 2
4x4 United Hong Kong Transport 2
Coalition of Tseung Kwan O Transport 2 1 1
District Council Members
Disability Alliance on Transport 1 1
Concessionary Transport Fare
Motor Bike Coalition Transport 1 1
Concern Group for Western Transport 1 1
Harbour Crossing
Joint Committee of the Transport 1
Transport Trade on Monitoring
Fuel Prices
Coalition for Opening Up of Transport 1
Route 3
Alliance of New Territories Transport 1 1
North-West Open Storage
Operators
Coalition for Universal Welfare 2 1
Retirement Protection
Coalition for Disadvantaged Welfare 5
Communities
Rural Community Services Welfare 3
Alliance
Joint Conference on the Chief Welfare 1
Executive’s Policies in the
Second Term
Coalition on “City with No Welfare 3
Obstruction”
Coalition Concerning Elderly Welfare 1
Elderly CSSA Concern Group Welfare 1
Coalition on Family Violence Welfare 1
Coalition on CSSA Evaluation Welfare 1 1
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Appendix 5 (continued)

Name of front Issue area Action type
A B C D E

Alliance on CSSA Welfare 8 4 2 3
Coalition on Family Policy Welfare 1 1
under CSSA
Alliance on RehabBus Resources Welfare 1 2
Rehabilitation Alliance Hong Kong Welfare 6
Elderly Rights League Welfare 5 2 1 2
Alliance on Maintenance Problems Welfare 1
Livelihood Coalition Welfare 7 1 1 1
Total No. of fronts: 190 351 180 115 53 1

Action type
A: Protest, demonstration, rally, processions
B: Declaration, press conference
C: Forum, public activities
D: Meeting with government officials/Legislative Council members/ Redress

Department of Legco
E: Others



Notes

CHAPTER ONE

1. For discussion on Hong Kong’s autonomy after 1997, see Holliday, Ma, and Yep (2002 &
2004).

2. Some of this sentiment can be reflected from the title of the works in that period. For
example, Johnson’s 1986 article was titled, “1997 and After: Will Hong Kong Survive?”.
Similarly, Hicks’ book in 1989 was named Hong Kong Countdown (Johnson, 1986; Hicks,
1989).

3. For significant academic work on social movements in Hong Kong, see Chiu and Lui
(2000).

4. This “relation with China” was understood largely in terms of how to stand off the possible
intervention from China, and/or the Hong Kong’s position with respect to the Chinese
government, especially after the Tiananmen crackdown. The conception of the
relationship was more or less ideological or moral, and not organically conceived as the
symbiotic relationship between two subsystems, or between a subsystem and a system.

5. This mode of thinking, unfortunately, has been pervasive when the Chinese leaders
designed Hong Kong’s various post-1997 blueprints. The very idea of “50 years
unchanged” is the best manifestation of this logic: that the constitutional drafters can
freeze society at a certain point in time by some abstract principles, as laid down in a
written constitutional document in the form of the Basic Law.

6. This attempt of course is not limited to the political setup. The Basic Law drafters tried
to write down their perceived features of the Hong Kong brand of free capitalism into
Chapter V of the Basic Law. The chapter hence stipulates low tax, private property, a
balanced budget, free port, free trade, Hong Kong as an international financial center,
and the like.

7. The fable goes like this: A man crossed a river by boat. He dropped his sword in the
middle of the trip. He then immediately made a mark on the boat and said, “This is where
I dropped my sword.” When the boat reached the other shore of the river, he jumped
into the river, by the mark, to look for his sword. Of course the boat has already traveled
a long distance down the river since he dropped the sword, and the sword was nowhere
to be found. The lesson: old methods will become obsolete if you are not aware that time
has changed.



CHAPTER TWO

1. Wong and Lui (2000) shared a similar doubt.
2. In fact the Hong Kong government had been able to finance rising welfare and

government expenditure in the 1990s, while retaining a big budget surplus without much
difficulty in 1990–97. Financing rising government expenditure became a real problem
only after 1998, when Hong Kong was hit by the Asian financial crisis, and the government
suffered from huge revenue losses because of reduced tax incomes and the plummeting
of the property market.

CHAPTER THREE

1. The memoirs of Xu Jiatun, NCNA director from 1983 to 1990, claimed that the Beijing
leadership in the early 1980s had criticized the party work in Hong Kong in the 1970s as
“both radical and narrow” (yizuo erjai). See Xu (1993, p. 19 and p. 27).

2. Note that both Lee and Szeto were representative figures in their own professions. Martin
Lee was Queen’s Counsel and had served as the Chairman of the Hong Kong Bar
Association. Szeto Wah founded and was President of the Hong Kong Professional
Teachers’ Union, the largest union in Hong Kong which represented most of the
schoolteachers in Hong Kong.

3. Note also that a lot of these pro-China politicians, including NPC and CPPCC delegates,
or representatives of rural interests, were usually businesspersons by profession.

4. With the exception of two members from the Association for Democracy and People’s
Livelihood (ADPL), a moderate pro-democracy group, no democrats were represented
in the 400-strong SC.

5. Of the 60 incumbents, 34 ran for the Provisional Legco and all but one were elected.
6. In the early 1990s, the HKFTU claimed it had 180,000–200,000 members. By 2003, it

claimed it has close to 300,000 members.
7. Pepper (1999, p. 329) claimed that an important reason for the DP’s failure was that

their platform was politically too sensitive. Their platform included discussion of human
rights issues in China, and demanded investigation of the “June Fourth Incident,” with
the aim of reversing the official verdict, exonerating protesters and compensating victims.
However, with a view to the attitude of the Chinese government towards the united front
and the Democratic Party at that period, it would be highly unlikely that they would
welcome DP candidates even if they had a more moderate election program.

8. Since all Legco members were members of the Election Committee and hence the
Electoral Conference, and DP itself had 11 Legco members, the DP had enough
nominators even within their own party in 2002.

9. Note that there was no “pre-election” in the 1997 election. In fact the DP candidates
had very little chance of actual getting elected in 2002. In the 2002 CE election, the
democrats tried to field a candidate to challenge Tung, but they found that they had
difficulty in garnering 100 nominations for a possible candidate. That means, the
maximum support that the DP candidates could get from the Electoral Conference
members was not much more than 100 members.

10. Some of these quangos actually have functions in more than one area. For example, the
Monetary Authority is the regulatory body for banks in Hong Kong, but it also has major
executive functions in controlling the money supply, maintaining currency stability, etc.
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11. The Education Department was merged with the Education and Manpower Bureau after
the adoption of the Principal Official Accountability System (POAS).

12. For concepts on different types of accountability, see Romzek and Dubnick (1987).
13. On July 6, 1998, the state-of-the-art Chek Lap Kok Airport of Hong Kong, which together

with related infrastructural projects cost US$20 billion, began its operation. Obviously
ill-prepared, the flight information system and the cargo handling system both failed
miserably, causing severe delays in flights and a breakdown in cargo services. The fiasco
brought huge economic losses and was one of the first major scandals of the SAR
government.

CHAPTER FOUR

1. According to the Basic Law (Art. 73 and 89), the appointment of the judges of the Court
of Final Appeal, and the Chief Justice of the High Court needs the consent of Legco.

2. A caveat is in order. Before 1991, a majority of appointed members guaranteed that the
government would get majority support in Legco. From 1991 to 1995, with about one
third being appointed members and other pro-government members from the business
sector also made it relatively easy for the government to secure majority support. Only
in 1995–97 was Legco a real constraining power for the colonial executive. See discussions
in Chapter Five for the evolution of the influence and role of Legco.

3. However, with the election of Donald Tsang as CE in 2005, many predicted that former
civil servants would play a more important role in the future, especially if Tsang could
win another full term of five years in 2007.

4. Before 1985 the government never felt much pressure to explain and defend government
policy in Legco, as Legco members were all appointed by the governor. In 1985–91, senior
members such as Allen Lee, Selina Chow or Rita Fan, would be responsible for defending
government policy and soliciting Legco support. Patten “de-linked” Exco and Legco,
making it impossible for a member to serve on both bodies simultaneously, and demanded
that civil servants take up the political task of promoting and defending government
policies to the public.

5. Among the bureau secretaries (named branch secretaries before the handover) that were
serving before July 1997, only Attorney General Jeremy Mathews, who is not a Chinese
citizen, was not appointed as a secretary after July 1997.

6. A well-known case was related to Radio Hong Kong Television (RTHK). In March 1998,
Xu Simin, member of Hong Kong’s NPPCC delegation, criticized RTHK’s role in a session
of NPPCC meeting in Beijing. RTHK is a government-funded broadcaster but has
proclaimed editorial independence. While Anson Chan defended RTHK, saying that its
role should not be discussed in Beijing, Tung issued a statement saying that while RTHK
enjoyed editorial independence, it was also important to present government policies in
a positive light. (See Ching, 2001, p. 122–3.)

7. In July 2000, Robert Chung, a pollster at the Public Opinion Programme of the University
of Hong Kong who had been monitoring the CE’s popularity for years, revealed that the
CE had put pressure on him to stop polling his popularity. It turned out that an aide to
Tung, Andrew Lo, had visited HKU Vice-Chancellor Cheng Yiu-chung, who had asked
Pro-Vice-Chancellor Wong Siu-lun to talk to Chung. The incident led to much criticism
against Tung for using his power to infringe academic freedom.
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8. Anson Chan reached the civil service retirement age of 60 in 2000. It was reported that
for the sake of maintaining stability and popularity of the SAR government, Tung
succeeded in asking her to serve a further two years on contract terms, up until mid-
2002, when the first term of Tung will also expire.

9. For details of the features and changes under POAS, see also Loh and Cullen (2005).
10. Constitutionally of course the Basic Law does not stipulate that the CE has to appoint

the major officials from civil servants. However, before the adoption of the POAS there
was always the expectation that civil servants could be or would be promoted when there
was vacancy for a secretary, which at least posed pressures and constraints on CE’s
selection.

11. Opinion polls in 2002 showed consistently that on average only about 15% were satisfied
with the performance of Tung as CE and with the performance of the SAR government,
while about 40–50% were unsatisfied. Source: University of Hong Kong, Public Opinion
Program, at: http://hkupop.ust.hk/chinese/popexpress/sargperf/sarg/month/chart/
month10.gif.

12. Arthur Li was quoted to have said, “The power lies with the government. I make the
ultimate decision,” (權在政府，最後由我決定), that if the universities oppose to the
proposal he will “first be courteous and then use force” (先禮後兵). See reports in Ming
Pao, October 6, 2002, p. A1. For more comprehensive discussion on the CUHK-HKUST
merger saga, go to http://merger.ust.hk

13. Leung later stepped down in July 2003, after the half-million-people protest against
national security legislation had created an immense political crisis for the SAR
government.

14. Exco meetings are supposed to be confidential. All Exco members are not supposed to
tell anyone outside Exco about the contents of discussions in Exco meetings.

15. The Hong Kong NPC and CPPCC delegates had a large contingent from the business
sector, largely due to the united front strategy mentioned in Chapter Three. For some
businessmen, the NPC and CPPCC titles served as honorific positions which could help
their business dealings in the mainland.

16. This in fact violated the stated “6-6” rule of the government in appointing advisory
committee members. The rule was that nobody should serve on the same committee for
more than six years, or serve on more than six committees or bodies at the same time.

17. The remuneration for the membership in these appointed bodies varies greatly. For
many of these bodies, participation was largely voluntary, with members getting a token
allowance of about $700 per meeting. For some of the bodies with statutory powers,
(e.g., the Equal Opportunities Commission) the chairman can enjoy a handsome salary
and other fringe benefits and allowances.

18. This may be a crucial difference between the Hong Kong system and more
institutionalized corporatist regimes in the West. There was no real legalized and
institutionalized organizational representation for the committees and bodies, which
hindered the consolidation of these interests in political participation.

19. The list of consensual items did not even include free markets; as various business groups
and sectors repeatedly asked the SAR government for help or subsidy after 1997.

20. The Health and Welfare Bureau was named the Health and Welfare Branch before 1997.
After taking over responsibilities over food hygiene in 2002 under POAS, the Bureau was
renamed the Health, Welfare and Food Bureau in July 2002.
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21. An explanation for this institutional confusion was that most of the statutes related to
infection and epidemic control were enacted before the 1970s, when epidemics like
cholera were still common in Hong Kong. At that time, the Departments still had a lot
of policy-making powers. It was after the McKinsey report of 1973 that the branches
(bureaus after 1997) were made chiefly responsible for policy-making, with the
departments responsible for implementation.

22. For example, MTRC’s discount plan at the time was that a passenger who traveled for
ten trips in a week will get one free trip, and KCRC’s plan was one free trip for eight
trips in a week. This of course was quite different from real discounts, as only frequent
patrons of the rails can be benefited from the discount schemes.

23. The Protection of the Harbour Ordinance, result of a private member’s bill proposed
by environmentalist legislator Christine Loh and passed in 1997, ruled that future
reclamation plans needed the approval of Legco. The government must consider options
other than reclamation, and prove that reclamation is urgent and necessary, before they
can proceed with reclamation.

24. The three projects include the Wan Chai one mentioned, Central Phase III and another
project on the Kowloon southeast coast.

25. The MRIR is computed by calculating the Rent-to-Income Ratios (RIRs) of all the public
housing residents, about 600,000 households of them, and get the median figure of the
RIRs after ranking all of them. The policy of keeping the MRIR at the 10% mark means
that an average public housing tenant household should use no more than 10% of their
income to pay the rent. It does not mean that all the public housing residents should
pay a rent value of less than 10% of their income.

26. Terms of reference of the ombudsman can be obtained at: http://www.ombudsman.gov.
hk/english/link_02_about.html.

27. Among other things, the UN Human Rights Commission criticized the SAR government
after 1997 for its consistent failure to enact laws to forbid racial discrimination.

28. For the terms of reference of the EOC, see the its website: http://www.eoc.org.hk/CE/
eoc/index.htm.

29. Wong was first criticized, before the dismissal of Yu was revealed, that he was receiving
“double benefits” because he received both a pension as a retired judge and a lucrative
salary package for EOC chair at the same time. He later revealed in a newspaper interview
that a local businessman had gifted him and his daughter a luxury flat that worth $30
million, and air tickets, when Wong was still serving as a judge. As Wong did not report
these gifts to the judiciary authorities, it was commonly taken as a possible breach of
personal conduct for Wong.

CHAPTER FIVE

1. Other mechanisms of administrative absorption should include the Urban Council (the
Sanitation Board before 1935), the Heung Yee Kuk, the Po Leung Kuk, Tung Wah Group
of Hospitals, the District Watch Committee, and other colonial honors (e.g., Justices of
the Peace) and other advisory committees. See Scott (1989, p. 62) and King (1975, p.
135).

2. For details of the electoral system at that time and methods of FCs and the Electoral
College, see Ma and Choy (2003a), Chapters Four and Five.

3. For the composition of the UC and RC in this period, see Ma and Choy (2003a),
Appendices 1 and 2.
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4. The bill was the Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Bill 1990 which would have allowed
a wife to give evidence against her husband in court. Since moral values were at stake,
official members were instructed to abstain on the second reading, which made it possible
for the opposition to defeat the government. See Miners (1994, p. 231).

5. In a Legco debate in 1990, Martin Lee described at length how the In-House Meeting
was used to impose majority will on the minority, to pressure them to support the
government policies. See Miners (1994, p. 232).

6. Only three candidates, Gary Cheng, Chan Yuen-han and Hau Shui-pui, were considered
genuine.

7. The exception was Tam Yiu-chung, who was elected from the labor constituency
representing the Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions (HKFTU) since 1985. Three
other members belonged to pro-PRC political groups, but pro-business conservatives were
a much stronger force in the 1991–95 Legco.

8. For an analysis of the voting records on the most important issues in 1995–97, see Choy
and Tsoi (1998). Appendix 9 of the book gave an account of the most important votes
in different policy areas.

9. This structural characteristic had a lot to do with the nature of the colonial state. The
colonial government appointed business representatives into Legco in order to pacify
their opposition to government spending projects. The design of the colonial political
institutions thus accorded Legco more power of financial control, especially in the realm
of controlling expenditure and raising revenue.

10. Under Legco Standing Orders, Legco members could only put in amendments that
reduce revenue or expenditure, but could not increase revenue or expenditure. This rule
applies to both the annual budget and Finance Committee decisions. This rule again
had to do with the nature of the colonial state: the role of the colonial legislature was
control government finance and not to tell the government to tax and spend.

11. The government’s proposed budget only raised the allowance level to $46,000.
12. In that year 46 legislators co-signed a letter to the Financial Secretary, urging him to

increase the personal allowance of salary tax.
13. An important reason for the large number of members’ bills tabled was the relatively

liberal attitude of Andrew Wong, Legco president in 1995–97, who was elected among
members. Compared to the governor (Legco president in 1991–95), Wong adopted loose
standards in judging whether or not a bill entailed government expenses. This allowed
more private members’ bills to be tabled in 1995–97. Unlike the governor, as a popularly
elected Legco member himself, Andrew Wong did not have an interest in blocking bills
that were contrary to current government policy.

14. UMELCO stands for the Office of Unofficial Members of the Executive and Legislative
Councils. In 1986, it was decided that the “Unofficial” should be dropped, as a gesture
to show that all Exco and Legco members were responsive and responsible to the public.
The UMELCO was hence renamed OMELCO (Office of Members of Executive and
Legislative Councils).

15. These private bills included the Bank of East Asia Limited Bill (2001), Bank of China
(Hong Kong) Limited (Merger) Bill (2001), Alice Ho Miu Ling Nethesole Incorporation
(Amendment) Bill 1999, Order of Friars Minors in Hong Kong Incorporation Bill, the
Prior of the Order of the Cistercians of the Strict Observance Incorporation
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(Amendment) Bill 2000, Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd (Hong Kong Consolidation) Bill,
CITIC Ka Wah Bank Limited (Merger) Bill, Dao Heng Bank Limited (Merger) Bill,
Daughter of Mary Help of Christmas Incorporation (Amendment) Bill 2002, The Bank
of East Asia, Limited (Merger of Subsidiaries) Bill, Ling Liang World-Wide Evangelistic
Mission Incorporation (Amendment) Bill 2003. The number of private bills was in fact
boosted by a wave by bank mergers and re-organizations after 1997.

16. The STV in 1995 worked like this: Every voter had to vote for ten different candidates,
ranking them in preferential order. A candidate who got first-choice ballots reaching the
electoral quota (1/11 of total valid cast votes) will be declared elected, and his or her
remaining vote values transferred to the second-choice candidates on the respective
ballots. If nobody reached the electoral quota, the candidate that received the fewest votes
would be knocked out, and his or her vote value distributed among the other candidates
according to the second choices in the ballot. The process will go on until ten candidates
have reached or exceeded the electoral quota.

17. The DAB members who are also Hong Kong Federation of Trade Union members, such
as Chan Yuen-han and Chan Kwok-keung, sometimes adopted a more pro-labor position
and did not vote with the DAB.

18. Su Zhiyi was a Hong Kong businessman who was convicted of economic crimes in
mainland China. His daughter revealed to the press in 2000 that mainland security police
had come to their residence in Hong Kong and ransacked their home for documents in
1995. It led to allegations that mainland security officials had carried out their duties in
Hong Kong, with or without the consent of the Hong Kong government, which would
both be a violation of the “one country, two systems.”

19. As a form of honors given by the SAR government to people deemed to have great
contributions to Hong Kong, in lieu of the colonial honors such as OBE and MBE, the
Grand Bauhinia Medal is the highest honor granted by the SAR government.

20. Some of these issues involved the interests of certain professional sectors, and thus the
functional representatives were also under pressure from their fellow professionals to
investigate the incident. In the short-piling scandal, both the engineering sector and the
real estate sector were eager to find out the truth by a Legco investigation. In the case of
SARS, the medical profession supported an independent investigation by Legco. In both
cases, the usually pro-government legislators elected by the FCs voted in favor of setting
up a Legco investigation committee.

21. For the contents of the report, see http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr02-03/english/sc/sc_bldg/
reports/rpt_1.htm.

22. For the contents of the report, see http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr03-04/chinese/sc/sc_bldg/
reports/rpt_2.htm.

23. Information from Legco website: http://www.legco.gov.hk/chinese/index.htm.
24. Article 73 of the Basic Law does give power to Legco to impeach the chief executive, but

it is confined to the CE committing serious illegality or abuse of office. There is no normal
censure power allowed in the Basic Law.

25. A lot of the legitimacy of the pro-democracy opposition of course came from the fact
that they did enjoy a majority of voter support in all the geographical elections since 1991.
Even at their lowest point of support in the 2000 election, the pro-democracy camp as a
whole still obtained 57% of voter support in the geographical constituencies.
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CHAPTER SIX

1. The local party that has the most party members by 2004, the DAB, claimed that they
had 2,000 due-paying members. Others have no more than a few hundred. The total
number of citizens in Hong Kong who are members of local political parties does not
exceed 0.1% of the population.

2. A good indicator of the limited scale and resources of these groups was that in the 1988
district board election, the three major pro-democracy groups (MP, ADPL, and HKAS)
managed to field candidates in only 29% of all the constituencies. See Ma and Choy (2003,
p. 15, fn. 7).

3. For details of the opinion war around the Daya Bay incident, see Ma (1999).
4. The Meeting Point was commonly regarded as more middle-class oriented, intellectual,

and had had better relations and connections with the Chinese government. The ADPL
was more pro-grassroots. The difference in class positions was one of the major reasons
that prevented a merger before 1990.

5. On May 21, 1989, after the Beijing government imposed a martial law in response to the
demonstrations in Beijing, more than 100 groups in Hong Kong formed the Alliance in
Support of Patriotic Democratic Movements of China (ASPDMC). The ASPDMC then
actively supported the Beijing movement, including sending money and other materials
to Beijing and mainland cities to support the students. After the Tiananmen crackdown,
the ASPDMC also played a major role in smuggling dissidents out of China. It has held a
candlelight vigil in Victoria Park every year since 1989, in commemoration of the
Tiananmen crackdown, which was joined by tens of thousands of people every year.

6. Ideological differences between the three constituent groups prevented a full merger.
Both MP and ADPL considered that it was necessary for their own group to have a separate
identity from UDHK: ADPL claimed it was a pro-grassroots party and thus was different
from the catch-all approach of the UDHK; the MP claimed that it had better relations
with the Chinese government and was more middle-class oriented, and preferred to keep
their group identity. Some of the leaders of MP and ADPL did not join UDHK as a result,
while most members and leaders of HKAS joined UDHK in 1990. See also Cheng (2001).

7. For public attitudes towards political parties around 1990, see Lau (1992).
8. Sum (1995) pointed out that China’s propaganda against Patten in this period had a

discourse that clustered around “nationalism,” “violation,” and “negative metaphors.”
9. In the case that people with party background were appointed as major officials, they

would leave their party to show that they are politically non-partisan. For example, LP
member Henry Tang quit the LP when he was appointed the secretary for commerce,
industry and technology in 2002. Tang was later appointed financial secretary in 2003.
Elsie Leung was a DAB member before she was appointed secretary for justice.

10. Namely, Shamshuipo, parts of Tuen Mun, Wong Tai Sin, Kowloon City, and Kwai Chung.
11. The Ordinance, passed in 2001, stipulates that members of a local political party can

run for CE, but they have to leave their parties after they are elected.
12. The Basic Law only stipulates the electoral method for Legco until 2007. However, the

verdict by the Standing Committee of the NPC in April 2004 ruled that the proportion
of FC seats in the 2008–12 Legco would remain unchanged.

13. See Table 6.1 for reference.
14. As a rule these elected EC members do not have to tell their electors whom they had

voted for in the CE election, as this is supposed to be held by secret ballot. Even if the
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EC electorates find out that their representatives did not vote as they wish, the only way
that they can punish their representatives is to cast their votes against them in the next
sectoral election, which is hardly enough to make them accountable to their sectoral
constituents.

15. Note that the EC representatives had no other function and role in the political system
other than casting the vote for the CE and Legco members. In this sense, all “platforms”
for the subsector election were irrelevant, since the elected representatives were in no
position to deliver anything to their constituents.

16. The DP won two of the ten EC seats, the DAB won two, the ADPL won one, the HKPA
and the LDF each won one, which roughly corresponded to their influence in the district
boards in 1995.

17. In 1998, there were on average 6.8 candidate lists per constituency. In 2000, there were
on average 7.2 candidate lists per constituency. In 2004, the figure was 7.0 lists.

18. The DAB rank and file also had their dissatisfaction against the party center after the
abolition of the municipal councils. However, since the DAB in general was more
hierarchical and top-down, with the party center controlling a lot more financial resources,
they were able to silence the revolt from below. See Ma and Choy (2003a), pp. 182–187.

19. A contrast with the situation in 1995 would be instructive. The Legco constituency was
much smaller under SM in 1995, and on average a Legco constituency was the size of
17–18 district board constituencies or three UC/RC constituencies.

20. Based on an interview with Rose Wu, veteran social activist and chief executive of the
Hong Kong Christian Institute, on August 11, 2003.

21. Many of the pro-democracy politicians started their political careers by running for district
board office in public housing constituencies, where they earned a lot of support by
fighting for grassroots interests.

22. For result of the poll, see http://www.ln.edu.hk/pgp/pdf/RP03C1(3).pdf.
23. The term “Weimar Syndrome” was used because the sentiment was similar to those against

the interwar Weimar Republic in Germany. The term was first used by Staniszkis to
describe the situation in Poland in the early post-communist era (Staniszkis, 1991).

24. Lau’s (1992) surveys in the late 1980s showed that while the Hong Kong public recognized
the need for political parties in political development, they were reluctant to take part
in party activities. It should be noted, however, that these surveys were taken before the
real advent of party politics in Hong Kong.

CHAPTER SEVEN

1. These included the Seditious Publications Ordinance (enacted 1914), the Printers and
Publications Ordinance (first enacted 1886, amended 1927), the Chinese Publications
(Prevention) Ordinance (1907), the Emergency Regulations (Amendment) Ordinance
(1949), the Control of Publications (Consolidation) Ordinance (1951), etc. See (Wong,
1995).

2. The two prominent cases included the “March 1st incident” in 1952, when Wen Wei Po,
Ta Kung Pao and New Evening Post were prosecuted for “publishing libelous materials”
that “stirred up hatred or contempt against the Government.” Ta Kung Pao was found
guilty and banned for six months. All the three papers did was publish a People’s Daily
article criticizing the colonial government for failing to provide relief for fire victims in
Tung Tau Tsuen in Hong Kong. The second case was during the 1967 riots, when the
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Afternoon News, Hong Kong Evening News and Tin Fung Daily News were convicted of sedition
and false reporting. The three small leftist papers were actively instigating anti-colonial
and anti-government sentiments during the heydays of the 1967 riots.

3. For example, in the 1970s the Kung Sheung Yat Pao (Industrial and Commercial Daily) tried
to set its price at 20 cents, instead of the price of 30 cents set by the Newspaper Association.
It led to the objection of both the distributors and retailers, with the latter selling the
paper at 30 cents nonetheless. See Fung (2003, p. 76–77).

4. While the Hong Kong Times has had fewer and fewer readers since the 1980s, its closing
down also reflected the lack of commitment of the KMT government in the propaganda
work in Hong Kong after 1997.

5. The authority and influence of the Press Council was much affected because the Oriental
Daily and the Apple Daily, the two papers with the largest circulation, did not join it.

6. For terms of reference and functions of the Broadcasting Authority, visit the BA website:
http://www.hkba.org.hk.

7. By 2003 Hong Kong had two commercial radio licenses, Commercial Radio and Metro
Radio.

8. Evidence of the pro-KMT stands of these two papers is that they both used the “Republic
of China” calendar system up until the 1980s. That is, instead of putting down “January
1, 1975” as date on the header of the paper, they used “January 1, the 64th year of the
Republic of China,” which is a political gesture of identification with the KMT regime.

9. The Taiwan government does not have an official representative or office in Hong Kong.
Similar to the NCNA before 1997, the head of the China Travel Agency in Hong Kong is
seen as a chief representative of the Taiwan government in Hong Kong, and Cheng Anguo
was the managing director of the China Travel Agency in 1999.

10. These cases were high profile because they caught the attention of the international
media, partly because the SCMP is an English paper. There are of course many other
cases that went relatively unnoticed.

11. Hong Kong Electric is a subsidiary of the Cheung Kong Group, which is the owner of
the Metro Broadcast Corporation.

12. For example, the registrar can refuse a society from registration if he considers the society
can be used to “prejudice peace, welfare and good order of Hong Kong.”

13. The banning of several movies that contained scenes related to the Cultural Revolution
and the political situation in mainland China in the 1970s was illustrative of the censorship
of movies in that period.

14. To the Chinese authorities, only the Basic Law has a superior constitutional status over
other laws in Hong Kong after 1997. They thus saw the related provision in BORO as
unconstitutional.

15. To avoid repetition, the list does not include incidents on media freedom. It is also mostly
limited to the application of government or police power on civil protests. Societal
pressures, including self-censorship or commercial pressures against certain activities or
speech, are not included.

16. For reports of the incident, see Hong Kong Daily News, May 15, 2000, p. A2.
17. Coffins are often used by some local protesters in protests, in commemoration of the

Tiananmen crackdown. Unfortunately for the police, the whole skirmish between the
driver and a police officer was caught on TV camera, which aroused much outcry.

18. For Chinese society in early colonial era, see also Munn (2001) and Tsai (1993).
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19. As a matter of fact the democrats or liberals usually have token representation in these
appointed bodies, say, one or two members in a committee of about a dozen members.
The majority of the seats would usually be taken up by business and professional elites
deemed to be “acceptable” to the SAR government.

20. Author’s interview, November 19, 2004.
21. The term tuohoutuai was used by all three CTU leaders interviewed by this author: Lee

Cheuk-yan, CTU General Secretary, on January 28, 2005; Ip Ngok-fung, PCCW Staff
Association President, and Chung Chung-fai, President of NWFBCSU.

22. Author’s interview with Ip Ngok-fung, February 22, 2005.
23. Author’s interview with Chung Chung-fai, Chairman of NWFBCSU since 1998, February

25, 2005.
24. Examples of these incidents included: (1) In October 1994, residents of rooftop structures

in Tsuen Wan blocked the entrance of the Buildings Department in Central; (2) In
October 1994, Secretary for Health and Welfare Alice Fok was besieged by protesting
elderly people demanding improvement in public assistance; (3) In September 1995,
residents of temporary housing threw rats onto the car of Governor Chris Patten, leading
to skirmishes between police officers and residents. See Mok and Yu (1996, pp. 83–4).

25. Author’s interview with Cheung Kwok-che, President of Hong Kong Social Workers’
General Union, January 27, 2005; author’s interview with Ng Kin-wing, veteran social
worker and community activist, February 3, 2005; author’s interview with Leung Chi-yuen,
veteran social worker and community activist, February 3, 2005.

26. Based on author’s interview with Cheung Kwok-che.
27. Author’s interview with Cheung Kwok-che.
28. For Sino-Vatican relations, see Leung (2005).

CHAPTER EIGHT

1. Author’s interview with Rose Wu, chief executive of Hong Kong Christian Institute,
veteran social activist, on August 11, 2003.

2. For the program shift of DP, see Ma (2001, 2002b & c).
3. It should be noted that although quite a few of these demands or processions were staged

by pro-government community groups or political parties, most of them were not
supportive of the government or government policies.

4. See Ming Pao Daily News, October 4, 2000, p. A2; Apple Daily, October 16, 2000, p. A11.
5. Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa has once criticized the Falun Gong as an evil cult in a

Legco question-and-answer session. See Sing Pao, June 15, 2001, p. A4.
6. Author’s interview with Chong Yiu-kwong, veteran social activist and CHRF convener from

September 2004 to mid-2005, on January 13, 2005; with Richard Tsoi Yiu-cheong, veteran
social activist and CHRF spokesperson from May to November 2003, on January 14, 2005;
with Rose Wu, August 11, 2003.

7. The database of press reports was based on the Wisenews database in the Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology, which collects the news stories of all major Chinese
newspapers in Hong Kong. The author would like to thank Helena Kwong for her
research assistance on this survey.

8. A social action that lasted for more than one day will only be counted as one social action.
For example, a sit-in protest or a signature campaign may last for days or maybe even
weeks, but it will only be counted as one social action. A social action may receive multiple
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reports from different newspapers, but it will treated as one social action nonetheless.
This may be different from the method of counting of public meetings and processions
made by the government as listed in Table 7.5.

9. On July 1, 2003, an estimated 500,000 people went to the streets to protest the impending
enactment of the National Security (Legislative Provisions) Bill on July 9. Although it
was commonly estimated that the demonstrations in support of the Beijing democracy
movement in 1989 attracted crowds of up to one million, the 1989 movement was about
developments in China. The movement against Article 23 thus should be considered as
the largest indigenous movement, going by the number of participants, in Hong Kong
history.

10. For contents of the bill and the controversies involved, see Ma (2005b).
11. Based on author’s interview with Lee Wing-tat, DP vice chairman 2002–04, and chairman

2004 to present, on July 31, 2003.
12. Author’s interview with Lee Wing-tat, July 31, 2003.
13. See The University Librarians of the Eight Universities of Hong Kong, “Proposals to

implement Article 23 of the Basic Law: consultation document” at: http://www.article23.
org.hk/English/newsupdate/dec02/b481e22.pdf.

14. Author’s interview with Richard Tsoi Yiu-cheong, CHRF’s spokesman from May 2003 to
November 2003, on July 25, 2003.

15. Author’s interview with Jackie Hung, Project Officer of JPCOM, July 29, 2003.
16. As a weekly newspaper published by the Catholic Diocese since 1928, the Kung Kao Po

was widely circulated and read among Catholics in Hong Kong.
17. Author’s interview with Lee Wing-tat, July 31, 2003.
18. Author’s interview with Audrey Eu, senior counsel and legislator, on August 4, 2003.
19. Thanks are due to Mr. Siu Yu-kwan for his research assistance in this survey.
20. Based on author’s interview with Chong Yiu-kwong, CHRF convener since October 2004,

on January 13, 2005; and Richard Tsoi Yiu-cheong, CHRF spokesperson from May 2003
to September 2003, on January 2003.

21. Based on author’s interview with Chong Yiu-kwong on January 13, 2005; and with Richard
Tsoi on January 2003.

22. Based on author’s interview with Chong Yiu-kwong on January 13, 2005; and with Richard
Tsoi on January 14, 2005.

CHAPTER NINE

1. See similar views by Eliza Lee (1999).
2. For the report, see http://www.info.gov.hk/cab/cab-review/eng/report2/pdf/

secondreport-e.pdf.
3. The simplest institutional change, of course, is to do away with the restriction in the Chief

Executive Election Ordinance which requires the CE to leave his or her party.
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